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I. INTRODUCTION

The National Endowm t for the Arts (NEA), an'agemcy of the
, .

Federal government, is responsible for providing grants-in-aid to :

state art agencies and non-profit organizations, as isrell as to indi-'

viduais of exceptidnil talent; to assist in the continual delielopment

of the arts and culture in the United States. Authorized by the .

National. Foundation on the Arts and Humanities Act df 1965, as amended,

the NEA'provides support of two tylles) (1) Progrant Funds., which are

appropriated by the United States Congrsess; and (2) Treasury Funds,

which are provided on a matching basis,,and which become-available

only after private aonatiOns are received. The annuai appropriations

by the NEA have increased substantially over the years, rising frcyl_

$2.5 million in fiscal year 1966 to $75 million in ffscal year 1975.

In September 1976, the National Endowment for the Arts awarded

Applied Management Sciences,a contract to develop models.of arts and

cultural_institutions and their responses to changes in general

ecionomic conditions. The responsive behdvior of various types of

arts and cultural institutions is largely unknown, and it is neces-

sary,for planning,purposes (on the part not only of the NEA,*but

also other governmental. and private agencies and foundations engaged

in supporting the arts) that the impacts of local'and general ecohomic

changes on the several types of arts and cultural institutions be

better understood. That is, how is a symphony likely to react to a

recessiont, What happens to its attendance? What happens to the

number of perfOrmances? Prices? What alternative source of revenue

does if seek? -Are the effects serious enough to threaten the

economc viability of the symphony?. Progress toward these and other

questions must be bade in order that interested organi:zations may
-

properly anticipate the more serious threats to arts and cultural

institutions as a result of local and/or general cyclioal (including

trending) behavior of the economy. Accordingly, the primary goals

of thii research effort,were the develcipment of a set of equation

systems (models) and data recommendations for the necessary data

to serve as a base for predictions regarding the economic behavior

of arts and cultural institutions. Specifically, the study focused

on models of the following institutions:

1
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museums

theater--for profitand.non-profit.

sptphony, ballet, opera, and dance

The me hodology used.in-conducting the research effort was com-%

prised of four major,activities:, (1) a literature search and review; .

(2) the construction of a series of econometric models; (3) the II

acquisition of data and the creation of analytical_ files; and (4),

the estimation 'and analysis of the models. The literature search

and'review task involved.the acquisition Ok materials in two princi-
.

pal categories: (i)- studies/repoits which identified data bases

useful for the present.effort, and (2) efforts which wsre relevant

l'rom apolicy standpoint and whiCh-contained. potentially useful

data bases not previOusly idenified..
,

The conduct of the literature search resulted in the identifi-

cation of'a limited number of studies on the econoTics of the,per-. I/

forming ind the visual arts. Most literature, relevant to the present

effort stopped.short of the conceptualitation (much less the.esti-

mation) of ecOnometric models, and those modelling efforts identified

were *quite primitiVe. This is a natural result of the absence of

a systematic data collection effort; and the non-profit nature of

A-large part of the industry which places,it outside of the appli-

cation of conventional economic theory. Detailed descriptions of

the results o4the literature review phase of the present study are

presented in Section II., which is a review of previous policy

studies, and Section, IV, which contains an overview of existing

data bases.

The second major activity undertaken was the .conceptualization

of a set of models characterizing the arts and culture industry.

The institutions to be studied are:

1. For-Profit Theater,

2. Non-Profit Theater,

3. Opera,

4. Symphony,

5. Ballet,

6. Modern Dance, and

7. Museums. 17.
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a

During the conceptualization process, these institutions were

grouped into "for-profit" and."non-profit" categories, with the

categorization being conducted according to the tax-exempt status

of the insti.tution. This iesulted'in the following groupings:

1. For-profit theater; these are viewed as profit maximizers.'

2. Non-profit institutions: these are viewed as pueSuing a
constrained output maximizatioR, and are divided into the

+
following six subgroups:

1- a. Non-Profit Theater,

b. 'Opera',

c. Symphony;

d. Ballet,

e. Modern Dance, and

f. Museumi.

Given these groupings, econometric models were constructed

containing the following components:

a' supply of performances or exhibit,days component,

a demand component for the audience, and ,

a capital accumulation component.

In addition, the models for non-profit institutions indluded an

unearned income component. All *tie models developed during this

phase of the study contain simultaneous equations, and were specified

to account for.general economic conditions at national as well as

regional levels (see Section V of this report.).

The third%ctivity conducted during the.stud'i was the acquisi-
,

tion of all requisite data and the creation'of appropriate analytical

files. As pointed out'in Section IV of this report, the surver of

the existing data systems evidenced several deficientcies 4n the data

4ch impacted on the.estimation of the models. These deficiencies

were of three major types:, (1) certain data element's for arts

organizations were missing in both cross-sectional and time-series

data systems;
t
(2) the observations were sparse for certain elements

in the time-series data ystems;and (3) the data wer, not always'

available for indiyidual organizations, but only as aggregates for

the art form. The causes of these deficiencies are discussed in

3 0
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great detail in Section IV. liespite the deficienci'es in the data

.sets, usable analytical files were created and the estimation of

the models was effected.

The final task was the estimation of each of the simultaneous-
.

I/ t

equation models. This suggested the use of a two-stage least squares

or similar technigues in the estimation process. HOwe'ver, due to I
limitations in ihe available 'data, it was not possible to utilIze

rwo-stage least iquarei since the number of instrumental variables ,

in the system is greater than the number of obseiVations yhieh rules'

out the'first stage of this technique. FOr example, within the Ford

Foundation data, which was the principal data source for most of-the

non-profit arts and cultural organizations, the data,set spans an

interval of only nine years. Therefore, ordinary least squares was

'used, rather than a thb-stage approach. In the FornProfit Theater

model, the data spans'a much longer (1899-1974) Period, but since 1/

no usable cost or capacity data are available, the For-Profit

Theater model was reduced to a single estimatable equation. In
11

addition, exogenous data were sufficient,only for an ordinary least

squares approach on this single equation.
1/

It should be pointed out, as a finak note, that the key

tasks in the research effoft were he colfceptualization of the
I/

models arid the 'develOment of appropriate data bases. The appli-

cation of the data to the models should be thought of as only

an initial step in the. attempt to forecast the needs and demands

of arts and cultural institutions.' The empirical results posited

below are'not provided as definitive, but rather as a demonstra-

tion of the feasibility of condixting further indepth work and

for suggesting directions for such work. Indeed, the preliminary lt
results blitaghed by tising the limieed data bases available produced

very interesting and useful results. Such results are very ft
encouraging and emphasize both the need for, and the potential

return from, additional efforts at acquiring suitable data bases.
11

Data are the weakest component to this point in the aevelopment

of individual simulation models for forecasting purposes. A
1/

19
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perfectly correct, true, and valid conceptual model cannot be

used for policy decision-making in the absence of such data.

Therefore,.it is hoped that the substantial progress that has

,been made to this point without sufficient data will stimulate

those data acquisition efforts which will lead to fully operational

forecasting (simulation models for each of the several types of

arts and cultural institutions.

flay
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II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

\
A. Introduction

As was pointed out'in the introduction to this report, the

literature pertaining to the economics of the performing and visual

arts is quite limited. In general, none of the previous studies

attempted to model the economiC aspects of arts and cultural.

institutions. This can be explained in part by the shortage of

adequate daba bases and to the 12on-profit nature of the majority of

the industry. The two 'most relevant studies for the present effort

were: ,(l) Baumol and Bowen, Performing Arts-The Economic Dilemma,

and (2) Thomas Moore, The Economits of the American Theater. Many

of the other studies emphasized other aspects of,the industry, such

as the need for funding, and were less useful to the present modelling 11

effort.

.
Despite the limited literature on the economics of the performin

and visual arts, several research efforts were identified that

appeared to be of relevance to the present study. In fact, the

review of these studies, a summary of which is presented here, played

a significant role in the conceptualization and development of the

models presente/ later in this report. The purpose of this section

of the report is to describe, in summvy fashion, the studies which

Applied Management Sciences considered most important, highlighting

the Principal components of each, as well ai appropriate findings,

conclusions and deficiencies vis-a-vis the present modelling effort.

Appendix .A contains a more(detailed presentation of the studies

reviewed here, including specifications 'of models, variables,. etc.

A bibliography is provided at the end of this report.

From the standpoint of economic theory, two generic groups of

arts and cultural institutions can be identified: For-Profit

organizations and Non-Profit institutions. The For-profit segment

of the industry is represented by the'For-Profit New York (Broadway)

theater. The Non-Profit sector, on the other hand, is comprised of

several art forms,,including:

I r:.
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AD 4 Non-Profit Theater
Opera
Modern Dance
Ballet
Symphonies
Museums

These forms are discussed as one group, due to similarities in

financial characteristics and modes of operation.

B. For-Profit Institutions

The'literature pertaining to the economics of the For-Profit

Theater was the most relevant from the point of view of the present

study. Of the literature-identified, four studies were found to

be of particular valde in the conceptualization.and development

ipf the For-Prbfit theater model. These studies were: (1) Theater

fin America-Jack Poggi; (2) The Economics of the Theater-AnthOny

Hilton; (3) Performing Arts-The Economic Dilemma-Baumol and Bowen;

and (4) The Economics of the American Theater- Tl;omas Moore. The

-reports bY Anthony Hilton and Ja.91 Poggi provicled a cursory over-

view of.the economics of the theater, while the studies conducted

1351 Thomas Moore and Baumitl and Bowen were of a more rigorous nature.

The literature on the For-Profit Theater generally focuses on

the decline of the American theater, with particular emphasis on

financial problems. It traces the development of the theater from

..ihe resident stock to the combination'companies. As audiences

became more sophisticated and demanded higher quality productions,

resident stock companies, in which the same set of actors performed

many different plays, became less and less able to compete with the

celbination companies, where actors were hired on a production by

production basis. This development led to the centralization of

the American theater, where the market could support the commercial

theater. The major center was and continues to be Broadway.

In general, the twentieth century began with the theater a

seemingly healthy enterprise. But this state of affairs doncealed

22
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an inherent w akness. This weakness was discussed in great detail

:by Moore; Bad ol and Bowen, and Hilton in.Aeir respective studies,

and relates to- the increasing costs of putting on a show.accompanied

by lack of gains in productivity. In virtually every other industry,

the twentieth century has brought remarkable increases irr labor pro-

ductivity, due to better technology, economies of scale, and an
.

increased-capital stock. The live production, however, has generally 1
not shared in the increase in productivity. Although some technologi-

cal advances have aided the theater (such as quicker transportation), II

they have not been sufficient to substantially increase the producti-

vity of the performer. As the costs of production continue to rise,
li

the gap.between productivity gains and cost increases continues to

rise. As Baumol and Bowen point out, "the extent of the increase in
II

relative costs (in the live performing arts) where produc'tivity is

stationary will vary directly with the economy-wide rate of increase I
in output per mih-hour. The faster the general pace of technologicaL

advance, the greater will be the increase in the overall wage level,

and the greater will be the upward pressure on costs in any industry I/
,

which does not enjoy increased productivity." (p. 171).

Another aspect of the For-Profit Theater insdustry discussed 1/
,

by several authors was the lack of flexibility of theater-owners with

respect to ticket pricing policy. Anthony Hilton state that since li

/the demand for performances is relatively inelastic with respect to

price, theater-owners should raise ticket prices, especially in II
,

times of peak demand (such. as weekends). Moore produces statistical

evidence to support this claim. In his analysis of the deman4 for
1/

Shows, Moore found that the price elasticity was significantly less

than one ,(-.48). Based upon these findings, Moore recommended that

rules governing pricing should be repealed or modified so that the It
ii

theater can adjust itS prices to changes in the market.

11
"4The composition of the audiences for theatrical productions

was,also discussed by several of the authors. As pointed out by



Baumol and Bolden, "the audience is drawn from an extremely narrow

segment of the American population. In the main, it consists of

persons who are extraordinarily well educated, whose incomes are verir

high, who re predominantly in the professions, and who are in their

late youth/or early middle age."14 HoweVer, even as the audience for

the theater becomes more affluent, a corresponding, increase in theater

attendanc has not occurrea. In fact, Moore found that'a 1 percent

increase in income led tO .only a .2 percent increase in the price of

the ticket bought. At the same time, the increase in expenditures

for caliPlementary goods, such as travel and food, increased by .35

percent. So even though the theatergoer spends more'On an evening

at the theater as his income increases, the,increase is.not totally'.

captured,by the theater in terms of increased revenues. This,fact

has added to the financial problems of the For-Profit_Theater.

Another development which has affected For-Profit Theater is'

the increased use of the mass media as an instrument for spreading

the arts and culture to a wider audience. The emergence of the:mass

media has had several effects on the theater industri. First, it

served Pa..s a drain on the stock of labor, as actois left the theater

industry for the seemingly more lucrative movie.and television -

industries., The increasing availability of performances through

the mass media also affected attendance in the theater indus,try.

Despite dtamatic increases in population and technologically

advanced transportation systems, the increase in Broadway,t(heater

attendance has been slight since the 1930s. Howevei.., due to dif-
.

ferences in the values placed on television versus live performances, .

the effect On attendance at the theater is difficult to isolate.

(4
C. Non-Profit Institutions

The literature_pertaining to the economics of non-profit per-

forming and Visual art organizations proved to be quite limited.

In addition to the study, by Baumol and Bonen mentioned earller,

three other studies were identified,-only one of which involved a

modelling effort. These three, studies were:. (1) The Finances of

the Performing Arts-FOrd Foundation; (4 A Study of the Non-Profit
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Arts and CultUral Industry of New York State-National'Researdh

Center of the Arts, Inc.; and '(3)'The Pattern of Performing Arts

Financing-Bruce Seaman. .The first two studies were simply data

collection efforts involving surveys of arts and cultural institu-,

tioni, while Seaman attempted to model the behavior of performing

arts organizations.

The economics of,non-profit institutions is somewhat different

from the For-Profit Theater. This difference is explained to a

61arge extent by'the underlying purposes of non-profit arts and cul-

tural\institutions. One 041these purposes is the attempt to broaden

the audience case to include persons who normally would not attend' AP

charged and increasing the number of exhibits or perforMances. This
suclv ermances. This'is. accomplished largely. by Ainimizing prices

.

"co:amunity awareness" on the part of arts and cultural organizations

to limit changed in the.price of admission on "moral grounds," 11

as pointed out by Baumol and Bowen. Due to the rigidity in ticketa

prices, many non-profit orgartizations are increasingly being con-
11

fronted with a widening income gaP. As Baumol..illa Bowen state, "the

4:income gap has been growini, and it has been aoing so quite steadily." 11

(p. 292). Further, a study of non-profit arts and cultural ihstitul.

tions in New York State by the National Research Center for the Arts

shows that an income gap exists for 54 percent of all organizations c 4,

surveyed.
. II

Because of the widening gap between earned income and costs,

and due to tlie rigid pricing7structures inherent in the industry,

non-profit arts an&cultural organizations have become increasingly 41

dependent on income from other sources.; namely, grants and contti-

,butions. ThiS "unearned income" 'can come from several sources,

includinv (1) private contributions;, (2) foundation support; and

(3) government subsidies. Private philanthropy, inCludes both indiv-

idual and corporatt contributions to the arts. Up until the late

1960s, private contributions represented the largest source of

unearned intomelfor arts and cultural institutions. Hoviever, these

contributions were not obtained freely; the organizations had to
-111

develop procedures for soliciting philanthroyfy, and had to cqmpete

10



"with many other potential recipients, such as educational and

religibus.orgt,nizations. fhe solicitation process thuS r6Presents

a cosf to the drts indtcultural organizations seeking donations from s

individ4als and/or coipotaiions:

Despite the magnitude of'private philanthropy', little was

accomplished in the way of decreasiu the income gap of arts'and

cultural organizations. One soluilon to this problem was the in-

creasing. role,of foundations.in.the suppori-. of such.institutions.

The largest of the foundations is the Ford Foundationwhich has

been the most important single contributor fo'r,several years. Since
-

the Ford Foundation began its,prOgram-Tor supporting the -ar:ts in

1957, it has contributed approximately 4 percent of,itsgrantS in

thp area each year.

The role of the folindation in supporting.arts and cultural-

organizations is a vital one: As pointed out by Baumol and Bowen,

"because the large foundations can act.with Aeliberation.and.can

base their decisions about grants on an adequate program af prelimi-
,

nary research, they dan undertake non-routine types of support which

are nevertheless of crucial importance." (p.; 343). In addition,"

foundations,have recently begun.to realize that an important part of

tneir contributions can be used to Yelp close the income.gap. This

realization is an important step forward for the arts and cultural

organizations seeking foundation grants.

The final source df-"unearned income" for the 4rts and cultural

institutiOns is governmentalmunicipal,.state, and Federal.

Support by municipalities can take two orms:" direct and indirect.

Diredt,support involvesdirecfsubsidies of arts and cultural organi-

zations. This%type of support has historically not been very sub-
.

stantial, except in the case of museums. Its future may not be

bright, since cities are increasinoly being faced by financial

pressures in other more vital areas. Indirect support, on the other

hand, involves,no outlay of funds by the municipality. Rather, arts

and cultural i'nStitutions are permitted to u,se Munidipal facilities

at little or nO tut-of-pocket cost. The magnitude of such indirect,

support, however, has not been measured.

111



,
Support for the performing and visual arts by State governments. I 1

, i . ,

,
,

/
., ,

/

has also historically been relatively Nnall. Arta Agencies are
, . I/

inCreasingly becoming popular as-a source of inpport-for the artS and',,

cultural'activities within individual states, and it is belie*ed fhaf
... II

this tYpe of support will increase. As Baumol and Bowen state it,''

". .the principle of state support, is rapidly gaining acceptance,

I/And one can predi"Ct with a fair"degree of confidence thai funds from

this source will increase in the future:" .(p. 352).

II
.- Federal government support for the performing and visual arts

has increased dramaticaily over the past decade. Before the`middle

of the 1960s, most Federal support for aits and cultural organizations 1/
took the form of varioustax exemption provisions. In 1965, the ,

National Council- on the Arts was esta6iished, authorizing,the Federal 11

goveinment.to make °direct financial contributions to the performing

arts. The total appropriations for the Natiorial Endowment for the 1/

.,-

Arts have intreased from apProximately $2.5 million in fiical.year ,

1966-to over $75 mil1ion-in-1975. ,This increasing ,.support has dope
1/

much 0 alleviate some, but not all, Of the financ41 problems faced
I/

by non-profit arts and cultural institutions.
. .

. I
. In developing the models oS non-profit aits organizations.for'

.

the present effort, the industry's dependency on extexpal 'funding
I/

had to be taken into accounf. Since such organizations have,to com-

pete with other industries in the economy for significan9t contri- . 1
butions the cost-s anU effort of obtaining such contributions has'

become s'maj-or factor,in the'industry's operations, *Therefore, the

concept,of unearned income in the non-profit section of the'lliodels, 1/

unlike the For-Profit institutions, occupied an important place in the

modelling.ekfort.: It
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lir., GENERAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

A. Introduction

For purposes of this'study, the performing and visual arts
.

organizations were classified into two categOries: 4

1. organizations -that 'Were set up as Commercial enterprisei;
e.g., Broadway theaters, and

2. organizations that were set up as non-profit enterprises;
e.g., museums, opera and ballet:

In order to properly assess the several data bases ayailable to

us and to Todel the behavior of these Organizations, it. was necessary

first to identify their objeCtive functiOns (i.e., the goals pursued

by the organizations). The goal (objectivwfunction) of a commercial

theater is profit maximization. This goal is a direct result of the

obligation of the producers to the initial investors who expect

maximal returns on their investmentv.-

The objective function of a non-profit.organization cannot be

assumed to be profit maximfzation, however. This cOmpliCated the

identification 'bf an objective function for this group. As a result,

a panel af Consultants was convened tci assist in this identification

process. These consultants were:

Mr. Thomas Fichandler, Who is-currently the Executive
Director of the Arena Stage, the President of the League
of Resident Theaters, and the Vice-President of the
'Washington Drama Society.

M. James Morris,--who is currently the Director of the
Division of the Performing Arts at the.Smithsonian
institution. Mr. Morris' past experience i4cludes a
.wide and:varied background in the performing arts.

A

Mr. Donald Nicholas, 'who is currently the Deputy Director
of the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts. His mainvactivities
are in the area of husiness management.

In addition to the project consultants, the liaison to the Project

Officer, Mr. David. Waterman., provided.input into the process.

Mr. Waterman is an economist at the National Endowment for the Arts.
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A total of four meetings were held with the consultants and-

Mr. Waterman over a three-month period. After considerable delibera-

tion by.the Panel, the conclusion was that non-profit art organizafions

of all types considered maximize output subject to.a, profit constraint.

Specifically, this is the maximization of attendance subject to a zerd-

profit constraint. Such a goal implies increasing attendance up to

the point where total revenue (TR) is equal:to total costs (TC).

Before describing the models developed relative to these objettive

functions, it is instructive to indicate in Cgeneral way the output-

profit relationships associated with each objective function.

Figures l and 2 present simplified illustrations of these

relatOnships:

Attirdsno

FIGURD 1: PROFIT. MAXIMIZATION.SOLUTION FOR THE INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATION II

111'2.1C2

Tota.I.Cost (TC)

Total Rovenue (TR)

MMmdaram

FIGURE 2: ATTENDANCE MAXIMIZATI6N WITH ZERO-PROFIT CONSTRAINT FOR
THE INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATI9N
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Profit maximization implies a solution in Figure 1 where atten-

dance is given by Al. At this attendance level, profits are defined.

as (TR
1

- TC
1
). Attendance maximization with a'"zero-srofit" con-

straint implies a solution in Figure 2 where the attendance level is

A2, and the profit level is zero (TR2 = TC2). In the first case,

marginal revenue and cost are equal, while in the second case, total

revenue and cost "are equal. The introduction of grants, contributions,

and endowMent income can be treated as downward shifts in the cost

curve or upward shifts in the revenue curve in Figure 2. The result

of either shift.is a new equilibrium point with greater attendance

(still with zero profit) under conditions of attendance maximization

with a zero-prOfit constraint. ,

B. The General Models

The models developed for °the performing and visual

arts organizations incorporated either a profit maximiziAg objec-

tive, function or a constrained attendance maximizing objective

function. In both cases the models inclUde demand, supply, pricing

and capital accumulation relationsh4s. The objective function

determines t4e solution set for each model.

Before turning.to a discussion of the structural relation-

ships developed fdithe.general models, it is important to note that

the relationships and variables specified here are of two types:

(1) those based on general economic theory; and-(2) those which are

"institution-specific," i.e., these based on relationships defined
,

by the structure of the arts and cultural industiies, These

"institution-spe ific".variables are used to rein.force ihe varia-:

bles norMally,associa 'th general economic theory. Thus,. for

bxample, in the For:Profit heater.model, discussions with the

Advisory Panel and other'a riori information led s to believe

that the demand function (measured by attendante) is not only a

function of price and income' variables, but is also dependent upon

other variables specific to the Broadway theater, such as the

15



1
crime rate, strikes by transportation workers, etc. By inc uding

such variables in the general model, a more applicable rela ion-

ship is achieved that will better approximate the.actual relation-

ship. Therefore, the discussions which follow intlude descriptcons

of the major behavioral relitionships which exist in the general
..

models with respect to both theoretical and institution-specific

variables.

1. For-Profit Theater

The Fpr-Profit Theater model antains five behaviOral.

equations which determine demand, supply, pricing, capital acCumu-

lation and advertising expenditures. The specifications for each

of the five equations include relationships based Upon general

economic theory, observations of arts organizations in general,

and for Broadway theaters, specifically. The following discussion

highlights the underlying considerations which serve as a founda-

tion for the development of each of the behavioral relationships.

Quantity deianded in the For-Profit Theater model is

measured by attendance. owever, a given attendance.level can b

associated with various nuIners of performances depending on t

audience size per performanc . Because of this, it was decided to

standardize the demand measure by dividing .attendance by the total

number of performance'seats available (i.e., seating capacity multi-

plied by the number of performances). The resulting measure is a

utilization rate of the capacity of the theater. ,This utilization

rate, as well as attendance,,can be explained by price and indome

variables and by those variables peculiar to the For-Profit Theater

industry.
4 4

The specifiCation.of tfie price variables was based on

general theoretical considerations.' The'price of admis,sion to'fhe

theaters is specified as being negatively relatedo attendance or

to the utilization rate. This was based on the asiumption that the

product of the theater is a good, i.e., a decrease in the price of

admission will, ceteris paribus, result in an increase'in the qualtity II

demanded: In the case of utilization rates, the inability of the

16



industry to,increase the capacity of the theater- without a.con-

siderable time loss, makes this assumption valid.

In addition to the price of admitsion, the price of com-

plements was also included in the demand function for For-Profit

Theater. These complements, such as the cost of babysitting,

dining out,oand transportation costs to the theater, combine to

increase substantially the effective price of attending the theater.

In fact, Baumol and Bowen calculated the cost of such complements

as being at least equal to the price of admission to the theater.

Thus, general theoretical considerations indicated that the prkces

of complements are negatively related to the utilization rate, since

an increase in the effective price-or total cost of admission to the

theater results in a decrease in the quantity of output demanded,

ceteris paribus. Likewise, the general model also includes the price

of substitutes as a variable affecting the quantity of theater ser-

vices demanded. Such substitutes include movies, Off-Broadway

theater, television, etc. The price of these substitutes.are

specified as having a positive effect on the demand for Broadway
_

theater. In other words, as consumers are faced with increasing

costs for products which serve as substitutes for the legitimate

theater; the quantity demanded of the product of For-Profit Theater

will increase.

In addition to the movements along the demand curve

resulting from changes in the price Variables specified above, the.

general model also accounts for potential shifts in the demand

curve. One set of variables that accounts for such shifts is in-

come variables, which are measured in the model,by total per capita

inCome and the unemployment rate for the area. Per capita income
.

. wat specified in the model as being positively relatpeto 'the

utilization rate'nd attendance. 'That is, an increase in the per

capita income'lever results in'increased utilization of For-Profit

Theater, allelse being equal. This specification is in keeping

with general theoretical donsi4erations. Thus, a change in the

*17
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income level of the population will serve to shift the demand curve

to.the right; which results in an increase in the quantity of the

theater demanded (utilization) at all price levels. By the same

token, the rate of unemployment has a positive effect on the demand.

An increase in the general unempfoyment rate may serve to reduce the

effective income of the population, and thus result in a leftward

shift in the demand curve, but this effect would be captured by the

income tetm. However, unemployment is also associated with a drop

in the opportunity cost of time, and given that theater attendance is

a relatively time intensive activity, the result is a decrease in the

effective price of attending the theater.
-

In addition .to variables based strictly on theoretical

considerations, the demand function also includes other elements

specifically related to the nature of the For-Profit Theater in-

dustry. For example,'strikes by public workers, such as police,

transportation, or, sanitation personnel can have a dramatic effect

on attendance anethe utilization rate. These efects can be looked

at from two points of view. First, in the short-run, a strike may

serve to raise the cost of theatergoing, thus causing a reduction

in the quantity demanded of the product. Over a longer perio4 on

the other hand, strikes may affect the tastes of the consumer, re-
.

sulting in a leftward-shift in the demand curve. For example, a

strike by the police may increase the fear of crime.in the theater

district.

The above discussion of the relationships in the demend

function illustrates the increased sensitivity of the function by

the inclusion of variable% other than those based solely on theo-

retical considerations. By including industry-specific variables,

it is ,felt that the equation more. accurately portrays the actual

relationship$ which exist .in,the For-Profit Theater'industry,'

Similirly, this type of speciAcatilm Can be Carried forward into

other segments of the general,moael:

The supply of performances in the For-Profit Theater

industry is reprePSented in the general model by the cost-output.

1R
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1.

1

relationships, that is, costs are positively related to the number

of performances. In other words, an increase in the number of

performances per time period, ceteris paribus, leads to an increase

in total costs. However, in the For-Profit Theater industry, the

level of output is not easily measured, due to the inter-production

heterogeneity of performances. To account for such heterogeneity,

a scheme had to be devised to measAre the overall level of out-

,/
put. Of course, no single aggregation s hema could fully account

for all the heterogeneity present, but good approximation was

achieved by aggregating across productions and accounting for the

major differences among performances, such as plays (nen-musical/.

drama) vs. musicals, the size of the.cast, and the length of run by

using-proportions and averages as separate standardizing variables

in the specifications. Thus, it was'hypothesized, for example, that

the proportion of musieals would have 'a positive effect on the cost, .

function, since in most'cases.more production personnel are required

than for plays. Similarly, a smaller average cast size should

decrease the costs of production whether musicals or no't.

The'cost function can also be affected.by other variables

that are industry-specific. For example, one variable that sig-
.

nificantly affects the costs of roduction is wage increases that .

>

are different from productivity increases. Theoretically, increases
,

in -wages are normally associa d with increases in labor productivity,
,

so as productivity increases, wages increase proportionately. How-

ever, the theater industry is peculiar in this respect. Histori-

cally, increases in labor productivity have been slight, dqe to the

nature of the industry. ,From this theory, a decline-in the

productivity,in, the theateT industry,relative,to other industries

should be accompanied by corresponding decreaSes in relative'wages.

If'a-relative decline in theater wages-does not occur (and histori-
..

/I

cally it has not), an increase in the cost of production in theaters-.

',relative to sectors experiencing productivity gains will result,

-As Baumol and Bowen point out, "for an activity such as the liye

performing arts where productivity is stationary, every increase
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in money wages will lie translated automatically into an equivalent

increase in unit labor cost ...",,(Baumol, W., and,Bowen,

Performing Arti - The Econnmic Dilemma (p. 171). Thus, the inclu-

sion of a variable representing -die upward pressure for wage in-

creases by persons employed in the theater industry further refines

the specification of the cost relationship.

The third behavioral relationship presented in the

general model is the pricing mechanism. This mechanism is

basically a cost-pius.markup, so that price depends on the

average cost per person attending. That is, the price charged

by For-Profit Theatersqs proportionately related to the average

cost (per attendee) Of-production. This behavior is consistent

both with general economic theory and with the behavior as .

1/described by the expert consultant panel.-
,

The last important relationship is the,process of 1/
capital accumulation. The process is basically that of an economic

accelerator model where the desired capital stock is related to the 1/

number of performahces and the average utilization rate per per-

formance, or the percentage change in attendance. Thus, ii the

number of performances and the utilitation rate are high, the

theater wculd tie inclined to expand its seating, capacityll

1/These four basic relationships comprise a system where'

equilibrium for the' firth is the result of satisfying the objective

function of profit maximization through the.equality of marginal

revenue and marginal cost. . Such a.sOlutiOn is.shown in Figure 1

at that level of .attendance., Al, where the .slopes of the total ' 1/

revenue '(TR).and total coit (TC) curves are equal,' resulting in

a profit level of TR1 TC1.'

I.

2. Non-Profit Art Organizations 0
11

The general model for Non-Profit Art Organizationa

served as the basis for'six separate models. !,These models are

/I
,

presented in Section V and represent: Non-Profit Theater,,
. *

1/ Individual theaters would, of course, normally do so in the Ishort-run by changing theater and in the long-run by new con-
struction, but the entire industry may be sedn to adjust total
capacity annually throug1 the combined actions of many individual
theaters.
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Opera, Symphony, Ballet, Modern Dance, 'and Museums. The number

of key behavioral relationships for each of these Models varies

from 11 to 1:9, including demand, suliply, pricing, capital adcru-

lation and the supply of unearned income. The specifics of each

relationship, of course, included individual characteristics

that were observed for the particular art form being studied.

Ihe objective function in each case was attendance maximization
4

subject to a "zero-profit" constraint.

For eaCh of the non-profit models, the demand function

is measured by attendance or utilization with the same basic con-

ditions and relationships discussed for the For-Profit Theater

applying. In additdon to the variables specified previously, how-

ever,,the general model for non-profit organizations includes

variables'which are industxy-specific. For example, an important

component of the non-profit,organiza%len's attendance is comprised*

of subscriptions and memberships. Since the measure of total

attendance includes unknown jevels of "season ticket" holders, the

general model for non-profit institutions includes either of two

variables that attempt to account for thedeniand generated by sUb-

scriptions and memberships: the desired expansion of subsOiption

sales, and the level of advertising committed by the organization

for subseriptions and memberships. These two variables were con-

sidered to bellighly relateUsince an increase in'desired expansion

'would be.cairied out,in part by an increase in advertising expendi-
.

tureS. It was hypothesized that an increase,in the level of ad-

vertising expenditures would have a positive effect on attendance

and the Average utilization! rate, since successful,promotional

expenditures are expected:to shift 'the demand curve't6 the right.

The determination of supply for non-profit organizations

is again based on the cost-output relationship, and is almost

identical to that developed for the For-Profit Theater. For all

non-profit organizations except museums, the supply relationship

is identical to the For-Profit Theater mod41. In the museum model,

costs are broken down into their six component parts: ,(1) annual
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expansion cost; (2) annual educational and (dther group programs'
I/cost; (3) annual' publications''cost; (4) annual cost for all

auxiliary services; (5) annual'cost of research activities; and

(6) annual operating and productio:I costs. Annual total costs 11

then are simply the aggregation of these six components. Thus, no

adjustments are necessary to account for the heterogeneity of out- II

i .

put in the museum model. In addition, museums differ from other

organizations in ;he magnitude of their capital costs. The museum
II

industry is extremely capital-intensive relative to the performing

arts.organizations (which are labor-intensive).
11f

The pricing scheme for Non-Profit Organizations exhibits

a lag structure that is not found in For-Profit Theatetc Thisp in

large part, is due to the existence of significant sourcei of in-

come other than the revenue from adm'ssions., and the explicit goal II

of maintaining as low admission fees s possible in order to maintain

and widen audience appeal. Therefore, changes in the costs of pro- 4111

duction and the demand conditions are not automatically translatecli I
, , .

into price changes. In most instances, attempts.ammade for cost
11

changes to be wholly or partially absorbed by.unearned income. How- it

ever, persistent deficits are likely to lead to a revision of the

pricing schedule. AI
The capital accumulation Process is similar to that of

the,For-Profit Theater,,being b*sically an accelerator principal, II

where deired capital is related to thepumber of performances

and tile utilization rate'or the.percent change-in attendance.
1/

Additional capital expansion (or contractiOn) iS thus related to

the difference betiften desired capital and the actual capital stock It
. ,

.

-

(capacity)."

The relationships discussed to this point are similar

to those observed for For-Profit Theaters. liut, the determina-

tion of the level of unearned income is unique to,Non-,Profit

Art Organizations. Unearned income is'derived from both private

and public sources, with private sOurces being subsidized by the

public sector in tlie form of tax deductions for the contributed

IN
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income. There has not been a study of these types of contributions

solely for the arts because of data limitations, but studies have

been conducted on philanthropic contributions in general. Two of
4

the'major studies in this area are those of R.A. Schwartz on

philanthropic contributions (Schwartz, R.4., "Personal Philanthropic

Contributions," Journal of Political EconoMy, December 1970 and

Schwartz, R.A., "Corporate Philanthropic Contributions," Journal of

Finance, June 1968). Using this background as'well as the intensive

discussion with the project consultants, the behavioral relation-

ships established for'private' contributions included the volume

oftperformances or exhibits .by the organization, its pursuit of

contributions via fund-raising activities, the incentives provided

by the tax laws,..and the selected wealth,peasuxes (e.g., stockholders'

equity fOr all manufacturing corporations, Standard & Poor'S

common stock pricecindex). All of these factors should be positively

related to the level of contributions.

The case of the contributions provided by fOundations
r-

is similar to that of private individuals and group, with the ex-

ception of the role'of'the tax incentive since.founda4ons enjoy a .6

tax-exempt status: A deficit-surplus fund was included inithis

reletionship since foundations may provide aid to NOn-Prcifill Arts'

Organizations during periods of financial difficultieS. The ,iemain-

ing source of support is that .of governmental agencies Thes e '

grants are related to the number of performances, past grants and .

contributions by governmental agencies-, as well as thp..budget%posir,
4 . q' /

tion of the agency. These factors'should be foositively related to
z

the grants 'received.

It Should be noted that many of these organizations have

endowinent fu nds. Restrictions are often set on the use of-the

endowment principal for operations with some exceptions in the caSe

Aoapital gains. Thus,.the most important.consideration is the

endowment inCome. This income can be thought'of as a type of

annual grant and Cah be combined with UneAlmed income.

The solution.set for the sys tem defined by the above

rklationShips is determined by the objective function of cpn-

strained"attendance,maximiiatiOn. Since the Constraint is one.
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of "zero-profits," a condition is imposed on the sum of earned
-,.

income, unearne4 income and expenditures, such that its pl,nned
I/

value is zero. 'Of course, the information upon' which the plans are
,

'

,

'based is often incorrect or unattainable so that, a non-zero sum is .

.often the outcome, in practice. In any case, the planned solution

set iS represented in Figure,2 by the attendance level A2. At this

point, total revenue (income) equals total expenditures and attenaance II

is maxiiized without inctiiring losses.

- C. The Transition from General Models to Conce tual Models

Before discussing the specifics of individual models in

Section V,,ai impotlant point should be made about the developmental

process of those conceptual models.. While the underlying structure

of the generaljtoaeis,presented here were used as the-basis of the

conceptual models, the transition from the general models to the

conceptualimodels'was often hindered by data constraints. That is,

although all-lmportant relationShips were specified in the general

models, the'lack of data 'in many al4as, may cause siveral,structurai

modifications in the conCeptual model in order to facilitate the

estimation process.
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IV. FINDJNGS OF THE REVIEW OF EXISTING DATA SYSTEMS

A. Introduction

Several conceptual models are presented in Section V (below).

Each of these models identifies a required set of data"in order to

attempt the estimation of the models' parameters. Briefly, these

,data fall into the categories of output and attendance measures,

measures of the costs of production, the piices of admission, the

IIof accumulited- capital and the rate of accumulation, and the

various types of contributions an4 grants received by each arts'and

cultural organization. The For-Profit Theater model differs from

the others in that data are not required for grants and contributions.

It was also determined that the Museum model would be more demanding

in terms of data requirements because of'the greater variety of

11

operation which they typically undertake.

A suTvey of the existing data systems for the performing and

visual arts organizations relative to these models revealed three

types c,f deficiencies:.
'

"the data are-missing for certain elements for the
arts organizations in both cross-sectional,and time-
series'dat: systems,

the observations are sparse for certain e ements dn
the case of,time-series data systems, and

the data are not always available for individual
oiganizations; instead aggregates for the art form
are given.

The causes for these three deficiencies can 'be traced to one or

both of the following characteristics for art organizations:

the impermanence of many art organizations. _This
impermanehce was discussed previously by both
J. Poggi, W. Baumol and W. BoWen in their respective-
studies.

Jack Poggi described the commercial theater as
an enterprise where "each production is a :

separate enterprise, with actors- hired only for

the run of the play... . Under thiS system the
theater managers no longer produce plays, and
the producers, for the most part, no longer
have their own theaters." (Poggi, J., Theater in
America: The Im act of Economic Forces -11-70-1967,

p.
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W. Baumol ahd W. Bowen described te f-Broadway
theater-organization as ene that onsi ts to a
considerable extent of fly-by-nigh comp ies and
organizations which have never oper ted be ore and
which, after the current production, ill n er be

'assembfed again." (Baumol, W. and Bowe W.,
Performing Arts-The Economic Dilemma, pp. 6-27)

. the lack.pf standard accounting procedures. Thi was
also discussed byW Baumol and W. ,Bowen in their tudy
.of the performing arts.

-W. Baumol and W. Bowen descri d
pany as an organization that
administered in all aspects' by a
He either serves as his own sec
and business manager or entrust
his wife or a friend." (Baumol
Performin: Arts-The Economic Dil

the dance co
"Typically,
single pers
etary, acco taint'
thes4,tas s to
W. and wen, W.,

p. 26-27)

These two characteristics, impermanence of the organization,

especial.ly in the caseof the For-Profit Theater, and lack of stand-.

ardization in the accounting pror:edures, are currently being addressed

by private lihanizations and governmental agencies. Two of the most

promineni of these are the Ford Foundation and the National Endowment

for the Arts. The Ford-Foundation has undertaken the Collection of

data for arts organizations in the following five areas:

.These two characteristics, impermanence of the organization

anil lack of standardization in the accounting procedures, are cur

rently being addressed.by private organizations and governmental

agencies. Two ofthe aost proMinent of these are the Ford Founda-

tion and the National Endowment for the Arts. The Ford Foundation

has une.ertakfn the collection of,daa for arts organizations in the .

^

following five areas;

Non-Profit'Theater

Ogera

Symphony .

Ballet

, -Modern Dance

The National Endowment for theArts is currently supporting efforts

of d ata collection'and Compilation, as well as the identification

of. data gaps and.deficiencies.

216
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During the,process of creating data files for each of the seven

I/ separate types of arts and cultural institutions (mainly from the

Ford Foundation d ta); a number of data deficiencies were encountered.

While these defic

tion of usable 'cla

were important en

cussion will deal

sources of the:a

data element

ncies were severe enough to prNvent the.construc-

a files in bnly two instances, the deficiencies

gh to be reviewed in depth. The following dis-

separately with each art.form, presenting the

ailable data as well as identifying the missing'

B. For-Profit Theater

0

The sources of the data for the For-Profit Theater are the Black

Report (New York Cultural Council, A Study'of the New York Theater);

Aumo1 and Bowen (Baumol, W. and Bowen, W., Performing Arts - The

Economic Dilemma); Moore (Moore, T.G., The Economics of the American

Theater); and Poggi (Poggi, J., Theater in America: The Impact of

Economic Forces). Data were also obtained from various issues of.

Variety_ Maianlitr.,

The data deficiencies fbr this art form are the following:

1: °there are no usable 'cost data. Although Moore performed a

cost study, it resulted in only five observation sets. (Moore,

-11 .T.G., The EconomiCs of ihe American Theater, pp. 41-68, 155 ). they

covered the following yeah:

1927/28, 1928/29

1939/40,. 1940/4, 1941/42

1949/50, 1950/51

1954/55, 1955/56

1960/61.

Each of these observation sets gave the components of the following

II costs: %

average production costs

average weekly operating costs, and

total costs.

S.
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These five observation sets were adequate for Moorz.'s purposes

And represent the most comprehensive cost study of Broadway pro-

dmctions to date. However, tip sparsity of the observations limits

their usefulness in time series analysis.

2. There are no theater capacity data. This prevents the

analyses of the^expansion of Broadway theaters and utilization

rates for these theaters. The only data available for capacity

are those on'the nUMber of theaters.

3. There are no total attendance data for years prior

to f974. All the attendance data before 1974 refer to estimated II

average February figures only. The usage a February attendance

as an indication of annual attendance assumes that -seasonal varia-
.

tions in th'eater attendance are the same for each year in the time series.

0.

4. There are'no data for the individual organization or

production company. This aggregation of the data prevents the-

usage of alternative aggregation schemes, U4the data were avail-

able for the individual productions, it would be possible to

experiment with various liggregates such as:
I/

aggregates based on length of yun,.'and

aggregates based on initial investmentocapitalization.
I/

_These aggregations will also combine the,breakdown by9type

of production; is it a play or a musical? Needless to say, many
11

other aggregation schemes could be devised in order to analyze^.

the workings of Broadway theaters.. Finally, disaggregated data

would make it possible to perform cross-sectional analysis for'

Itthe various productions.

5. There are no data for revenue frot movie-rights, record-

ings, or similar activities. This deficiency limits the analysis

of Broadway activities ind the expected returns from such activi-
ties. Thus, if this type,of revenue and cross-sectional data

were available, it wogld be possible to construct a model that

is based on expected returns. In such a model, investors would

not necessarily view the returns from Broadway .activities as an

28
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end in itself, but as part of the total returns which include movie-

rights, etc. Such a model would have a greater explanatory power

for the behavior of investors, playwrights, producers, etc.

6. There are no data on the wages of .the artistic and non-

artistic personnel on Broadway. Undoubtedly, such data could be

found in the files.of the relevant labor organizations, such as

Actors' Equity. These data have not,been obtaihed or published so

far.

- C. Non-Profit Theater

The source of the data for Non-Profit Th'eater is the Ford

Foundation. This data set has (134) items for the following six

areas:

earned income: income derived from performances,

unearned income: income derived from grants, contri-
butions and various funds,

balances of accumulated funds,

salaries and fees for artistic and non-artistic
personnel,

non-salary costs such as equipment, royalties and
transportation costs, and

\effctive factors such as total output, total
at endance, subscriptions sold, capacity and price
structure.

The data span a period of nine years, 1965/66 through 19'T/74.

This data set was edited by the Ford Foundation. The missing

evalues were estimated on the basis of the assumption that "within

each art form organizations'with like total operating expenditure

levels will have similar responses...", (The Ford Foundation, The

Finances of the Performing Arts, Vol. I, Appendix G, p. 5). The

percentage of lines of the survey questionnaire for which data

were reported averaged over 90 percent for all art forms for the

first six'years of data collection. (The Ford Foundation, The

Finances of the Performing Arts, Appendix G., p. S.). .

This data set represents an extensiVe.data collection effort

on the part of the Ford Foundation, It is the most comprehensive
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set available for non-profit art oftanizations, and included a con-

siderayle editing effort over the'nine-year period which it spans.

4This editing effort resulted'in a consistent data set across years

and the art organizations included.

1/
The data deficiencies for this art form are the following

)

1. There are no attendance data for contracted performances.
-

The size of the audience for such performances influences their

continuation. Therefore, if the attendance data were available, it

would be possible to improve on the explanation for the variations

in this income source.

2. There are no data for promotional activities directed

toward increasing attehdance. These selling costs should be in-

vestigated in order to determine their effect on attendance.'

3. There are no breakdowns for performances in terms of

plays or musicals, length of yun, etc. The across-the-board ag-
,,

gregation results; in a greater loss of inforiation than need be

the case. If such breakdowns were made, the analysis would ac-
.

count for the various types of productions.

4. There are no output measures that are associated with

recordings, films, r dio or television.- The absence of such an
1

output measure implies either ignoring this inpome component, or

assumirig the 'correlation of the unreported output measures with

the reported ones.

5. There are no data for the individual private contribu-

tions and the incomes of the contributors. The availability of

such data would aid in the study of contributions and the factors

that influence them.

1/ There are data deficiencies in the Ford Foundation data base for
each of the art forms it covers,.but this is certainly not the
fault of the Ford Foundation. Had it not been for the extensive
efforts of this organization, this study could not have been
undertaken.' This data base is by far the best encountered in-

this research effort.
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6. The model estimation effort (see below) revealed the possi-

bility of errors in the seating capacity measures. .This was suggested:

by the performance of the equations in.which the ratio-of total

' attendance to totdf potential seating capacity is used as the depen-
.

dent variable rather than total attendance. The results using this

measure were not nearly as good as those when using total attendance

as the measure of'demand.
*

It should also be stressed that the limited number bf years

spanned by these data also res,tricts the mi.:lel estimation effort.

This was particularly the case fr the estimation of simultaneous

equation models. Parts of this data set have been updated with

the addition of two more years of aata by Touche-Ross. The addi-

tional years are 1974/75 and 1975/76, but the updating included

only 21 of the Non-Profit theaters in the original Ford Foundation

sample. This updating effort was undertaken for only 16 data '

items out of a total of 134 items. The sources of these additional

observations are the Theater Communications Group Annual Fiscal

Surveys.

The sixteen updated items are:

total expenses and two expense components,

fo, total earned income and three of its components,

total unearned income and six of its components,

total ihcome, and

the number of seats.

These updates exclude total attendance, the price of admission, and

the number of performances which rules out their usefulness in the

econometric model estimation. Additional deficiencies were reported

by Touche-Ross & Co., in the compatability of the Ford Foundation

and the Theater Communications Group data. This became apparent to

them when comparing the observations for the year which overlapped in

both sets: 1973/74. Our observations confiim thesincompatability

of eight of the sixteen updates with the Ford Foundation base data.

Clearly, the added observations did not continue the trends established
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bY the base data in these eight cases. The reason maY be that

slightly different data definitions were employed.

D. Opera

The data source for Opera is also the Ford Foundation. The

dati deficiencies are idertical to those of the Non-Profit Theater.

In addition, there is a deficiency in the data concerning the accu-

mulation of endowments. Thus, it is not possible to identify in-

crement(s) from one period's endowment to the next. Consequently,

endowments had vi be treated as exogenously determined in our

modelling effort?

E. IXERLEEE

The primaty source of the data for Symphonies is, again, the

FOrd Foundation. Another data set was compiled by the Center for

Policy Research based on the raw data supplied by the American

Symphony Orchestra League. The deficiencies found in the Ford

Foundation's data set include those stated in the discussions f6r

the Non-Profit Theater.and the Opera. In addition, the following

deficiencies yere noted in the Ford Foundation's data:

1. There are no data for the matching funds accounts for

the Symphonies that participated in the Ford Foundation Symphony

Program. These data are significant insofar as they led to a

decrease in the izà of the appropriations for operations. This

decrease resulted from the transfer of part of the income of the

organization to the matching funds accounts.

2. .
There are 'no data for the interest income which is de-

rived .from the Accumulated Matching Funds: There are also no data

for the Aividend income obtained from the Ford Motor Company stock

trust fund. These data are significant since Ile receipts of the

symphonies were altered during the period of the accumulation of

the matching funds. In addition, these two income components were

undoubtedly altered when the symphonies gained control of the VATO

funds on June 30, 1976.
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The data.from the Ameriean Symphony Orchestra League compiled

by the Center for Policy Research.covers dnly 17 Symphonies out of

the over 100 available, but spans 26 years (1949/50,threugh 1974/75).

The portions of this set made available to Applied Management Sci-

ences cover earned and unearned income, the endowments,,the number

of players, salaries, length of season, and ticket prices. The-

data items which were made available to Applied Management Sciences

included no breakdowns for the various components of tfie grants

and contributions which were received. In addition, no attendance

figures were compiled. The only measure of output made available

is an unweighted length of season measure. The Center for Policy

ftsearch did indtcate, however, that a weighted measure of the

number of concerts is being Aleveloped at this time. These de-

)11'

.

ficiencies limit the usability of this data base. us, even thou&

the earned income and price measures could be used to apuoiimate

an attendance measure, its accuracy would be seriously in doubt.

Also, it is not clear whether or not the earned income includes

contracted services and recordings income, both of which would upwardly

bias the computed attendance measure.

F. Ballet

The source of the data set lor Ballet is the Ford Foundation.

The data deficiencies are identical to those of the Non-Profit

'Theater, described above.

G. Modern Dance

The source of the data set for Modern Dance is also the Ford'

Foundation. The data deficiencies include those identified for the

Non-Profit Theater, but deficiencies also exist in the usable sample

size and with reference to gaps in the data. The sample size

deficiency beCame apparent when all organizations with le s than

nine years of data were deleted. This reduced the samp1 size from

eight to three dance companies. Gaps in the data exist or the

number of performances, total attendance, annual seating capacity,

and weaned income. These deficiencies ruled out any meaningful

,model estimation, since a sample of three dance companies is hardly

representative of this;art form. Furthermore, the existing gaps
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in the datirmAke the h),pothesis testing for the estimated coeffici-

ents inadequatp.

H. Museum

There are two museum data sets:

1. A.time-series data set was compiled through the combined

efforts of Applied Management Sciences and the Center for Policy
"/

Research which is based on the income and financial statements

obtained from fourteen museums. This/involved the analysis of the v

individual income and/or balance sheit statements to identify the

entries to be used in constrUcting/income, expenditures, and the

several funds variables for the mseums.' The following deficiencies

were identified for this data se:
/

a. Thete is a lack of,standardization for the income

and 'financial statements of museums. This lack of

.standardization is/Also observed when comparing the

statements of the/same musepm from year,to year. The

observed deficiencies stem 'from changes in the data

included under;a heading and changes in the breakdowns

for various categories. Mese deficie cies lead to

considerable/difficulties in setting u time series'

data files 'for museums tinder the present 'tontract.

Similar conclusions were presented,by the -National

Research Center of the Arts in its data collection

,effort Museums USA: A.Survey'Report. This study

states that the museum industry is literally unable

"to make a.proper financial accounting of itself."

(p. 491)

b. Mere are no adequate data for the components of

earned income. These data should provide informa-

tion for the sov-:es of the earned incoie. Some

of these sources would be membership dues, admission

fees and donations, charges for attending educational

programs, sale of publications, and auxiliary

services. This deficiency hinders the analysis of
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earned income since the mix of these income dom-

ponents is likely to change over, time, whereas

the data do not indicate that mix.

C. There are no consistent data for the unearned

income components. The available data often dis-

. aggregate grants and contributions by source, but

at other times revise the disaggregation scheme

altogether. This inconsistency prevents the

analysis Of the components of unearned income.

d. There are no consistent and sufficiently disaggre-

gated expenditures data. The data should supply

information regarding the costs of adcessions,

edu'cational programs, publications, research, fund-

raising and pipmational activities, auxiliary

services snd general operations. The deficiencies

in these cost data should be remedied in conjUnc-

tion with the earned income components. This would

help in relating the various costs and incomes $o

that the operatioxis of the museums can be analyzed.

e. There are no adequate data for the various funds

for museums. This is gctually an extension of the

lack of standardization. The available data for
t.

museums' funds are not often specific with reference

to the purpose of the fund. Thus, acCession funds

might exist for a museum, but no such identification.

-is associated with them. The same is true for other

funds. This deficiency hinders the analyis for

the relationships of the various funds and the

specific operations of museums.

f. There are no adequate data regarding the "outpuel

of museums._ Such output could be measured, for

example, in terms of hours of operation, number

of exhibits, cost of exhibits, or square feet of

C.

Is
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, exhibit -area. The aosence of such output measures

, hinders the estimation of econometric models

developed below for museums.

g. There are no adequate data for the stock of exhibit

items, deaccessions, and the utilization rate of

the available stock. This deficiency hinders the

analysis of capital accumulation, accessions and

construction or acquisition of facilities.

In general, the time series data for museums were inconsis-

tent and at times limited to total receipts and expenditures.

2. A cross-sectional data set was obtained from the National

Research Center of the Arts. This group undertook a survey of

museums under the auspices of the National Endowment for the Arts,

the results hich are reported in Museums USA: A Survey Report.

The univ rse for his study consisted of 1821 museums which:

have pe manent facilities whiA are open to the public
on re lar basis,

axe open for a minimum of both three months, a year and
25 hours a week for a three month period,

own part or all of the collection exhibited, are non-
profit tax-exempt institutions,

have at least one full-time paid employee with college
or special training related to the museum operation, and

have a minimum operating budget for fisdal year 1971/72
(excluding,capital improvements or_accumulations) of
$1,000 per month.

The National Research Center of,the Arts selected a sample of 728

museums from the'universe of 1821; , This sample is representative

in terms of type and regiono, but since different sampling propor-

tions weie used for the larger museums; they'are over-represented in

this sample)] The data were collected for the fiscal year ending

in June of 1972, unless the muzeum's fiscal year coincided with the 4

calendar year in which case data for the year ending in December of

1971 were acquired.
,

1/ The National Research Center for the Arts did apply a statistical
correction factor to the data that they report, but it is unknown
if the data received from them on magnetic tape were so corrected.
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'This survey represents:a majar step in data ;collection for;

museums but suffers from several important deficiencies:

The only measure of.output that could be constructed from
the availatile data is'based on the number of hours the
museums ire open. Alternative measures, sOch as the total
number of exhibits for the year, or the square footage of`-
the exhibit area would have been of great help.

Data on the costs of museum auxiliary services, such as;
restaurants and parking lots, are not identiftable.
This rules out full analysis of these'servic'es, which
are very,impeirtant to museums because of the significant
revenue.which they genefate.

Data on costs are not segr gated in terms of free 'admission
programs and those for wh'ch a fee is charged. .The mix of

w these programs depends o the museums' financial situations
and the other sources o income, both earned or unearned.

4 Data on the stock of exhibit,items do not exist even though
the rate's of utilization of that stock are given. These
data are relevant in the evaluation of the capital
accumulation process and in the prediction of the levels of

output.

.There are no output measures for publications, such as
circulation counts. This type of activity generates a
significant level of revenue from advertising and
subscriptions, as well as serving as an effective promo-

_tional device.

The output of and returns from research operations are not
reported, althoughthe'ast ,of research is.

The membership count data proved to be inadequate for the
model estimation. This is likely the result of the use-of
ten pre-selected intervals for measuring this variable,
rather than the actual count.

Finally, the cross-sectional nature of this data base lessens

its value,for model estimation purposes. Sthce it is a single .

periOd cross-iection, functions which require lagged values of or

changes in endogenous variables could not be estimated (at least

not with lagggd vglues or changes). Also, the.use of such disaggre-

gate data introduces the problem of heterogeneity of the units of

analysis. With time series data, data heterogeneity is not a serious

problem as long as the composition of the observations from which the

aggregated observations were derived does not change drastically

over time. With cross-sectional data, however, aggregation cannot
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be used to escape the problei heterogeneity. Either the analysis

has to be limited'to general characteristics, or run separately on
1/

each homogenous subset.

p.

This latter alternative ia not.withia the scope of work of the

ftesent effort.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The two main causes of deficiencies in the existing,data systems

were identified as the impermanence of For-Profit art organizatiofts

and the 14cleof standardization in_the accounting procedures fo-r-

these and other organizations:. Efforts are underway'gt this pme by

private organizations and governmental agencies to retedy these causes.

For example, the support of the Ford Foundation and,the NatAonal

Endowment for the Arts has certainly led to some stabilization of the

various industries and some effort has been.made to'develop account-

ing guidelines (e.g., Museum Accounting Guidtlines), ed. Victor

Daniloir, Association of Science-Technology Centers, Wachington,

D.C., 1976; published as a result of a grant from the 'National

Endowment for the Arts). The continuatron ol such efforts by these

organizations,and agencies should ead to data systems that would

be more adequate for modelling and forecasting efforts. It.is, there-

fore, recommended that organizations such ai the Pord Foundation and

agenciei such as the National Endowment for the Arts continue and

expand their roles in these areas. Specific recommendaticns

improvement of the data bases applicable to the several types of

arts and cultural' organizations are described belowl

For-Profit Theater

1. The sparsity of the cost data fonthe'For-Profit Theater

ruled out the estimation of the Supply and,pricing, relationships

in the conceptual model. This data 'aeficiency could be remedied

by:an effort similar to that of T.G. Mooye, who analyzed the costs
0

'for samples of Broadway plays and constructed cost data for five

periods, 1927/28-1928/29, 1939/401941/42, 1949-/50-195.4/51; '

1954/55:1955/56, and 19.60/61. (Moore, The'Economjcs of,the

American Theater, pp. 41-6$, 155). Ihe availability of financial,

records for other timt periods should be investigated in order to,

construct a longer time series for cost data.
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2., The lack of capacity data for the For-Profit Theater

limited the demand analysis to that of annual total attendance, since

the utilization rate could not be computed. Furthermore, it was not

possible td estimate.the Capital accumulationlprocess in the concep-

tual model because of' this deficiency in the capacity4ati. This

deficiency, could be corrected from the available records fdr the

theaters on Broadway. It is quite unlikely that the highly

centralized operatians for Broadway, 4hich prevailed during the

firft half of this century under the'Syndicate and later the Shubert

Brothers, did not yield adequate capacity data. In addition, given.

that tht number of theaters on Broadway i% available for the years

2427-1960, 1963, one would expect records'concerning the seating

capacity, of thee theaters to be availab:le.

3. The deficiency in the wage structure data for artists on-

Broadway could be,partially.corrected through the reCords of

Actors',Equity and other.labor organizations.

4. The data deficiencies ill, the areas of total attendace,

individual productions by a company, and the secondary, but quite

important, sources.of income such as movie-rights and recordings,

a more difficult to remedy. It is quite likely. that past records

-far these variables are either 4pavailable or quite costly to obtain.

Thus, an effort should be made'to coll.xt these data for the'current

-Fand reCent periods. It should be pointed dut that Variety magazine

is currently publishing the total attendance data. In additionj.,

"data could-be obtained regarding individual productions and the

secondary sources of income from Variety magazine and other similar

1

?ublications.

Non-Profit Organizations (Excluding Museum)

' 1. The main deficiency of the Ford Foundation study of non- .

profit-art organizations Man-Profit Theater, Symphonies; Ballet,

Modern Dance and Opera) is the small number Of observation% and the

fact,thai not up-to-date. fhis data base was skillfully

prepared,- but this deficiency.greatiy influenced the metliod, extent,
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and content ofthe analysig% 'An effort was undertaken Vy Touche-

Ross (to" add obsetVations for two.years, from data held by the

Theater Communications Group, to 21 of the Non-Profit Theaters in

the Ford Foundation study) in order to improve this part of the Ford

Foundation data base. Unfortunately, the linking of the additional

years of data produced significant discrepancies in half of the Six-

teen variables. Since the Ford Foundation data were heavily edited,

this suggess that any data,used to.update this data base be

similarly edited. In any event, the few data items that were updated

was sur.irising. The lack of data for attendance, price,.and the

number of performances is difficult,to justify given the availability

of data on tevenue, cost, and seating capacity. These data are cer-

tainly availaole but have not been compiled. Therefore, the continu-

tion of this data collection effort for all organizations which

participated in the Ford Foundation studyshould be' encouraged.

$ecause the Ford Foundation data set is the most comprehensive and

consistent"data Tet available, and since the costs of this undertaking

are considerable, governmental subsidies should be rwisidered.

2. Specific attention shbuld be given to the Modern Dance

component of the Ford Foundation data base. The data deficiencies

for Modern Dance ruled out any meaningful statistical estimation of

the conceptual model. 'These deficiencies were the result of the

small universe size df the Modern Dance Companies with budgets of over

$100,000 and the-size of the data gaps for some of the variables.

An effort should be made to obtain the missing data and to expand

the sample size. This task is likely to be difficult since the

data fOr dance colipanies are most likely to su fer from both the

impermanence of the organization and the lack f standardization

in the accounting procedures.

3., The American Symphony Orchestra Leagn data are particu-

larly rich in detail and numbers of symphonies and rival the Ford

Foundation data base.in potential value. Only a small part of

these data (both in terms of numbers of symphonies and numbers of

variables) were made'available to Applied Management Sciences for
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this study, but, from these data, it was neverthelesb clear that a

thorough and detailed editing of all these data shotild be continued.

It is therefore recommended that this be considered as`a major com-

ponent of any data base'development activities.

Museum

1. The data for the museums time series could be improved

significantly if the accounting procedures used to construct the

income and financial statements of the various museums were

standardized.

2. The' museum cross-sectional data could be improved by

expanding the time period to more than one year. This mix of time

series and cross-sectional data introduces past information for

museums' operations and their adjustments to changing economic

conditions. Since suciran annual survey is costly, a subset of the

sample (e.g., all sampled art museums) could be considered. This

data set could also be improved by supplementing the available data

with data on the total number of exhibits for the year, the square

footage for the exhibit area, the'various components of expenditures

the stock of exhibit items, and measures of output for activities

such as publications and research. In any event, it would be just

as useful and certainly more cost-effective (but would also take

longer) to concentrate on a small (but ktatistically representative)

subset of museums and.collect data over time on them.



V. CONCEPTUAL ECONOMETRIC MODELS

A. Introduction

The general models were presented in Section III, while the

review of existing data was presented in Section IV. The purpose ,

of this sectione therefore, is to present the conceptual models for

each, of the several types of cultural'institutions ai developed from

the general.models of Section III and in light of the data con-

strainljs of Section IV. Obviously, a number of compromises had to

.be mad and some specifications may appear to be "incomple.te," but

these Jnodels were developed for immediate tstimation and not as end

produ ts.

T e specification for each behavioral equation contains the

full li ting of potential measures which may be used. That is, many

of the variables listed in a given specification are alternative

measures and are not necessarily suggested as appearing in the esti-

mated equation at the same time. Not only would degrees of freedom

problems prevent such an attempt, but economic theory quickly demon-

strates the inappropriateness of such action)]

B. The Conceptual Models

In-total, a series of six conceptual models are presented in

this section. These models are:

For-Profit Theater

Non-Profit Theater

Opera

Symphonies

Ballet

Dance
2./

Museum

21 Of course, the simultaneous use of alternative measures of the
same phenomena would also introduce substantial simultaneity
into the estimation process, so that all but one,alternative
would be dropped as a statistical matter -in any event.

2/ A model is suggested for Dance even though the data are insuf-
ficient to estimate such a model.
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1. For-Profit Theater

The objective function of the For-Profit Theater is

profit maximization. This objective function is incorporated in

the conceptual model by producing the leve.1 of output and performances,

in which the increments to total revenue are equal to the increments

to total costs.

The conceptual model is composed of five behavioral

relationships representing demand, supply, pricing, capital accumu-

lation, and advertising. The demand relationship is measured by

either attendance or capacity utilization, where the size of the

audience is related to price and income variables as well as such

variables as might affect the effectiTt price or shift the demand

curve. The supply relationship is based on the cost of production.

The pricing relationship is presented as cost-plus markup, which

relates the price of admission to the cost per person attending the

theater.. The capital accumulation relationship is that of an acceler-

ator model, where increases in the utilization rate and the,number

of performances lead to increased capital accumulation. The adver-

tising relationship is a function of the average utilization rate

since this rate is an indication of the demand level. These four

relationships define the workings of the For-Profit Theater's

model. Equilibrium is achieved as a result of the fulfillment of

the objective function, since at the point of maximal profit no

incentive exists for the expansion*or contraction of.operation.

The conceptual model is presented in Table 1 while

Table 2 provides a list of the variables used in the model.

Equation (1) defines revenue as the product of the price

of admission and attendance. The cott function, shown in Equation

(2), is dependent on the output level. Since the output in the

present model is not homogeneous,'indicators are included that

account for the existing heterogeneity. Tfiese indicators are:

(1) percentage of shows that are musicals, (2) average cast size,

(3) average length of time productions have been in operation,
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and (4) the type of reviews the play received. The quantity demanded.
.

1

is measured by attendance or utilization level. Equation.(3.l) shows

total attendance as a function of price, total capacity for the season,

advertising expenditures, disposable income of the population in tilt)

area, the unemployment rate for the population most likely to attend

othe theater, and the crime rate for the area, In this case,.the

utilization rate is calculated as the quotient of total attendance

and annual performance c acity. Equation (4) defines annual perform-

ance capacity as the product of total capacity for all theaters and

TABLE 1: FOR-PROFIT THEATER CONCEPTUAL MODET

(1) R A.P

(2) C a f(Q;f1,1,112,H3,H4,D2,CMPHR)

(3.1) A a f(P,Z,Adv;PC1,PC2,PS,YD,Um,Crm,ST,SS,SP)

or

(3.2) AU.2

(4) 2 a CtyQ/T

(3.1) AU a A/2

or

(5.2) AU a f(P,Q,Adv;PC1,PC2,PS,YD,U1fl,Crm,ST,SS,SP)

(6) P a F(ACQ/A)

(7) AC a C/Q

(8) mR(Q) a dr(a) (dr: derivative)

(9) MC(Q) dr(C)

(10) MR(Q)-MC(Q) 0

(11) Cty a" Cty_1 + ACty (subscripts indicate lags)

(12) ACty a XCty./ Cty.1

(13) X a f(CdT,AU,Q/MQ,PDA)

(14) XCty a Cty.X

(15) Adv f(AU).

(16) PDA (1A/A) .100

(17) AA a
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TABLE 2: TOR-PROFIT THEATER - ENDOGENOUS AND EXOGENOUIVARIABLES 11

Endogenous Variables

annual attendance far all theaters

Ma change in annual total attendance for all theaters

AC: average per performance cost

Adv: annual total eternising expenditures by all thaaters

AU: average utilization rate per performance

C: annual total-cost for all theators

Cty: total seating capacity for all theaters

deCty: chop in seating capacity far all theaters

WM): marginal cost per performance

MR(Q): marginal revenue per performance

P: average price of adaission

IDA:. percentage change in the annual total attendance

for all thaaters

Q: number ofierformences

R: annual total revenue foreliltheaters

total capacity expansion factor

XCty: desirel seating capacity far all theaters

2: annual performance capacity

Exogenous Variables

CMPHR: compensations per hour in the private non-farm sector

Crm: crime rate for the area

D2: a dummy variable for the periods when artistic personnel

go on strike

HI: percentage of musical shcws in total production

H2: average size of cast .

H-.
length of time producticn has been in operation; this
.coad be in walks, months ...

H This is a dummy variable with's. (1) for favorable
4' reviews and a (0) for unfavorable ones. We could

use a grading Syne!, but chit would cause a loss
of too many degrees of freedom

tQ: maximum attainable number of performancrs

PC1: an index of the price of transportatida within the

relevant area

PC2: an index of the price of services within the relevant
area

PS: price of substitutes such as other types of the
performing arts and the mass media

SP: sn Wit:atm for labor strikes for .policemen in the

area .

SS: an indicator for labor strikes for sanitation-workers

in tht aria

Sr: an indicator for labor strikes for transportation
workars in the area

.1% number of theaters _

UM: unemploymnit rate of'the popaation (white collar
A warker0

YD: disposable income of the population in the area
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the average number of performances for the year per theater. Alter-

natively, equation (5.2) shows the average utilization rate as the

quantity demanded, which is a function of price, performances per

year, total advertising expenditures, disposable income, unemploy-

ment, and theocrime rate. Attendance in this case is determined

from eVation (3.2) as the product 6-f average utilization and the

annual performanCe.-

The price of admission, specified in equation (6), is a

function of the average cost per attendee. This approach is basically

a cost-plus-markup pricing. Equation (7) defines the average cost

per performance for all theaters as the quotient of the total costs

of production and the number of performances. Equations (8) and (9)

describe marginal revenue and the .marginal cost, which are set equal to

each other in equation (10), since the condition for pTofit maximi-

zation is the equating of marginal revenue and marginal cost. This

period's capacity is defined in equation (11) as last period's

capacity plus the change in capacity. The change in capacity is

defined in equation (12) as the difference between last period's.

desired and actual capacities. The capacity expansion factor is

expressed in equation (13) either as a function of the number of

performances per theater, or as a function of average utilization

rate and the proportion,of maximum attainable output reali;pd or as

a function of the percent change in attendance. Equation (14)

defines the desired seating capacity as the product of current

capacity and the expansion factor. Equation (15) describes-annual

total advertising expenditures as a function of the average utilization

tate.

2. Non-Profit Theater

The objective function for the Non-Profit Theater is

constrained.attendance maximization such that total receipts are

equal to-total expenditures. The total receipts for these

theaters are composed of both earned and unearned income. Earned

income ,is derived from admission charges, while unearned income

is the sum of grants and contributions from both public and private
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sou'rces. The level of earned income is dependent on attendance and

the price of"admission. The demand function relates either attendance II

or utilization to price and income variables, as well as to those

variables influencing the effective price of attending the theater

and/or shifting the demand curve. The price function exhibits a

lag structure which acCounts for its rigidity*, and price adjustments

take place only as the costs of operations (net of unearned income)

change.

The unearned income is derived from four sources, two of

, which are public and two of wliich are private. The public sources

of income are Federal, state, and local agencies, while the private

sources are corporations, individuals, and foundations., It is

hypothesized that different factors affect the grants obtained from

these four sources, with the expectation that some similarities.

exist in the factors that determine public grants.

The capital accumulation for the Non-Profit Theater is

based on an acceleratoy model, where the utilization rate or the

percent changes in attendance, etc. determine the expansion or

contraction of the .seating capacity.

The conceptual model for Non-Profit Theater is presented

in Table 3, while Table 4 provides a list of the variables used in

the model.

The demand for theater seats can be increased in two

alternative ways. Equation (1.1) shows average. utilization as a

function of price, annual performance''capacityV the desired ex-

pansion of,subscription sales, disposable income of the population

in the area, unemployment rate, as well as promotional activities

1

1.

by the theater and the -crime rate. When using this,demand function,

attendance is the product of average utilization rate and annual per- I
formance capacity as in equation (2,.1). Alternatively, equation (1,2)
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

TABLE 3: NON-PROFIT THEATER - CONCEPTUAL MODEL

(1.1) AU * f(P"7.,SAdv,W;PC1,PC2,PS,YD,YDT,Ua,Crm)
:or
(1.2) A .f(P,Z,SAdv,W;PC1,PC2,PS,YD,YDT,Un,Cra)

(2.1) A = AU.:
or

(2.2) AU A/7.

(3) Z * Cty.Q/T

(4) t * f(Q;H1,H2,H3,H4,MW,CNPHR)

(5) P f(NC,NCA,NCA.1,DSFR,P.1) (subscripts indicat.
lags)

(6) NC * C-G+TAdv

.(7)
DSF DSE.1+*

(8) - R-Nc

(9) R * PA-4S8r.'Q.P/T

(10) G -GF+GR+CPr+GFII

(11) GE a OLA;GF.1,18NEA,GNE)

(12) GR f(Q.A;GR.1,13NEA.1,PDGNP)

(13) CPr f(A,47,CAdv;CAdv.i.t,SE,BTPR,ATPR,SPI)

(14) Un-* f(A,X,DSFR, DSF,Q,ACty)

(15) 0 R(Q)-C(Q) +*.I+G.1-TAdv

(16) Cty * Cty.1+4Cty

(17) 4Cty * XCty.1-Cty.1

(18) X a f(AU,Q/MQ,PDA,QA/T)

(19) XCty X.Cty

(20) SAdv f(W,Q;DSE.1)

(21) CAdv * 410G.I.DSF.1,DSFR, Q,CPr.1)

(22) TAdv a SAdv+CAdv

(Z) 40G = (G-CPr) .-(G-CPr).1

(24) W a XSbr-S.Er.1

(25) XSbr ***Cty.1

(26) Sbr a f(SAdv,P;Sbr.1,1%.)

(27) NCA A NC/A

(28), DSFR DSF/(R+G)

(29) PDA * (4A/A).100

(30) tIA A-A
-1

(31) d(1

f
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

TABLE 4 : NON-PROFIT THEATER - ENDOGENOUS AND EXOGENOUS VARIABLES'

Endogenous Variables

A: annual attendance for all theaters

4A: change in4annual attendanc for all theaters

AU: average utilization rate per performance

C: annual total cost for alls,theaters

CAdv: advertising expenditures for soliciting private contributions
by all the theaters

CPr: annual private contributions

CtY: total seating capacity

4Cty: change in seating capacity

DSF: a deficit-surplus fund for oPerations

DSFR: the ratio of the surplus-deficit fund to the operating budget

G: annuaf ittal grants and contributions to non-profit theaters

GF: annual-federal grants

GFn: annual grants by'foundations

GR: annual grants from regional agencies

MC: annual net cost for all theaters

NCA: net cost per attendee

AOG: change in annual total grants net of annual private
contributions

P: average price of admission

PDA: percentage change In the annual attendance for all theaters

Q: number of performances

change in the number of performances

R: annual revenue

SAdv: advertising expenditures for the promotion of subscriptions,
sales by all the theaters

Sbr: actual level of subscriptions

TAdy: total advertising expenditures by all the theaters

W: the desired expansion of subacription sales

X: total capacity expansion factor

XCty: desired seating capacity

XSbr: desired level of subscriptions

Z: annual performanCe capacity

m: surplus revenue
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II
TABIE .(Continued)

Exogenous Variables:

ATPR: the ratio of profits after ihcome tax to stockholders' equity
for all manufacturing corporations

annual appropriations by the National Endowment for the Arts

BTPR: the ratio of profits before income tax to stockholders' equity
for all manufacturing corporations

CMPHR: compensations per hour in the private non-farm sector

crime rate for the area.of interest

gross national product

percentage of musical shows in total production

BNEA:

Crm:

GNP:

41:

Hz:

H3:

H4:

MQ:

MW:

PC1:

PC2:

PDGNP:

Pop:

PS:

SE:

SPI

T:

t:

Tr:

Um:

YD:

YDT:

a:

average size of cast

length of time production has been in operation, weeks, months ...

this is a &limy Variable with a (1) for favorable reviews
and an (0) for unfavorable ones. We could use a grading
system:, but this Would cause a loss of vie many degrees of
freedom

maximum attainable number of performances

a minimum wage index

an index of the price of transportation within the relevant area

an index of the price of services within the relevant area

percentage change in gross national product

the population of the regiOn of interest

price of substitutes such as other types ofthe performing arts'
and the mass media '

stockholders' equity for all manufacturing corporations

Standard 4. Poor's common stock price index

number of theaters

average tax rate for the contributors

trend variable

unemployment rate of the population in the area of interest

per lapita disposable income of the population in the area

total disposable income of the population in the area

historically-derived ratio of subscription to capacity

0: the discount rate for subscription price

shows total

utilizatidn

attendance,as a function of the same variables, as

in equation (1.1), but average utilization is the

quotient of attendance and annual performance capacity according

to equation (2:2). Equation (3) defines annual performance
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capacity as the product of total.capacity and the average number

of performances for the year per theater. The cost function, shown

in equation (4), is identical to that for For-Profit Theaters.

Equation (5) shows The price level as a function of the

lagged net cost per person attending, the ratio of.the deficit-

surplus fund ,to the annual operating budget, and last period's

Trice level. Net cost is defined in equation (6) as the cost of

producing Performances net of grants,'but including advertising

expenditures. Equation (7) specifies the deficit-surplus fund as

incremented by the surplus revenue, where surplus revenue is

defined in equation (8) as the difference between revenue and net

,costs. Equation (9) shows revenue as the.product of the average
4 e II

price of admission and attendance less the discount,for sub-

scription patrons.

The grants received by the organization are separated ,

according to their source. As shown in equation (10), public grants II

are divided into Federal grants and regional agencies' grants,

whereas private grants and contributions Include those from in-
,

dividuals, corporations, and foundations. Equations (11) and (12)

show public grants as a function of the revel of output, annual

attendance, the previous period's grants, lagged and curreht budget 11

for the NEA, and gross national product. Private contributions,

as shown in.equation (13), depend on the level of the activity for

the theater, promotional activities, the marginal tax rate faced

by the contributors, stockholders' equity for all the manufacturing

corporations, profits before and after income tax, and a common

*stock price index. Equation (14) specifies grants from foundatidns
11

as depending on the success of the theater seeking them and its

-zeal in such pursuit. The success measure is attendance, while
I/its zeal depends on its plans for expansion and the rates of the

deficit-surplus fund to annual revenue and grants, as well'as out-

put and the change in capacity. Equation (15) shows that the thea-

ters' in this group operate under a zero-profit constraint. This

constraint is based on revenue from attendance, last period's grants II
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and surplus revenue less thd costA of operation. This gives the

output level which,fulfills the constraint,

Equations (16) and (17) are definiti,onal. .Total seating'

capacity at a point in time is defined in equition (16) as last

period's capacity,plus tfie change in capaciiy. The change in

capacity Irthe difference between last period's desired and

actual capacities, as shown in equation (17). Equation (18

specifies 'the%eipacity expansion factor (i.e.., the proportional.

change in capacity desired) as a function of the number of 'perform-
.

ances per theater, the average utilization rate, the proportion of.

maximum:attainable output realized, change in attendance, ,and <nit-

put. Desired seating capacity is defined in equation (19) as the

product of aqual Capacity 'and this expansion factor.

C'Advertising expenditures play an important role in the

operations of the Non-Profit Theate'r. As shown in equation (20), .

advertising expenditures for the promotion Of sdbscriptidh sales

are dependent on the desired expansion of subscription sales, the

number of'performances, and\last period's deficit-surplus fund

revel., Advertising expenditurd for soliciting private contribu-

tions, presented in equation (21). are related to last period's

change in annual total grants net of private contributions
y
and

lat period's deficit-surplus fund, as well as last yeii's private

contributions. Total advertising expenditures in equation (22) 'are

simply the aggregation of expenditures for slibscription sales and

for the solicitation Of prdiate contributions.
t.

Equation (23) specifies the change in annual non-private

grants as the difference between current and last period's annual
A

total grants net of private contributions. The desire* d expansion

of subscription sales is defined in equation (24) asothe difference

between the desired level of subscriptions and last PerioCs actual

level of subscriptions. Equation (25) defines the desired level

of subscriptions as an historically derived proportion of last
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petiod total-seating capacity. .Equatiem (26) shows that the

actual level of subscriptions depends on current advertising ex-

penditures for-subscription sales, average price of admission, last

period'ss subscription level, and a trend4variable.

3. Opera

The objective function for the Opera is constrained at-

tendance maximization. The,constiaint is "zero profits" which means

that attendance.is increased up to the point where planned profits

are zero (i.e., where planned total ieceipts are equal to planned.
total expenditures).

The total'receipts for the Opera, are.composed of both

earned and unearned income. Earned income is derived from admission

charges, while unearned income is the sum of grants and contri-

butions from both public and private sourceS. These two types of
1

income, as well as expenditures and capital accumulation, are dis-

cussed in detail for the Non-ProfieTheater model, above. -The dif-

ference between the Non-Profit Theater and the Opera is the sig-

nificance of.the endowment fundS for the Opera. These funds are

often restricted so that the organizations mak use the endowment

iricome,.and possibly the capital gains fr'om the endowment, to off-

set the cost of operations. However, the principal of the endowment

is not,usually accessible for the organization.

The conceptual model for Opera is presented'in Table -5,

-while,Table 6 /irovides a list of the variables used in the model.

Demand can be measured in twp ways. Equation (1.1)

measures demand as the average utilization rate, which is dependent

on price, annual performance capacity, the desired expansion of

subscription sales, disposable income of the population in.the area,

the unemployment rate, and the crime rate for the area, as well

as certain Oromotional activities by the operas. In this case,,total_
attendance is defined in equation (2.1) as the product of the
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BEST COPY AVAII.ABLI

TABLE. 5: OPERA - 'CONCEPTUAL MODEL

(1.1) AU = f(P,Z,SAdv,W;PCI,PCZ,PS,YD,YDT,(Ja,Crm)
Or

A f(P,Cty,SAdv,W,Z;PC1,PC2,PS,YD,YDT,dx,Crm)

(2.1) A AU*2
or
(2.2) AU A/Z

(3) Z Cty'.Q/T

(4) C g(Q;CMPHR)

(5) P 'f(NCA1NCA.1,DSFR,P.1) (Subscripts indicate lags)

(6) NC * C-YE-G + TAdv

(7) . YE i.E

(9) DSF * DSF.1 +w

(9) W R 7 NC

(10) E E +AE
-1

(11) If DSF>0, then AE DSF & DSF a o

otherwise AE 0

(12) R P.A-p.Sbr.Q.P/T

(13) G GF + GR + CPr + GFn

(14) GF a f(Q,A., GF.1,13NEA,GNP)

(15) GR f(Q,A; GR.1,11NEA.1,GNP)

(16) CPr f(A p CAdv; CAdv.1,t1SE,8TPR,ATPR,SPI)

(17) GFn f(A,X,DSFR,DSF,Q,ACty)

(18) 0 a R(Q) - C(Q) + w.1 + G.1 - TAdv + YE.1

(19) Cty Cty.1 + ACty,

(20) ACty a XCty.1 Cty.1
-

(21) X*,if(AG,QMILPDA,Q,Q/T) .

(22) XCty Cty-X

'(23) SAdv f(W,Q;DSF. )

(24) CAdv 4DSF,DSFR,4Q;40G.1,CPr_1)

(25) TAdv SAdv + CAdv

(26) AOG (GrCpr) -(G-CPr).1

(27) W XSbr -

(28) XSbr 01.Cty.1

(29) 5br f(SAdv,P;Sbr.1,Tr)

(30) NCA * NC/1

(31) DSFR DSF/(R+G)

(32) PDA..(AA/A).100

(33) AA A - A.1

(34) AQ Q - Q.1
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TABLE : OPERA - ..ENDOGENOUt AND EXOGENOUS VARIABLES

Endogenous Variables:

A: annual attend.ince

4A: change in annual attendance

AU: average utilization rate per performance

C: annual total cost

CAdv: advertising expenditures for the soliciting of private
contributions

CPr: annual private grants

Cty: total seating capacity

4Cty: chinge in seating capacity

DSF: a deficit-surplus fund for operations

DSFR: The ratio of the surplus-deficit fund to the operating budget

E: endowment

change in endowment

G: annual total'grants.

GF: annual federal grants

GFn: annual grants by foundations

GR: annual grants from regional agencies

NC: annual net cost

NCA: average net cest per attendee

40G: change in annual total grants net of annual private
contributions

P: average price of admission

PDA: percentage change in annual attendance

Q: number bf performances

4 Q: change in the number of performances

R: annual revenue ]

SAdv: advertising expenditures for the promotion of subscriptions'
sales

Sbr: actual level of subscription)

TAdv: total advertising expenditures

W: the desired expansion of subscription sales

X: total capacity expansion factor

XCty: desired seating capacity

XSbr: desired level of subscriptions

YE: annual endowment income

Z: annual performance capacity-
:,

7T: surplus revenue
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TABLE 6 (Continued)

Exolenous Variables:

ATPR: the ratio of profits after income tax to stockholders'
equity for all manufacturing corporations

BNEA: annual appropriations by the National Endowment for the Arts

BTPR: the ratio of profits before income tax to stockholders'
equity for all manufacturing corporations

CMPHR: compensations per hour in the private non-farm sector

Crm: crime rate for the area of interest

GNP: gross national product

interest rate

Mg: maximum attainable number of performances

PC1: an index of thelprice of transportation within the
relevant area

PCZ: an index of the price of services within the relevant area

Pop: the popula4on of the region of interest

price of/iubstitutes such as other types of the performing
arts and/the mass media

SE: stockholders' equity for all manufacturing corporations

SPY: Standard & Poor's common stock price index
/

nrer of organizations in this art formT:

t: ,Verage tax rate for the contributors

Tr: ,frrend variable

Um: /uneiployment rate of the population in the area of interest

L29:

YD: per capita disposable income of the population in the area

TDT: total disposable income of the population in the area

a: historically-derived ratio of subscription to capacity

the discount rate for subscription price
1

average utilization rate and the annual paformance capacity.

Alternatively, equation (1.2) shows attendance as a function of the

same variables, in which case average utilization is the quottent

of attendance and annual performance capacity as in equation (2.2). 1

Equation (3) defines annual performance capacity'as the product

of total capacity and the annual number of performances per theater.

The cost function specified in equation (4) is dependent on the

output level, and the pressures for wage increases are accounted
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for by use of the compensations per hour in the private non-farm

sectors% Equation (5) defines the price level as a. function of the

lagged net cost per person attending, the ratio of the deficit-

surplus fund to the annual operating budget, and last period's price II

level. In equation (6), net cost is defined as the cost of

producing the performances net of endowment income and.grants, but

including advertising expenditures. Endowment income is the interest 11

earned on the endowment. The interest rate shown in equation (7)

is dependent on the nature of the ,endowment and the risk premium

it commands. 'Equation (8) states that the deficit-surplus fund

is incremented by surplus revenue, where surplus revenue is defined

in equation (9) as the difference between revenue and net costs.

Equations (10) and (11) spedify that endowment is incremented from

period to period by the surpluses in the deficit-surplus fund, if

any. In equation (12), revenue is defined as the product of the

average price of admission and attendance less the discount for

subscription buyers.

Total grants received by the organization are separated

according to their, source. Public grants are presented as Federal

grants plus regional agencies' grants. Ttivate grants and contri-

butions include those from individuals, corporations, and founda-

tions. As shown in equations (14) and (15), public grants depend on II

the level of outplit, attendance, the previous period's grants, lagged

and current budget for the NEA, and the level ofthe gross national

I.

product. Private contributions, as specified in equation (16);

depend on the level of activity for the organization, promotional

a'ctivities, the marginal tax rate faced by the contributors, stock-,

holders' equity in manufacturing corporations, level of profits be-

. fore and after income tax, and a common stock price index. Grants

from foundations, as shown in equation °(17), depend on the success

of the organization seeking them and its plans for expansion.
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Since the Opera opeiates under a zero-profit constraint,

equation (18) is used to determine the appropriate output level.

That is, the costs of operation and advertising must be covered by

revenue from attendance, and last period's grants, endowment In-

come and surplus revenue; and there is only one level of output

at which this equation will hold.

Equation ,(19) defines the total seating capacity as equal

to last periodis desired seating capacity plus'the change in

capacity whereas the change in capacity is defined as the differ-

ence betWeen Last period's desired and actual capacities (see
.

, 4

equation (20)). The total capacity expansion factoLois shown in
I

equatiOn (21) as a function of the number of perfOnances per

theater, the average utilization rate, the proportion-of maximum

attainable.output realized and changes in attendance.

Advertising expenditures are composed of two components:
..

adiertising for subscription sales and advertising for contribu-

tions. In equation (23), advertising expenditures for the prb-

motion of subscription/sales is specified as a function of the de-

llsired expansion of su scription sales, the number of performances,

'and fast period's deficit-surplus fund level. The desired expan-

sion of subscription sales in equation (27) is the difference be-

tween the desired level of subscriptions and last period's actdal

level of subscriptions. .Advettising expenditures for .soliciting

private contributions, equation (24), are re5.td to last period's

change in annual total grants net of private contributions, the

deficit-surplus fund, the total change in output, and la t year's

level of private contributions. Total advertising expelditures

are simply the sum of expenditures for subscription sales and ex-

penditure for the solicitation of private contributions.

Equation (26) defines the change in annual total.non-

private grants as the difference between current and last period's

annual total'grants, net of private contributions. Equation (28)

,rs
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defines the desired level of subscriptions as an historically-

derived ratio of last period's total seating capacity. The actual

level of subscriptions depends on current advertising expenditures

for subscription sales, average price df admission, and last period's II

subsCription level and a trend variable (see equation (29)).

4. Symphonies

The objective function for Symphonies is also constrained

attendance maximization, with the constraining being zero profits.

The distinguishing characteristic 'of Symphonies, as opposed to Non-

Profit Theater and Opera, is the Ford Foundation Symphony Prograd.

This program was set up by the Ford Foundation in 1966 for a ten-

year period. During the first five years symphonies raised matching

funds for the endowment trust, composed of Ford Motor CoMpany stock,

set up by the Foundation. The symphonies also received assistance

from the Foundation in their fund-raising and ,Special projects;

'The second five years were a period when the'symphonies were re-

stricted in their control of the endowment trust and the matching

funds, as well as their level of operations. At the end of the ten

years, 1976, the symphonies had complete access to the trust and

the matching funds. The model incorporates the effect of the Ford

Program on the finances of symphonies by accounting for the interest

income derived from the matching fundS, and the diVidend income

received from the Ford Motor Company stock. In addition, a dummy

variable is used in the equation for foundations' grants to account

for the matching funds, expendable grants, and the overall ford

Foundation Program. The conceptual model which was developed is

presented in Table 7, while Table 8 provides a list of the variables

used in the model.

As with previous models, demand can be measured in two

ways. ,Equdtion (1.1) specifies average utilization as a function

of price,- annual performance capacity, the desired expansion of

subscription sales, disposable income of the.population in the area,

unemployment and'crime rates, as well as promotional activities by
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
TABLE 7: SYMPHONIES - CONCEPTUAL MODEL

(1.1) AU f(P,:,SAdv,W;PC1,PC2,PS,YD,YDT,Urt,Cra)
or

(1.2) A f(P,SAdv,W,Z;PC1,PCZ,PS,YD,YDT,Um,Cre)

(2.1) A AUeZ
or

(2.2) AU A/7.

(3) 2 CtyQ/T

(4) C f(Q;CMPHR)

(5) P f(NC,NCA;NCA.10SFR,P. (subscripts indicate lags)

(6) NC C-YE-GO-YFD-YMPD+TAdv+

(7) YE le i.E

(8). YMFD a iMFD
a

(9) DSF DSF../ *r

(10) w R-NC

(11) E. E + AE
-1

(12) If DSF>0, then AE DSF and DSF a 0
Otherwise AE 0

(13) R P-A-41Sbr.Q.P/T

(14) G a GF+GR+CPr4GFn

(15) GF a f(Q,A;GF.1,BNEA,DMM,PDGNP)

(16) GR f(Q,A;GR.1,8NEA.1,DMM,GNP)

(17) CPr f(A,47,CAdv.;CAdv.I.t,SE,IITPR,ATPR,SPI,DMM)

(19) f(A,X,DSF/(R+G),DSPOLACtr;DMM)

(19) GO ..G-AMFD

(20) 0 * R(Q)7C(Q) +a_1+G0.1+YFD.1+YMFD-TAdv+YE.1

(21) Cty Cty.1 ACty

(22) ACty XCty.1 -Oty.1

(23) X f(AU,Q/MQ,PDA,Q,Q/T)

.(24) XCty CtrX

(25) MFD a MFD -1+414FD

(26i. SAdv a f(W,Q;DSF.1

'(27) CAdv f(DSF,DSFR, AQ; 4OG.1,01..1)

(28) TAdv SAdv + CAdv

(29) AOG ..(G-CPr) - (G-CPr).1

(30) W XSbr - Sbr./

(31) XSbr a.Cty.1

(32) Sbr = f(SAdv,P;Sbr.1,Tr)

(33) NCA NC/A

(34) DSFR DSF/(R+GO)

(35) PDA 61A/A).100

(36) AA . A-A
-1

(37) AQ a Q-Q.1 76
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TABLE 8: SYMPHONIES - ENDOGENOUS AND EIAENOUS
VARIABLES

Endogenous Variables

A: annual attendance

AA: change in annual attendance

AU: average utilization rate per performance

annual total cost

CAdv: advertising expenditures for the soliciting,of private
contributions

CPr: annual private grants

_Cty: total seating capacity

4Cty: change in seating capacity

DSF: a deficit-surplus fund for operations

DSFR: the ratio of the surplus-deficit fund to the operating
budget

E: endowment

AE: change in endowment

G: annual total grants

GF: annual federal grants

annual grants by foundations

GO: annual total grants net of the annual incremint to the
capital matching Ford funds held by symphonies

GR: annual grants from regional.agencies'

MFD: capital Matching Ford funds held by symphonies

NC: annual net cost
1

NCA: net costper attendee

40G: change in annual total grants net of annual private
contributions

P: average price of admission

PDA: percentage change in annual attendance

Q: number of performances

AQ: change in the,number of performances

R: annual revenue

SAdv: advertising exPenditures for the promotion of
subscriptions' sales

Sbr: : actual level of subscriptions
/

TAdv: 'total advertising expenditures

W: the desired expansion of subscription sales

total capacity expansion factor

XCty: desired seating capacity

XSbr: desired level of subscriptions

YE: ,innual endowment income

YMFD: interest fro* capital matChing Ford funds held by
'symphonies

annualPerformance capacity

m: surplus rivenue
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TABLE 8: (Continued)

Exogenous Variables

ATPR: ,.the ratio of profits after income tax to
stockholders' equity for all Manufacturing
corporations

BNEA: annpal appropriations by the National Endowment
for the Arts

BTPR: the ratio of profits before income tax to
stockholders' equity for all manufacturing
corporations

CMPHR: compensation per hour in the Private non-farm
Sector

Crm: crime rate for the area of interest

DMM: a dummy variable for the years the Ford
Foundation Symphony Program was in its ,

matching funds accumulation stage (the
years the symphonies had to raise matching
funds)

GNP: gross national product

interest rates

4WD: annual increment to the capital matching
Ford funds held by symphonies

MQ: maximum attainable number of performances
. ,

PC1: an index of the price of transportation,
.within the relevant area

PC2: an index of the price of services within
the relevant area

PDGNP percentage change in gross national product

,Pop: the population of the.region of interest

.PS: price of substitutes such as other types
of'the performing arts and the mass media

SE: stockholders' equity for all manufacturing
corporations

SPI: Standard 4 Foor's common stock price index

T: number of symphonies

ti average tax rate for the cont .*.z.tors

Tr: trend variable

unemployment rate of the population in the
area of interest

YD: per capita disposable income of the
population in the area

YDT: total disposable income of the population
in the area

YED: dividends from Ford held trust funds

a: historically-derived ratio of Subscription to
capacity

. the discount rate for subscription price
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the symphonies. Attendance in this case is defined in equation (

as the product of average utilization rate and annual performance

capacity. Alternatively, equation (1.2) shows attendance as a

function of the same variables in which case average utilization

is the quotient of attendance and annual performance capacity, a

shown in equation (2.2). Annual performance capacity shown in

equation (3), is the product of total capacity and the annual,n bet':

of performances per symphony. The cost function is specified i

equation*(4) as being dependent on the output level and the pre sures

.for wage increases, as measured by compensation per hour in th

private non-farm sector.

The price level in equation (5) is a function of the lag- II

ged net cost per person attending, the ratio of the deficit-stfrplus

fund to the annual operating budget, grants net of the matchig funds II

raised in that year, and last period's price level. EquaticEni (6)

, defines net cost as the cosi of producing the performances Tilt of

11endowment income, grants net of matching funds for the year, !

dividend income from the Ford Foundation trust fund, and intirest

income from the accumulated matching funds held by the symp onies,

plus-advertising expenditures. Endowment income is defined in

equation (7) as the product of the interest rate and the en owment

principal.

'Equation (8) states that the interest income fthn the

accumulated matching funds held by the symphonies depends n the

interest rate on such funds and the magnitude of the funds Equa-

tion (9) shows that the deficit-surplus'fund is incremente during'

each time period by surplus revenue, where surplus revenuel is 'de-

fined in equation (10) as the difference between revenue nd net 4

costs. Likewise, tlie endowment is incremented from perio4 to

pf.-,q-iod by the surpluses (not the deficits) in the deficiti-,surplus

fund, as shown in equations (11) and (12). Revenue, as defined in

equation, (12), is the product of the average price of admission and

attendance, less the discount for subscription buyers.
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Grants are divided into two types, public and private.

In equation 414), public grants are represented as both Federal

grants and regional agencies' grants. Private grants and contri-

butions include those from individuals, corporations, and foundations.

Equations (15) and (16) stow public grants as dependent on output,

attendance, the previous period's grants, lagged and current budgets

for the NEA, the gross fiational iiroduct and changes in it, ahd a

dummy variable for the Ford Foundation Symphony Program. Private

contributions, as shown in equation (177), depend on the level of

activity of thef4organization, promotiohal activities, the average

tax rate faced by the contributors, and the last period's adver-

tising expenditures, etc. There is'also a dummr,variable for the

Ford Foundation Symphony Program. Grants from foundations are

specified in equation (18),,as dependent on the financial position

of the symphony seeking them and its zeal in such a puisuit.

Measures of these items include attendance, plans for expansion

and the ratio of the deficit-surplus fund to the annual operating

budget. Again, a dummy variable is included for the Ford Program.

Equation (19).defines grants for operations as total grants net

of the portiqn allocated to the capital matching Ford funds in

that year. y-

As shown \in equation (20), the symphonies operate under

a zero-profit constraint. This constraint is based on revenues

from attendance just sufficient to cover the differences between

operating and advertising cost and the sum of last period's grants

net of the matching funds for the year, surplus revenue, lagged

dividend income, current interest from capital matching Ford

Foundation funds, and lagged endowment income. In the process of

establishing operating costs and revenues that satisfy the

equality of equation (20), the system also determines the desired

outputlevel. Equation (22) defines the change in seating capacity

as the difference between last period's desired and actual capaci-

ties. The total capacity expansion factor is defined asthe ratio
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of desired capacity to actual capacify (see equatio4 (24)), and is

a function of the number of performance:1:i per symphony, the average

utilization rate, the proportion of maximum attainable olltput

realized, the change attendance, output, etc. as described in

equation (23). Equation (25) states that the capital matching

Ford funds are incremented annually by an amount set by the Ford

Foundation Orchestra Program.

Advertising expehditures for the promotion of subscrip-

tion sales are dependent on the desired expansion of subscription

sales, the number of performances, and last period's deficit-

surplus fund level (see equation (26)). Equation (27) shows ad-

vertising expenditures for soliciting private contributions as

a function of last period's change in annual total grants net/of

private contributions, the deficit-surplus fund, the changein

output, and last year's private contributions. Total advertising

expenditures in equation -(28), are simply the aggregation of ex-
.

penditures for subscription sales and for the solicitation of

private contributions. Equation (29) defines the change in annual

total non-private grants as the difference between current and

last period's annual total grants net of private contributions.

The desired expansion of subscription sales (equation (30)) is the

difference between the desired level of subscriptions and last

periods actual level of subscriptions,\ where the desired level of

subscriptions is an historically-derived proportion of last period's

total seating capacity as shown in equation (31). The actual

level of subscriptions in equatioh (32) depends on current adver-

tising expenditures for Su6scription sales, average price of ad-

mission', and last petiod's subscription level.

5.' Ballet and Dance

The models for Dance and Ballet are essentially the

same as the model specified earlier for the Non-Profit Theater.

The similarities among the thiee troups of organizations are:
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6
the endowment is insignificant or totally
'absent,

the,unit of output is the performance and
attendance per performance can vary up to
the capacity of the physical setting, and

'the desired.production level is that where
'profits are zero,,but this level is not
necessarily realized because of information
lags.

6.; Museums

The objective function for.Museums is also constrained

attendance maximization, with the constraining being zero proffts.

That is, attendance is incieased up to the point where total re-

ceipts are equal to total expenditures. '

The presentation for eithei. the.Ngn-Profit Theater model

or the Opera model is adequate as a discuiSion pf "the 14orkings of

the Museum model, with the following exceptiqns. The sources of
6

earned income for Museums are' membership dues, admission-charges

charges for special programs, sale of publications'and repro-

ductions, and auxiliary services, sueh--a's parking areas and restau-

rants. This led to the development of several behavioral relatiOn-
,

ships to account for the various specialied componentg, of earned -No.

A
income. The same prOcedure was also followed for, expenditures since

there are several special components in the Museum industry. The

capital accumUlation process for Museums includes the eipansion

of the stock of exhibit items. This expansion can be defined as

.an increase in the stock of exhibit items, where the increase is

partially aependent on thékproportion of the stock actually'put

on exhibit. In addition, ;he ability to expand this stock is,a.

-function of the financial status ofthe organization. The con-

ceptual model which was developed for Museums is presented in

Table 9 and Table 10 provides a list of the variables used.

Eqiiation (1) defines the total revenue from all sources

as the sum of annual totar membership dues, total admission

I.
-

6 7 ,

_
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TABLE 9 : MUSEUMS - CONCEPTUAL MODEL

(1) R MR+AR+OR

(2) MR M,PM

(3) AR = GA.PA

(4) OR . f(A,CPrg1,Pb1,M,AG) 4*

(5) M f(PM,AS,TR,DSF;M.1,Pb1.1,DSF.1) (ubscripti indicatt,lags)

(8) PM f(v_11r,PH.1)

(7)
GA a f(Q,PAja.ipS.I,PCI#PC2,PC3,PS;YrOTT,UM,CrUpai)

(1) PA = f(DSFR,(MCA.1),PA.1)

(9) AG a G-G
-14

(10) A MA+GA

(11) a GF+GR+CPr+GFn

(12) GF,= f(A,Q,CPrg,DSF,ff;APDGNIP,YD,GF.1)

(13) GR a f(A,Q,CPrg;APDGNP,GR.1)

(14) CPr f(Q,AS,CPrg,Pb1,CAdv;CAdv.1,t,SEMPR,ATPR,SPI)

(15) GFn f(A,Q,S,CPrg,DSF,AS;AG.1)

(16) YE a

(17) E E
-1
+AE

(18) If DSF>0, then AE DSF 4 DSF 0

Otherwise AE . 0

(19) C a CP+CSA+CPrg+CPb1+CAx+CRs

(20) CP f(Q;Hi)

(21) CSA f(AS;Hi)

(22). CPrg a CPrgl+CPrg2

(23) CPb1 = f(Pb1,M;RO,H1)

(24) CAx f(A)

(ZS) CRs = f(AS;C.1,111)

(26) CAdv f(G,DSF;AG.1,DSF.11AM.1)

(27) 6,14 a M-M.1
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TABLE. 9: (Continued)

7r R+G+YE-C-

(29) DSF

(30) 0 R(Q)- Q)+G.1+7,..1-CAdv+YE.1

(31) S S 4S

(32) 4S f(YE,CPr;US.1,DSFR.1)

(33) US SUD/S

(34) SU f(Q,S)

(35) CPrgl p4G.101A.104S. ,DSF.1,CPrg1.1)

,(36) CPrg2 f(DSF S.1)

(37) NC . C+CAdv-G-/E-MR

(3S)

(39) f(M,A,PM;DSF.1)

C4o, DSF/M4G1

,41) .NCA = NC/A

(42) MA KM

(43) TR R+G+YE

\
charges, and revenue from programs,'publications, and auxiliary

activities; where annual total membership dues are the product

of the number of members and their individual dles (equation (2)),

total admission reyenues (equation (3)) are the product of -tot'al

pa-ld attendance and the price of attendance, and the remaining

revenues (equation (4)) are a function of total attendance ex-

penditures on paid programs, the numbei of publication copies, the

membership count, and the change in grants. Equation (5) specifies

the ivriber of members as a function of the price of membership,

totay revenue (to measure the scale of operations), the size of

the deficit-surplus fund changes in the stock of exhibit

items, changes in grants, last period's membership count,
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Endogenous Variables

A:

AA:

AR:

annual total attendance,

change in annual total attendance

total admission charges

C: annual total cost

CAdv: annual advertising expenditures

CAx: annual cost for all auxiliary services

CP: annual operating, production, cost

CPb1: annual publications' cost

CPr: annual private contributions

CPrgt annual ducational and other group programs' cost

CPrgl: expenditures on paid educational vograls

CPrg2: expenditures on free educational pv:grairs

CRs: annual cost of research activities

CSA: annual expansion cost

DSF: deficit-surplus fund

DSFR: the ratio of the suzlilus-deficit fund to the operating budget

E: current endowment

AE: change in the endowment for the current period

G: annual total grants

AG: change in total grants

GA: annual general attendance

GF: annual federal grants and support

GFn: annual foundation grants

GR: annual state and local grants and support

M: membership count

MA: membership attendance

4M: change in membership

MR: annual total membership dues

NC: total net cost

NCA: net cost per attendee

OR: sum of program, publications and services revenue

PA: price of admission

Pbl: annual total number of publicatien copies, this is.the
aggregation of the number of copies of each publication

PM: membership price, dues

Q: output, in terms of (8-hour) days of operations weighted
by administrative expendtcures

R: total revenue from.all sources, earned ink.ome

S: current stock of exhibit items and facilities for exhibits

43: change in the stock of exhibit items and facilities

SUD: stock utilized in current output

TR: annual total earned and unearned revenue

US: ratio of utilized to total stock of exhibit items and
facilities

YE: annual endowment income

surplus revenue



TABLE 10: (Cont'Alued)

Exogenous Variables:

ATPR: the ratio of profits after income tax to stock-
holders' equity for all manufacturing corporations

ISTPR: the ratio of profits before income tax to stock-
holders' equity for all manufacturing corporations

CPI: consumer price index

PDGNP: percentage change in gross national product

H a sot of homogenizing indicators which accounts for
the heterogeneity of the output or quantity measures

the interest rate relevant to the endowment investment

PC1: an index of the price of transportation within
the relevant state

PCZ: an Andex of the price of services within the relevant
state

PC3: an indicator of the length of time of waiting to
enter the museum

PS: an index of the price of reading and recreation
within the relevant are&

RaJ: copy count for regular journals

SE: stockholders' equity for all manufacturing corporations

SPX: Standard 4 Poor's common stock price index

t: average tax rate for contributors in each state

Um: unemployment rate of the population in the relevant
state

YD: per capita disposable persoril income of the population
in the area

YDT: total disposable personal income of the population
in the state

K: average number el 1Mtendance per year per member

the number of publicat...ons, and the size of the deficit-surplus

fund. Membership dues are shown in equation (6) to be a function

of last period's surplus revenue, and last period's dues.

Annual general attendance in equation (7) depends on price

and income variables as well as the output of the Museums, their

stock of exhibit items and facilities. The crime rate for the area

is also included,tsince it acts as a deterrent to attendance. The

price of admission is specified in equation (g) to be a function of



the ratio Of the deficit-surplus fund to total operating budget,

last period's net cost per attendee and last period's price of

admission. Annual total attendance is defined in equiction (10) as

the sum of membership attendance and annual general attendance.

Equation (11) shows annual total grants as the sum of Federal and

regional grants, private contributions, and foundation giants.

Fdderal grants are dependent on annual total attendance, the annual

cost of the programs offered, the deficit-surplus fund, and surplus

revenue. In addition, the percentage change in gross national pro-

duct is'incliided 'as an incoie constraint for the government. Last

period's Federal grants were included to dampen the changes in

this period's grants since drastic fluctuations are not likely in

these grants, especially in the aggregate. Regional grants, as

shown in equation (13), are dependent on the same variables as

Federal grants, with the exception of substituting last period's

regional grants for Federal grants, and deleting the deficit-suiplus

fund and surplus revenue variables.

The private contributions of equation (14) depend on the

level of output, new acquisitions, expenditures bn all programs,

the number of publications, and the leyel of promotional activities

These measures capture the characteristics that distingulAh museums

from other would-be recipients of private contributions. In'addi-

tion, the level of private contributions is determined*by the aver

age tax r1te faced by the contributors, and wealth measures for

the likely contributors. Equation (15) shows contributions by

foundations as dependent on attendance, changes in the stock of

exhibit items and facilities, expendituies on all educational pro-

grams, the deficit-surplus fund, and last period's changes in

grants. The changes in grants is included because museums often

turn to foundations if their other grants are reduced. Annual en-

dowment income is determined as the interest earned on the endow-

ment (equation 16)), whereas equations (17) and (18) specify that

the endowment is incremented from period to period by the surplus

(not the deficit) in the deficit-surplus fund when such surpluses

exist.
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In equation (19), annual total museum cost is represented

as the sum of production, expansion, programs, publications,

a xiliary services, and research costs. The costs of production

a e described in equation (20) as a function of the number of days

f operation and several homogenizing variables to account for

different types of museums.

Total annual expenditures for programs are equal to the

sum of expenditures on both paid and free programs, as shown in

equation (22). Equation (23) specifies the annual cost of publi-

cation3 as a function of a quantity'variable and the mix of rigular

journals and membership publications. In addition, homogenizing

indicators aie included. The cost of auxiliary se'rvices in

equation (24), is a function of annual total attendance. The cost

of research is.a function of the change in the stock of exhibit

items and facilities, last period's total costs, and homogenizing

indicators (equation (25)).

Advertising expenditures in equation (26) are dependent

on the level of grants and the deficit-surplui fund, and on the

lagged values for the changes in grants, the change.in the deficit-

surplus fund, and the change in membership (where the change in

membership is calculated as the current membership count minus last

period's count). Equation (28) defines surplus revenue as the sum

of total revenue, total grants, endowment income minus total costs

and advertising expenditures. The deficit-surplus fund is incre-

mented annually by surplus revenue, as shown in equation (2.9).

The individual non-profit museum is assumed to pursue an

objective.of zero profit. It assumes that the conditions of the

last period indicate the level of its current grants, surplus

revenue, and endowment income. .Since variations in these variables

occur over time, the outcome could be an actual deviation from the

planned zero profit objective. Equation (30) determines museums'

desired.output level on the basis of the above objective.
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The stock df exhibifitems and facilities is periodically

incremented, as showli in equations (31) and (32). The amount of

the.increment is determined by the level of endowment income, private II

contributions, the lagged utilizationsrate of exhibit items and

facilities, and the ratio.of the deficit-suriius fund to the total

operating. budget. The utilization rate of exhibit items and facil-

ities in equation (33) is the ratio of the stock actually used to

total stock available, where the stock- of exhibit items utilized

in any period (see equation (34)) is a function of the output level

and the total stock available. The expenditures programs that are

offered by museums for a fee are dependent on the meMbership count,

the lagged changes in total grants, total attendance, and stock

of exhibit items and facilities. .In addition, the lagged deficit-

surplus fund and expenditures on paid programs are included among

the potential explanatoiy variables in equation (35). In equation

(36), the expenditures on the free programs that are Offered by

museums. are dependent on the deficit-surplus fund, total grants and

the lagged change in the stock of exhibits and facilities.

Total net costs are defined in equation (37) as the dif-

ference between the sum of total costs and advertising expenditures,

and the sum of total grants, endowment income, and total membership

dues. The aggregate number of copies across all publications is a

function of the number of members, total attendance, membership

dues, and last period's surplus.-deficit fund, as shown in equation

(39).

This completes the presentation and description of the con-

ceptual behavioral models for each type of arts and cultural in-

stitution. The next section describes the technique to be used to

generate short-term trend projettions for eaCh type of arts and

cultural institution.
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VI. ECONOMETRIC MO EL ESTIMATION

A. Introduction

While the major thrust and impact of the study has been

in the areas of conceptual model building (Section V) and in the

compilation and analysis of a data base (Section rv), an attempt

was also made to blend.the two together in an effort to estimate

the parameters of the several models. Due to the inadequacy of

the data base, and the time and resource limitations of' the present

contract, it was not possible to provide a definitiye econometric

analysis. Further, the analysis was not sufficient to generate

the complete set of unbiased parameter estimates necessary to

111
employ the models for forecasting or simulation. SUfficient time

and resources were available, however, to accomplish Much Of the

initial econometric research in order to provide a firm basis

for subsequent data collection and further analysis.

This is not to say that significant policy implicationi

were not obtained from the analytical effort.

many significant questions have been answered.

the method of estimation requires explanation.

To the contrary,

First, hOwever,

The preferred

mode of estimation in simultaneous equation models is two or

three-stage least squares due to the consistency of their

estimates. However, Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) was used in

the present estimation for the following reasons:

The data sets that were aVailable included
observations on enough variables for system
estimation for five of the seven art forms under
study. But these data sets consisted of only
nine observations which ruled out the use of
simultaneous estimators on technical grounds,
since the number of instrumental variables
exceeds the number of observations. Further-
more, the large sample consisten p perty of
simultaneous estimators is of little omfort
in a sample of only nine observations.

The use of simultaneous estimators i a pre-
liminary study is not recommended, since these
techniques are more sensitive to.specification
errors than Ordinary Last Squares. Thus, if
an equation is misspecified a simultaneous
system estimator carries the biasedness resulting
from the misspeification throughout the system,
while Ordinary Least Squares limitS the biased-
ness to the misspecified eqUation.



Finally, Rao and Miller suggest tilat "whenever
.

the computed R2 is close to unity, even though
the estimated equation is a Part of a simul-
taneous - equations model, dilect least squares
is doing a 'good' job."_-(Rao, P. and Miller, R.L.,
AalitLEESETIALELEE, P. 195).

B. Model Estimates

The models were divided into three groups for estimation pur-

poses on the bases 9f the objective.functions of the models and the

data bases available to be used in the estimation. These three

groups are:

For7Profit Theater, Broadway,

Non-Profit Art Organizations, excluding Museums, and

Museums -

The discussion of the model estimation is also based on the above

grouping. It should be kept in mind that this grouping does not

imply that the same results should be expected for all art forms

within a given group. The frouping merely reflects similarities 11

of goals and data availability.

Due to the limited degrees of freedom, a problem almost through-

out the study, the presence of autocorrelation could neither be

established nor eliminated in the majority of the equation esti-
11

mations. In the first instance, the inconclusive range of the

typical indicator of autocorrelation, the Durbin-Watson statistic,

increases the smaller the sample size. In the second instance,

even if the existence of autodorrelation is presumed (and it should

be when dealing with time series data), the traditional method of 11

dealing with it, the Cochrane-Orcutt technique, is also precluded

because of degrees of freedom problems. (It should be added in

this regard that the other uses of generalized least squares to

correct serial correlation suffer from the same problem because the

number of observations is further reduced as the coefficient of

autocorrelation is computed.) On balance then, the estimation effort
11presented below, while constrained by data limitations, contains

as much rigor as can be expected, and is sufficiently thorough to
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a

test a number of hypotheses and lay the groundwork for more exten-

sive model estimation and simulation efforts as more data become

available.

1. For-Profit Theater, Broadway

The For-Profit III:eater model contains five befiavioral

relationships which determine demand, supply, advertising, pricing,

and capital accumulation behavior. Unfortuiately, the lack of

adequate cost and seating capacity data lim ted the model estimation

to the demand function. Further, the data deficiencies precluded

the computation of utilization rates so tha the demLnd estimation

was limited to that using attendance as the dependent variable.

However, four attendance equations were estimated:

estimated average February wekly
attendance for all shows,

average February weekly audienee size
per performance for all shows,

estimated average February weekly
attendance for plays, and

estimated average February weekly
attendance for musicals.

While the 'initial estimation was undertake'n for both linear and

log-lineaAimodels, the differences in the results were not suf-

ficient to justify continued duplication of effort, so the log-

linear relationship estimation was terminated. Ordinary Least

Squares was used for this model even though the,span of the

available data would have been adequate for simultaneous equation

estimation had adequate cost and capacity data been available.

The data were sufficient, however, to be tested for the presence

of autocorrelation, and the Cochrane-Orcntt method was used for

correction whenever autocorrelation was indicated. Regressions

were run for alternative specifications, the "best" estimate for

each of the four attendance equations is presented in Table 11

with the variables used defined as in Table 12. Additional esti-

mates (i.e., those not selected the "best") are presented in

Tables B.1 through B.5 in Appendix B. The basis for selecting

the "best!' estimates were:
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whether.the results were in lipe'with
expectations as to parameter sizes and
signs based on economic theory and the
advice of the project consultants, and

whether t#e results were statistically
significan. (This decision. was compr-
cated br the large number of explanatol}y
variables from which to choose, the far
thit many were highly collinear, and
the small number of observations for.spme
of the variables.) '

/

---T-ABLE 11: SELECTED ESTIMATES FOR THE DEMAND FJ1CTION
FOR THE FOR-PROFIT THEATER MODELL/ ,

I

(1) Al . 111.1566 - 10.8167 P + .0734 Y - .2281 PS
(2.1846) (-1.6292) (1.6469) (-.2989)

-2
R .48S6
DW = 2.1846

(2) A2 . 15.8713 - 1.0296 P + .0028 Y + .0381 PS R .3568
(3.6366) (-1.6615) (.8066) (.6348) DW 1.6989

(3) Al = 206.4631 - 5.0558 P + .1575 Y - 4.9901.PS + 6.3989.H.N1
-2
R .6234

(9.6343) (-.9545) (3.6133) (-4.1448) (2.2619)L DW = 2.1941

(4) A4 -13.8041 - .5542 P + .0244 Y + .601PS R .1 .6272
(-.4161)(-.1393) (.6880) (1.1051) DW 2.0532

1/- The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics fo/r the estimated
coefficient; R2 is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination; and
DW is the Durbin-Watson statistic. The crucial t-values for equations 1, 2,
and 4 at the 95-percent level are 2.056, and the critical t-Value for
equation 3 it the 95-percent level is 2.179%

The equations of Table 11 suggest a demand that is

price inelastic (evaluated at the mean values Of the variables),

es cially for musicals. This should be expected since the

admission price is only a small part of the total cost or

effective price of attending the theater. Baumol and-Bowen,

as well as Moore, computed the price of admission to be equal to

approximately half of the effective price, (Baumol, W. and Bowen, W.

Performing Arts - The Economic Dilemma, p. 500) and (Moore, T.G.,

The Economies of the American Theater, pp. 82-84). It should

7 8 93
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TABLE 12: THE VARIABLES USED IN THE DEMAND
FUNCTIONS FOR THE FOR-PROFIT
THEATER MODEL

Variable Description

Al estimated average February weekly attendance for
all shows

A2 average February weekly audience size per per-
formance for all shows

.A5 estimated average February weekly attendance fel.
plays

A4 estimated !average February weekly attendance for
musicals

P the price of admission (total,revenue for the
given period/total attendance for the period)

per capita disposable personal income in 1958
dollars

PS the densumer price index for reading and recrea-
tion, 1967 u 100

Um: unemployment rate for whites, a proxy for the rate
of unemployment for the typical theatre audience.

be noted that the price coefficient is always of the expected

negative sign but is never statistically significant at the 95

percent confidence level.

The second variable in all the demand functions of Table 11

is income. The estimated relationships are all of the expected

positive sign and further indicate that demand is income-inelastic

(eval4ated at the means of the variables) with the exception of the

demand for plays which is highly income-elastio. These results

should be interpreted with caution,, however, since the income

coefficients are not statistically significant in most cases.

Nevertheless, the estimated equations suggest structural differences

between the demands for plays and musicals. This could be explained

if differences among the audiences were found for each,, "(Structural

differences are also suspected with regai.d to the costs of production,

but this, of course, is not testable with demand function estimates.)

The third variable included in.the specifications of

Table 11 is the consumer price index for reading and recreation,

which is, included as a measure of the price of substitutes.



4

The coefficient§ for this variable are generally not significant,

and tin: demand elasticities,(evaluated at the means of the variables)

range from quite inelastic to highly elastic. The signs of the

coefficients are variable, being negative for plays and positive

for musicals. This, again, might suggest the existence of struc-

tural differences between the demand for plays and the demand for

musicals, but interpreting this consumer price index as the price

of substitutes in one case (musicals) and the price of complements

in another case (plays) is difficult to accept. The most plausible

explanation for this behavior is ihe high degree of multicollinear-

ity found between this variable and per capic:ta income. "Certainly,

this' is an area for. further data acquisition and estimation'activity

The fourth va'riable included in Table 11 is the unem-

ployment rate!. This variable was specified to account for the

availabilityJof leisure time and to "identify" the demand function.

Only in the case of plays is it included.in the. "final" or "best"

specification. However, the coefficient . is of the expected sign

(positive).and is highly significant. One interpretation of this

rerult, and the one suggested ex ante by the project 'consultants,

is that unemployMent generates leiSure time, along wfth a desire

to use that leisure time to counterbalance the undesirable aspects

of being une ployed through pleasure generating, by vicarious'

living expe lences .(e.g., plays) . Another, more "economic" explana-

tion,'and oile that accords more with the use of an overall unemploy-

'tient rate rather than one specific to the typical audience mix, is

tha°t high unemployment is an indication of lower average incomei'and

11
a desire to reduce the ,consumption of lu,cury goods such as travel..

Given that .t). output of the theater is consumed on location, it is

likely tAt reduced travel will lead to increased attendance at

local theaters.

Many other variables were tried in the specifications as -

shown in.Appendix B. For example, a trend,variable was included to

account for unexplained trends in attendance. However, this variable

was highly correlated with both income and the price index for reading II .

and recreation, so that an unstable and statistiCally insignificant

.
,
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II

relationship betweei the demand and the trend wariable was, con-
,

sistently observed. -By the same-token, a consumer price ,index,fof

II

all services'less rent was included to try to account for the,
4

price of the complements to theater attendance''. This variable.

was also highly correlated with the income measure and ,the price

Iindex for reading and recreation, with the same consistently un-

stable and insignificant results.

II
.

,2- Non-Profit
,

Art Organizations Excluding Museums
. . ,

i

II

The model estimation undertaken for the second group of

organizations covered the following art forms:
\

,

11

Non-Profit Theater,

4), Opera,

Symphony,

Ballet,

Modern Dance,

II
All the above art forms combined.

,

/
The data sets used in the estimation were obtained from the

11
Ford Foundation. In addition, a second data set for symphonies was

, obtained from the Center for PoLicy Research. This datd'set is based
.-

I, on the American SymPlony Orchesfta League (ASOL) records. The -

, 411 availability of this second data'get Made it possible to double check

some of the estimates_fiit _the' Symphony model. Selected equation

estimates and their corresponding variable 'definitions are presented

in Tbles la through 22. Additionai estiffiates ire presented in

II .

Tables B.6 through(B 61 in Appendix B. Each of the estimated models.
I

will be discussed sepArately, with the estimates for All Art Forms
,

IICombined being presented initially.
.1

a. All. Art Forms Combined

11 The data set used in the combined'estimation spans
ow ,

nine years and includes 142 individual art organizations of the several

IIart forms: Non-Profit Theater, Opera; Symphony, Ballet, and Modern

Dance. Detailed equation estimates for the combined model are to be

II found in Tables B.7 through B.17 in Appendix B to this report. or
Ji

I/
"7'
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immediate discussion, Table 13 presents the estimates for the eleven

behavioral equations of the cdmbined model, and Table.14 provides'

the liat of requiired,variables. 'The combined model was chosen for

discussi n first because_ it embodies most of the elements of the

niodels fo the other art forms ahd the models specific to each of/

those art fo ms can then be described as variations from the combined

model presents. ion. Each equation o.f the combined model is dIscussed

in de'tail., below.

gy. Demand

Thelconceptual combined. model ,specifies elthgr

a demand function which-is based on the utilization rate for the

facilities drnone which is based on total attendance. A cursory :

I/
comparison of the estimation undertaken for both the utilization

rate, equation (1.1)and total attendance, equation (1.2) would .

11suggest that total attendance is a .better measilie of demand than

the utilization rate: However, it is more likely that the per-

formance of tthe utilization rate is due to problems in the measu re-

'ment of the total seating capacity which is used in computing

this rate,. Many art organizations present programs in various
11

.theaters or-concert halls with vatrying and soMetimes unknown'

seating capacities. It is likely, therefore, that the reported
4

capatities contain a significant measurement-error. In addition,

little variation in the:yate measure was observed due to the.

positive correlation between attendance and capacity measure (r=.96).

Thus, the variations in attendance are associated. with capacity

variations which moderate the variation in the utilization rate
,

measure.

In any case, for both equations,.the signs
, .

of the price (P) coefficients are in line with theoretical expec-

tation even though neither is statistically significant at the

95 percent confidence level. This would suggest that wice.fluc ua-

tions'are of little influence on the quantity demanded for Nori-Profit

(fta-Museum) a.2.t organizations, at.léaSt within the range of price

'variation observed.
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TABLE .13: SELECTED ESTIMATES FOR ALL ARf FORMS COMBINED, EXCLUDING MUSEUMS, MODEL1/

`

(l.1) AU = 52.5391 - 10.6377 P .0077 YD + 31.4868 PS + 135.4252 PC1+ .00000183 Cty - .2145 dm
(3.522,5) (-2.1898) (-..9393) (.6304) (1.8449). (.9674) , (-2.7997)

(1.2)' A 288184 - 1565206 -1) + 421..856 Yd + 1061.334 Q
(.2390) (-.5711) (.7164) (5.5422)

.-
. 1

.

4$
,

(4) C = - 78850096 + 12579.254A +118432160 clop
(-2.2485) (2.9294) (6.3908)

(S) P = 2.2122 4.2419 DSFR + .00000006 NC - 0.6870
(2.4700) (1.0950) , (3.7127) (-1.8241)

(15) GF = 2468180 Q + .1562 BNEA
(.3031)(-.1883)(3.6376).

(16) GR 1P405546 - 665.9216 Q + .0926 BNEA.1 1316.3523 GNP

(2.7043) (-1.9981) (4.5542) (1.2102)

(17) CPri. - 62418880 A221444900 t + 144982.6875 SPI - 1.2590 CAdV
(-4.5705) (4.6749)

-

(18) CFn = 13959027 - 25088976 X + 67437968 DSFR + 4285.8741 Q +
(-4.3383) (-9.0964) . N6428) (9:5308)

0

0
(23) X = 0.9683'+ 0.6934 PDA

(93.0882) (3.3865)

a

(27) CAdv = 1042046.1875 + .01928 CPr , 21.07584Q + .05712 DSF
(..4634) (.2730) (-.6325) (.6301)

(32) Sbr =-5113771 + 1229797 P
-(-4.8341) (5.7646)

2497796 DMM
(12.1932)N?

2 '

R = .7088
t(.05) d 4-303

' Ari2 r =-.9566
j t(.05) a, 2.571

K2 09691
t(.(15) = 12.447

_K
2 = 0.8965

t(.05) = 2.571

R2 = .8223
t(.05) = 2.447

2
r R * .9059
t(.05) = 2.571

6K2 = 0.9077
t(.05) = 2.571

R2
= .9874

,t(.05) = 3.182

R' 0.6964
tf.05) = 2.447

>10. NegY :
t(.05) = 2.571

R2 = 0.82'66
t(.05) = 2.365

/The values enclosed in parentheses are the Vstatistics; the values t (.05) Are 'the critical t-values pt,the
95 percent leve1;112 is the adjusted Coefficient of multiple determination. Equation numbers correspond
with those pretented in tile conceptual mqdeiling secVion, above,.

/2
- Adjusted R

2 was negative which indicates a very low explanatory.power for this relationship.
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TABLE 14: VARIABLES USED IN ALLFORMS COMBINED, EXCLUDING MUSEUMS,.MODELY

Decription

A lenuaktotal ticketed attendance°

AU Percent seat capacity filied

BNEA AnnualQappropriations by the Naticeal Endowment for the

Arts to various programs and agencies

C Annual total operating expenditures less the costs of

fund raising

CAdv Annual fund raising costs and fees

011114 Oampensation peihour in private non-farm sectors. 1972.

1.00. Wages and salaries of employees plus employers'

icontiibutions for social insurance and private benefit

plans. Also includes an estimate of wages, salaries,

15 and supplemental payments for the self=employed

CPr Annual total local nongovernment contributions

Crm Violent crime rate for the U.S. per 100,000 inhabitants,
offenses of murder, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated

assault °

Cty Total seats available--main season and other

UM A dummy variable for the'years 1965/66
the years the Ford Foundation Symphony
in its matching funds stage.

LISP Balance of the.surplus-deficit fund at
year

through 1970/71,
Program was

4

the end of the

DSFR The ratio of the surplus-deficit fund to the operating

budget

GF Annual federal.grants;

GPn Annual foundations grants

1/irIllonetary value are expressed in 1972 dollars.
0

.70

Variable fescription

GNP Gross Nation!). Producein billions of 1972 dalars

GR Annual total local government.grants

NG. Annual fatal operating expenditures net of total unearned
'income (grants, contributions, and corpus earnings.used

for operations)

Average realized price of admission

PO& Percentage Change.in anfival total attendance

PS &sumer price index for reading and recreation, 19,72-1.6q

PC1 Consuaer pricerindex for transportation services, 1972' !
1.00

Annual total ticketed performances

AQ Change In,annual tote) tickete&performances

Sbr /maul total of subscriptions purchased

SPI Standard Poor's common stock price indexes,
(500 stocks) (1941-13.10)

.° Average tax rate, ratio of the receipts of the federal,
state and local governMant to the National'Income

X Annual seating capacity expansion factOr

YD Per capita disposable. income In
1972 dollars

1
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The second variable in:both equations is per

capita disposable income (YD) which has.a negative coefficient in

the utilization equation (1.1) and a positffve coefficient in the'

total attendance equation (1.2). Howpver, neither coefficient is'

statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence level. The

negative coefficient for the utilization equation is further indi-

cation of the superiority of theavailable total attendance data

to those of the average.utilization rate as measures of demand. The

number of performances (Q) is included in the specification ol the

total attendance equation (1.2) in order ,to stabilize or identify

the demand function. The,estimated relationship is both positive

and statistically'significant at the 95 percent level. This positive

relationship is expected'on theoretical grounds, but the number of

performances seems to ae a dominant variable in this ielationship.

Turning back to the utilization equation (1.1),

it is seen that the price of substitutes (PS) has a positive relation-

shit) to, utilization but, while of the expected signf,this relation-

ship with the utilization rate is not significant. By the same

token, the coefficient on the price index for transportation (PCI)

is positive and not significantly different from _zero in equation

(1.1). Unfortunately, the cOetficient for this variable was

expected to be negative since it was included as a measure of the

price of complements rather than substitutes. The positiye relation-
,

ships for these price indices are not to be considered"final since

( they,are not statistically significant relationships. The capacity

measure (Cty) specified in equation (1.1) was expecte,d to exhibit a

negative relationship with the utilization rate providing that

shifts in the demand curve over the historical period could be

accounted for. Since thb estimated coefficient is positive and

not significantly different from zero, it appears as if such

demand shifts were not ac:ounted for in the present specification.

Finally, the negative, but statistically not significant coefficient

for the cride rate in4ex (Crm) was expected since an increase in

rate reduces attendance and thus the utilization rate. This

Outcome. would be the rpsult of an increase in the effective price

85
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of attending a performance or a concert given the increased

probability of being subjected to.criminal activities.

(2) Cost

The cost relationshipef equation (4), describes

cost as a linear function bf the number of performances (Q) and the

hourly compensation for workers in the private non-,farm ,sector of
I/

the economy (CMPHR). The hourly compensation measure was included

to account for shifts in the cost function. The basis for these
11

shifts was discussed by Baumol and Bowen, and Hilton, with,reference

to productivity gains in the performing arts, (Baumol, W. and Bowen,
11

W., Performing_Arts--The Economic Dilemma, p. 171), (Hilton, A.,

The Economics of the Theater, pp. 28-29). Those authors suggested

that the performing atts exhibit negligible productivity gains over I/

time, which is common in many service industries. Thus, money wage

changes in.the performing arts industry (stimulated by wage changes I/

in Other industries) reRresent real wage changes for artistic per- ,

sonnel which will cause upward shifts in the cost function. A likely --II

measure of the money (and real) wage changes experienced by artistic

personnel would be the hourly compensation for workers in the pri-

vate non-farm Aector since artistic personnel would be inclined to

try to maintain their incomes'relative to members of this group.
11

Of course, this assumes that artists are successful in obtaining

such_wage increments in excess of productivity gains.

The estimated coefficients for both the output

and wage variables are positive as eicpected and statisticalty

AgnificAnt ai the 95 percent level. While the cost-dutput re-

lationship represented by the estimates of equation (4) are only

approximations of the true relatonships (i.e., a cubic specification

is more thedretically correct)z, this relationship is adequate within

the observed range by .reporting cost as..A. linear.function ot the

number oi performers and by indicating an upward shift of the post

function as real'wages (i.e., the product wage) increases. More

accurate and sophisticated relationships may be generated only with

an increase in the number of observationi.
11

1

10,3 11
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(3)' Price

The price of adiiSsion is present.ed in equation

(5) as a linear function of the net costs of production (NC), the

- deficit-surplus fund 4s a ptoportion of operating budget (DSFR),,and

II, last period's admisSion prices. It is hypothesized that the pricing

scheme exhibits a lag structure, reflecting the rigidity of the price

of admission to change. The inclusion of lagged pfices would account

fof suck a rigidity, but the fewness.of the observations.ruled out a

completed analysis. The estimated coefficient for ike one fagged ,

t".

price which was used is negative and not statistically significant

it

at the 95 percent confidence level. Of course, this ie not a

conclusive evidence against'the hypothesis since various other lag

structures shoulevbe investigated as data become available. is

also possible that the cOst of production acted as a dominant variable

which would explain most of the variation in the admission price,

and cause the unstable and insignificant role for last period's price.

The cost of production used in equation (5) is '

net of all grants and endowment income. The estimated coefficient

for this.variable is .positive and statistically significant. This

positive relationship is-in line with expectations-that,. as costs of

'production increase, unmatched by increases in grants and4ndowment

I/

income, pressure is created to increase: the_price of admission.

Finally, it was stated earlier (III.3.2) that

persistent deficits will lead to,upward revisions in the pricing

scheme for art organizations. This was tested by including a

deficit-surplus measure in equation (5) that was normalized by the
.

sum of the operating buagets of the organizations. .Again, this

variable appears to suffer from the d6minant variable effect of,

net costs which results in a positive but statistically insignificant.

relationship. The positive coefficient for the deficit-surplus

fund variable indicates a negative'relationship between the fund

and prices since the fund assumes negative values. This suggests

a lowering of the price as deficits increase; and vice versa, which
op

11

I.

0
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is contrary to-expectations. On the othei hand, the weak relation-

ship might be due to increased public and private supliort for. the

artswhich we;'ken the relationship between the deficit-Surplus fund

and price changes. Thus, a persistent deficit might result in a

more intensive Search for grants rather than price adjustments. _

(4) Federal Grants

In equation (15), Federal grants are specified

as a function of the nuMber of performances (Q), and the National

Endowment for the Arts appropriations (BNEA). The estimated coeffi-

cient for the National Endbwment for the Arts appropriationS is

positive and statistically si.gnificant at the 95 percent confidence

level. The significance .1%f the funding level of the National

Endowment for the Arts is not surprising since it is indicative of

the commitment of the Federal goveinment to the arts. In addition,

in a model of all art forms combined a certain amount of spurioUs

correlation may be expected between total Federal grants and the
4
appropriations of the National Endowment. The negative, though

statistically insignificant, relationship between the number of

performances and Federal grants would have o be interpreted as an

increase in the importance of Federal grants as a revenue Sourcl

in times of financial difficul.qes for the arts when performan

and thus ticketed revenues, are reduced. '

(5) Regional Grants

Regional grants, represented by equation (16),

are a function of the number of performances (Q), the previous

year's NEA appropriations (BNEA_1), and the gross national product

(GNP). Regional grants are expected to be similar to.Eederal grants

since there ij considerable interdependence Between the two levels

of government, and, indeed the results of the estimation are similar 11

to those for Federal grants. The coefficient for the' previous NEA

appropriations is positive and significant at the 95 percent con-'

fidence-level, while the coefficients of the number of performances

,and the gross natiOnAl product are negative arianot statistically

significantly different from zero. Again, if these relationships

are actually negative, they would be indicative of increased
J

regional assistance duringtimes of economic stress (both in the



11

Private contributions in equation (17), are

11

represented-as a function.of the average tax rate (t), a wealth

index (SRI), and fund raising expenditures (CAdv). Each of these

variables was .expicted'to exhibit pimitive.coefficients, but onlY

two did so. The dstimated coefficient for the average tax rate is

11

positive and statistically significant at the 95.percent level;

indicating that as the talc rate ind/creases the.net cost Of a tax

economy as a whole and for the art organization in 'particular) as in
t

the case with Federal grants.

(6) Private Contributions ;

Adeductable contiibution by the donor decreases so that total

II
contributions increase. The coefficient for the wealth index,

.

Standard & Poorq Commoii Stock Price Index, is also-positive, but
i

II
not statistically significant. Thus there may be some tendency

0

J ,
. ,

that would bebrought out with a more substantial Aata base for

il

contributions to increase as gaihs are made in the stock market.

'the fund raising expenditures variable has a negative and statisti-

. cally ins4nificant'coefficient. ,:rilis negative relatibnship might
,

be due to a7,1agged, response of'contributions 'to fund,raising.ex:
.

penditures and,some of the stlecifications in Appendix B support

II J ihis,ibj there were. not enough.degrees of-freedom to thoroughly
.

I

explore this issue.

. ;(7.) Faindation Grants
t,

11

-.
:!1;..1,C

/
',.

Foundation grantsare expfained in equation (18).
. ri

rh this specification, they are represented as a functiorl of the

capaciti. expansion Sacior (X), the ratio of the deficit-surplus

fund 0 the operatinebudget (DSFR), the number of performances (Q),

and a dummy irariable for the years the Ford Foundaons Symphony ,

Pragram was in its.fund iatching period (DMM). The capalliy expansion
,

'factor is the ratio of the desired capacity to.actual capacity.. The

estimated coefficient fpr thlicapacity expansion fator is negative

and statistically significant. This suggests that documenting the

desired level (:)f capital expansion is likely to be, of little value
d

in 'the solicitation of grants from foundations, and might even
, ,

i'

A

0

0
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indicate that the art organization is in a position where the founda-
.11tion may not want to provide i grant. A 'surprising finding is th'it

the coefficient an the deficit-surplus fund is positive and signifi- .

cant. This meani that as the deficit account grows relative to the

operating budget (i.e.becomes more negative), the size of the

grants from foundations decline. This coefficient say, that founda-

tions tend to be more interested in speéial endowment programs, and

the deveropment of special art programs than in organizationS in

financial difficulty or in qed of capital expansion. This, however, I
should be qualified since thre deficit-surplus fund is'generally

negatively'related to-foundation grantsfin the individual art form
11

models.
, .

4

ale coef icient estim'ates for the number of per- 4 1/

formances and the Symphony rograM'clummy vatiables aresbbih positive ..

IIand significant. (This means that the. Ford Foundation Symphony Pro-

gram hid a notiaible influence on total foundation grants (as expected)

and that, as the mumber of performances increases (special programs?), 11
,

the volume of foundation grants increases also.

(8). _py_sp_a_ICaacitEaisionFactor

The capacitY expansion4actor is explaine&by

equation (23) in table 9. This factor is aefined as the ratio of

desired to actual.capacity of the/organization, and is specified

as a function qf 'the perCentage change in annual attendance (PDA).

The relationship as estimated is positive and significant at a 95

percent confidencejevel. As it stands, this estimate represents

a traditional accelerator relationship in which investment (capital

expansion) is a function of the change in sales (attendance),

(9) fliacLiza,.i,

EquatiOn (27) presents annual fund raising costs

- as a function of last period's private contributions (CPr_1),

changes in the number of performances (AQ), and the size of the

deficit-surplus fund at the end Of the year (1)SF). None of the

coefficients are statistically significant at a 95 percent level of

90
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confidence. The fund raising effort is a positive function'of last

period's, contributions,,indicating that success-stimulates further

efforts, although fdr this variable a npgative coefficient could as

easily,be explained a$ large fund ,raising efforts following (or

being caused by) small efforts the previous year. At the same time,

as the 'Amber of .performances increases (say, because of increased ,

demand), the necessity to devote resources to fund rtising is

lessened.

Finally, as the deficit-surplus account grows,

the estimated positive coefficient.implis that efforts to raise

funds decrease (recall that the deficit-surplus fund is negative).

Either there is a lag structure which could not be deduced because
tof the lack of data, or (and this isomore likely) operating coSt

deficits are covered by account manipulation,or drawing on endowment

corpus, so that the measure we have employed is a poor indicator of

the actual accumulated operating deficits. More work definitely

needs to be done regarding this variable, both in theoretical

specification and in data editing.

(10) Subscription Sales

Subscription sales are described in equation (32).

These sales are a function of the price of admission (P). The

estimated coefficient is positive and statistically significant at

the 95 percent confidence level. This Positive relationship was

.expected since the higher the price level, the more significant

would be the dollardiscount gained by buying a subscription and the

larter the proportion of subscription hies. It should be noted that

the positive relationship between the price of Omission and sub-

scription sales is not .likely to hold over the complete range of

prices. At some point, the relationship will become negative as

the positive effect of the discount given to subscription buy'irs

(i.e., the-increased proportion'of subscription sales) is offset by

thedecrease in the total amount demanded as prices' rise. The

price at which this likely to occur depends on the discount

gained by subscription buyer, and the percentage of the Audience
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1/

typically attending more than one performance by the given art

organization. I
11

Of couyse, the net positive effect of price

,increases ori subscription sales is based on an assumption of a con-

stant percentage discount for subscription sales/ (or, at best, no

increase in the pergentage discount) over the riod studied. For

All Art Form Combined, the average discount fe 1 from 20 points

in the 1965-66 year to only 15 percent in 1970-71. Clearly then,

the iipact of price on subscription sales aslestimated above is

,understated rather than overstated.

b. Non-Profit Theater'

The data set obtained from the Ford Foundation

I.

and used in the estimation of the model for Non-Profit Theater

includes data on 26 theaters, Table 15 gives the estimates for 11
I/

selected equations, while Table 16 provides a list of the variables

used. The detailed statistical results for a review of specifications

for e h of the Nan-Profit Theater equations are presented in =,

Table B.18 through B.28 in Appendix B to this report. The presen-

tation of the Non-Profit Theater model will parallel that for the

all Art Forms combined model presented above. The discussion, .

however, will ,stress the differences abserved between the two. In II

general, however, it will be shown that the results are substantially

better, in terms of the propor iolCof variance explained, signifi- 1/
1

cince of coefficients., and int rpretation qf the redults, when

dealing with a specific type of arts and cultural orpnization
11

than when,dealing with an aggregation across several types. .

(1) Demand'

The two main alternative specifications for the

demand function use the utilization rate of the Seating capacity

(4U), equa.tion (1.1), and annual total attendance (A), equation (1.2),

as dependent variables. These demand equations are specified as
. 11

functions of the price of admission (P):,. per capita disposable

Personal income (YD), the price of reading and recreation (PS), the

tprice of.transportation (PC1), the unemployment rate (Um), and

1
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TABLE 15: SELECTED EVITIIMATE,S.F0k THE NON-PROFIT THEATER MODELY

(1.1)

(1.2)

AU = 55.1116 + .4133 P 1 .0211 YD -64.8597 PS + 337.4751 PCI 8.5339 Um - .3101 Crm
(1.4824) (.2094) (-1.8193) (-.6565) (3.7536) (-2.3161) (-4.6242)

A =-4646601 - 150079.5 P + 750,3801 YD + 9717458 PS - 10375.5781 Crm

7
7

t(.05) =

R

.9035
4.303

.0739
(-1,1144) (-1.8956) (1.0904) (2.2727) (-2:9658) t(.05) 7 2.776.

-2
(4) C - -40287104 + 61116.960 Q + 34004096 CMPHII R "ig .9037

(-3.2014) (2.4860) (5,4399) t(.05) 2.447

-2
(5) P .7502 - 1.9257 1AFR + .00000032 NC - .2629 P_L R 7 .8373

(.9369) (-.4914) (4.2071) (-.8755) t(.05) = 2.776

(11) GP = 702750.25 + 129.4822 Q + .0362 BNEA - 854.0784 GNP = .7214
(.2628) (.4467) (2.0245) (-.4878) t(.05) = 2.571

(12) GR . -2148383 + 601.4163 Q - .0054 BNEA.1 - 4635097 PDGNP 1.1197 GR_1 W2 = .5896

(-1.3924) (1.8630) (-.4898) (-1.404) (-1.3019)
. t1,05) 3.182

sr

(13) CPr = -14838486 - .2943 A + 1.609 CAdv + 39705993.8 t + 38081.7070 Sh -2 mR .919

(-4.1420) (-.3227) (.5589) 3.0482) (1.7801) t(.05) 2.776
0 ,

(14) GFn -1296221 + 2462387 X - .4302 DSF = .6556

(-.5196) (1.0210) (-3.3010)
a

t(.05) 2.571

(18) X = -.1445 + .000108 Q + .00727 AU.
1-0 .4151

(-.3305) (2.1123) (1.8543) ,
'tC.05) 2.571

(21) CAdv 441632.375 - 428492.625 DSFR - .0714 CPr_f - 15.59194Q
-2.
R = .4081

(5.3188) 4-.6272) (-2.8563)- (-1.0814) t(.05) = 4.776

(26) Sbr = 751574.312t + 36464.2383 P + .6791 Sbr - 12301.3125 Tr
-2R = ,8208

(1.4866) (2.1782) (3.4168) "1 (-1.4139) t(.05) = 2.776

17The values enclosed in parentheses ate the t statistics; the values t(.0S) are the critical t-values at the
95 percent level; It2 is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination. Equation numbers correspond to
those preientked in 'the conceptual.modelljng section, above.
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TABLE 16: THE VARIABLES usmoirm THE NON:PROFIT THEATER MODEL,'"

Variable

A

AU

BNEA

CAdv

Description

Anndel total ticketed attendance

Percent seat capacity filled

Annual appropriations by the National
Endowment for the Arts to various
progiams and agencies

Annual total operating expenditures less
the costs of fund rinsing.

Annual fund raising costs and fees

CMPHR Compensation pdrhour in private non-farm
sectors, 1972.1,00,:
eaployees plus emplOyers' contributions
for social insurance and private benefit
plans. Also includes an eStimate of
wages, salaries, and supplemental payments
for the self-emploked

GPr Annual total local nongovernment contributions

Crm Violent crime rite for the U.S. per 100,000
inhabitants, offenses of murder, forcible
rape, robbery, and aggravated assault

DSF Balance qf the surplus-deficit fund at the
end of the year

DSFR The ratio of the surplus-deficit fund to
the operating budget

GF Annual federal grants

GFn rAnnual foundations grants

GNP Gross National Product in
1972 dollars

0

billions of

Variable

GR

NC

PDGNP

PS,

PC2

tig

Sbr

SPI

Description
e.

Annual total local, governaent grants.

Annual total operating expenditures net of
total unearned income (grants, contributions,
and corpus earnings used for operations)."

Average realized price of admission

Percfintage-cfiange in the gross national product

Consumer price index for reading and
recreation, 1972-1.00

Consuaer price index for transportation
services, 1972..1,00

Annual total ticketed performances ,

Change in annual total tickeued performances

Annual total of.4ubscripeas purchased

Standard 4 Poor's common stock priceindexes,
(500 stocks) (1941-43.40)c.,,_,,r,

Average tax rate,.ratio of the recjapts of the
federal, state ind local governaent to the
National Income

Tr A trend yariable, the last two digits for the
year of the data

Um Unemployment rate for whites

X Annual seating' capacity expansionrfactoi

YD , Per capiti disposable income in
1972 dollars

1/ Monetary values are expressed in 1972 dollars.-
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the crime.rate (Crm). In choosing between these two specifications,

it is clear that the attendance specifica ion in equation 1.2 is

superior to that of the utitlization rate i equation 1.1. While(n
,

only one-coefficient in both equations issignifidant at a 95 percent
. .

level of confidence (i.e., that for the crime rate), the signs ,of all .

.
coefficients in the attendance equation are of the expected value,

whereas alpost every sign is "incorreCt" in the utilization equation.

Attendance is negatively related to the admission-price and thd

crime rate and 'positively related to income and 'the pricp of

substitute goods. .p

(2) Cost

Tile cost relationship of equation (4), showl-

total cost 'is a fiinCtion of the number of performancek (Q) and the

hourly compeftation of workers_in the private non-farm sector of the

economy (CMPHR). The estifnated.coefficients are ion line with

expectations and are also statistica1lr significant at the 95 percent..

level. That is, costs are a rodtine funCtion of both output and

, wage increases not matched by productivity increa,ses:

(3) Price

The price function of equation (5) presents price

as a function of-the net cost of production (NC), the weighted

deficit-surplus fund (pSFR), and last period%s. admission price (P..1

The, dstimatedcoefficients are of the expected signs but the only

statistically significant coefficient is that for the net cost

variable. That is, price appears to be increased if the accumulated

deficit fund increases and the net cost of operation increases

enough to offset the reluctance to raise prices indicaterby the

negative sign on the coefficient of the lagged'price. jn fact,

should these quantities not increase, the tendency is to lower prices

until the two sets of effects result km a stable pricd level.

(4) Federal Grants

Federal.grants are presented-in equation (11).

as v. function of. the number of performances (Q), the NEA



appropriations (BNEA), and the gross national product (GNP). None

of the coefficients is statistically significant at the 95 percent 11

confidenCe level, but all Of the signs are interpretable. The negd-

tive sign for the gross national product is an indication of the 11
. -

level of Federal support in times af finanCial difficuAieS, whereas
.

the positive coefficients or NEA appropriations anethe number of
II

performances relate to the facts that Federal grants to theatets -

are made possible by the NEA appropriations and the sizes of the

grants 4re likely to mirror the levels of activi0 (number of per- AR

formances) in the industry. .

(5) Regional Grants
c 1

The relationship in equation (12) for regional

grants is similar to that of the Federal grants withthe exception

that last period's regdonal grants (G R
1
) was added to the equation,k I/

GNP is expres'sed as a percentage change (PDGNP) and the NEA appro-

priations (BNEA_1) were lagged. 'None of the coefficients ate

-statistically, significant, but they are nevertheless interpretable. II

The NEA appropriations variable is negatively related to regionar

grants which would suggeSt'that these appropriations replaced

, regional grants in many instances. The remaining coefficients,sug-

gest,that governmental assistance io theaters iacreases in tiptes-of

.economic stress, that regional grants increaje as industry activity

increkses, and that there is a tendency for regional grants to

decline over time in the absence of these effects-

(6) Private Contributions I/

Private coniributions.are represented by equation

(13) specifies such contributions to be a function of total

atten an6e (400, fund taising expenditures (CAdv), the4average tax .

rate (t), and Standard & Poor's,Common Stock Price Index (SPI). ,
II

While the only statistically significant coefficient is the-tax rate,

all coefficients are of the expected sign, with the exception of the

coefficient for total attendance. That is, private contributions

are a positive function of the level of advertising for them, the
11tax rate faced by the prospective contributors (i.e., the value of

the contributions as a tax writeoff) , and the wealth of the

96 I/
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contributors. 114 negative influence of at.qendance is probably dire

to simultaneity bias in that while it was expected that 'contributions

would increase with attendance, the need for contribution (and the

level of effort expended to get them) should decrease as attendande

rises.
4.

4

(7) Foundations' Grants

Foundations' grants in equation (14) of Table 15

are shown as a function of th-e capacity expansion factor (X), and

the deficit-surplus fund (DSF). 'The coefficient of the'capacity

expansion factor is nOt statistically significant at the 95 percent

level, but its signsis positive indicating that Foundation granii

may be related to the desire to expand the Capital plant. The

deficit-surplus fund has a statistically significant coefficient,

and its negative coefficient implies that foundations help finan-
,

cially'troubled,Non-Profit Theaters (the negative coefficient is due

to the neg4tive.valufs for the fund balances).

(8) CapiCity Expansion Factor-,

,

* The capacity expansion factor (equation (18))

is a function of the number of performances (Q); and the utilization

rate.(AU).. The signs of both coefficients are in line with expec-,

tations, even though neither is statiitically significant at the

95 percent confidence -level. This esti ated equation'should be

considered illust-rative rather-than definitive since the data are

for nine years and studies of the capital adjustment process should ,

span a longer period, but it does suggest that capital expansion is
,

encouraged by high numbers of performances and high levels of seating

capacitY utilization. 4

,
.

(9) Fund Raising Expenditures .

Fundraising expenditures are shown in equation

(21) to be a negative function of the weighted deficit-surplus fund

(DSFR), last period's private contributions (CPr_1), and changes in

the'number of performances (AQ). While the signs of all the

coefficients are in line with expectations,. the only statistically.
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significant coefficient is that of last period's contributions. These

results suggest that fund raising is accelerated h a result of an 11

accumulated operating deficit, a drop in the number of performances,

and a high level of'last period''s private contributions.
11

(10) Subscription Sales

Equation (26) shows subscription sales as a

function of the admission price (P), last:period's subscription

sales (Sbr_a), and a trend variable (Tr). The signs of the coeffi-

cients F-for the firstitWO variables are both positive and 4re in

line with expectations. That is, subscription sales increase as

the ticket prices increase because of the discount associated with

subscriptions (i.e., at a Constant discount rate-r
1/ as the price

increases, the amount saved via the discount increases), and it is

easier to reach any specif bscription sales goal the larger

last period's subscripti n sa (this coefficient was statistically.

significant). The si: for t trend variable suggests a tendency

for a decline in the sale of subscriptions over time without off-

setting price increases.

c. Opera

The data set obtained from the Ford Foundation and

used in the estimation of this model includes a total o'f. 28 opera I
companies. Table 17 presents selected estimateirfor the 11 behavioral

equations, while Table 18 provides a list of variables in the speci- II

fications. Estimates Of other specifications for these 11 equatiors

are provided in Tables 11,.29 through B.39, of Appendix B to this
1/

report. While the results presented here are not as good as

those reported aliove for Non-ProTit ,Theater, they are better than

those presented for the combined model. when evaluated in terms of

the expected signs and the statistiCal significance of the esti-
.

mated coefficients.

1/ In fact, the discount rate decreased from 23 percent in 1965-66
to 16 percent in 1970-71 so that the positive impact 6f price

,A.s understated.
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TABLE 17: SELBCTED ESTIMATES FOR THE OPERA MODEL1/

AU = -3.2717 + 4.9814 P +, .01427 YD .0114 Q

(-.1626) (3.40811 (4.9840) (-1.9400)

A a -18369004 84690.5625 P + 57.3894 YD + 1836555 PS 945059.5 PC1 + 0.8506 Cty

(-4.7434) (3.6171) (.3459) (2.3476) (-2.2727)(11.1363)

Ca 3756818 + 18624.016 Q + 25611632 CMPHR
(0.5087) (2.3747) (4,4037)

I
. A

^

-2R = .7619
t(.05) = 2.571

v.

_2
R a .9918 '

t(.05) 3.182

W2 . 0.8249
t(.05) . 2.447

W2
(5) 7.2776 + 11.30071 DiFR + 0.4378 NCA - 0.3190 P . 0.4712

-1
(1.9676) (1.9581) (1.6919) (-.7934)

t(.05) . 2.571

(14)

(15)

GF = -1125997 + 1121.5925Q
(-1.9605) f1.671

GR 747617.188 - 309.8127 Q
(2.9909) (-1.0345)

+ .0531 IINE
-2

A
R ,. .9260

(8.6029) '

t(.05) . 2.477

+ .00960 BNEA..1 a
N2

' .4078

(2.6090)
t(.05) 2.571

(16) CPr = 4846485 - 1.5610 A + 21.8105 CAdv + 22745081.25 t -25940.9844 SPI R2 a 0.6928

(0.5715)(-0.4685) (2.4693) (0.7891) (-.3971) t(.05) . 2.776..... -'-. W

(1 3187) (-5 5401) Or2 03521 -2 0352) (8 0744) t( 05)=.. 3.182(17) . 1716448 - 2.8236 A 1106709 X 3247599 DSPR + 7156.3867Q 2 .9153

,v

(21) X . -.0668 + .00244 Q +..0103 AU t(.0t)

2

n44/
_

(-:0223) (.3006) (.i936)

"

(24) CAdv . 13371.453 + .0113 CPr -1
- 19,6.7127 AQ .0058 DSF

112 a .8901

' (.1505) (1.3543) (-6.3228) (-.6639)
t(,05) . 2.776

(29) Sbr -2323568 + 27651.5313 P + 0.2963 Sbr + 31892.4023 Tr

,

. .
(-1.3921) (0.5061) (0.7026) (1.5858) t(05) 2.571

112 = 0.6652

1 /The alueslbclosed,in parentheses al1e the t statistics; the'valmes t(.05) are the critical t-values, at the

95 percent level* R4 is the adjusted coefficient ot multiple determination; Equation numbers correspond to

those presented in the conceptual modelling section, above.

2/ Adiusted R
2 was negative which indicates a very low eXplanatory power for this relationship.
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TABLE 18:
I

THE VARIABLES USED IN THE OPERA MODEL-
1/

Variable

A /Annual total ticketed attendance

AU / Percent seat capacityofilled

BNEA / Annual appropriations by the National
Endowment for- the Arts to various
Programs and agencie$'

C ) Annual total Operatpig expenditures less
the costs of fund raising

---11tdv Annual fund raising costs and fees

CMPHR Compensat on per hour in private non-farm
sectors; 972..1.-00. Wages and salaries of
emplo e plus employers' contributions
for social insurance and private benefit
plans. Also includes an estimate of
wages, salaries, and supplemental
payments for the self-employed

CPr Annual total local nongovernment
contributions

Cty Total seats availablemain season and

other

DSF Balance of the surplus-deficit fund at
the end of the year

DSFR The ratio ofithe surplus-defiCit fund
to the operating,budget.

Description l'°4

k

P
GF Annual, federal grants .

GFn Annual foundations grants

Variable Descrlption

GR Annual total local government grants

NCA Annual total operating eXpendhUres net of
total unearned income par ticketed attendee

'Average realised priCe of admission

PS Consuier price index for reading and recreation,
1972*1,00

PC1 ConsOmer price index for transportation
19721.00

Annual total ticketed performances

AQ Change in annual total.ticketed performances

Sbr Annual total.Of subscriptions purchased

SPI Standard 4 Poor's common stock price indexes,
(5001 stocks)6(1941.43m10) _

t AvIrage tax rate, /atio of the'. receipts pf
'the federal; state,apd'iocal government,to
the National income

Tr 'A trend Variable, the last two digits for the .

-,'year of tfrie data. .

X Annual seating capacity expansion factor'

YD. Per capita d:$posablecincome)in
1972-dollars

services
P

1 / Monetary values are.fexpressed in-1972 dollars.
3

,

fr
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(1)D, Demand

The two basit'alternative specifications for the

demand function are those using the utilization rate (AU), equation

(1.1), and annual total attendance (A), equation (1.2). 'The demand

equations are specified as funztionE of the price of admission (P),

per capita personal disposal income (YD), the number of performances

(Q), the prices of reading and recreation (PS) and transportation

(PC1), and the total seating capacity (Cty). The signs of the esti-

mated coefficients in both equations are in .line with expectations

except for the price of admission. Surprisingly, both of these

'coefficients are significantly positive at the 95 percent_level of

confidence. No explanation can be found for this phenomenon exCept

that the other varir,bles of the specification were not sufficient,

to account for demand shifts. The capacity variable in equation (1.2)

and the income variable in equation (1.1), are the onlyother

coefficients which are significantly difierent fr6m zero ai the

95 percent level. The problem of identification perSisted eVen

though various variables were employed in order to actount"for the'

shifts in the demand curve. A reasonable explaaation for the per-

sistence of the identification problem is that:

opera appeals to a segment of the
population that is hard to isolate
from the available socioeconomic
statistics. This complicates the
process,,Af identifiCation of the
demand'shifts, since it isrnot possibie
to accurately measure for the factors
that give rise to such shifts.

the admission price is only part of
the effective pri.Ce of attendance,
since various other costs are incurred
in attending the Opera. Consequently,
changes in the admission price are
likely to be moderated by their propor-
tion in the effective price. Orhile
this is not specific tothe Opera, it,
undoubtedly, contributed.to the identi-
fication problem.

In summary, based on theSe,results, the'atten-

dance equation performed substantially better than the utilization

equation. This is consistent with the findings-in previous models.
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(2)' Cost
II

The cost relationship of-equation (4) in Table 17

specifies total,cost as a function of the'number of performances (Q)
11

and the hourly compensation for workers in the private non-farm

sector (CMPHR). The .estimated coefficients are in line with expect-
I/ations, and the Coefficient foi the hourly compensation Is statisti-

cally sisnificant at the 95 percent level, indicating that coSts do

increase with the number of performances and that wage increases II

not matched by firoductivity increases will result in an"Upward

shift in the cost function.'

(S1 Price

Price is specified in equation (5) to be a function

of-the net cdst of pioductionTer person attending (NCA), theldeficit-
A

surfilus fund.weighted by the operating budget (DSFR), and,last

period's admission price (P71).. While none of the coefficients are

statistically significant at the 65 percent confidence level, all 11

are of-the expected sign,-except the deficit-surp10.? coefficient,.

Recall that this same problem was encountered, in the Combined :

. 1/
model,

(4) Federal_Grants

Equation (14) presents Federal grant as a function

1of the number of-performances (Q) and the annual appropriations

of the .National Endowment -for the Arts (BNEA). The signs of both

coefficients are positive, as expected, but only the NEA appropri- I/
ations coefficient is statistically significant at the 95 percent

confidenpe level. Note that the positive relationship,between

Federal:grants and output (performances) confirms that foune for

don-Profit.Theater; Out not found for the "Combined model.

(-5) `Regional Grants
. ,

The relationship betWeen regional grants ancrthe

number,of performances (Q), and last period's NEA appropriations

(PEA_1) is shown in equation (15). Notethe similarity to the
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Federal grant specification of equation (14). The negative coef-
_

ficient for performances in this instance, however, suggests that

'regional government support for the Opera is aimed at those companies

with low performance levels (i.e., those that are small or in 4

financial difficulty). It .i.hould be noted, though, that this coef-.

,L,

ficient is ifekt statistically significant at the 95 perCent confidence

level. Th coefficierit for the lagged NEA appropriations is 'statis-

tically significant at the 95 percent confidence level, which.
.

indicates the relationship of regional grants'and'federal support

for the arts.

(6) Private Contributions

Private contributions in equation (16), are

shown as a function of total attendance (A), fund raising expendi-

tures (CAdv), the average tax rate (t);.and Standard & Poor's Common

$tock Price Index (SPI).. All these variables would be expected to

have positive coefficients.11owever, both total attendance, and

Standard & Poor's Common Stock Price Index have negative cpefficients.
-

While none of the coefficients are statisticatllysignificant at the

95' percelit level of confidence, the signs of these two coefficients

are discouraging. A similar firiding with respect to total attendance

was observed In the Non-Profit Theater Model, but the suggestion that

an increase in the Standard & Poor's Index leads to reduced contri-

butions is difficult to rationalize-. A suggestion for further'

research would be to attempt to include'some measnre of the change in

tax.provisions over the years in addition to the average tax rate.

(7) Foundatidni'' ,Grants

Foundations' grants are a function of total

attendance (A), the capacity expansion factor (X), the weighted

deficit-surplus fund (DSFR), and thern number of performances (Q) as

shoç in equation (17) of'Table 17. The coefficients for total

attendance, capacity expansion factor; and the weighted deficit-
.

surplus fund.are negative, while that for the number of performances

is positive. These estimated relationships sqpport the hypothesis

fhallounditions are interested in aiding opera organizations which

103
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, are in financial difficulties (hence, the negative coefficient for

the deficit-surplus fund), and operas that develop special programS,

rather than trying to.expand their physical plants. Again, however,

the negative coefficient on attendance is difficult to interforet,

even though it is not significantly different from'zero in the current

estimation.

(8) Capacity Expansion Facie'.

The capacity expansion factor in equat,ion-(21),

is a function of the number of performances (Q), and the utililzation

rate (AU). The coefficients.of both variables are positive; as

expected,s but the relationships are not statistically significant
I/and the explanatory power is extremely low. Considerably more

degrees of freedom are required before a reasonable set of coef-

'ficient estimates can be expected in a function to predict.the

desired proportional change in the capital "stock of operas.

(9) Fund Raising Expenditures

Fund.raising expenditures in equation (24) are

a function of last period's private contributions (CPr 1
), changes

,-

in the number of performances (AQ), and the deficit-surplus fund

(DSF). The only statistically significant coefficient is the nega-

tive coefficient for the change in performances. The signs of all

coefficients are in line with expectations, although the zign óf

the coefficierft for laSt period's private conttiblitions is inter-
,

pretable wtether positive or negative. The results indicate that
5

if performanceS deline or if,anoperational deficit exists at :the

end of the year, the reaction of the Opera is to expand efforts at

fund raising.

(10) Subscription Sales

Subscription sales are specified as a funGtioa

of the price of admission (P), last period's subscription sales

(Sbr_1), ap..d a trend variable (Tr) in equation (29). While none of

the coefficients is statistically significant at the 95 percent

104
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11
confidence level, the signs of the price of admission, and lagged

subscriptions are in line with expectations, and the sign of the
.

trend variable is indicative of an increasing trend in ihe sale of

subscriptions: These results are almost identical to those found

for Non-Profit Theaters, above.

d. Symphony

Data sets obtained both from the Ford Foundation

and the Center for Policy Research were used in estimating the

Symphony model.' The Ford Foundation set Was used in estimating the"

full model, while the American Symphony Orchestra League data obtained

from the Center was used in dupli?a:ting only the demand, cost, and

price estimates. It should be noted that these two data s'ets are npt

for the same satples of symphdnies. The Ford Foundation data include

76 symphonies, while the Center's data set intludes only47 symphonies,'

although th Centert,s data span 26 years as opposed to the.nine years

of the Ford Foundation data. Fortunately, the results of both sets

of estimation are not only supportive of each other, but are extremely

good in comparison to those of the Combined Model. Selected equation

estimates (uing the Ford data) for the.SymphOny mOdel are presented

in Table 19, and ihe definition of the variables used-are presented

in Table 20. Detailed model estimates (using the Ford data) are

presented in Tables B.40 -through B.50 in Popendix B.

The estimates ob;Ained for the Symphony model are

clearly the best (even better than those.presented above for Opera).

Most coefficients are of,the expected' signs and are'significant at

the 95 percent levels.of cohfidence, and most of the equatidns have
4

extremely strong predictive power. In addition, the estimates are

extremely stable across data sets. The relative sdccess ofthe

Symphony is du . primarily to the exceptional state of the data for

this art form, which suggest§ that similar re'sults can be obtained

with the other modeli' provided similar data are made available.

//'
Also as above, the subscription price discount decreased from
15 percent in 1965-66 to only 8 percent in 1970-71, so that
the positive effect of price on subscription sales is under-
stat,ed.
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TABLE 19; SELECTED ESTIMATES.FOR THE SYMPHONY MODEL BASED ON THE FORD FOUNDATION DATAll .

(1.1) AU = 113.8421 - 144125 P * .0093 YD - .0066 Q

(30.1265) (-6.6200) (4.4336) (-5.1633)

4

(1.2) A = 6506604 - 1558514 P + 1581.6653 YD 12 = .8B25

(11.9250) (-4.9660) (6.9058) t(.05) = 2.447

: 12 = ..9299
t(.05).*2.571

(4) C = - 13238224 + 14987.408 Q + 44645792 CHM
. (-1.4904) (3.8400) (5.6690)

(5) P = 1.0870 -:1.0815.psFit + .3576 NCA
(2.3321)(-1.0661), (5.0859)

(15) OF = 17866960 + .0628 BNEA--15067424 PDGNP - 2.5714 A
(1.5891) (2.7383) (-1.2065) (-1.5741)

(16) -OR = -6668469 - .006167 BHA., + .8983 GR., + 1.0128 A

(-9.5384) (-2.3494) ' (12.5503) (10.5393)

(17)

(18)

CPr

. G141,.=

-38136032
(-5.8335)

-6295878
(-1.1232)

+ 1.4087 A + 118258500 t + 24568.6094 SPI - 1.8289 CAdv.1

(1.1638) (9.8535) (.7428) (-3.1499)

+ 253 3168 DSFR + 2971.3708 Q 3807020 DMH 4,4015.38 ACty

(1.1 21) (11866) (5.3511) (1.6084)
41.

(23) X .8426 + .000136 Q . 0453 AU
(.4299) (.8390) (-4275)

(27) CAdv = 2973070 - .1064 CPr.1 - 86.4703 AQ - .0486 DSF
(1.7389) (-1.1166) (-1.1272) (-.4332)

(32)- Sbr * 3730592 + 1201811P + .3084 Sbr.,
(-3.8230) (4.0213) (1.6078) '

= .9717
t(.05) .0 2.447

12 = .9678
t(.05) = 2.447'

It .6276
t(.05) = 2.571

.9890
t(.0S) = 2.776

12 ..9752
t(.05) 3,182

TO 0 .9481
t(.05) = 4.303

12 a ,0987
t(.05) = 2.571

12 ° .1329
t(.05) = 2.571

.8861

t(.05) = 2.571

1/- The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; the values t(.05) are the critical t-values at

the, 95 percent level; R2 is theadjusted coefficient of multiple determination. Equation numbers corre-

,
spond ,with those presented,in the conceptual modelling section, above. '
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TABLE 20: THE VARIABLES USED IN tHE SYMPHONY MODEL IN TABLE 19

Variable Description

A Annuail total ticketed aftendance
I.

AU Percent seat capacity filled

BNEK Annual appropriations by the ational Endowment for the Arts

tó various programs and agen94es

Annual total operating expenditures less the costs of fund

ralsing

CAdv Annual fund raising c ts and fees

CNPUR Compensation per hour in private non7firm sectors, 1972=1.00.

Wages and salaries-of loyees plus employers' contributions

for social insurance and private benefit plans.. Also includes

an estimate of wages sa aries, and supplemental payments

for the self-employed

CPr Annual total local nongovenent contributions

ACty Change in total seats availa le-main season and othg

A dummy'variable for the year 1965/66 through 1;01, the

years the Ford FoundationSymp y Programwas i its matching

fund stage
_

DSF Ealance of the surplus-deficit nd at the end of the year

DSFR The ratio.of the surplus-deficit und to the Operating budget

1/--Mbnetary values are expressed in 1972 dollars

1

Variable, Description

Annual federal grants

GI Annual total local government grants

On Annual foOndation grants

WICA Annual.total operating expenditures net of total

unearned income per ticketed attendee
.

P Average realized price of admiision
,

PDGNP Percentage change.in the gross national prodUct

Annual total ticketed performances

AQ . Change in annual total ticketed performances

Sbr Annual total of Subscriptions purchases

SPI Standard 4 Poor's common stock price indexes,

(so(1 Stocks) (1941-43=10)

Average tax rate ratio of the receipts of the

federal, state and local government to the National

Income

X Annual seating capacity expansion factor

VD Per capita disposable income in
1972 dollars
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(1) Demand

The Fora Foundation'data set was used in the

estimation of two alternative demand functions.; Equation (1.1)

uses the utilization rate as the dependent variable, and equation

(1.2) uses annual total attendance as the dependent variable. Both

demand equations represent functions of the admission price (P),

and personal -disposable income (YD), while ihe utilization rate

equation also includes the number of performances (Q). All estimated 11

coeffidients are of the expected signs and are statistically sig-

nificant-at the 95 percent confidence level. On the basis of pre-,

dictive power, equation (1.1) would seem to be superior.. This

represents the first instance that the utilization rate equation

, could be chosen over the total 'attendance equation. Evein lo, 'the

choice is marginal. Both are negatively related to price and

;Asitively related tO income.

(2) Cost

The cost-relationship of equation (4) in Table

-19 describes cost as function of the number of performances (0),

and the hourly compensation,for workere in the private nonfarm

'sector (CMPHR). The estimatedecoefficients have the expected signs

and are statistically ,signficant at the:95 pertent confidence level.

Cost is shown as a routine function of 'output and Upward shifting

of the function is indicated when wage.increases are not matched by

productivity increases. ,
15

(3) .Price

The price relationship of equation 01 shows

price as a gunction of the weighted.deficit-surplus fund (DSFR), and I/

the net Cost of prodUction per attendee (NCA).The signs of,both

Coefficients gre'in: line with expectations; although only the.net

cost coefficient is statistically significant at the 9,5 pe ent

confidence level. As expected, the tendency is for price IIcreases

to be instituted as a result of increases in the size of the

accumulated operating deficit (normalized for the size .of the operating,

budget) and increases in the cost of production per attendee. This

108 ,
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implies, that symphonies, among other things, may try to counter the

effects of declining attendance on revenues by raising prices.

Before des6ibing the remaining eqUations esti-

mated with the Ford Foundation data in Table 19, the correspolaing

demand, cost, and price equation estimates using the American Symphony

Orchestra League (ASOL) data supplied by the Center for Policy Research

will be presented. Table 19.a presents three series of such estimates

nd Table 20.a provides definitions for the variables used; Before

describing the "best'! equation specification resulting from the use

of the ASOL data, however, it should be instructive tc see how those

equation specifications presented above perform using the ASOL data.

Therefore, the same specification was estimated from the ASOL data

set as Was estimated from the Ford Foundation data set (see Table 19)

and over the same 1965 to 1973 period. These results are presented

in Table 19a and are to be compared with those on Table 19.

Because of the absence of output (Q) and deficit-

surplus fund as,a proportion of the operating budget (DSFR) measure

in the ASOL data base (as made available to Applied Management

Sciences), the length of season (LOS) tftsure had to be used as a.

proxy for the preferred output measure (the number of concerts) and

the excess of annual total revenue over expenditures as a proportion

of the operating budget (DSFR1) had to be used as a proxy for DSFR.

In any event, sinccl there is no certainty that the two samples repre-
,

sent the same universe (i.e., are equally representative of the

universe), statistical tests were not performed cn the pairs of

equations to test for parameter equality. Rather, only the signs*

and the magnitudes of the estimated coefficients were Compaied.

rt is interesting to note that the adjusted

'coefficienti of multiple determination.'(2.) never vary by more'than

twa percentage points.between the two estimation sets. In addition,

coefficient signs are the same for all except DSFR1 which is

, probably an indi'cation of the inadequacy of this variable as a

proxy for DSFR. In the attendance equation (1.2)' the magnitude of

the income (YD) coefficients are very similar, whereas those for
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the price (P) coefficients were not. Furthermore, the price

coefficient in the ASOL data estimate is ibt statistically signifi-

cant, suggesting either price inelasticity Or specification error.

The inclusion of additional regressors (not shown) increased the

statistical significance of the prit,:e coefficient, and produced

comparable coeflicient magnitudes, which suggests a specification

error.

The cost equations (4) are not comparable be-.

tween Tables 19 and 19.a.because of the differing output measures

and the fact that the output measure in Table 19.a appears to be

a dominant variable. 'Similarly, in equation (5) the resultstare

mixed due to the inadequacy of DSFR1 as a proxy for DSFR.
57

In conclusion, then, the results from the two

data sete over the same period are not sufficiently comparable.

This is, of course, due to the definitional differences which exist

between the measures of output and deficit-surplus funds;of the two

samples.

An additional evaluation of the Asp, data base

\l/was undertaken by comparing the results of the regressions for the

1965-1973.data with those of the whole data set spanning the years

1950 to,1975. The estimated coefficients have the same signs, with 11

the price coefficient in the demand equation (1.2) in Table 19.a

becoming statistically significant, and all other coefficients

increasing their significance levels. The, values of theadjuited'

coefficients of Multiple determination aldb increated especially

in the case of the attendance equation (1.2). This is a clear demon7 1!

etfatipn of the value bf additional degrees of freedom, and'ip an

argument for undertakinva.n editing effort on the ASOL'data of a

magnitude comparable with that already taken on the Ford Foundation,

data. I/

The last set of regressive results presented on

Table ,19..a are those for the "best" specification using the ASOL

data. The detailed estimates for these and similar equations are

documented in Tables 113.41.a through_ B.43..a in Appendix B.

110
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(I.a) Demand.

Using this alternative data base, only a total

attendance equatiOn could be estimated.and.presented in Table 19.a.

Equation (1.2) Of-thiS .table specifies total attendance as a
4

function of price (P), per capita disposable income .(YD), the price

of transportation (PC1), and the price of reding and recreation

(PS). 'All cdefficients have the expected sikns although only the

coefficients of pride and income are significant: The added obser-

vations of this data.set allOwed bdth the price of substitutes and

the price of complements to enter the "best" specification, although
,

not significantly. Note the similarity in ihe income coefficients

between the two data sets, as-further confirming evidence of'the
0 .

stability of the estimator for Symphonies. .

,(2.a) Cast

%Equation ,(2) of Table 19.a presen,ts the 'estfmates

for costs; as a function of the length of the season in weeks (LOS)

and the,.earnings of manufadturing woykers (AWEMAN). This estimate

differs fromthat in Table 19because output data-were mot supplied

-with the data set. The.estimateilcoeffiolients are in line with
ds

expectations, although only the,length of season coeffidient: is

statistically significant at the.95,percent confidence leve

This might be the result of the aggregation of the individUal

length ofseason measures since the larger, is a symphoMy orcheStra,
. ,

, the More likely it is to keep the salaries of the performing'artists-

in line with those Of other .Sectors of the economy. -Because the

largerprchestras are' not given a,proportionally larger'weight in, .

the data .supplied, a bias,isintroduced in the:-avetage wage cbef.-

ficient: In any. event',..the results of this.crgression confirm thpse

using the Fppil Foundation data.

(3.a) Price

The last estimate possible from the American

Symphony Orchestra League data supplied to Applied Management Sciences

111 r41
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' r- BEST COPY AVAILABLE
4

IABLE i9. a ESTIMATES FOR THE SYMPHONY-MODEL BASED ON THE AMERiCAN
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA LEAGUE DATA SUPPLIED BY THE CENTER
FOR,POLICY RESEARCHli

l'aitataa
-.641

1E8

.6 1
41
3 "811;

(1.2)

(4)

(5)

A

C

701605.5625 - MS54.1475 P 1541.3374 YD
(.2211) %-.2105) (7.1415)

-.24242244 107818.372 103 13132711.3419 cwtma
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-28222120 100421.2 LOS ! 1244288.422 =MC
(.14.0101) (43.0320) (.7722)
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,
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t(.05)
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2.00
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(1.2)

(4)

(3)

A

C

P *

.001363.1 0107.0 1 1471.54 YO 107020 1C1 4...
(1.3Z170) (-3.4170) (2.24IS) (.7115)

5727111.4 PS
(1.3214) 1

.43.2S LO4 352706.27 ANNAN
(.4027164844

1016
6, 1) 6(27.602) (.1210y

.8382 .7490 MCA
(4.6161) (17.0470) '

i

Ie
t(.03)
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t(.0).
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t(.0S)

.9713
2.074

.9974

2.069

.9515
2.064

11 Th, values enclesed'in parentheses aro thm t otatistics; gl 14 ths 4.43usto4 costfictint
of 4641t4141. 66torsixstisa. A

4

TABLE 20.a: THE VARIABLES US6 IN THE SYMPHONY MODEL OF TABLE 19.a

Variable t , Description

A

AMEMAN ri

Annual otal attendance

Averag4 gross weekly earnings for manufacturing', 1972.1.00
O

1C. Annual total operating expmtditures

CMPHR Compesation;per hour in private non-fern sectors, 1972=1.00. Wages/
and s laries of employees plus employers' contributions for-apcial-''
insur nce and private benefit plans. Also includes.an estimate of
wages, salaries, and supplemental payments for the self-employed

,
DSFR1 The atio of the xcess of annual revenue over expanditures to the

oper ting budget
,

LO4 , Aggzluzatid length of season for the sample in weeks

NCA Annpal total oPerating expenditures nef of unearned incoee per
attendee

P Av4rage realized admission,price
.. .

PC12 .Ca sumer price ihdex for transportation soyices, 1972.1.00'

PS C nsumer pride index farreadifig'snd recreation 1972.1.00

YD P r 'capita disposable personal'incomi An 1972 dollars

4
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by the Center for Policy Research is that of the price of admission

is a fUnction of operating expenses'per attendee (NCA). The coef-

. ficient shown for the per attendee operating cost i equation (3) of

table 19.a is of the expected positive sign and is highly significant,

cqnfirming ihe earlier results using the Ford Foundation data. It is

clear that substantially better estimates may be obtained from the

present models if more degrees of freedom are provided in the data.

(4) ,Federal Grants

. Returning to the estimates based on the Fora

Foundation data as presented'in Table 19, Federal grants are shovfn

in equation (15) to be a furiction of the annual National Endowment,

4

for the Arts appropriations (BNEA), the percentage change in the'

gross national-product (PDGNP), and .totai attendance (A). All

coefficients are of the expected signs but only the positive coef-
.

ficient for the NEA appropriations is statistically significant

I/

at the 95 percent level of confidence. The negative coefficients

rfo the change in GNP andtotal attendance indicate that Federal

grants are increased in times of both general and industry-specific

financial stress,.

(5) Regional Grants

Th.e relationship shown for regional grants in

equa ion (16.) iS similar to that shown for Federal grants with che

'substitution of last period's regional grants (GR_1), for the change

GNP the introduction'of a lag in the .NEA appropriations

_1). The coefficients of'this specification are all statioti-

cally significant with the exception of lagged NEA appropriations.

The negative coefficient for the lagged NEA appropriations suggest

tliat regional governmental units are reacting to .the NEA-activities

3 arid letting the NEA bear a larger share of the, support,for symphonies.

It 'is also interesting thai the-coefficfent for attendance,is posi-

tive rather 'than negative which would indicate that regional.grants

may go more to continuous support of successful symphonies rather

than 17roviding support to save financially troubled symphonies.

113
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While this is an interesting hypotfiesis, it is also possible that

cause and effect have not .been well reported via the ordinary least

squares estimation procedure in this instance.

I

. (6). Private ContributionS.
- II

Private contributions in eqUation (17) are shown

as a function of total attendance (A), the average tax rate (t), the
I/

Standard 4 Poor%s Common Stock Index (SPI), and last period's,fund

raising expenditures (CAdv-1). While only the positive coefficient

for the tax ratt was statistically significant at a 95 percent level

of confidence, the equation suggests-that private contributions are

expected to increase as'the Symphony's attendance expands and as-tax II

rates and'stock prices increase. The negative impact of last period's

fund raising activities might be a result of the tendency to increase 0 II

the level of such activities during periods of financial crisis when

private contributions are low. Thi-s increase was suggested by

P. Harrin Orpheus in the New_yorld, p. 335.

(7) Foundations Grants 11

,Grants from foundations are shown <in equation (18)

to be a function of-the weighted deficit-surplus fund (DSFR) , the

annual 'number of perTormanceS (Q), a dummy variable to account for
' II

the years the Ford. Foundation's Symphony Program was in it'S fund
41.

matching years (DMM), and annual changes in seating capacity (11Cty).

The.coefficients are in line with expectations except for the -

weighted deficit-surplus fund'variable. It.is likely that the wrong

sign fOr this variable,is.aue to the inclusion of the dummy,variable II

which'accounts for the Ford Foundation's policy of aiding symphonies
N .

which face financial difficulties and theiefore dominates ,the effect

of'the deficit-surplus fund dUringthe very, shott period examined.

This dummy Nariable is the 'only one which is statistically significant

at the 95 percent confidence level; 11

(8) Capacity Expansion Factor

The capacity expansion factor in equation (23)

is a function of the number of performances (Q), and the utilization

rate °(NU). Neither coefficient is statistically significant'at the

95 percent confidence level, but only the'sign of the coefficient
.1
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I.

11

for the number of performanceg was in line with expectations. It is

possible that capacity expansion is desired and undertaken in

symphonies only as the funds become available, awl not because of

'I high utilization rates.

II

(9) Fund Raising Expenditures

.

0

Fund raising expenditutes (equation (27)) are

II,

specified as a function of last period's private,contributions (CPr- ),

changes in the number of performances (1Q)4 and the deficit-surplus

fund (DSF). While the signs of the coefficients are in linewith

IF expectations, none is statistically significant at the 95 percent
.

.

confidence level. Thus, it is suggested that fund raising activities

I for symphonies increase as performances decline and operating deficits
,

build up, and diminish as last period's contribations increase.

(10) Subsdri tipn Sales

Subscription sales are shown in equation (32)

, to be'a function of the price of admission (P), and last period's

subscription sales (Sbr-1). The signs of both coefficients are in

line withexpectations, but only the coefficient of the price of

admission is statistically significant at the 95 percent level.

These eoefficients suggest that price increases cause individuals to

try to take advantage of $eason discount prices,1" and subscription

sales build upon the base of sales from last year.

e. .Ballet t1

The Ford Foundation data set used in the estimation

of this'model includes a total of nine ballet Companies. Table 21

gives the "bestestimates for 11 selected equations, while Table 22

provides a list of the variables used. The overall performance of

the. model was fairly good given the number of observations available.

--Full details on the alternative speaifications estimated for each

equation are presented in Tables B.51 through B.61 of Appendix B.

The positive effect of prices on subscription sales isunder-
stated because of a decline in the percentage discount allowed
from 21 to 19 percent frqm 1965/66 to 1970/71.
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TABLE 21:, SELECTED ESTIMATES FOR BALLET MODEL!'

(L1 AU = 45.9459 + 13.1280 13.- .0469 YD + 145.5676 PS - 67.6303 PC1
(.7707) (1.7049) (-1.7.342) (.7871) (-.6308)

-2R
t(.05) *

.7677
2.776

(1.Z) A -310814.625 - 184646.6875 P + 301.3545 YD + 2235.9397 Q
K2

= .7801

(-.3463) (-1.6286) (2.0385) (3.6483) t(.05) = 2.571

(4) -5204833 + 6912.608 Q 18318240 CMPHR W2 = .9793

(s)

(-4.3903) (2.4796) (12.2584) ,

P = -3.4473 + 13.6501 DSFR + .00000049 NC + .9463 P.1

tf.05) =

W2 =

2.447

.8756

(-2.1203) (4.3977) (5.3670 (4.1841) t(.05) = 2.571

4,
(11) GF = 278183.0625 + 167.193 Q + .0104 8NEA k2 = .2187

(.6350) (.1894) (1.7799) t(.05) * 2.447

(t2)
#

GR = -975616.188 .00344 BNEA .9082 GR + 1302.562 GNP - .1518 A
-2
R = .8822

(-4.4504) (-1.9648) (-4.1210) (5.5922) (-2.9475) t(.05) = 3.182

(13) CPr = -6719600 + 17359356.25 t+ 20358.0742 SPI + 5.1169 CAdv,1 -2
R = .9801

(-3.6211) (3.0137) (2.6613) (2.3737) (.05) . 2.571

(14) pFn = 6962447 - 3349u43 X - 2620354 DSFR - 3934.603 Q. - .7400

(5.3111) (-4.6219) (-2.1404) (-3.5116) t(.05) = 2.776

(18) X = 1.7529 - .00048 Q - .00689 AU -11.2 = .2042

(3.6431) (-1.0435) (-.9402). t(.05) 2.571

(21) CAdv = 24149.305 299808,.688 DSFR + .0376 CPr
-1

+ 42.85058Q
iT2

* .1919

(.3360) (-.7232) (1.1804) (.3292) t(.05) = 2.776

(26) Sbr * -985746.9375 - 2467.8047 P - .7205 Sbr , + 15601.5977 Tr
-2
R .9625

(-5:0655) (-.5083) (-2.2848) (5.1250) t(.05) = 2.571

I / The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; the values t (.05) are the critical t-values.at
the 95 percent level; 114 is the adjustedcoefficient of multiple determination; equation numbers corre-
spond to those pre'Sented in the conceptual modelling section,
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TABLE 22: THE VARIABLES USED IN THE BALL61 MODELY

WO ON 11110 MO Ole

Variable pescription

A Anntial total ticketed attendance

All Percent seat capacity filled

WA Annual appropriations by the National Endowment for the Arts

to various programs and agencies

C Annual total operating expenditures less the costs of fund

raising

CAdv Annual fund raising costs and fees

OMR Compensation per hour in private non-farm sectors, 1972=1.00.

Wages and salaries of eiployees plus employers' contributions

for social insurance and private benefit plans. Also in-

cludes an estimate of wages, salaries, and supplemental pay-

ments for the self-employed

CPr Annual total local nongovernment contributions

WM The ratio of the surplus-deficit fund to the operating

budget

'GF Annual federal grants

GFn Annual foundations grants

GNP Gross National Product in billions of 1972 dollars

Variablg

GA Annual total local government grants

NC Annual total operating expenditures net of total unearned

inane (/rants, contributions, and corpus earnings used

for operations)

P Average realized price of admission

PS Consumer price index for reading'and recreation, 1972=1.00

Pa Consumer price index for transportation services, 1972=1,00

Q Annual total ticketed.performanees

AQ Change in annual total ticketed performances

Sbr Annual total of subscriptions purchased

SPI St.andard 4 Poor's common stock price indexes, (S00

stocks) (1941-43=10)

A erage tax rate, ratio of the receipts of the federal*

state and local government to the National Income

A trend variable, the last two digits for the year of the

data

Annual seating capacity expansion factor

.YD Per capita disposable income in 1972 dollars

1/ Monetary values are expressed in 1972 dollars.
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(1) Demand

111

Li
\ The two alternative specifications-for demand use

as the measure of demand: (1) the utilization rate (AU), (equation II

(1.1)), and (2) annual total attendance (A), (equation (1.2)). .Both

demand equations are specified as functions of the admission price

(P), per capita personal disiThsable income (YD), the.price of reading 11

and recreation (PS), price of transportation (PC1), or the number of

performances (Q). The admission price and income coefficients in

the utilization rate equation have signs opposite from those expected

in a demand equation. 'AlthoUghyoath the price of substitutes and

the price of complements do have the expected signs, in this equation,

none of the coefficients are statistically significant. All the

coefficients in the total attendance.equation exhibit the expected

signs, although the only statisticaily significant coefficient is

that of the number of performances. Clearly, the total attendance

equation is the best measure of demand.

(2) Cost

The cost relationship, represented in equation

(4) shows cost as a function of the number of performances (Q) and

the hourly 6ompensation for workers in the private non-farm sector

(CMPHR). The estimated coefficients are in line with expectations

and are statistically significant at the 95 percent level. Again,

this relationship shows that costs increase'with output and that the. II
.

cost-output relationship changes as productivity does not keep up

with wage changes.

(3) Price

The price relationship in equation (5) specifies II.

price as a function of the net cost of production (NC), the weighted

deficit-surplus fund (DSFR), and last period's price of admission

(P-1). All the coefficients are statiitically significant at the

93 percent confidence level, but not all are of the expected sign. 11

For,example, the lagged price was expected to be negative to indicate

downward pressure on prices ceteris paribus, and thq/prioe was
It



expected to be negativel influenced by the deficit-surplus fund.

Neither of these ex tations was met.

(4) Federal Grants-

The Federal grants are related in equation (11),

to the number of performances (Q), and 4e annual National Endowment

for the Arts appropriations (BNEA). Even though both coefficients

have the correct signs, neither is statistically significimt. 'Never-

theless, the relationship zuggests that Federal grants to ballet are

positively related to both NEA appropriation and the level of ballet

activity.

(5) Regional Grants

, The relationship for regional grants (equation

(12)), is specified as a function of last period's NEA appropriations

(BNEA-1), last period's regional grants (GR-1), the gross national

product (GNP), and total attendance (A). Only the coefficients for

last p'eriod's regional grants and"gross na:tional product are

statistically.significant at the 95 percent confidence level. The

negatiVe signs on attendance and lagged,NEA appropriations indicate

that regional grants are used foifinancially troubled ballet companies

and that Federal and regional grants are often viewed as substitutes,

respectively, while the negative coefficient for 1..kirt periods regional

grants suggests that regional grants exhibit cyclical behavior. The ...

. positive coefficient on GNP indicates that_regional grants will be

awarded to the extent the economy can finance them. It should be

noted that the overall relationshiy for regional grants has sub-

stantial explanatory power; while that of the Federal grants does

not. This might,be indicative of the role each type of grant plays,

in the finances of the Ballet.

(6) Private Contributions

3.1.?,

Private contributions are shown in equatiOn-(13)

to be a function of the average tax rate (t), the Standard & Poor's

Common Stock Price Index (SPI), and last period's fund raising

expenditures (CAdv-1). The signs of all the coefficients are in

143



line with expectations, and the coefficients of the tax rate and

Standard & Poor's Index are statistically significant at the 95_

percent confidence level. Clearly, private contributions to Ballet

increase as.taxes and the wealth of the potential contributor

increase. In addition, higher contributions can be expected the

greater was last periods efforts to solicit such contributions.

(7) Foundations' Grants

Foundations' gi-ants in equation (14) are,shown

as a function of the capacity expansion factor (X), the weighted

deficit-surplus fund (DSFR), and the number of performances (Q).

The coefficients for the'expansion factor and the number, of perform-

ances are statistically signifidanf at the 95 percen confidence

level. On the other hand, b4ectations were met wi h respect to sighs

in all cases. Thus, it is c ear that foundation grants are not to
#be used in Ballet for increa ing seating capacity, but are to be

used for those in financial itress (i.e., acCumulated operating. 11

deficits and decreasing performances).

(8) Ca acit 1 x ansion Factor I.
The capac ty expansion factor of equation (18)

is specified asf a function of the number of performances (Q), and 41

the utilization rate (AU).' Neither coefficient was statistically

significant at the 95 percent.confidence level, nor were the negative II

sighs obtained for both coeff4.cients in line with expectations.

These negative signs may indicate that capital accumulation takes
11

place in Ballet as the funds become available, rather than being

,the result of an increalse in the level of operations or Attendance.

(9) Fund. Raising Expenditures

Fund raising expenditures- are indicated in

equation (21). For this equation, they are presented as'a function

of the weighted deficit-surplus.fundt (DSFR), last period's private

contributions (CPr -1
), and the change in the number of performances

(1Q). None ofyothe coefficients is statistically significant at the
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II
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95 percent confidence level. The signs of the.weighted deficit-

surplus funci and last period's private contribptions are in line

with expectations, indicating that fund raising is,used to offset ,

operating deficits, and success in fund raising activities, mea-

sured'by the level of private coniribution, increases fund raising

expenditures*. ,It is surprising to find that fund raising efforts

may be stimulated by high contributions /in the last period or flositive

changes in the number of.performances (unless the performance in-

crease is in the absence of an attendince increase).
/.

(10) Subscrilition Sales

Equation (20 presenti subscription sales as a

function ofthe price of admission (P), last period's subscription

sales (Sbr -1 '
) and a trend variable (Tr). The signs of the

coefficients for the, price of admission, and laggect subscriptions

sales are not in line with eXpectations but, then, neither coeffi-
,

cient is statistically significant. It is possible that the

negative effect on total.demand as a)result of admission grice

increases is greater than the positive effect gained through the

discounts for subscriptions, but this is not likely. What Is likely

to account for the unclear price effect is the high degree of

variability of the average percentage discount during the period

studied. The discounts ranged from 37.percent in 1965/66 to

42 percent in 1966/67 to 21 pexcent in 1970/71. The trend variable,

which is statistically signifidant, indicates a positive trend

for subscription sales over the period covered, however.

f. Modern Dance

A total of only three dance companieS were available

from the Ford Foundation data biase, anci, for these three companies,

some variables had as few as.five observations. While some attempts

to develop model estimatl .; were made for Modern Dance, none of the

results could be tested statistically. Therefore, analysis of these

efforts will not be presented at this time. Should a sufficient

data base be developed at a later date, results similar to those

obtained for the models above could be expected from an estimation

effort.
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3. Musetims

The model estimation for museums used the cross-sectional

data set for the year 1971/72 which 'was obtained from the National

. Research Center of the Arts. (The museum time series data set,

which was discuised in subsection IV.H.1, is inadequate for econo-

metric model estimation.) This cross-sectional data set was adequate

for the estimation of most of the behavioral relationships in the

conceptual model, but its purely cross-sectional character necessi-

tated the modification of the conceptual model. Lagged values and

4rst differences were eliminated, except where the increment to.a

variable was identified in the data. Selected equation estimates and

the corresponding variable definitions are presented in Tables 23

,and 24, respectively. Additional estimates are presented in

Tables B.63 through B.75 in Appeudix B.

a. Pro!rams Publications and Services Revenue

The cbnceptual model specifies programs, publications, II

and auxiliary services as sources of earned income-for museums.

These sources df revenue (OR) are specified in equation (4) as a,

function of the expenditures on all educational programS (CPrg),

annual total attendance (t)., and the membership count (M). Tha use

of the expenditures on all educational programs rather than those

for which a fee is charged (CPrgl) (as specified in the conceptual

model) is due to the lack of data. This substitution does not alter

the relationship if the ratios of free and paid admission programs

are comparable among the various museums.

The estimated coafficient for the programs expenditure

variable (CPrg) is positive, greater than unity and statistically

significant at the 95 percentievel of confidence: The second

variable in the equation is annual total attendance (A). This

variable also has a positive and statistically significant coeffi-

cient at the 95 percent confidence level. It indicates an increase

in revenue as general attendance increases because attendance for

educational programs and the demand for auxiliary services are also

likely to rise as a result.
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Mk OS 11111 SINS MB all SIMI OM vim um ino illog imp

ra
L4 (20) CP * 126770.4913 + 4136.6917 Q

(20.6971)

(22)
3/

CPrg = 5211.0242 + .2656 G + .9191 DSU - 3.1545 M
(14.3450) (1.0977) -.5020)

TABLE 23: SELECTED ESTIMATES FOR THE MUSEUM MODELV

(4) OR -70404.8724 + 1.2697 CPrg + .3907 A - 1.7810 M
(19.5999) (10.6918) (-.2025)

(5) M = 1561.6949 + .00053 TR - .00322 AS - .00039 DSF + 7.6324 PM
(7.3505) (-2.5524) (-2.3362) (.7694)

ye

(7)1/ - 247252.7277 + 1115:1566 Q + 117.2346 YD + .7948 AS - 63607.5604 PA
(7.8223) (1.9055) (1.5093) (-1.1221) .

(8) PA 0 .3005 + .1098 NCA + .0745 DSFR
(9.6758) (4.1602)

(12) GF 0 - 124185.7868 + .8956 A + 2.3990 CPrg - 2407.1829,Q + .9'610 ir - .2248 ,DSF
(8.1183) (6.3508) (-5.1569) (4.2875) (-1.9013)

.7648
F = 267.6679

R
2

= .1551
F r 19.5807

. .2339
F 19.6286

N2 . .2478
F * 49.0999

i . .6403
F = ,29.8940

(13) GR 0 148247.3113 .. .3768 A + 425.0754 Q + 57.1380 YD K2 * / .448
(11.1196) (3.9161) (1.4258) F = 73.630

\

(14) , ,CPr = 54183.3697' + 689.1118 Q + .3922 CPrg - 1.0660 CAdv - .2468 AS + 312728.1852 t - 10.6594 YD K2 .5 92 ,
(6.6573) (5.0031) (-3.2198) . (-1.0564) (.5779) . (-.281 ) V 0 49. 331

t
,

(15) GFn = 58339.39 + .0528 A + :0251 DSF + 58.8916 Q + .0461 AS + .0107 CPrg IT /.0260
(1.4973) (10918) (.5701) (.1789) (.1549) F -= 1.7485

(25) CRs = 133302.7954 - .7472 AS
(-1.5356)

(26) CAdv = 1835.6665 + .0332 G + .0084 DSF
(12.1639) (3.0496)

(32) - 8392.8319 .0712 YU .0294 CPr + 6876.8341 US
(-7.6818) (-2.6111) (.7635)

11The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; the critical value for all the equations at the 9
confidence level is 1.96; R2 is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination; F is the F statistic f
overall relationship. equation numbers correspond with those presented in the conceptual modelling section

Z/This combines equations (7) and (10) since no separate data are available for annual general attendance.

A/This is equations (35) and (36) combined according to equation (22).
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R2 . .4108
F = 428.3702

R2 = .4811
F . 85.9705

-2
R = .0045
F 2.3583

R2 = .4067
F .499.3609

R2 .1417
F = 29.4042
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TABLE 24: THE VARIABLES usEr TN THE MODEL FT MUSEUMS-

,

/1

Variable RIEEMiR1111

A: annual toter attendance

CAdv: annual advertising and promotional expenditures

CP: annual operating, prOduction, costs

CPr: annual private contributions.

CPrg: annual edR4ational and other group program costs

CRs: annual costs of research activities

DSF: deficit-surplus fund

DSPR: thematic. of the deficit-surplus fund to the'operating
budget

G: annual total granti

GE: annual federal grants and support

GFn: annual foundation grants

annual state and local grants and support

:M: membership count

MA: annual membership attendance

NCA: net operating costjer attendee

OR: MR of program, publicationsland services revenue

, PA: price of admission

' PM: membership price, dues

output, in terms of weighted (8-hours) days of opera-
tions, the weight is the ratio of administrative
expenditurea to average expenditures by all museums

AS: change in the stock of exhibit items 1.1%d facilities,
this variable does not acoount for deaccessions

TR: annual total earned and unearned income

t: the average (individual) federal tax rate fo the
population of the state where the museum Is ocated

US: ratio of utilized to total stick of exhibit tems

Yth per capita disposable personal income of the popula-
tion in the state

YE: endowment income

surplus rsvenue

1/All monetary values are in current dollars since the model uses
cross-sectional data for 1971/72.
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The coefficient for the membership count (M) vari-.

able is negative, but not statistically significant. The, sign of -

this coefficient would suggest that the higher the meibership count,

the less liked), a museum is to depend on programsk, publicatkons

and auxiliary services as a source of revenue. 'While members often

receive free admission privileges to some programs and,are'also

provided with some free auxiliary services, it is unlikely that an

increase in membership will result in a deciine in the revenue repre-

sented by equation (4). Thus, the preferred.interpretation is that

for the preseDt the coefficient on the variables is not significantly ,

different from zero, althOngh further work is suggested ilong these

lines.

1) Membership'Count

, The membership of a museum is likely to be secularly

stable as a result of having previously identified a-set of inter-

ested individuals who are not likely to cllange their tastes in the

absence of large price, income,, 6i museum operations changes.
b.

Unfortunately, much of this type of infofmation'is riots available in

the present data set, so the membership count (M) relationship was

respecified with the explanatory variables'being the change inathe

stock'of exhibit items (AS), total revenue frit), the deficit-surplus

fund (DSF), and current membership dues ONW%. The estimated relation-

ship of.equation (5) shows an unexpected negative coefficient for '

the change in exhibit items and an unexpected positive coefficient

for membership dues. Of the two, only the,former has a statistidally

significant coefficient at the 95 perceni level,of corifidence.

is possible that the unexpected hegative coefficient for the cOn.ge in

exhibit items is due' tothe measure used. Only accessions are

included in the measure of this variable as dictated by'the available

data. The positive coefficient fOr membership dues is also not in'

line with expectations.

An outwarikshift in the demand for memberships and/Or
1 4

a relative increase in the privileges associated with' membershii3s

takes place, the greater is the size of the museums operations.

Therefore, total revenue walincluded in the specification. The
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eitimated coefficient was both positive and significant as expected,

but the demand curve was not stabilized sufficiently to reverse the

signs of these coeffiCients. The negative (and significantl sign

on the deticif-surplus fund indicates that membership increases are

likely.to be due to a deteriorating.financial condition of the

museum. Normally one'would want to use the level of promotional

activities (which.may be stimulated by.a deteriorating financial

condition but more directiy influence the iuccess of a membership

drive) father than the deficit-surplus.fund, but a measure for thiS

activi y was nbt available.

c. Annual Total Attendance

1

I.
I.

1

"The conceptual model specified a general attendance

demand function but, since total attendance must hive membership

attendanCe subtracted from it in order to calculate general atten-

dance and since membership attendance data were nbt available (only

membership coUnts are available by.cell intervals), total attendfince

was'used'in the demand function: Equation (7) specifies annual

total attendance (A) as a function of the output level as measured

by.the weighted hours of operation (Q), per capita disposable per=

sonal income of the population in the State (YD), the change in the

stock of exhibit items (AS), and the price of admission (PA). This

elnation is i demand function for the output of museums, so that the .

coeffiLents for the income, output, and the change in exhibit items

rare expected to be ppsitive and the price coefficient is expected

to be negative. Equation (7) on Table 23 shows that all coefficients

are in linp with expectations, aithough oniy the output variable (Q)

has a statistica/ly significant.coefficient at the 95 percent

confidence level. The overall relationship explains approximately

25 percent of the variation in attendance, which suggests'that

variation in attendance among museurs is dependent on factors that

are peculiar to the individual museums.

d.. Price of Admission

The price of admispon (PA) is specified in 'equation

(8) as a function of the net operating cost per attendee (NCA), and

the ratio of the deficit-surpfuS fund to the operating budget (DSFR)
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The estimated relationship is-similar to the results obtained for

other non-profit organizations, where the net cost variable was the

dotinant factor. The coefficient for the net cost per attendee

is positive and statistically significant at the 95 percent level

of confidence. The coefficient for the ratio of the deficit-surplus

fund to the operating budget is also positive and statistically

significant at the 95 percent level. This variable was expected

to have a nega.cive coefficient, since a deficit was expected to

stimulate an increase in the price of admission. The poSitive

coefficient estim te may be a reflection of the cross-sectional

nature of the data whereby museums of certain types may charge higher

admission prices and, at the same time, have positive deficit-

surplus funds.

e. Federal Grants

The federal grants in equation.(12) are specified as

a fUnction of,annual total attendance (A), expenditures on educa-

tional programs (CPrg), weighted hours of operation (Q), surplus

revenue (7r), and the deficit-surplus fund (DSF). The coefficients

for all the variables are in line with,expectations, and all are

statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence level,

except for the deficit-surplus fund coefficient which is signifi-

cant at the RO percent conTidence level. The basis for this relation-
,

ship is the support of,federal,agencies of larger museums, as-is

usually indicated bY' total attendance and hours of operation.

Expenditures on educational programs often reflect the degree of

support from the public sector, and thus are positively related

to federal grants. The positive relationship for surplus revenue

indicates an association between the operation of the museum and the

Federal support it receives. At the same time, the deficit-surplus

coefficient indicates that Federal aid is provided-to those museums

which are having the largest deficits.

f- Grants
4

The regional, state, and local government grants (GR)

are specified in equation (13) as a function of annual total
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attendance (A), the weighted number of hours.of operation (Q)

and per capita disposable income (YD). Regional grants would be

expected to increase with both attendance and the weighted hours

of operation, as well as'dispqsable personal income (higher income

incfeases the ability of state, regional, and local governments to

support the arts because of an expanding tax bake). The coefficient

estimates are all in line with expectations, although only those of

attendance and the weighted hours of operation are statistically..

significant at the 95 percent confidence level.

g. Private Contributions

Privat-e---arganizations (CPr) are described by equation

(14) as a function of the level of operations (as measured by both

the weighted hours of oper tion (Q), and expenditures on educational

programs (CPrg)), advertis g expenditures (CAdv), changes in the

' stock of exhibit items ( PS), the average individual Federal tax

Tate far the State (t), and per capita disposable personal income

for the State (YD). Positive relationships were expected between

private contributions.and both measures of the level of operations.

The estimated coefficients were positive, and statistically sig-

nificant at the 95 percent confidence level, for both the weighted

houfs of operation and the expenditures on educational programs.

The expenditures on advertising also were expected to have a posi-

tive coefficient since such expenditures`are intended to promote

the museum and its activities, but the estimated coefficient is

not in line with expectations (although statistically significant

at the 95 percent confidence level). This negative coefficient

might be the result of the aggregation of both fund-raising and

promotional activities expenditureor becauae of a lag in the

resp6nse of contributors which cannot be properly meaiured by the

use of one period's data. Another possible explanation might be

found in substantiai advertising by those museums which are ex-

periencing a decline in contributions. All of the above explana-

tions are as yet untested so that more data are needed before this

negative relationship can be fully explained.
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the negative coefficient for the change in the

stock of exhibit items is not surprising since a successful and

expanding museum might not receive large private contributions

but rely instead on a previously acquired endowment and/or sub-

stantial current attendance. In any case, the negative coefficient

for (dS) is not statistically significant at the 95 percent level

of .confidence. 'The coeffii.cient for the average tax rate is posi-

tive though not statistically significant. This relationship

meets expectations since the higher the average tax rate, the lower

the price of private tax-deductible contributions. The negative

income coefficient is not in line with expectations, but is not

statistically significant. This relationship might suggest the

identification of an income measure specific to contributors,

rather than assuming their incomes are correlated with the average

income in theaarea.

h. Foundation Grants
-

Equation (15) specifies foundation grants (GFn) as

a function of annual total attendance (A), the deficit-surplus

fund (DSF), weighted hours of operation (Q), changes in the stock

of exhibit items (dS), and expenditures on educational programs

(CPrg). Tlie individual relationships are too weak and the propor-

tion of variation explained is too.low to,warrant serious analysis.

Annual Operating Expenditures

Annual operating expenditures in equation (20), are

a function of only the weighted hours of operation (Q). The esti-

mated coefficient is positive and statistically significant at the

95 percent level as expected.

j. Expenditures on Educational Programs

The expenditures on total programs (CPrg), as pre-

sented in equation (22), are the sum of equations (35) and (36) of

the conceptual model. Since it was not possible ,to separate total

expenditures as to free and paid admission programs, equation

(22) was redefined as a behavioral equation summing equations (35)
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and (36). These expenditures are specified as a function of annual

total grants (G), the deficit-surplus fund (DSF), and the member-

ship count (M). It is expected that the greater the levels of

grants anU the Surplus from previous and current operations, the

higher the total expenditures on educational.programs. This would

be the result of either stipulations by the providers of the grants

or the current financial ability of the museum to undertake such

expenditureg-on its own. The estimated coefficients are in line

with expectations, even,though the grants coefficient is the only

one that is statistically significant at the 95'percent level of-

confidence.

The coefficient fbt the membership count is expected

to be positive since members are likely to demand a variety of pro-

grams by the museums (i.e., a variety of programs may be necessary

to attract and retain paid members). However, a negative, but statis-

tically not significant, coefficient is actually observed for this

variable.

k. Annual Cost of'Research Activities

Annual costs of research activities of equation (25)

))are specified as a function of the change in exhibit items (AS .

(The data were inadequate for a more thorough investigation of this

cost component.) The expectation is that expanding thuseums are

the ones likely to undertake,research activities. More importantly,

an increase in the stock of exhibit items both stimulates and requires

accelerated research activities. Unfortunately, the estimated

relatistaship is quite weak.

1. Annual Advertising,and Promotional Expenditures

The annual advertising and promotional eibenditures

(CAdv) of equation (26) are a function of annual total grants (G),

the deficit-surplus fund (DSF), and membership count (M). The

estimated coefficient for annual total grants is positive and

statistically significant at the 95 percent level. This positive
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relationship was expected since thoge museums which reoeive grants

for gpecial projects are lik4ly to increase their promotional

activities with respect to those projects. The positive coefficient

for the deficit-surplus fund, which is also statistically signifi-

cant, suggests that advertising is undertaken if the Museum is in a

favorable, financial situation. This is contrary to expectations.

It is likely that the inability to differentiate between fund-

raising and advertising expenditures is the cause of the positive

coefficient for the deficit,surplus fund.

m. Change in the Stock of Exhibit Items

The change in the stock of exhibit items (1SS) is

presented in equation (32) as a function of endowment income (YE),

annual private contributions (CPr), and the utilization rate of

the stock of exhibit items (US). Only the pos tive coefficient

for the utilization rate meets expectations as the other coeffi-
.

cients are negative, the negative coefficient on endowment income

significantly so. This anomalous behavior might be peculiar to

the cross-sectional data used, or the capital accumulation

process for museums where acquisition is dependent on the avail-

ability of the item of interest and not strictly on the level

of available funds.
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VII. TREND MODEL ESTIMATION AND FORECASTING

A. Introduction

Using the trend modell_ng approach (see Appendix C), models

were estimated for selected variables in each of the following art

forms:

For-Profit Theater,

Non-Profit Theater,

_Opera,

Symphony,

Ballet,

Modern Dance,

All Non-Profit Art Forms Combined (Excluding Museums),

Museums.

These models were estimated in order to generate short-run f6r6casts

of the related variables. Therefore, forecasts of only one and two

years are presented for each variable in each model. In most cases,

the data series terminate in 1974 so that the forecasts will be for

1975 and 1976, but for some art forms different years are used. This

situation will be described in more detail with respect to each of

the models as they are presented, and is determined by the composition

of the data source or sources used.

Models were estimated from a variety of data sources as indi-

cated in Table 25. Note that in the cases of Non-Profit Theater and

Symphony, two sets of models were possible due to the existence of

alternative data sets.

The estimation pfocess was preceded by the identification of

the appropriate data transformation and lag scheme for constructing

each trend model. The examination of the appropriate data transforma-

tion was accomplished in most zases by initially computing the auto-

correlations for both the time series and the series' first differences.

These autocorre1ations measure the relationship between a given obser-

vation and the preVious period's observations for the same phenomenon.

Once the auocorrelations were calculated, a Chi-square statistic
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was computed to test whether these autocorrelations were statistically

significant at a specified level of confidence. (If the Chi-square

statistic is significant, then higher order differences or other trans-
/

formations' should be used in calculating the autocorrelations.) rims,

the objective was to identify that transformation which yields auto-

corielatitns that are not statistically significant.

Once the appropriate differencing scheme is determined, the lag

structure has to be identified. Overparameterization is often sug-

gested as a means of identifying the lag scheme for the model. This

is acco plished by specifying several models spanning periods of

varying lengths, and using the shortest period which minimizes the

resaual sum of squares. Another approach to the identification.of

141e lag structure is to search for a regular pattern in the auto-

correlations.

The problems encountered when using the overparameterization

approach are those of parameter redundancy and convergence. The para-

meter redundancy arises because one model might be reduced to a simpler

one by an appropriate transformation. The convergence problems miiht

occur if non-linear least square procedures are used in the estimation

of the model. (This last problem can be used as an indication of the

appropriate lag to use, since a given model which cannot be estimated

because of convergence problems, is obviously inappropriate ahd the

number of parameters should be reduced.)

The shortcomings of this.identification process are related to

the selection of the data transformations which will be examined.

SincOhe analysis does not rely on theoretical foundations, but merely

examines the behavior of a given time series, the choice of the data

transformation is to some extent arbitrary. Thus, it is always

possible that the transformation chosen is not the most suited one

for the data on hand.

Following the model identification process, estimation was under-

taken based on the minimization of the residual mean squared error
2 1/

au . Lastly, the model was then used to produce short-term forecasts.

1/ The residual mean squared error is the sum of the squares of suc-
cessive disturbance terms (u) divided by the number of degrees .

of freedom;
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TABLE 25:, DATA SETS AVAILABLE FOR EACH ART FORM

DATA SOURCES

Art Form Ford
Foundation

Theater
CommulAcations
GroupS

Applied
Management
Sciences

American
Symphony
Orchetra
League

Tor-Profit Theater

Non-Profit Theater

Opera

Symphony

Ballet

Mbdern Dance

Museums

X

X

X

X

X

X ;

X---

X3/

X4/
,

,

.

/1
i--,Put nto machine readable form(by Touche-Ross Co.

3/Data used from each of several sources:
New York City Cultural Council, Study of the New York Theater - Basic Report,
Part II, January 1972; Council of Economic Advisors Economic Report of the
President, 1972; Moore T.G. The Economics-of the American'Theater, 1968;
Poggi, J., Theater in Ameritl: The Illpact ofEconomic Forces, 1968; Variety.

Nwith the assistance of the Center for Policy Researdh.

1/
As'received from the Cen.per for Policy,Research.

These forecasts are produced in a recursive process, in which the

values of the estimated parameters (shown for each model in the

tables presented below) are used as inputs, along with the original

series of observations, into a forecasting algorithm obtained-from

the Academic Computing Center, The University of Wisconsin, Madison.
0
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In evaluating these forecasts, it was possible, for selected

variables, to compare the Box-Jenkins forecasts with trend pro--

jections obtained froM the Ford Foundation. Such comparisons were,

of course, possible only for forecasts based on data supplied by

the Ford Foundation, but'since this was the primary data base used,

comparisons were possible for every model except Far-Profit_

Theater and Museums.

B. For-Profit Theater

As indicated in Table 25, the estimation of the Box-Jenkins

models for variables,in this art form was based on data assembled

by Applied Management Sciences from a number of sources. As such,

the data series vary substantially, in terms of ihe period covered,

among the several variables. ''Table 26 presents not only the

period,covered by the data for each of 15 variables, but also the

estimated model parameters and the estimated standard error of the

disturbance term.
1/

One of two models was used for each of the variables. The

model represented by equation (1) is a three-period autoregressive/

one-perioi moving average model of variations from the series mean,

whereas the model represented by equation (2) is a one-period

autoregressive/three-period moving average model of variations

fram the series mean:

(1) .r4t r91 .6-1 2. t2 4. 03 t-3 ut ut-1

and

zt = 01 Zt-1 +

where

ut-1 - 02 ut-2 -- 03 ut
-3

.

1/The square root ofAtIle estimated mean squared error of the

disturbance term (V114).
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I.

BESTCOPTAVAILABLE

TABLE 26 ESTIMATED BOX-JENKINS MODELS FOR THE 'FOR-PROFIT
T1-IEATER-(BROADWAY)11

A

,

r

- ...

.

Variable

Autoregressive

0

Parameters
Series
Mean

.

Mbving Average Parameters

Distur-
bance .

Standard
Error

,

Observed
Dote

lptervul# . P 0 02, 63
A

11 Box Office Receipts fot Four Weeks in
February for All Shows In 1966 Doilas

.6628 3335.5 -.0603

,

-.0717 .1654 503.7

1927-
1965.

(1000's)

2) Rox offIce Receipts for Four neeks in
Fehrinny for Plays in 1966 Dollars .8296

,,

1567.8 .7752 .1465 .1668
r,

293.5
1927-
1966

31 Box Office Receipts'for Four L'eeks in
February for Mbsicals in 1966 Dollars .6324 1338.9 "-.2195 -.1549 -.2124 434.9

1927-

1965
1100011)
...

4) Estlmmted Average February Weekly
Attendance for All Shows In (1000's) .3551 .1720.

.,

-.1995 1558.1 -.3739 24.1
1927-,
1968

5) Estimated Average February Weekly
Attendance for Plays in (1000's) .8786 81.0 .7517 .0584 .2989 16.8

1927-

1968

6) Estimated Average February Weekly
Attendance for Musicals in (1000's) 1.3741 -.2045 ,.1997 91.7

.

1.0612 1 15.4
1927-

1968

7) Average Weekly Audience Size Per
Performance for All Shows in February 41705 1.0050 .0177 16.9

.

-1.1450,.

.

2.9
1927-

1968

in (1000,$)

8) Total NUmber of Performances-for
,. the Season (All Shows) -

.

.4598

A

.3141 -.3247 8841.0 -.1441 -852.7

1927-

1969

9) Average Realized Price for All
Shows .

,...,

.6441

.6851

5.5110

---_..."---.-,'`

4.4886

.5038

.4 72

-.0715

-4217

-.5021

-.2534

.6

.5

1927-
1965

1927-

2965
10) Average Realized Price for

Plays ''

11) Average Realized Price for
icals .8275 ----z 5.3259 .2 2

.

-.4137 .4186 . .7

1927-
1965

12 otal Amber of All Shows Playing for
.8705 75.2810 ,.6607 .2720 .1872 11.2

1927-

,1960the Season

13) Average Run far Plays Opening DUring
1.0459 41.2940 .9082 -.1550 .2642 23.7

1927-

1961
the Season (Performances)

14) Average Run for ilmicals Opening
.9939 , 1282.4 .9620 :0810 -.0956 125.2

1927-
1961

During The Season (Performances)

15) NUmber of Theater Weeks on
. Broadway for All Shows .5147 .0189

.

-.0164 1175.3

.

-.6022 83.1

1927-

1974

1/- Data acquired by Applied Management Scielces from a number or separate sources (see footnote 2/ on Tible 25).

Zt = Zt it

Zt :
the observation for a given variable,

A : the estimated series mean for the variable,

01, 02, ...: autoregressive parameters,

01, 02" ...:, moving average parameter,

u disturbance term.
t.
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Of course, the choices between these models were based on the identi-

fication process described above. (Note that Table 26 indicates a

2 to 1 preference for the one-period autoregressive/three-period

moving average model for the variables shown.)

Interpretatiori of the model results as shown in Table 26 is

difficult without reference to the detailed modelling description

presented in Appendix C and to complicated computationalTYocedures

not presented in Appendix C. Nevertheless, onecan get a feel for

the acurapy of the forecasts from these parameters by comparing the

mean of the series and the disturbance standa'd error. The Mean gives

, one a feel for the magnitude of the variables involved, whereas the

confidence limits are a direct function of the square of the dis-
.

turbance standard error (along with the sIm of the square of the other

parameter values).

Using the parameter estimate of Table 26, six-year forecasts

were made for each of the 15 variables and presented in Table 27.

While considerable variation was found n the data series intervals

used to generate the models, each model was estimated from the

full-time series available, and these estimates (i.e., those'of

Table 26) used to generate forecasts uniformly from 1962 to 1967 for

all variables. This allows comparisons ainong.the several forecasts

which would not have been possible if forecasts were made independently

for each variable beyond its observed data series.

Also note that this is the only art form for which forecasts

were made for more than two years. This was undertaken for two

reasons: 1) no independently generated forecasts were,available

for For-Profit Theater for comparison; and 2) the forecasts six

years provided an opportunity to display the cyclical variation

in the Box-Jenkins forecasts as opposed to the monotonically

increasing or decreasing forecasts of most trend projections.

Finally, comparisons were not made between these forecasts and

observed data, since all observed data were used in the estimation

process and the "best" model was chosen on.its ability to track

historical values. Therefore, using the historical values ta validate

the model in this instance would involve circular reasoning.
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TABLE 27: FORECASTS OF FOR-PROFIT VARIABLES USING BOX-JENKINS
MODEL ESTIMATES

Variable

_

YEAR OF THE FORECAST

1962 .1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

1) Box Office Receipts for Four Weeks in
February for All Shows ire1966 Dollars 3893.5 3623.9 3503.4 3446.7 3409.2 3384.4

'. (1060's)

2) Box OfficcReCeipts far Four Weeks in
February for Plays in 1966 Dollars .1586.4 1571:4 1554.5 1556.7 1558.6 1560.2

(1000's)

3) Box Office Receipts for Four Weeks in
February for titmice's in 1966 Dollars , 2126.8 1890.1 1665.8 1545.6 1469.6 1421.6

(1000's)

4) Estimated AVerage February Weekly.
Attendance for All Shows in C1000'sY

163.9 156.9 153.7 153.7 154.5 155.4 :

5) Estimated Average February Weekly
Attendance for plays in (1000's)

76.6 80.0 78.8 79.6 79.3 79.5

6) Estimated Average Fehruary Weekly
Attendance for MUsicals in (1000"s)

98.1 95.4 94.2 93.1 92.3 91.8

7) Average Weekly Audience Size Per
Performance for All Shows in 16.7 19.4 16.4 1 19.5 16.0 19.6

February in (1000's)

8) Total NUmber of PerforMances for
the Season (All Shows)

8983.8 8777.8 8789.3 8750.1 8802.8 8812.3

9) Average Realized Price for All 6.06 5.95 5.72 .5.65 5.60 5.57i

Shows

10)Average Realized Price far lam 4.84. 4.95 4.89 4.76 4.68 4.62!

llJIA.verae Realized Price for

Nbsicals
5.73 5.34 5.43 5.41 5.39 5.38t

1.) Total Number of All Shows Playing 78.1 80.3 80.4 79.7 79.2 78.7

for the Season ,

13) Average Run far plays Opening During 171.8 162.4 173.6 179.6 186.0 192.6

the Seasan (Performances)

14) Average Run for Ntsicals Opening 345.9 351.0 356.7 362.3 367.9 ,373. ;

During the Season (Performances)

15) Number of Theater Weeks on
Broadway for All Shows

1116.2. 1131.2 1149.6 1151.0 1152.0 1152.7

Reference to Table 27 shows that, by and large, the projections

have cyclical properties. Two notable exceptions are variables (13)

and (14) which seem to "explode" unreasonably. 'Clearly, these fore-

casts lead to substantial errors over time. Reference to Table 26
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explains why. In both cases, the sum of Os are near to or greater

than 1,, which is indicative of an explosive foreast.

Closer inspection of other forecasts demonstrates remarkable

intervariable correSpondence. For,example, variable (1); shows con- .

tinuously declining box office receipts and yet,the corresponding

attendance iariable (4) shows cyclical behaVibr in the foreCast.
11

These would appear to be inconsistent, except that variable (9)

shows a non-linear'decline in the price of admission which cApen:.

,sates for the tretd difference between. variables (1) and (4).'
,

C. All Non-Profit Art Forms Combined (Excluding Museums)

A total of 15 variables were SeleCted for trend forecasting with

the'Ford Foundation data (i.e., all of the non-profit art fdrms

except Museums use the same lS variables)The model parameters

for each of the)variables are uesented in Table .28. Note that the.

'same model is used for all variables,(e.nd, indeed,,for all of the

art forms except Museums): a two-peilod auto-ragressive/One-period

moving average model. Also note that the obsérvaiions arejhot measurqd- II

as variations from a series mean, but rather the observations are

first differences: This model was chosen so,as,to provide the greatest 11

number of degrees of freedom consistent witly identification and esti-

mation since only nine years of data.were au ilable. 11.

Table 28 also prOrdes one and two-yea4 forecasts using both

the Box-Jenkins models and growth rates supplied by the Ford Foundation. II

Mean differences between these estimates we're then calculated for each

variable using the Ford =Foundation forecasits as the base. These per- t II
i

,

centage differences range from a negative/24.2 percent to a politive

160 percent, with several differences (5 Outof 12). being around
. II

10 percent or less. The exremes are replresented by number of sub-

scriptions sold and corpus fransfers, retpectivefy. By and large, I

1/ The Ford Fotindation Codes for these 4.5 variables are as fdllows:
(1) 1160, (2) 1220, (3) 1224-1226, (4) 1230, (5) 1250, (6) 1275,
(7) 1290, (8) 2085, (9) 2150, (10) 2320, (11) 2330, (12) 2360,
(13) 2390, (14) 3290, and (15) 3140/. I.
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TABLE 28 f BOX-JEgKINS MODEL-ESTIMATES -AND FORECASTS AND FORD tOUNDATION GROWTH
MODEL FORECASTS FOR ALL ART FORMS COMBINED1/

Autoregressive
Parameters

Moving Disturbanc
Average . Standard

Parameter Error

PORHCASIS

Varidble
,

*2 ' *1 G
U

Box-Jenkins Ford Foundation Averagelf
Percentage
Difference1974/75 1975/76 1974/75 1975/76

1) Total Earned Income -.1890 .4249 -2.3189 2,829,000 89,518,060 90,355,780 92,058,587 97,058,587 -10.49

,

2) Private Contributions .6084 .9138 2.2383 1,775,600 48,320,720 56,030,720 41,550,673 45,330,123 16.74,

3) Fotaxlation Grants .8965 -.4302 1.9321 813,370 8,033690 -7,526,465 N/A N/A N/A

- .

4) Federal Grants 1.2486 .3807 1.8741 '501,740 10,431,680 15,092,820 6,635,859

4

8,373,657 41.20 0

.....

5) Regional Grants -.2750 .9135 -1:5484 231,830 3,823,650 3,629,376 N/A N/A NM.

6) Total Grants 11.5450 -.2781 2.8464 828,170 19,661,490 25,931;140 12,391,545 ld,529,957 43.15

7) Grants and Endowment Income .7852- ', .5028 -2.0300 1;452,200 87,870,060 102,661,000 71,959,160 79,261,575 20.63

8) lbtal Artistic Salaries - -.0705 .5974 -2.5385 1,029,100 76,146,660 77,741,890 76(264,577 81,040,265 - 2.22

9) Total Nonartistic Salaries ' .7016 -.1982 - .1360.

r,
658,140 16,275,230 16,222;690 17,539,971 18,884,059 -12.08

10) Total Nonsalary Costs .3973 .1143 -2.4659 1,162,900 50,136,11050,824,420 49,777,254 52,855,479 - 1.66

11) Total Operating Expenditures .1303 .3968 .-1.9250 3,778,400 164,612,100 167,030;200 67,200,000 .78,810,000 - 4.33

., 12) Net After Income and Corpus

Transfers' -.7910 A.5041 3.1391 446,400 2,168,177 1,361,068 - 567,308 -1,559,711 160,27

13) Deficit--Surplus Fund -.1256 -.2416 .1996 2,446,200 5,845,593 6,043,594 N/A N/A N/A

14) Average Realizdd Ticket Price .7573 -.5710 2.1972 .1457 4..0308 4.0995 4.3880 4.5199 - 9.56

15) Subscriptions So1d .7215 -.0712 3.1423 172,510 1,826,342 1,834,855 2,087,399 2,459,979 -24.20-

11A11 estimates were made every nine years of data supplied by the Ford Foundation for the period 1965/66 tO 1973/74; all monetary
estimates in 1967 dollars; model includes Non-Profit Theaier, Opera, Symphony, Ballet and Modern Dance.

11Mdan percentage difference between the Box-Jenkins and the Ford foundation forecasts for the 1974/75 and 1975/76 seasons were

made, using the Ford Foundntion forecasts as the base.
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cost predictions were closer than wei.e income and tontribution pre-

dictions, although grants wilre the.most difficult revenue sources to

obtain agreement on.

Just over ralf of the projections via the Box-Jenkins technique

were less than those via Ford Foundation growth rates, but the

negative differentials were substantially smaller in magnitude'than

the positive differences observed. This is because of the relatively

high forecasts of grants and corpus transfers via the Box-Jenkins

technique..

Thas, when dealing with the more volatile variables, substantial

projection differences are observed. It is precisely in these varia-

bles that extrapolation,should be the least suited and for which Box-

Jenkins is ideally suited. Certainly, in the case of corpus transfers,

it is the extrapolation forecast which is most likely to be in error,

since its forecasts are negative.

D. Non-Profit Theater

The first of the indivi-dual non-profit art forms to be discussed

relative to trend modelling is the Non-Profit Theater. The variable

list and model selection procedure parallels that of the All Art Forms

Combined model above. Therefore, the format and context of Table 29'

for the Non-Profit Theater parallels that of Table 28.

The range of diffeTences between the forecasts of the Box-Jenkins

models and the exponential growth rate models extends from a negative

difference of 80 percent (total earned income) to a positive difference

of 74 percent (corpus transfers). Nine out of the 12 comparisons

indicate that the Box-Jenkins models project quantities less than those

of the growth models, and only three cs the differences are less than

10 percent. This indicates that the correspondence between the two

forecasting techniques is less for this individual art form than for

all art forms combined. Again, however, the greatest cor-respondence

is for cost items as opposed to revenue items. In fact, the forecasts II

for non-artistic salaries are extremely close on average, even though

different trends are evidenced between the two models.
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TABLE 29: BOX-JENKINS MODEL ESTIMATES AND FORECAgS-AND THE FORD FOUNDATION GROWTH
MODEL FORECASTS FOR NON-PROFIT THEATER!'

Autore essi vegr
Paramoters

Moving
Average.

Parameter

Disthrbance
Standard
Error

'

BaRECASTS

Variable 0
1

0
2

0
1

A0it

Box-Jenkins Pord Foundation
/

Average2-

Percentage
Difference1974/75 1975/76 1974/75 1975/76

1) Total Earned Income .8689 -1.1606 .03303 2,866,100 5,907,600 9,865,052 13,980,194 14,417,215- -80.04

2) Private Contributions
_

-.1072 ,' -.3660 -2.1702 /49,010 4,028,825 4,828,824 4,583,779 5,021,209 - 8.44

3) Foundation Grants .6733 - .3731, 2.9821 247,180 2,815,310 2,560,656 NIA N/A N/A

4) Pederal Grants -1..0014 - .4276 -2.9942 158,540 '1,333,060 1,134,990 1,694,020 1,935,722 -31.34

5) Regional Grants - .3607 .5778 -2.6232 .86,386 1,107,024 1,013,531 N/A N/A N/A

6) Total Grants 1:5484 - .5703 1.7141 374,380 4,936,839 5,797,342 3,439,201 3,812,733 32.44

7) Grants and Endowment Income 1.4070 - .1471 2.4457 666,290 15,334,890 19,250,020 11,046,739 12,251,828 32,63 .

8) Tbtal Artistic Salaries / - .2845 .5574 -3.1524 427,980 8,467,559 8,548;576 8,353,676 1,689,243 -51.67

/

9) Total Nonartistic SalarieS 1.0899 - .5110 -3.6297 53,617 4,229,582 4,121,451 4,184,744 4,444,951 - .16

10) Total Nonsalary Costs, .7271 - .7101 - .1138 1,727,400 8,036,372 8,488,750 12,302,582 12,760,484 - 3.34

11) T^tal Operating Exppnditures .7769 - .5495 - .1399 3,187,400 22,881,140 22,285,810 28,941,448 30,018,647 -30.54

12) Net After Income 9Ind Corpus
-Transfers / -.1190 - .7831 -5.3688 328,000 455,674 148,068 87,281 70,068

. 1

73.94

13) Deficit--Surplu Pund .2036 - .1461 3.0120 217,490 637,209 648,524 N/A. N/A- N/A

14) Average Reali ed Ticket Prict .9793 -1.2278 .2786 , .4439 2.6049 3.5709 4.9905 5.1035 -63.44

15) Subscription, Sold.
/

.6956 - .3338 .4128 35,951 243,426 236,438 272,097 291,693 !,17.49
.

1/
All estimates were made using nine years of data supplied by the Ford Foundation for the period 1965/66 'to 1973/74; all monetary
estimates are in 1967 dollars.

2/--Wan percentage differences between the Box-Jenkins* and the Ford Foundation forecasts for the 1974/75 and 1975/76 seasons were

made, using the Ford Foundation forecasts as the base.
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Vouche-Ross Co. prepared a partially updated Non-Profit Theater

file by adding information supplied by the Theater Communication
. 11

Group to the Ford Foundation data base. Such update included two more

years of data, but for only eight of the variable& shown on Table 29

and for only 21 non=profit theaters. The results of using this data

8ase are shown on 'Table 30. Unfortunately, the reduced number of

theaters and the varying forecast years make line-by-line comparisons

between Tables 29, alld.30 difficult. In any event, only in the

instance of Regi6nal Grants did the trend established on Table 29 using' II

the Ford Foundatioh aata not continue.on Table 30 when using the

Theater Communications Group .update. This is probably due to the

fact that a noticeable upward displacement in the data was observed

for this variable when adding the additional two,years of data. This

created the positive'trend displayed on Table SO as opposed to the

negative trend on Table 29, and is probably the result of not being

able to repeat a series of detailed Ford Foundation data editing

stepsufor the last two observations (i.e., the Theater Communications

Group update data).

E. 222.11a_.

When examining the two sets of forecasts for Opera, a different

pattern is displayed than formerly. That is, Table 31 shows that

the correspondence between the two sets of forecasts is much closer

than that displayed for all art forms combined, rather ti,an being

further apart as was the case for Non-Profit Theater. While only

ten of the 15 variables were forecast by both models, the range of ,

forecast differences was from a negative 37 percent in the case of

total grants to a positive difference of 25 percent gor private

contributions. Only three of the differences were within ten percent

of each other, but seven were within 20 percent. Eight of the ten

were negative differences, indicating that the Box-Jenkins model

consistently forecasts values of lesser magnitude than does the

exponential trending. Again, however, the two sets of forecasts

are closer for cost items than for revenue items.
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TABLE 30: BOX-JENKINS MODEL ESTIMATES AND FORECASTS FOR NON-PROFIT THEATER1/

.. Autoregressive
Parameters

Having
Average
Parameter

Disturbance
Standard
Error

FORECASTS

Variableg/ 001 0
A'
e
u

Box-Jenkins

1967/77 1977/78

Total Earned Income -.2938 -.3632 -2.6487 365,640 10,725,640
c

10,667,780

Individual and Corp. Donors -.1460 .5461 2.2555 122,810 1,142,199 1,381,845

Private Foundations Income .5902 .1067 1.9817 151,800 1,265,612 1,285,628

Federal Government Income
--...

.6233 .0257 .2129 170 690 1,172,584 1,172,836

State and City/County Govt. Income .2316 -.0747 - .2447 116,960
,

616,653 617,364

Total Unearned Income -.3984 .7037 -2.2287 247,920 5,0660684 5,621,333

Artistic Salaries/Fees -.5554 .4692 -2.6070 308,290 4:559,672 4,050,815

Total Operating Expenses .0956 -.0492 -2.5982 474,750 16,781,260 164752,740

11A11 estimates were made using eleven years of data on 21 theatersthe Ford Foundation data plus two additional

years of data from the Theater Communications group (prepared by Touche-Ross Co.).

31'The numbers in parentheses following the variable names reference the variable's position on.Table 29.
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TABLE 31: BOX-JENKINS MODEL ESTIMATV§ AND FORECASTS AND THE FORD FOUNDATION GROWTH
MODEL FORECASTS FOR OPERALA

Attoregressivo
Parmaaters

*wing
Average
Parameter

Disturbance
Standard
Error

.,_-,.

FORECASTS

.

Variable
t # 2 SI

AV
LI

Box-Jenkins . Ford Foundation
Averagel/
Percentage
Difference1974/75 1%75/76 1974/75 1975/76

1) Total Earned Income 3.8556 - .2239 3.6916 7909,480 23,803,810 23,705,230 25,056,341 26,993,697 - 9.56

'2) Private I:attributions 1.0207 .8339 1.7580 1,152,200 17,255,380 21,993,420 13,861,030 15,510,154 25.17

3) Foundation Grants .2361. - .2161 - .3587 340,290 1,461,738 1,458,298 NA N/A N/A

4) Federal Grants .4600 .2935 2.5959 160,890 1,954,063 2,094,104 N/A N/A N/A

5) Regional Grants ; .3890 .2328 2.1404 30,954 541,547 494,494 N/A N/A N/A .

6) Total Grants .2602 - .0897 2.7451 290,600 2,549,455 2,5324749 3,269,061 3,697,529 -37.09

7) Grants and Endmammrit Income .4415 .7590 .4048 2,376,900 214257,230 23,332,800 19,377,824 21,942,091 7.33

...._

8) Total Artistic Salaries -.8565 .3945 -1.8625 1,046,400 16,860,140 17,411,010 18,103,367 19,596,098 -10.00.

9) Total Nonarilstic Salaries .3989 -.2533 .1670 293,560 3,986,901 4,029,998 4,505,648 4,954,501 -18.00

10) Total Nonsalary Costs .6058 .0473 .1465 1,064,900 11,927,620 12,249,330 11,632,707 12,571,532 - .11

11) Total Operating Expenditures -.1628 .0939 -2.9965 1,090,400 40,497,740 40,492,740
....

43,912,206 47,882,309 -13.34

......

12) Net After Income and Corpus
Transfers .9985 - .7245 - .2799 932,310 1,712,951 909,509 N/A N/A 1

v(
N/A

f

N/A

N/A
13) Deficit--Surplus Fund -.9282 -1.5729

_
.6857 1,131,400 3,841,211 4,952,578 N/A

114) Average Realized Ticket Price .2254 .3383 2.5853 .2299 7.3302 7.3104 7.6 0 7.7961 - 5.16

15) Subscriptions Sold .0660 ,0364 .1311: 110,800 371,518 371,694 444,842 552,734 -34.21

1411 estimates were made using nine years of data supplied by the Ford Foundation for the period 1965/66 to 1973/74 all monetary

estimates are in 1967 dollart.
2/
- Mean percentage differences between the Box-...ienkins and the Ford Foundation forecasts for the 1974/75 and 1975/76 seasons were

;lade, using the Ford Foundation forecasts as the base.
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F. Symphony
q a

Table 32qoresents both sets of forecasts for symphonies, again

based on data supplied by the Ford Foundaticin for.niner;c4eciltive .

ye.. In this instance, 11 co the 15 variables for wHiCh Box-

Jenkins forecasts were made also had growth rates-supplied by the .

Ford Foundation. A qukte different pattern of,forecast comparisons

is evident from Table 32. All of the poSitive differences except

one are very large (ranging from 33 percent to 67 percent), and all

of the negative differences are very small (only one negative

difference is greater than 10 percent). Actually, what makes the

pattern different is the strict didhotom-t y of difference sizes

rather than the identification of item% associated with negative

and positive.signs. Again, the cost items forecasts are always very

close in value, with a ;endency for the Box-Jenkins forecasts to be

less than the extrapolations; whereas the forecasts of revenue items

are quite different, with Box-Jenkins forecasts being the larger.

Additional data on symphonies were obtained from the Center

for Policy Research. These data were edits of the American

Symphony Orchestra League data on 17 of the over 100 symphonies

reportin to them. The data supplied, covered a 26-year period from

the 1949/ 0 season to the 1974/75 season. Table 33 presents the

Box-Jenki s forecasts of all 11 variables supplied to Applied Manage-

ment Sciences.

Since many more observations,were available in this data set,

two different models were attempted and the "best" was chosen based

on the sizes of the disturbance term standard errors. The models

attempted were a three-period.autoregressive/one-period moving

average model of ,yariations fromthe series Mean and a one-period

autoregressive/two-period moving average model of variations from

the series mean. Seven out of the 11 variables achieved better

results with the first of these two mo.del specifications.

While two-year forecasts are made for each of the variables,
. /

little comparative evaluation can be done because of the non-

correspondence.of the sample (and in some cases, variable definitions)
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TABLE 32: BOX-JENKINS MODEL ESTIMATES AND f9RECASTS AND THE FORD FOUNDATION GROWTH
MODEL FORECASTS FOR THE SYMPHON1W

Autoregressive
Parameters

Nbving
Average
Parameter

Disturbance
Standard
Error

POR13CASTS

Variable 4h #2' el ,

8ox-Jenkins Ford Foundation Avoragelf
Percentage
Difference1974/75 1975/76 , '1974175 1975/76

1) Total Earned Income :2623 .3700 -2.1146 521,640 40,612,720 41,389,300 39,790,163 41,429,916 - .95

2) Private Contributions 2.0893 .0024 2.8871 1,415,200, 26,039,870 36,417,330

-

20,022,806 21,439,219 33.62 -

3) Foundation Granst - .1283 -.0422 - .3894 1,621,700 261,573 264,646 N/A. N/A N/A

4) Federal Grants , 2.8540 -.3102 2.8284 517,070 2,461,934 5,242,584 N/A N/A N/A

5) Regional Grants .3494 -.7081 - .4331 176,210, 1,294,556 1,169,915 N/A tiVA 14A8

6) Total Grants 1.5078 .2562 2.2808 623,350 7,175,392 10,741,310 4,017,752 4,278,040 53.73

7) Grants and Fixk*ment Income .6716 .2148 2.5931 1,105,400 34,383,220 35,653,410 34,133,573 37,057,797 - 1.65

8) Total Artistic Salaries .8102 -.0140 2.0883 965,920 42,390,340 42,949,310 43,013,288 45,370,417 - 3.57

9) Total Nonartistic Salaries .1656 .2338 - .0257 236,330 6,887,496 6,929,571 7,093485 7,528,741 - 5.83

10) Total Nonsalary Costs .9561 -.5698 - .4420 728,510 17,796.700 17,215,920
...

20,103,014 21,318,241 -18.30

11) Total Operating Expenditures -.2846: .7476 -2.4175 1,240,100 78,6116,750 81,263,620
4--

77,461,408 82,313,591 0.10
.

12) Net After Income and Corpus
Transfers -1.6684 -.3389 -2.9164 252,740 2,641,999 - 661,249 1,748,815 1,556,515 66.87

13) Mficit--Surplus Fund .5492 -.2616 .2943 746,250 2,554,954 2,417,116 N/A ,N/A N/A

14) Average Realized Ticket Price .63758 .0063 :- :3.3345 .0416 2.9268 2.9259 3.0164 3.1054 .,- 4.60

15) Subscriptions Sold. 2.0558 .4413 3.5810 224,440 2,536,980 4,812,440 1,288,660 1, 555,632 61.50

1/All estimates were made using nine years of data supplied by the Ford Foundation for the period 1965/66 to 1973/74; all monetary

estimates are in 1967. dollars.

New percentage differences between the Box-Jenkins and ifie Ford. Foundation forecasts for the 1974/75 and 1975/76 seasons were

made, using the Ford Foundation forecasts a's the base.
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TABLE 33: .BOX-JENKINS MODEL ESTIMATES AND FORECASTS FOR SYMPHONIES1/

Autoregressive Parameters Series Wan
Moving Average

1

Parame rste

DiSturbance
Standard
Error

Forecasts

Variable
,

#1 #2 7 # 3
id 01 01

A
a 1975/76 1976/77

1) Total Gross Earned income .3387 :6332 .0081 -7,802,500 - .2260 680,880 29,947,460 31,575,340

2) Endowment income
.

1.0385 ,)
-1,413,100 .7881 .5922 376,300 7,967,856 8,328,914

3) Total Grants, Endowents,
Campaigns and Projects
Income 1.8790 -.7524 -.1344 13,583,000 1.1508 1,818,100 30,422,960 31,198,660

4) TOtal Gross Upenditures 1.1964 .1804 -.3732 r216,500,000 - .2717 1,428,400 61,663,250 63,664,910

5) Average Weekly Salary
4 prtistic PerSonneli .9788 479.8100 .9234 -1.2058 4.78 307.9895 311.6282

6) Net Cost of Operation .3584 .6879 .0405 192,630 -1.3333 892,280 32,775,540 34,653,180

Per Attendee

IF

) Net Cost of Operation
.9490 - 5.3300 .2620 - .1465

.
,.19 4.78 4.81

Ill) Price of Admission .4376 .1622 .2986 4.8466 .poop .20 4.45 4.47-
,9) fuintel Total Attendance .49?0 .4558 .1324 1,353,900 - .4735 255.170 6,719,075 7,020,696

10) Number of Plays .9910 2194.9 .0989 .3236 10.40 1649.83 1654.14

11) Length of Season .9635 .7528 -.7157 654.69 - 1.2199 12.40 823.52 825.79

1/Estimates are based on American Symphony Orchestra League data for 17 symphonies over 26 years (1949/50 to 1974/75) supplied

by the Center ,for Policy 'Research; all monetary estimates are -in 1972 dollars.
,



with the Ford Foundation data.11 Validation must await the aCquisition

of historical data subsequent to those employed in the model esti-

mation. All of the forecasts are, however, internally consistent

as expected.

G. Ballet

Box-Jenkins forecasts were made for Ballet using the Ford

Foundation data base. These estimates were then compareg to the

forecasts made by using the Ford Foundation growth rates. In 12

out of the 15 variables, a comparison between forecasts was possible

as shown on Table 34. The percentage forecast differences ranged

from a negative 41 percent in the case of Federal grants to a

positive seven percent in the case of grants and endowment income.

The pattern of comparisons between-the two sets of forecapts

for Ballet is distinctive. Even though the small percent error for

corpus transfers is due to very large offsetting differences for

each of the forecast years, the pattern is truly distinctive in

that nine of the 12 differences are negative, and the negative

differences are larger in absolute value than the positive-differ-

ences. The Box-Jenkins method for Ballet forecasts lower values for

expenses than does extrapolation, as expected, but many of the

revenue items are also associated with negative differences. Not

only are the revenue differences negative, they are more negative

(greater in absolute value) than the excilenditure variable differ-

ences. Thus, while larger differences for revenue items were

expected, the signs of these differences were not expected and

represent a reversal of the pattern established by all other art

forms.

H. Modern Dance

It-was originally intended that forecasts would be made for

Modern Dance organizations, but this was found to be unrealistic.

rirst of all, only threeusable organizations were present in the

In addition, the monetary estimates are in 1972 constant
dollars, rather than 1967 constant dollars.

1'77
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TABLE 34: BOX-JENKINS MODEL ESTIMATES AND FORECASTS AND THE FORD FOUNDATION GROWTH
MODEL FORECASTS FOR BALLET]]

Autoregressive
Parameters

Moving
Average

Parameter

Disturbance
Standard
Error

A/MASTS

Variable
41 42 ei 9

u

Box-Jenkins Ford Foundation 2/
Average-
Percentage
Difference1974/75 1975/76 1974/75 1975/76

11 Total Earned Income .4559 .3385 -3.0123 158,460 8,106,916 8,055,734 8,905,310 9,801,451 --15.74

2) Private Omitributions .7877 .2631 2.0191 356,640 2,949,481 3,033,898 3,168,025 3,717,329 -15.07'

3) Foundation Granst .2350 -1.1682 4.0629 178;990 1,219,042 792,770 N/A N/A N/A

4) Federal Grants -.5371 - .7979 - .3476 130,340 464,250 011,182 711,402 806,480 -41.14
_

5) Regional Grants -1.3001 .4961 -2.4773 34,309 152,622 167,351 N/A N/A N/A

6) Total Grants --.0423 - .0874 .- .1260 09,280 1,374,136 1,376,036 1,592,181 1,805,120 -23.53

7) Grants and Endowent Income - .2995 1.0912 -,2.1234 472,500 7,956,102 8,840,595 7,309,643 8,291,693 7.12 .

8) Total Artistic Salaries 1.6805 - .3865 1.9985 23,210 6,933,642 7,850,464 6,523,381 7,264,894 6.77

9) Total Nonartistic Salaries .2805 .3601 .2799 66,254 1,459,538 1,468,895 1,679,913 1,944,415 -23.76

10) Total Nensalary Costs .1540 .1005 2.4764 178,550 4,779,858 4,771,533 5,227,787 5,614,434 -13.51

11) Total Operating Expenditures - .5207 .5689 -1.8151 '438,850 14,540,120 14,550,010 -15838,042 17,557,262 -14.80

12) Net After Income and Corpus
Transfers -1.4691 - .3591 -1.3810 196,420 670,008 124,162 429,461 314,507 6.32

13) Deficit:-Surplus Raids .1715 - .7517. - .1798 620,260 1,019,-311 1,419,250 N/A N/A N/A

14) Average Realized llcket Price .4372 - .6232 .1198 .3149 4.8683 4.7502 4.9774 5.2488 -6.32

15) Subscriptions Sold ..3588 .5058 3.0534 5238.9 88,206 91,216 100,268 123,964 -24.97

1/
- All estimates were made using nine years of data supplied by the Ford Fooldaiion for the period 1965/66 to 1973/74; all monetary

estimates are in 1967 dollars.
/
Mean percentage differences between the Box-Jenkile; and the Ford Foundation' forecasts for the 1974/75 and 1975/76 seasons were
made, using the Ford Foundation forecasts as the base.

17 3
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Ford Foundation data base and many of the variables for these

organizations had as few as five observations which precluded

Box-Jenkins model estimation. At the same time, a number of

variables had data gaps which invalidate the Box-Jenkins modelling

procedure.

I. Museum

The final type of arts and cultural organizations for which

data were available to estimate trend models for individual varia-

bles was Museums. Applied Management Sciences, in cooperation with

the Center for Policy Analysis, acquired annual data from 14 sepa-

rate museums for the period 1950-1970. Thus a time series of 21

observations became available for trend modelling on six variables.

The results of these modelling efforts are presented on Table 35

for the six variables.

Two models were attempted for each variable a two-period

autoregressive/one"-period moving average model of variations from

the series mean and a one-period autoregressive/two-period moving

average model of variations from the series mean. The choice

between the two for each variable was made on the basis of the

standard error of the disturbance term. In four out of six in-

stances, the second of the two models fit the "best."

Since the model was not estimated on the basis of Ford

FOundation data no independently generated growth rates are

available for comparison. NeverthelesS, it is interesting tfat

the one- and two-year forecasts for each of the six variables in-

dicate a remarkable stability. Some increase is predicted for each

variable, but all are less than ;three percent, except for state and

local governmental grants which is expected to be the most volatile

of the six. Revenues are predicl.ed to grow 'y 2.6 percent, whereas

costs are expected to increase by only a quarter of a percent.

Thus, the net income position of the museums is predicted to im-

prove. Finally, it is interesting how stable the annual private

contribution predictions are. While some increase is predicted, it

represents on1,- a 0.15 percent change.
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TABLE 35: BOX-JENKINS, 4ODEL ESTIMATES AND FORECASTS FOR THE MUSEUM TIME_SERIES1
/

Autoregressive
Parameters

Series Mean
Moving Average

Parameters

Disturbance
Standard
Error

Forecasts

Variable DI 02
A
cr
u 1971

,

1972

2/
Percent-
(hange '

1) Aunual lbtal Earned and
Unearned Income 1.1002 -.0858 -27,212,000 .4219 . 3,993,400 38,708,610 39,758,700 2. 0

2) Annual Total Costs_ .9852 43,200,000 10,281 .2754 11,970,000 36,744,40 J36,840,050 0.26

3) Total Funds .5075 .5179 -89,105,000 -1.1568 9,667,200 85,9311,060 87,580,050 1.91

4) Annual Total Grants 1.0313 4,021,400 1.0161 .3139 2,113,160 12,308,630 12,568,100 2.11

5) Annual State and Local
Government Grants 1.1312 4,116,300 .9047 .3562 256,540 8,009,270 8,520,036 6.38

6) Armaal Private
Contributions

k

.9466 56,729,000 .7649 -.1055 2,339,400 5,521,620 , 5,529,705 0.15

11All estimates were made using data obtained frau individual museums by ApplieA Management Sciences and the Center for Policy

Research. These data covered a 20:year period (1950 to 1970) 'ar 14 museums and all monetary figures are expressed in

1967 dollars.
2/Percent change from 1971 to 1972 using 1971 as tho baseyear.
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VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A. Introduction

In order to establish the reactions and responsive behavior of

variou's types of arts and cultural organizations dyer the economic

cycle, the component parts'of each organizational type illust be

e)Camined in detail. For example, a comMon theme throughout this

study has been the allegation of negligible productivity gains for

the performing and visual arts organizations and a concomitant

upward loress-ure on the salaries and cost of personnel and equipment.

This is contrasted with the rigidity of the price of admission either

on "moral" grounds or because of competition frOm the mass media.

Thus, it is claimed that art organizations are being squeezed by

the increasing cost of operation and as a result of their reluctance

to raise the price of adMission in order to increase earned income.

It is suggested that the financial difficulties of these organiza-

tions are not unlike those of the handicraft industry which is

"technology stagnant" and must compete with mass produced substi-

tutes. Furthermore, given the goal of maximizing attendance at a

planned zero profit level set by most of these art organizations,

reserves may not be built up in "good times" to help carry them

through the "bad times." Hence, a substantial reliance would be

placed on unearned income sources, both public and private.

These unearned income sources may often represent the only

cushions in times of financial difficulties for art organizations,

in additiou to being viewed as subsidies tO offset part of the costs

of operation. The significance of this type of income has certainly

increased-since 1965, when the National Endowment for the Arts, as

well as most of the State Arts Agencies, were established. This

year also saw an increase in the role of foundations as the Ford

Foundation introduced its Symphony Program:

This brief outlineof the perceived financial state-of-the-art

organizations sugge:ts two interrelated questions for the policy-

makers, as well as current and potential contributors:

what actions should each type ol art organization
undertake so that it,can both achieve its declared
objective(s) and at the same time avert financial
difficulties, and

5 3 1



what actions should the contributors, both public and
private, undertake to assist various types of art
organizations in the above task?

In answering these two questions, still others are raised for

bach type of art organization:

What are the-effects of economic fluctuations at the
national and regional levels on attendance? (e.g.,
What are the effects of changes in the per capita
disposable income and the.unemplbyment rate on attend-
ance?)

How responsive is attendance amd earned income to
variations in the price of admission?

What are the effects of changes in the prices of
complementary services, substitutes, and factors
such as the crime rate on attendance?

What is the effect of inflationary pressures on the
cost of production and in turn the price of admission?

What are the factors that determine the various com-
ponents of public, Federal, state, and local, grants,
to what degree are these grants interdependent, and
how sensitive are they to economic fluctuations?

What are the determinants of private contributions,
and how sensitive are these contributions to changes
in economic conditions (wealth and income effects, as
well as changes in the tax rates)?

What determines the level and the recipient, of founda-
tion grants? Are these grants the last resort for
failing art organizations?

The next logical step is to decide what analytical techniques can

be employed in order to address these and other questions, and to

decide whether such questions even need to be answered in order

to provide policy guidance for the Arts Endowment.

B. Methodological Approaches

In order to address these questions, two separate but related

approaches were attempted. The first was the development of

behavioral models which, when fully estimated, would describe

organizational reactions to a number of specific influences,-and

be useful for policy decisions by producing both long- and short-

term f6recasts. The second approach was an attempt to "short-cut"

the behavioral modelling by generating short-term trend forecasts

using a Box-Jenkins approach. While there is some truth to the

contention that these two approaches are substitutes, in reality
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the two approaches are more complementary than substitutes. Trend

projections are short-term and involve unconditional forecasts,

whereas behavioral model projections are long-term and involve con-

ditional forecasts. Both can be used either jointly or separately

for policy making.

I,. Econometric Modellin

The development df behavioral models using econometric.

techniques involved three individual tasks: (a) conceptual model

development, (b) data base acquisition and preparation, and (c) model

estimation and analysis. Each cf these tasks will be briefly

described, in turn.

Conceptual Model Development

While the design of an econometric model çn be char-

acterized as the expression of the key ehavioral (struct al) rela-

tionship of the economic unit being co sidered in terms of mathe-

matical relationships, the process is not straightforward. First,

the behavioral relationship to be modelled must be discerned either

by direct observatidn, by reference to the previous research efforts

of others, or by translating the descriptions of experts (non-

econ mic) in the area.

In the present case, the last two sourccs were used

al ost exclusively. A thorough literature search was undertaken

and a panel of expert arts and cultural organization consultants was

convened three separate times during the model building tasks. As

described earlier, these experts included:

Mr. Thomas Fichandler, who is currently the
Executive Director of the Arena Stage, the
President of the League of Resident Theaters,
and the Vice-President of the Washington
Drama Society.

Mr. James Morris, who is currently the Director
of the Division of the Performing Arts at the
Smithsonian Institution. Mr. Morris' past
experience includes a wide and varied back-
ground in the performing arts.

Mr. Donald Nicholas, who is currently the
Deputy Director of the Virginia Museum of Fine
Arts. His main activities are in the area of
business management.



In addition, Mr. Harold Horowitz, Director of the Research Division,

National Endowment for the Arts and Mr. David Waterman, a Research-

Economist in the Research Division toarticipated in these meetings.

The choice_of which of the known relationships to be

included in the modelling effort must then be made on the basis of

the questions to be answered. RelationshipS thdi are not relevant

to the hypothese to be tested, or are not necessary to eitablish

other relationships that are, can be excluded from the set of mathe-

matical relationships. In other words, each model was tailored to

the set of hypotheses or policy questions deemed most important.

Once the relevant structural relationships have been

identified, the decision can be made regarding the art forms to be

modelled. That is, on the basis of the structural relationships

identified,1/ the number and types of models necessary to cover the

seven separate art forms can be determined. It was originally

intended,that four models would adequately cover the range of art

forms, but after full consideration, it was decided to construct

a separate model for each type of arts and cultural organizations.-
2/

,

The art forms included were:

For-Profit Theater.

Non-Profit Theater

Symphony

Opera

Dance

Ballet

Museum

In most of these decisions, the data also played

a very importanc role. The nature of the data will influence both

the range and types of relationships to be mosielled, as well as the

Also important in making this decision is the vailability and

nature of the data for each art form, see belo
2/ In addition, an attempt was made to model all non-profit art forms

combined (excluding museums), but the results were less satis-
factory than with individual models.
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techniques used to statistically estimate the relationship.1/ It

was determined,auite early that a primary reliance would be placed

on aggregate,time-series data to the extent possible. In this

manner, lagged relationships could be modelled and first differences

could be used in the specifications.

Having acquired all the necessary information, seven

conceptual models were designed--one for each type of organization--

which incorporated those relationships relevant to the hypotheses

to be tested or policy,questions to be answered and which were struc-

tured to accommodate as closely as possible the data that were avail-

able. Care was taken, however, to ensure that the conceptual models

are complete and sufficient to provide guidance in the future col-

lection of data in spite of the current lack of data. That is,

conceptual modelling was completed for model components where data

do,not currently exist, and important variables were specified in

relationships even though measures for them were not currently avail-

able.

b. Data Base Ac uisition and Pre aration

The second step in this approach was to acquire as

much data as possible and to prepare data sets for use in generat-

ing statistical estimates of the relationship described by each of

the conceptual models. A number of data sources were identified

and data acquired accordingly:

(1) For-Profit Theater

Time series data were acquired from a number of.

sources and compile,d by'the staff of Applied Management Sciences.

Of primary importance was the Black Report (New York Cultural Counci

A Study of the New York Theater)'; Baumol and Bowen ( Baumol, W. and

Bowen, W., Performing Arts-The Economic Dilemma); Moore (Moore, T.G.

The Economics of the American Theater); POggi (Poggi, J., Theater

in America: The Im act of Economic Forces); and data from various

issues of'Variety Magazine.

1/A discussion of this point will be founc.:, below.
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(2) Non-Profit Art Forms (Excluding

The nine years of data from the Ford Foundation

constituted the most important data base acquired for Non-Profit

art forms (excluding museums). A time series was forme0, by aggre-

gating all of those organizations by type for which all nine years

of data were available. In addition to the Ford Foundation, two

other important data sources were employed. Touche-Ross & Co.

acquired two years of data from the Theatre Communications Group

(obviously for Non-Profit Theater only) whiel were then concatenated

Ivith the corresponding organizations on the 7ord Foundation File.

Thus, an eleven-year time series was created by aggregating those

non-profit theaters for which all eleven yea s of observations were

available.

Lastly, limited data (both in terms of number

of organizations and number of variables) were obtained from the

Center for Policy Research on symphonies. These data were partially,

edited observations from the extensive data maintained by the

American Symphony Orchestra League. ft was felt that both the

Theatre Communications lroup data and the American Symphony Orchestra 11

League data would prove useful in at leastspartially verifying the

results from the Ford Foundation data in view of the greater degrees

of freedom permitted by these data sets.

(3) Museum

Two data sets were developedfor museums. The

first is a time series of data acquired from the financial reports

of individual museums through the joint efforts of Applied Management

Sciences and the Center for the Arts. Unfortunately, the.first sez

proved to be composed of largely imcompatible bbservations,Ivhile

the second set was only partially usable because of the lack of

documentation accompanying the file.

c. Model Estimation and Analysis

Estimation and.analysis of the models is the last of
1/the three tasks. This tasi involved the application of the data

Ultimately, the use of the fully estimated and fine-tuned models
should be undertmlen as a fourth task, but the scope of the current II
project will not provide for, nor the available data permit, such
an effort at this/time.
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i

acquired in the second task to the conceptual,m6dels constructed
I

during the first task. Given the minimal adequacy of the data in .

most respects and the fact that the conceptual models Were developed

.1

essentially from "scratch" rather than being modificat ons of earlier

models, the goal of this task was not to develop fully estimated

and fine-tuned models to be used for forecasting purposes. Instead,

the goal is to determine whether or not there is a bais for further

work in order to generate such forecasting models and what the prob-
i

able pavoff would be to such an effort.
/

...-----

In the cases of Non-Profit theater, Oplera, Symphony,

and Ballet, the data were sufficient-to estimate one/or more speci-
s

fications of each behavioral (structural) equation o the model. In

the cases of For-Profit Theater and Museum, only selected specification'

of selected structural equations could be estimated.; And, in the

case of Modern Dance, the data were insufficient .to (attempt any

model estimation. Throughout the estimation procesS Ordinary Least
(

Squares was used; although the Cochrane-Orcutt tech ique was used

whenever serial correlation was indicated by the D rbin-Watson

s tat is tic .2-1

The use of Ordinary Least Squares instead of Two

Stage Least Squares for estimating the coefficientis of equation

variables in these simultaneous equation systems as out of neces-

sity, as a result of the limited data bases avail ble. As a result,

some of the coefficient estimates are subject to imultaneity bias.

But, in those instances where the adjusted coeffi ient of multiple

determination (2) is close to unity, the estima ed relationship

is strong and Ordinary Least Squares is doing a good" job in spite,

of the equation being part of a simultaneous sys em.-
2/

2. Trend Modelling

The development of fully estimated trend models also

involved three distinct tasks: (a) the preparation of the necessary

algorithm (computer software), (b) data base acquisition and

1/ In most instances, however, the degrees of freedom problem was so
severe that the Durbin-Watson test was unreliable.

2/ For an elaboration of this point, see Rao, P. and Miller, L.M.;
Applied Econometrics, Wadsworth Publishing Co.: Belmont, Calif.,
1971, p. 195.

I.
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preparation, and (c) model estimation and analysis. Each of these

tasks will be briefly described below.

a. Preparation of the Algorithm

The trending technique used in this study is that '

developed by G.E.P. Box and G.M. Jenkins, where each value for a

variable is related to previous values and disturbance terms. This

method of analysis is less demanding in terms of data requirements

than an econometric model, because tile only data needed are the

observations for the phenomenon of interest, and not observations

on a series of "causal" variables. It is precisely this economy of

data which promised to make the technique useful lbr,forecaSting,

but, at the same time, it is this economy of data which restricts

the usefulness of the technique to short-term forecasting, by not

considering the influence of other conditions substantially differ-

ent from the present or historically observable.

In spite of the data economy incurred with the use

of this technique, the,mathematical manipulations necessary for

estimation are formidable. As described earlier, a number of Steps

must be undertaken before reliable projection can be generated arl

many of these steps require a considerable degree of subjective a .

judgment. Therefore, although a number of computer software pack-

ages are available for the user, a large part of the process remains

subjective. For this study, the software package prepared by the

Academic Computing Center, The University of Wisconsin - Madison,

was used. Some minor modifications had to be made to the package

to make it compatible with our hardware, but the program as supplied

was essentially that.ultimately used.'

b. Data Base Acquisition and Preparation

The preparation of the data bases to be used for

trend modelling, coincided.with the effort to construct the time

series data for behavioral modelling. That is, this effort was

conducted simultaneously with, andris indistinguishable from, the

preparation 'of the time series for the key endogeneous variables

in the behavioral modelling effort above.

160
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C. Model Estimation and Analysis

Having made the software compatible with the hardware

and having developed time series for key variables of each of.the

several art forms, the Box'-Jenkins algorithm was applied to each

time series. This application is not entirely automatic. Just as.

informed judgment had to be used in.the behavioral modelling estima-

tion process, the same level of judgment had to be employed in'the

trend model estimation. Choices had to be made among alternative

models on the basis of length of lags, composition of moving averages,

and whether to model first differences, variations from the series

mean, or the absolute value of the observations. While some rules
,4

are providea for these judgments, the final decision is not ''cut-

and-dried."

C. Selected Research Findings

There is a wide range of AAseful findings resulting from this

study. The findings range from implicadbins as to data acquisition

activities, to conclusions as to mOdelling approaches, to.specifit

tests of hypotheses. Selected key findings, represanting the fyll

range of results, will be presented in this subsection of the /report.

The full treatment of the existing data sets is found in Section IV,

above.

1. lita

The empirical analysis utilized a total of six'separate

-data sets:

a data set for For-Profit Theater (Broadway)
developed by Applied Management Sciences,

data sets applicable to Non-Profit Theater, Opera,
Symphony, Ballet, and Modern Dance,provided by the
Ford Foundation,

an update Non-Profit Theater data set provided by
Touche-Ross & Co. based on Ford/Foundation data
and Theater Communications Group records., ,

data for Symphony providedby,the'tenter for
Policy Research, based on,the American Symphony
Orchestra League records,

Museum tim ,secries data acquired from individual
museums an Yale Smithsonian Library through the
joint efforts of Applied Management Sciences
and the Center for Policy Research, and
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a cross.-section data set for Museums supplied,by
the National Research Center for the Arts. , It

The most comprehensive and consistent ata setwas found

to be that sUpplied by the Ford-Foundation. This set, while mot

providing the entire set of variables in the conceptual models,

nevertheless satisfied the requirements for preliminary model

estimation for Non-Profit Theater, Opera, Symphony, and Ballet.

Its main deficiencies were found to be in the limited 9-year span,

it covers and the inadequate representation for Modern Dance. The

first deficiency predluded the use of simultaneous estimation tech-

niques, whereas the second deficiency precluded the possibility of 11

any meaningful analysis of Modern Dance at all. In any event, the

Ford Foundation data were well organized, edited for.consistency,

and provided in usable form, Any attempt to systematically update

this data base would prove to be extremely valuable.

The attempted partial update by Touche-Ross using the

Theater Communications Group data proved to.be inadequate in light II .

of the initial incompatibliity of the two data set-. Perhaps, if

more time and resources had been provided Touche-Ross, the necessary

editing could have been accomplished, but it is probably the case

that only the Ford Fouhdation, or an organization working closely

with the Ford Foundation, can successfully update this data set in

a strictly comparable fashion.

An alternative to the updating of the Symphony data base 11

can be found in the use of the American
_

SymphonY Orchestra League

(ASOL) records. Thiese records are rich in detail and numbers of It

symphonies. This was demonstrated by the small part of these data,

(both in terms of number of symphonies and variables) which was
II

made available to Applied Management Sciences. Thus, an effort

at the development of a data base for symphonies would be successful 11

---'- in terms of the time span and coverage if the ASOL records are

11

fully utilized.

The data sets which will require the most effort to developp

f

ar those for For-PTofit Theater and Museum, The data set acqui

or For-Profit Theater suffers from a lack of adequate cost and

capacity data. These two deficiencies precluded tAs full model,

estimation Efforts to remedy these deficiencies, while demanding ,I1
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in terms of resources,"are, hevertheless, feasible as was demon-
,

strated T. Moore''s analysis of the cost data for selected years.

Th4 deficiencies in the Capacity data can also be remedied ihrough

the analysis of theater.rec'rds.

'The Museum .time series.data.proved to be inadequate for/.

e conometric ibdel estimtation. This 'was duetto the lack of standard-,
-

ization in the financial statements both among museums and over time

for indivi dual museums: That is, amongAuuseums the definitions of

accounting items vary, the allocations of costs and revenues vaty,
O

and different levels of aggregation (i.e., different levels of.

detail) are provided. At the same time, individual muSeums were

'found to vary their accountinisystem and conventions over time.

In addition, significant data-items, i:e., attendance, were missiffg

froth the xecbrds of most museums. An4effart to remedy the deff.-

iciencies in thiS ,daA set,is likely to be exte'nsi've (comparable

to the,Ford Foundation effort), but absolutely necessary if meaning-
,

ful analyses of the several types of museums are to be undertaken.".

The Museum cross-sectional data were used in the estimation
0

of most of the conceptual thoael. However, the purely rro-sectional,

nature of the °data requirpd the modifica'tion pf the model to eliminaie

the need for past information, i.e., lagged values for the variables

and, most first differences. This deficiency_is 'a major handicap in

the analysis of art organizations.. It also exacerbates the

heterogen eous nature tif the museum industry. That is, the use of

cross-sectional data introduces varianceS in the quantities being

measured due tO the substantial variation in museum types, size's,

operatingichdracteristics, goals, ownerships, etc., and, fo properly ,

, measure the impact of.a.particular phenomenon, all of theseirifluences

must be accounted for. This problem is substantially"reduced when

using time series data for the same sample of organization, because

the.between-year variation in the aggregate variables is standard-
_

ized for the mix of museum types automhtically (i.e., the mTx of

museum types is:being held constant). The second deficiency for

these data is-due to the absence of information and,criteria vari-

ables such as publicafions and educational programs. Iicsum, it
4 .

is suggested that future Museum dAta acquisition activities be
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aimed at a smaller sample over a period of time (to generate a time

series). The records from such an ieffort would far outweigh a

similar level of effort aimed at generating another large cross-
.

section.

2. Beialrioral vs: Trend Modelling

Although neirer addresked'explicitly in the bodT of the

study,'-one of the goals of pursuing two'modelling approaches simul-

taneously was to eraw coMparisons regarding,the relative merits of

pursuing each. As a result:it is clear,, even from.the preliminary

analyses the available data would permit, that most usable informa-

tion is to be realized from the behavioral modelling and estimation. '

Of coufge, there are more approachesthanjusf these two, but the

comparative results are nevertheless instructive. Before the study

was undertaken the expectation was that the trend 'modelling would

be easier and quisker for non-econometricians to.implement. However,

given that the trend modelling approach being compared is the most

sophisticated trending technique available.,.and given that the com-
_,

parison is to be made againsAlompletely estimated and ffhe-tuned

behavioral models, the eairlieficonventional wisdom is not so obvious.

The Box-Jenkins trend modelling was extremeiy difficult

and complicated to implement. More importantly, towever, a great

deal of subjectivity was required in.its application and these

subjective judgments equired the in-depth.knowledge,of a trained

econometrician, statistican, etc. Further the level of expertise

required was not.reduced'as more trelid projection& were made. Each

projection was essentially a independent event that required the
,

same degree of expbrtise as all earlier.projections.

On .the other hand,' once.a behavioral model has ,been esti-.

mated and fine-tuned, its implementatiop can become almost mechanical

with the proper computer software.-1/ The most difficult step of,the

implementation.would be he generation of exogeneous variable fore-

casts,'but these need not be statistically obtained and any lack.of ,

sophistication can be compensated for by increasing the number of

1/Some periodic updasing (re-estimativla.,wil1 be required, but this
'can periodically. be contracted out to those with-the necessary'
skills.
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conditional forecastsgrKducted. The use of a forecasting model:

,
with the.proper software doe5 nat require specialized inowledge

beyond thatconcerned directly with the several1arts industries.
D

. Of course, completely estimated, fine-tuned behaVioral
, .

e
. ,

mOdels have not yet been produced. _But, continued efforts at .

.. .

Box-Jenkins trend modelling will not escape-the short.comings listed
il

abovewhile the results obtained thus far during the behavioral

[ . ° modelling effort are ve'ry promising. Surprisingly good results have

been'obtained with,very inhdequate data, and expectations tre that,
/

.

once the' approPriate data have been generate4, fully estimated.and

Ig

fine-tuied models will.follow shortly.
I.

; Certainly, other trending techniques can and should be

employed for shOrt-run forecasting, but only the behavioral modelling

apprdach seems viable for long-run forecasting and the results so

far promise that such models, can be constructed,without an inordi-

nate expenditure of resources.. Since all efforts compete for the

same Arts Endowment resource, it s suggested that the behavioral

modelling approach wdll produce a better, more useful long-run fore-

casting product that, in the long run, will be substantially more

cost-effective. ,

3. iindings from'Behavioral Modelling

There are a number of aspects of applying econometric

.models to the performing and visual arts industry that were explored

in this hudY. These hspecti ranged' from 'the necessity to apply.
0

specific modelas opposed to a general model, to the several art
#

forms; to an examination
(..

of where econometric modelling worked

best (and ,ny); to specific empirical findings with 'regard to the

behavior of each of the several art foyms. The most important Qf-.-

these.findingi will be described.below.

a. General.vs. Specific Models

In the case of all non-profit arts and cultural

organizations excluding Museums (and, as it turned out, MOdern

Dance), an. opportunity viaT provided to test the performance of

a general4pr co6ined model against those,of individual models for
,

each organizational type. All of these organizations have basically
-
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the Same itructure and all are assumed to operaie under the same

objective function. Therefore, the'combining of tbert folms into

a -
a single model was feasible. In addition, the Ford Foundatidnedata*

baselprovided'as much uniformity of data as possible among the

several art forms.li
A

4

While some interesting and useful results were

obtained frowthe dse of a general or.combined Model, it was qiiite'

clear that the individual models genera.ted superior results. The

basis for this conclusion dre the observed differencts in 'the signs

and seatistical.signifidance of some of the coefficient§ in the

general and specific models. This indicates that there are suffi-
. ,.0

cient differences in the modes of operation among these non-profit
k .

art organizations to warrant individual treatment (estimatioA).

As.examples of these differences, the role of endowments for Opera

and Symphony is different from that for Non:Profit Theater ahd

Ballet;.Symphony and Opera were further differentiated b tht imvact
,e

of the Ford'Foadatiph Symphony Program;orariations the mtthods

of establishing piicts were observed; the roleit"of private and'.

governmental cOntributions were difftreneamong*the art forms;

attendance'determindffts varied; adveirtising and iIomdtiona1 activ-
.

ities,differed; etc.

, In addition, a general model would lead to the

dominance of the art forms with the greatest repreUntation in

numbers and/or budget sizes in the aggregate data base, leplich in

'thi.4 case would be the symphonies% Such a dominance obscures the'

relationships for an art form such as the Ballet which iS represented

by a small number of organiza.tions:' nine ballet companies versus

seventy-six symphony orchestras.

b. Relative Behavioral Model Perfcmandes

It.is quite obvious from the results presented in

Section VI that the modelling ana estimation effort for Symphony .

fact,-deqpite the extremely good and thorough job of data
editing by the Ford Foundat2on, there is swig indication that
the raw data received by the Ford Foundation varied substan-
tially in !:Luality.among the art forms, so that complete conk-
parability could not be guaranteed by this editing process.
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was spexior, to the other efforts. Close-examination reveals, how-
a

ever, that thls °superiority it not' necessarily due'to any intripsic

chaiacteristics of symphonies, but rather is 'a functionof the

superior data baSp a
ljvailable. As an indication Pf this., it should

be revealed that symphonies had,,.by far; the largest number'of organ-
.

izations represented in the Ford Foundation'datoajbase U.e., 76
. .

symphonies ahd orChestras). gn addition,,symphonies,a4 one A
the'oldest' and mogt werl-established art lorms and:cOnsequentay

.

have generated the mpst extensiye and,consistent data oVer die years.

The Ford Foundation states.-that "SymphonY orchestras thave,-after all,,

earlier historical ropts in the United States than any of the other-.

four perforting arts covered.in this study <Non-Profit Theater,

t)pera, Ballet, and Dance)" (The Finance of the 'Performing Arts,

VolUMe I, p. 24); arid Baumol and Bowen conClude-tnat symphony
, 4 4

orchestras are the sector of the performing, arts fui- which there

exists the fullest and most reliable informatiqn (see p. 60).

Theepointy that, while substantial improvements

can' be made in all future model estimation'efforts (provided the
c,

daL *were available), significant improvethentscan be made only if .

the,data of other art forms establish a level of, consistency already

reaChed by symphonies. It is encouragifg ta,note that some efforts,

are presently underway in this.direction as exemplifred,by the cur-

rent .efforts to standardize the accounting conventions of Mgseums.,

c. Selected EnrnirilFindins a

0.1

.

While the results of the project effort fall shor.t

o'f fully estimated simolation models (as expected), selecied indi-

vidual results throughout the sexeral models present patterns which

Oovide iniight into the behavi6( of the arts,and.cultural
-

tiems: There are six sets, of general findings which, require sum-
.

marization. These findings deal with: (1) grants and contributions,

(2) atte,ndtince, (3) pricing, (4) subscription. sales, (s) wbfker 1:

prOductivity,,and,(6) the impact of gefieral economic condiition on

the income gap.. itch tri4. be'disdkissed.in turn.

p

1/This superiority refers to witkin the'Ford Fouridation data base.
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(0 Grants 'and Contributions

Grants and Contributions and their causal factors

as estimated among the several, models arelOesented in summatr form
t.

in Table 36. This table includes Federal grants, regional grants,
,

private contributions, and foundation grants.

The level of annual appropriationS for the Arts

Endowment was positively related to the levei'of Federal grants,

'iaceived by each individual art form. -At the same time, these grants

were generally positively related to measures of the level of activ-

ity (i.e., either number of performances or attendance). In the ,

cases of Nbn=Profit Theater and Symphony, the level of Federal krants

received 4s negatively related to measures of overall economic

p.ctivity, 59 that theFederal grants to these art forms increase

whenever the economy tand presumably; the art organization also)

is in a financial slump and other'forms of grants and contributions '

are declining. Thus, similar factors influence the level of Federal

grdrits for each art form. The Federal government tends to help those

'organizations in financial difficulty, and the size of these grants

are generally commensUrate with the amount of activity idthe art

form.' ,

e On the.othee hand, regional grants (State,... county,

And municipal) are influenced by a variety of factors among the art

forms. This should not be surprising,' however, in view of the variety

of decision-making bodies which are involved in the Allocatidri of

these grants, and the specialization ot tiTe grants in att forms

which are regionally identifiable (e.g., Symphony,'B'allet, and.Opera).

'The estidated coefficients indicate posiilve 'relatipnships between

regional grants and last year's Arts Endowment appropriations for

Rply Opera and negative relationships for Ballet, Sytpliony, and '

Non-Profit Thdater. , The positive relationship is statistically

signific ant, while the negative relationships are not. These mixed

results indicate ;that Federal grants act as an incentive for increas-0,
ing. regional grants for one art form, but are viewed as a substitute

in the others.1/

1/ While' a large par:. of total regional grants represent fixed pro-
portions of total ilational Endowment for the Arts appropriations,
the reldtionship between the National Enclowment for the Arts. appro-
priations alid the 'shares of regional grants going to individual art
forms is not necessarily proportional.
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TABLE 36: FACTORS gFFECTING GOVERNMENTAL AND PRIVATE GRANTS
AND CONTRIBUTIONS FOR NONPROFIT ART ORGANIZATIONS
EXCLUDING MUSEUMS1/

Sources of Grants a *
Contributions Federal

Government.6t'Forms

.0

V

-

All Art FormS Cwmbined

A

1)NEA Appropria-
tices*

Regional Private Groups
GOvernment 4 Individuals

4
Foundations

1)Lagged NSA Appro- 1)TaX Rate*
priations* 2)Standard A Poor'S

Index

1)Deficit-Surplus
Fund*

2)NUmber of Perfor-
mances*

3)Ferd Foundation
Symphony Program*

-Profit Theater
.

1)flumber of Per-
formances

2)NEA Appropria-
tions

1)Number of Per- 11Fund Rai.;ing Ex-

formances penditurA-
2)Tax Rate* .

3)Standard A Poor's
Index

1)NUmber of Per- 1)Lagged NE& Appro- 1)Fund Raising Ex-

forumnces .priations* penditures
2)NEA Appropria- 2)Tax Rate

tions*

1)Capacity Expansion
Factor

2)Deficit-Surplus
Fund*

1)Deficit-Surplus
Fund

2)Number of Per-
formances*

O'k
1)NEA Appropria-

tions*

symphTly

1)Lagged Regional*
Grants

2)Attendance*

Ballet

1)Numbpr of Per-
formadces

2)NEAAppropria
tions

All Art Forms

Non-Profit Th4tr

opera

SYmPhonY

Bann,.

1)Number of'Per-
&mantes

1)Gross National
Product,.

1) Percentage
Change in Gross
National
Product

2)Attendance

1)Attendance
2)Tax Rate*
3)Standard A Poor's

Index

lAmber of Per-
formances ,

2)Ford Foundation
Symphony Program*

3)Change in Capacity

1)Gross National
ProdUct*

1)Tax Rate*
2)Standari A Poor's

Index*
3)Lagged Fund

Raising Expenditures

1)Deficit-Surplus
Fund

1)Number of Per-
formances

2)Gross National
Product

1)Lagged NEA Appro-
priations . ^

2) Percentage Change
in Gross National
Product

3)Lagged Regional
Grants

1)Fund Raising Ex-
penditures

1)AttendanCe

1)Number of'Per- 1)Attendance

formances 2)Standird A Poor's
Index -

1)Capacity Expansion
Factor*

1)Attendance
2)Capacity Expansion
Factor

1)Lagged NEA Appro- 1)Lagged Fund
priations Raising Expenditures.

1)lagged NEA Appro-
priations

2) Lagged Regional
Grants*

3)Attendance

1)Deficit-Surplus
Fund

1)Capacity Expansion
Factors

2)Number of Perfor-
mances

ifIt is important to keep in mini t the value of the Deficit-Surplus fund is-usually negative so that a neentive

coefficient meens a positive effect, and vice versa. An asterisk "*" indicates the statistically significant

variables at theBS percent level of confidence.

a
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Last period's regional grants indicate negative

effects on this period's regional grants for Non-Profit Theater and

Ballet, whereas positive impasp are observed for Symphony. This

means that for the former the level of regional grants tends to
r-

decline, ceteris paribus, while for the latter, the grants tend to

increase.

The coefficient for the grosS national product

is positive in the case of Ballet while the coefficient for the per-

centage change in gross national product is negative foi Non-Prbfit

Theater. The.expectation was that increaset in the gross national

product should lead to increases in regional grants as the incomes

of the regional governments rise. Such expectations are stirl justi-

fied in view of the fact that only the positive impact is statis-

tically significant.

Finallydextremely mixed results are obtained

for variables measuring the level of operation,: the number of per-

formances and total attendance. The impacts are positive for

Symphony ard Non-Profit Theater and negative for.Ballet and Opera,.

although only the 'positive impact for Symphony is statistically -

significant. The positive impact is undoubtedly a result of the .1

ability of large (and successful) organizations to lobby, for_public%

support and to participate in fund matching programs. In general,

, it is likely that the behavior, of regional grants to these stimuli

relies heavily on the type of art organization being considered.

Private contributions combine the°elements of
a

p ilanthropy and investment behavior. The philanthropic behavior

is based on the interTependence of the utilities of the contributor

and the recipients of the assisince, whereas the investment inhavior

of the contributor is the result of hisodesire to assure the organi-

zation's continued existence so that he may continue to consume its

procluct. :The empirical analysis indicated a consistent and positive

relationship between theaverage personal( tax rate and the level of

contributions. The estimated coefficients for Non-Profit Theater,

Wmphony, and Ballet were all statistically significant at the 95

percent confidence level. ,The analysis also indicated that private

.170
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contributions for these three art forms are elastic-
1/ (evaluated at

the means of the variables) with respect to changes in the average

personal tax rate.

This finding is not contradictory to that of

R.A. Schwa tz / where contributions were found to be inelastic with

respect to, changes in the-marzinli tax rate. A given percentage

change in an average tax rate is the result of a much larger percent-
,

age change in the marginal tax rate. Thus, the responsiveness of

contributions to a given change in the average tax will be much

higher than thp responsiveness of contributions to the same percent-
_

age change in the marginal tax rate.

In every instance but one, the measure.of wealth

(Standard & Poor s common stock price index) was positive indicating

that Contributions are related to the wealth positions of the contri-

butors.. The elasticities in these cases.are very loaldhowever,

(inelastic) which confirms Schwartz's findings. Finally, the findings

for both attendance and the level of fund.raising e'xpenditures are

mixed. The coefficient for attendance is positive only in the case

of Symphony, and none of these coefficients is statistically sig-

nificant." At the same time, Symphony was the only art formsfor which

the fund raising coefficient was negative, but none of these coefficients

was statistically significant. Expectations were, of course, that.

attendance would have either a negative or a positive imphct on con-

tributions while fund raising should have a positive impact:

In summary, then, private contributions respond

positively,to increases in the tax rate, as well as (but to a lessei

extent) to increases in the wealth positions of the potential contri-
.

butors. Both attendance and fund raiSing activities produce *Inixed

and insignificant impacts on private.contribuitions so that,further

work is required before A final,answer can be given for these effects.

Finally, the contributions of foundations and

their causal factors are summarized in Table 36., These results

1/ Elasticity is defined as the percentage change in the dependent
variable (contributions) in response to a one percent change.in
the independent variable (tax rate). If the response of the
dependent variable Is greater than one percent, then.the rela-
tionship is elastic, if not, then the relationship is inelastic.

2/ Schwartz, R.A., "Personal Philanthropic Contributions " Journal
of Political Economy, pp. 1278 and 1281.
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indicate that, except in the case of Symphony, an increase in founda-
.

tion grants accompanies an increase in the accumulated operating

deficit. This supports the statement..by.Baumol and Bowen that

°foundations have ylayed a crucial role for a number of particular

performing organj.zations. Indeed, without foundation support.some

groups would not have survived." (pp. 340,342). The case of the

Symphony should be viewed, in,light of the very large Ford Founda-

tion Symphony Program., which undoubtedly confounded the obServed

relationships between symphonies and foundations grants during the

peridd studied.'
. d/

-The effect of the numbei of performances on

foundation contributions is positilio in,all art forms, except for

Ballet, but signific9tly so only.for Opera. The positive relatioh-

ships are likely' to be the resdlt of fund matching policies by
(.>

Joundations Thus, the more successful an organization is, as indi-
.)

cated by its level of operations, the more ikely it is to partici-

, pate in programs which require matching funds from other sources. .

'In addit14:on, the interest of foundations in 'initiati4 new programs

can best be accomplished by A successful organization. The negative
,

relationship in he ca'se of Ballet might be indicative of 'fundation

.support to heip'financially troubled organiration's of this art form.

Lastly, the capacity expansion factor (the desire

orthe.art form to increve its seating capacity) is very pixed,

although never. -significant. It is likbly that floundation support is

no;
,

tYpically provided"ar capital expansion projects, but rather

o aid financialry troubled organizations or to encourage special

progrdms:

(2) Attendance

. Two types of attendancesmeaSui.es were alptempted

for most of the art forms: number of attendant-s andthe utilizaLion
,

rate of the seating capacity.

1

In almost all cases, the specifica-

tions using total attendance erformed better than those using the

utilization rate. These specifications had higher predictive powers,

more sigftificant coefficients, and more coefficients of the expected

172
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signs. .k.n particular, the coefficients on price wereconsistently

negative, while the coefficients on consumer income were consistently

positive. This, of course,.is'in accordance with economic-theory

which says that as average population incomes increase, the purchase

of goods and services, including attendance at the range of art and

cyltural ouanizations,4increases, and, as the price of a good

(ticket price) increases, the amount demanded wilr decrease.

For most art forms, the.crime rate in the area

had a negative effect on attendance, as expected,. At the same time,

however, a fariety of impacts of the
4

unemployment rate on attendante

was observed. For For-1Profit Theater the effect was positive indicatr

ing that unemployment provides additional leisure time, at lower cost,

, which creates Some additional demand for leisure activities, and

generally restricts such leisure activity to the local area. On the

mther hand, the coefficient on. unemployment for Non-Profit Theater
. ,

is negative. Since the effect of income has already been accounted
.;

for by the income variable, a negative .coefficient is not easy to

explain, unless unemployment makes the populat,ion more sensitive to,

declines in income when contemplating Non-Profit Theater attendance.

(3) Prictni.

-The analysis suggests quite clearly that the

pricing mechanism for the non-profit art organization is that of

cost-plus-markup: The net cost of production is alwayS a major

determinant of the.price.of admission. At the same time, .11.e size

of the defiCit-surplus fund usually influences the level of prices.

.That is, as theAeficit grows, the pressure to increase prices also

grows. Finally; the rigidity of.the price structure and the reluc-

tance to raisel)rices (thii' may restrict the audience base) is

indicated by a negative coefficient on last periocU's price level.

Thus, in the absence of any other ohm-fps or influences, the desired
s

price has a tendency to decline from one period to the npxt. This

is a.reflection of the goal of Maximizing, attendance and maintainiu

a broad base of interest.

(4) _Slibsciipflon Sales

The level of subscription sales was generally

found to be positively related to the single ticket price of admiision.
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This was expected and because of the discount generally provided from

the single ticket price to subscrlption holders. As a result of a

general rise in the prices of admission among the various art forms

(i.e., in all art forms except Opera), a general shift to sul;scrip-
,

,:tion sales has been taking place. This relationship would not be ex-

pectedto hold over the complete range of prices, since at some point

the negative effect of the price increase on total sales will domina

the positive effect of the discount on subscription sales. What po

tive impact has been estimated, howeyer,.is understated because the

percentage 'discount declined throug-out the period investigated.

1-

(5) Worker Productivity.

Worker productivity was*investigated by examining

the behavior of the wage index in s,everal cost functions (i.e., ;11

but Museums). In every case, the coefficient on the wage .index was

positive, indicating that the cost function shifts upward as this
0

wage index increases. If this wage index represents the change in

money wages (and real,wages) of the employees of the individual art

organizations, then the upward shifting of the cost fmctions con-

firms the hypothesis that productivity of the worker is not keeping

pace with money wage increases (i.e., real wages of the workers

are increasing over time, hence the upward shift in the cost func-

tions). This means, of course, that the real costs of production

are increasing which will ultimately lead to labor saving production

techniques (e.g., shifting towards non-musical drama and away from

musicals, increased'incidence of one-man shows).

(6) Tht_Imnst of General Economic Conditions
bi1t11.--ricome Gap

Only four pf the models--Non-Profit Theater,

Opera, Symphony, and 'Ballet--wereestimated from sufficient data

to explore the impact of general economic condition on the size of

the income gap (i.e., expenditures minus revenues). General eco-

mimic conditions are represented by coordinations of eleven separate

variables. Each of these vaTiables and its association with, or
/'.influence on, tfie income gap for each of the four art forms is dis"-e

played on Table 37.
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Most Of.the variables listed on Table 37 influ-

ence the 'income gap. mainly through the revenue side. The hourly

compensation in the private non-form sector. (a proxy for money and

real wages of employees of the four art forms) (CHMPHR) is

positively.associated with the inome-gap,in each instance by lead-

ing directly to increased costs of production (expenditures).

'Indirectly, of course, increases in this wage index will lead to

a reduction in revenues via a reduction in the equilibrium output'

level.

Those economic indicators operating on the

.income gap priMarily through the revenue side, do so through either

earned income or grants and contributions: A good example of the

former is an increase in per capita disposable.income (YD) which

consistently reduCes the ilicome gni by'increasing attendance and,

therefore, earned income; wh reas a good example of the latter is

an increase inGthe average p rsonal tax rate (t) which also con-
,

sistently reduces the income gap, but through an increase in con-
. .

tributTons. The only other genera1 economic or policy variable

whiCh consistently impacts on the income,gaps of all,four art forms ,

is this year's appropriations, (BNEA). The higher thisorear's appro-
.

priations, the lower the income gap. ..Ths is because Of'the direct

effect that the Arts Endowment has o'n. Federal grants. .

Counterbalancing this positive effect of the Arts

Endowment appropriations; however, is the positilA impact of last

'period's appropriations on-the income gap for all art forms except

Opera. This year's regional grants awarded to three of the art forms

are reduced as a result oflArge Arts Endowment appropriation in the.

. previous year (BNEA_1). This, of course, is because regional granta

are viewed as aubstitute for Federal grants for art forms 'other than

Opera.

The income gap for Opera is influenced differently

than for the other three with respect to the Standard & Poor's Common

Stock Price Index (SPI). Most art forms face a reduction in the

income gap as stock prices increase through increases in contributions.

that is, as the wealth positions of potential contributors increase,

the size and likelihood of contributions also increase. The suggested

176
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positive impact on the income,gap for Opera is not based on statis-

tically significant findings, however, and'therefore is more sug-

gestive of no impact at all for this art form.

None,of the remaining economic or policy vari-

ables have,suggested income gap impacts for all four art forms.
A

For example, both the unemployment rate (Um) arid the violent crime

iate (CrA) are seen to influence the income gap only of,Non-PrdTit

Theater. In both instances, the impact on the income gap is posi-

tive. Both are deterants to attendance and indications of revenue

losses:

For both Non-Profit Theater and Opera the income

gap is seen to decreasg as the price of substitutes (i.e,, reading

and r ecreation) (PS) increase, because the relative price of attend-

ing these art forms declines as a result. At the same time, the

°income gap for Opera increases as the price of complements (i.e.,

transportation) (PC1) increases 'because the total price or cost

of attending thereby increases.

, Most of the,models also includea measures of the

Gross'National Product(GOP) and changes in the Gross National

Product (PDGNP) which were generally found to negatively influence

some types of grants. This would give. the misleading impression

that, as the economy prospers, the incom,.ejap of thb arts and cultural

organizations would increase. Certainly, some positive influence

,would be present through grantsNizut the overall influence on the

income gap would also have to consider.the negative impaCtg of

personal diSposable income and stock prices (as well as others) in

order to fully.ascertain the net impact. Unfortunately, the models

are not sufficiently precise at this time to deduce the combined

impacts with certainty. It can be said with a high probability,

however, that the impa.4 on the,income gap-cof increasing Gross

.
National Product is negative for all art forms. For this* reason,

the ,direct impacts of both variables are not presented on Table 37.

D. Recommendations

This project has-accomplished each of its three main goals.

Full-scale conceptual models were constructed for each of seven
,
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separate art forms, all known data were acquired and put in machine-

. readable fofm, and these data were applied to each of-the conceptual

models. In view of the state of available data, the estimation of

the models can be regarded only as preliminary to further data

acquisition and full model estimation. It is only after such data .

become available that models can be sufficiently estimated to be

used for.forecasting purposes. In the process of accomplishing the

several goals df the.project, several conclusionsican be drawn

relative to the direction hat futufe efforts should tae, if anr

are to be taken at all.

Clearly, thg preliminary efforts at model estimation were

fruitful in terms of describing accurately a large part of the

behavior of the various organizational types. Further, this work

was very encouraging, in that it held out the promise that full-

scale estimation, resulting in fine-tuned forecasting models,,could

be completed successfully provided that adequate data were made'

available. The results using the American Symphony Orchestra

League data support this conclusion. Even thougll the data elements

were sparse and the editing primitive relative to the FOrd Founda-
.

tion data, the fact that the time series covered was much longer

produced superior iesuits for,Symphony compared to those obtained

from using the Ford Foundation data. Thus, it is expected that

increases in both the number of time series observations and the

number of variables included in the data set (i.e., the develop-

ment of data tlases which conform to the specification of the concep

tual models.and which provide enough observations to produce sta-

- tistically meaningful results) will, with a high probability of

succes, produce pconome"tric models which are suitable for simula-

tion and'forecasting.

The speific steps to be undertaken relative to the creation

of adequate data bases have already been Coveted in detail in

.Section IV. In summary, the acquisition of data for each,of the

art forms is possible, although with varying levels of required

effort. The most ftuitful approach would.be to complete the edit-

ing (in-the tradition of the Ford Foundation) of the extensive

data set already acquired by the American Sympho0 Orchestra League.

17t
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This is an outstanding data base, but it requires sOstantial edit-

ing to make the observations compatible.

The second most' fruitful approadi is to extend the Ford
,

Foundation study on all 'or a subset of the organizations included.

A :few re yeArs of these data cproperly edited by the Ford Founda-

tion) would'greatly enhance the model estimation effoTt. af course',

the linking of other data sets with the Fdrd Foundation data base

should also be explorede but the effort to link the Theater Com-

munic, ations Group data was not very successful. Many'vaiiables

were excluded and many others appear to be incompatible. Whether

extensive editing would be sufficient to permit such linking is

unknown to Applied Management Sciences in the absence of first-hand

Anowledge.
4.

Considerable work should be done to generate additional For-

Profit Thoa:ter data and must be done to generate suffiCient data

on Museums. With A Minimum of effort one could-substantially

improve the For-Profit Theater data by.ex'tending the effort of

,Dr. Moore, inVestigating the availabilitraf-seating capacity-data,

by acquiring wage structure data for troadway artists, and by

exploring such data deficiencies as attendince, secondary sources

of-income, ind production by company. An attempt wd* madeAto con-

struct a time series for Museums, butthe editing required proved

:to be beyond the resodces.allocated to the project study. It is

felt, however, that the core of an adequate Museum data base can

be sieveloped through such an effort, and it is sure to be more

cost-effective than duplicating the cross-sectional approach of

.Museums J.S.A. Such data, may be usefuf to other researchers for

othei programs, but they are of limited usefulness in generating

forecastingffiodels. Accordingly, it is felt that resources should

be allocated to other tasks in the future.

Lastly,'implicit in thi above recommendations is thebandon-

ment of the Box-Jenkins treA modelling approach. Even though

the above data,rer,ommendations apply equally as well to this
4

approach 'as to behavioral modelling and even ?ugh Box-Jenkins

trend modelling will produce forecasts superior to,those of other

trending techniques, the complexity of implementation 'and the

-.. 179 208



_expert judgment required therein obviates ihe primary purpose for

its use. It will not prove to be an effective "s.hort-cut" method

for generating short-tert forecasts Vompared to simulation models.

As a matter.of fact, oncej an econombtric model has been fine;tuned 14

tlie.generdtion of both short- and long-term forecasts can be con-
,

.

Nerted to a series of purely mechanical tasks that can easily be
,

unlerta n by one unskilled in econometric techniques when computer

facilit'ts,are available.
- t

N.
.

With these points in mind, Appli.ed Management..Sciences is

enthusiastic about the potential for success ih developing fully

eStimated econoteti-ic'models once the appropriate data have been
.

acqulred. Certainly, there has been nothing to thiepoint in the
4.

analytical effort'to indicate that such an effort.would not be

successful. To.thecontrary,,the empirical results have repeatedly

confirmed expectations based both on economic theory and the conver-
x, . ,

sae/iions with/the expert consultan4, The models as conceptualized

are esSentially correct and only await the necessary data to realize .

their fliarpotential.
:

17---
-

Of course, this will require some additional allocation' of .

resources to data generation and model estimation activities.
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40 'APPENDIX A

SUMMARIES,OF PREVIOUS POLICY STUDIES

A. Baumol., William and Bowen, William, Performin .Arts - The
0Economic Dilemma, The Twentieth Century un

1. 0)Summary

5
t a. Intentions/purpose:

"The central purpose of this study is to explain the
financial problems of the performing groups and to explore the
implications of these problems for the future of the arts in
the United States." (Page 5)

b. Model and Findings:

The authors present the following conclusions:

The "cultural boom" while a reality is an exaggera-
tion. Per capita proportion of disposable income
spent on the arts has been almost constant for the
period 1929-63.

The typical audience at professional performances
is not representative of the population as a whole.
It iS characterized by.a higher than average educa-
tion and income.

"The most remarkable finding is that audiences from
art form to art form are very similar. ... All
exhibit an extremely high level of education .,.
and there is a consistently high level of income..
(Page 134).

The forces that led to the current econbmic cisis
in the perforiing arts are still in operati and
are expected to increase their intensity.

966

The auithors emphasize the nature of the technology
of thd performing arts in analyVing the crisis. ,
... From an engineering4point oftview, live

performance is technologically stagnant." (Page 164)
The problem is the small productivity improvements
that are possible in the service industries. Thus;
as productivity increases per unit of labor are
achieved in the other sectors, with the corres-
ponding wage increases, the relative income of
artists would decline. Obviously, the artists
demand wage intreases that would prqtect their
relative income standing. The granting of any
raises above the productivity increases, negligible
in this case, leads-to an increase in costs and a
worsening of the crisis.

A.1
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The other side of the issue is demand for the
performing arts. .The problem here is that the
price of admission faces restrictions as far as
changes are concerned:

art organizations aye not inclined to raise
their prices, "on moral grou:nds,"

ihe demand fortrt is elastic,

coMpeti*ion from the mass media.

a. Omissions:

The authors did not develop a general model or one for any

of the subgroups. This would have aided in analyzing'the .

forces that operate in the performing arts'. The lack of aTly,

mddel stan s out given the large amount of data Colrected'fai
the study. I There is,' however, an attempt to study the toiV
function fo. orchestras and its resemblance to the U-shaped
average cost curve.

b. Commelits:

The study was a follow up on Thomas Gale Moore's, The
Economics of, The American Theater. It expanded the anirTsis
to non-pro it t eater, orc estra, (Vera, dance, ... etc. The

data.draw on Moore's study0 Variety magazine, Playbill Survey,'

The Best Plays, Twentieth Century Fund audience survey, ... ,

etc.

I.

List of Va01es:

1) Number of companies and performances for opera
1941-42 - 1963-64.

.

) Number of shows, average attendance and number of
performances for Broadway, 1899 through 196.9.

) Number of productions of'performances off-Broadway,
'1953-54 = 1964-65.

4), Major orthettra..data on the length of season; number
of 'cancerts,. paid -concerts and attendance, 1937-64..

, .

S) A survey.of audience characteristics.

6) Indices of top Broadway ticket.prices-,including tax,
1927-19'65. .

1/4
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7) Indices of major orchestra ticket Prices, 1928-64.

8) Attendance for (11) major orchestras and the Metro-
politan Opera, 1947-65.

9) Number of performances and length of run for Broadway,
1949-50 - 1963-64.

r

10) Individual philanthropic cOntributins', 1917-72,
aggregates:

N. 11) Individual and corporate philanthropy, 191771962.

'Other data were presented, but the above were singled
out as the moreihrelevant data for OUT purposes.

ft
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Benedict, S. Economics Survey of thA Arts, Council on Foundations,
Inc, 4/10175; 9/25175; 7116(76

1. Summary

a. Intention/Pur ose

The goal of these studies was to.identify longitudinai

trends in performing arts organizaticns. This is difficult within
the short time frame of the three surveys, (1972-76)

b. MREISLE_ni_ELEALM_

There was no model presented as rApresentative of the
behavior of any organization. Findings were limited to very short-

term descrilitions of upward trends in expenses.

2. Crftique

a. Omissions

Aside from the lack of an organized model-, the sample

used was entirely too limited. Only about 30 organizations
were surveyed fiver ,the time span of the aata. T4s*studir was
closer to a crdss-sectional investigation zhan to a time series.

List of Variables

Sample: 5 commercial theaters, 4 ballet, 8 museums,
. 5 operas, 9 symphonies, 3 performing arts,

assorted community arts centers, festivals.

Time frame: 197271976

Total expenses

Earned income

Unearned income

b. Comments

The gross aggregate earning and expense figures relegate
this study to being a purely descriptive one. No causative links

may be identified from this data.



Globerman, S, Book, S,H,
"Statistical Cost Functions for Performing Arts Qrganizations"
Southern Economic Journal, 4/74

a. Intention/Purpos_

This paper addressed itself to two major goals:

An attempt to identify cost-output relationships for
performing arts groups

Identification of any economies of scale present in
the industry

These efforts were aimed at identifying manners.in which

performing arts organizations might minimize their deficitthetween

production cdsts and earned teyenues.

b. Model and Findings

1) The authors' hypothesis is that produetion costs are
affected by five classes-of variables*,

Quantity of service units

A Product,mix and diversity
,

Service quality

Factor price leVels

Institutional preferences
9

2). ihen measuring service unit quantity for performing
arts, it iS obvious that increased numbers of per-

.

. formances will increase costs

4 The-authors state t at higher variance in the type
of performance (i. . - increase repertoire, greater
number.of diversified talents required) willoneces-
sarily increase costs .

Higher quility'levels required for diversified product
mix will.exhibit itself in higher input prices

'Factor prices are stated td be functions not only
of quality, but of regional diffetences as
The authors, noting the high mobility of artists,
view factor price differences as quality differen-
tials

Ab
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More established organizations need pay less atten-.

tion to their long-run average cost curves. This
reflects itself in highei production costs, greater
product diversity and fewer economies of scale.

4

3) Variables used:.

4 Total costs (c)

% of peiformances which are classified ds "main" .

performandes as a proxy for product mix (M)

Audience%size per perforiance ds a proxy for quality
(A)

Length of season - (L) prexies for

Age of organization (Y) institutional preference

4) Data sources:

All data was obtainedlrom mdil-out surveys sent
to 23 members of the Ontario Federation of Symphony
Orchestras and from grant applications to the Canada
Council

5) Statisticaljechniques:

Separate OLS eitimates were rua. with this data on
33 .symphonies and 27 theatre groups for 1971-72
.with the following results:

for symphonies:

c = -76772.81 + 15171.18Q - 58.47Q2
+ .61 Q

3

(3.37) (-2.34) (1.92)

+86-83.13M + 330.29A+85926.93 L + 7666.11Y
(3.03) (2.35) (2.84) (1.47)

N = 33 R
2

= .730 F = 15.34

for theatre groups':
0.

c = -44923.54 + 35163.07Q - 209.21Q2 + .403Q3
(2.55) (2.86) (3.48)

-85.66A + 15753.05Y + 49236.89D
(..89) (1.34) (2.18)

N = 27 R
2
= .871 F = 25.86

A.6
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Fipdings:

For symphonies, the authors find that lowest
average cost occurs at about 115 performances.
For theaters, the corresponding number was 210.

c. Conclusion

The authors contention is that funding should be used
primarily to increase touring performances Of estaidished
organizations rather than for funding of new groups. This
allows for lower average cost per performance as well as
dereasing the necessity for more diversified performing
seasons.

2. Critique

While the authors did address their initial statement
of purpose in seeking some economy of scale in the per-
forming arts mai.ket, there is serious question as to
whether the specification of their model has brought
them to this goal. There .are several drawbacks:

1) The presende of a negative intercept in both equations'
indicates that this model is only a good approximation
within a small range of the data. There is serious
°doubt as to whether this model,can resemble the average
cost function over any wide range

Single equation estimation in this case must bias
the coefficient on the number of performances as there
is evident multicollinearity among the exogenous
variables

A. 7
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D. Hilton, Anthony, "The Economics of the Theatre,"
Lloyds Bank Review, No. 101, July 1971,

1. Summary

a. Intention or Purpose:

An examination into the causes of the financial problems
of the theater industry. Examines issues such as pro-
ductivity in the theater, audience composition, ticket
pricing policy, salariei and wAges, olnership, and govern-
ment subsidies.

b. Model and Findings:.

None

c. ConcluS,ions:

aer

One of the major causes of the increasing financial
problems of theaters (both profit and nonprofit)
the lack of gains in labor productivity, since the
number of actors required to perform a play does not
change. Hilton makes the statement that "it is this
change in cost relationships between services and ,

41;manufacturing that is at the Toot of the theatre's
°problems."

Another part o the problem, according to the author,
is the changing composition of theater-goers, The
audience for straight theater is comprised mostly
of hlghly educated, high-income people, Despite the
fact that the audience is gttting more well-off, a
corresponding illirease in theater revenues has not
been evidenced.

Hilton points out the failure of theater owners to
recognize the highly inelastic nature of the demand'
for plays. Although there is some price discrimmi-
nation in the form of higher ticket prices on week-
tnds, Hilton argues that prices could,be increased
even more'in instances of high demand for a parti-
culardproduction.

Hilton argues that the preseftt over-supply of actors
in the field is unnecessary; and suggests that the
number of new entrants into the profession,should be
reduced. "... compulsory registration of drama schools,
the imposition of certain standards of tuition and a
ban on the employment of non-graduates might provide
a,starting point."

22i
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Finally, Hilton addresses the question of 'govern-
ment subsidies to the theater industry. "The whole
question of subsidy, whether or not it is desirable,
dep nds in the end on value judgements of the type

[Of1

...welfdie economics."

2. Critique:
-

The article is limited to a descriptiv'e approach to the
financial problems of the theater. The insights provided by the
author were intetesting and beneficial, but a more rigorous approach
to the subject would have been more helpful.

A. 9 222
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E. Martin, Elsie Myers, A Study of Financial Support to the
Performing Arts,,," Master's Expository Paper, Curriculum in
bperation Research, University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, July, 1975,

1. Summary

Intention orsiirpose:

The author undertook "... a search for a,quantified
relationship hetween the deficit and contributions, looking at
,a selected sample of art groups in 1969-70.-" (P.9) She makes
the assumption that "... a defitit is the motivation for contri-
butions." (P.9)

b. Model and Findings:

Contributions per capita (CI) were given as dependent
on the accumulated per capita gap (GAP):

Cl = aGAPb ...(1)

The author accounts for government-al (GOV) and foundation (FND)
grants as follows:

Cl aGAPbed
(GOV)+f(FND)

-

This last equation was redefined so 1hat those Who receive
(GOV) havel-

$ Cl = aGApbed(GOV)

and those who receive (FND) have:

Cl = aGApbef(FND)

)

...(4)

Finally, the author modified her model so tokt.lt is basically
equation (1) but with an-adjustment ta the din This adjustment
is by accounting for (GOV), (FND) and the endowment income in
(GAP). This gives us:A variable COAP4) which is the explanatory-
variable for (C1):

Cl =.a:GAP4b

0<'a<1 and' `<b4,1

A.10
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Theater:

When regressing (Cl) on (GAP), (b) was found to be not sig-
nificantly different from one. This suggests that "... contribu-
tions are increasing at the same rate as the accumulated gap..."
(P.25) The 'equation states that about.one-half of the gap is
coVered by contributions.

As grants and endowment income are accounted for, the value
of (a) rises to approximately two-thirds. This suggests that con-
tributions cover two-thirds of the gap. The valuesQf (b) remained
not significantly different from one.

Opera:

The.values of (a and b) were smaller for the opera in com-
parison to the theater. put both were within the limits for the
model.

Symphony:

The values of (a and b) were larger than he case for the
opera, but when compared to the theater, the values.for (a) were
close, while (b)P.was smaller.

C. ' Conclusions:

The models estimated lead to the following conClusions:

In the case of theaters "... the ratio of con-
tributiogs to the deficit remains constant..'-(P.37)

In the case of the opera "... a constant pro
portion relationship was not evident from the
regression analysis... ." (P.37)

The case for symphonies.differs from the above
.

two as "... no statistically acceptable equation
was found for all symphony data. However, within
a limited range of contributions, the results are
acceptable." .(P.38)

2. Critique

a. Omissions: ..

.
An analysis thatrelptes the results of two types of .

behavior lacks thie explanatory pqweT of a model that deals, with
the structural relation,ships. 'We, cannot'understand the factors
aOe'ctihg ,contTibutions ty merely studying the'dekaid for them.

.
It Was necessary to study the cost of soliciti4these contribun
taZin%etIcl:fstcl=ugeheov:I.nnie.ng of the relevant institutions

i

1
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Gritical Comments: k

In addition to the omiNions mentioned above, the
author biased her study by her sample selection. She stated that
... companies which could support themselves without contribu-

tions were.considered anomalous organizations and removed from
the sample," (P.g) This is the case since even these companies
receive some type of contributions.and Oeir deletion from the
study Overstates the role of the deficit in explaining contribu-

A
tions. A
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F, Moon, Robert

"The 1975-76 Concert Season: A Preiiction" Association of
College, University and Community Arts Administrators, Inc.
Fall, 1975

1. Summary,

a. Intention/Purpose

The goal of this study was to develop a series of pre-
dictions regarding the revenues, costs, quantities and
makeupq:of arts performances in the 1975-76 season based
upon past trends.

b. Model/Findings

1) No initial hypothesea_were_preSented.

2) The reason given for this presentation was a growing
concern for the future of certain art forms in the
college, university and non-profit market.

1

3) 'The variables from the survey data are as follows:

Number of performances

Total fees fo rtists

Total other direct costs.

Program types

.. Theater

Instrumental

Chamber music

Contemporary dance.

Symphony

Opera and Choral

hazz

Folk

..'.Modern.

,Rock'

. .. Ballet

Ethnic Dance

A.13
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"Big games"

Vocal Recitals

Inst'tution Type

Co 'ege and University

Nonp ofit,institution

Region ,(9 groupings)

Student Enrollment

less than 3000

3000 - 4999

5000 - 9999

10,000 - 19,999

20,000 plus

Education Level

2 year

4 year

4 year plus graduate

Public vs. Private

Sources of Budget

Tickets

Student fees

State agencies

NEA

Academic.funds

IndiKidual/Cprporate Contributiopp

,Membership

Community Government'

Tuition'Income

A) The source of all of these data is, a series of six surveys
of colleges and non-profit instituOlons dating from 1965.
It iS assumed at this point that the data ar'e consistent
in scope and definition across these surveys.

a
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5) Other than simgl* tabW.ations, no statistical techniques

of any importance were used.

6) The findings of this study, consist of a series of
projections, which are listed below.

3 195 institutions will present 3,515 performances

that cost $12,015,119 in artist fees in 1975-76.

Average fee/performance is $3418.

195 institutfons will spend $4,014 923 in other costs

or $1237/performance.

Average tOtal cost/performance is $4,655.

195 institutions will spend $16,030,042 in direct

costs for 3515 performances.

Average fees fncreased 37.8% from 1974-75 to 1975-76.

Other costs increased 24% over the same period.

Three year increase in total costs has been 66.7%.

.Vocal recitals are down. 57%, symphonies down 3-3%

from 1974-75 to 1975-76.

Over the same period theater Up 34.8%, dontemporary

dance up 36.1%.

In subscription sales, 40% report increase, 15%

report decrease. 0
p

c. Conclusions

As a simple data collection procedure, there yere no specific

conclusions drawn.

. Critique,

As far as daDa collection is concerne4, this study appears to

have been reasonably successful, though it remains to be seen

as to whether or not aggregated "other costs" is useful as a

variable. It would have beeh preferable to have more information
0. op the type of costs.

A.15
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Moore, Thomas Gale? The .Economics of the American Theater,
Duke University Press, DurhAm, NICI. 1968

1.. Summary

a. Intentions/Purpose:

"The purposeof the study... (is) to discoVer the
present state of the American professional theater." (Preface)
This knowledge will be used in making projections of the
future state of the theater.

A

b. Model and Findings:,

."...no reason to believe that rates of prpfit
have declined for investment in Broadway pro-
ductions." (p. 21)

A slight,increase in Broadway attend'ance took
place since the mid-thirties

"A substantial intrease in dramatic activity"
has occurred off-Brpadway since the.war

The quality of rilays hasuimproved over time

Income elasticity of demand for ihe theater
appears to be unitary

"As per capita wealth contin
reflected in increased incom
a proportional groWth of att
a smaller jymp in the amount
mentary goads and services, .
rise in the price of ticke

es to else and is
we tan predict

ndance or4Broadway,
spent on comple-
nd a still's/ailer
bought." (p. gl)

Price elasticityseems to be less:than unitary

Ticket prices should be raised thus increasing
revenue

4
Rules that govern p'ricing should be repealed'.
or modified so that the theater can adjüst its
&ices to changes in the market.'

,c Projections:

An Increase'ih'the nutber of shows and atiendance
sho4latake place following the removal of the
10% federal ticket tax

The price of admission i's not expected to show
.a long-run decline

A.16
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the growth in attendance for Broadway will
continue to' be slow due to the modest responsive-
ness of attendance to income changes, the increase
in ticket prices and the increased cost of
transportation

As personal income increases, we would expect
a rise in operating costs apd ticket prices

The road is in a state of decline

Resident companies have increased their number
since World War II, but.the potential for
further growth seems small

Summer stock seems to be "the strongest branch
of the theater outside New, York."'

2. Comments:

Moore's work is a thorough study of the American
theater. He supports his analysis with data that is also
valuable inconstruciing models of the theaters. He
presents a model for attendance, shows and costs of production.

List Variables

1. Thtal production, performances, productions
still running a end of seasons'average number
of performances during the season, Off-Broadway,
1955-54 - 64/65.

2. Averageliroduction.costs for selected seasons

3. Average weekly operating income and expenses
for selected-seasons

4. Operating and production costs for selected seasons

. Playing weekss gross revenue and number of shows
for the road and Broadway 1948-49 - 1965-66.

6. Subsidies for the arts Ar selected cities for
operating expenditures tor 1959.

Broadway productions-for 1919/20 1964/65.

Number of shows Alaying during an average week
for 1926/27 1966/66.

9. .Esiimated average February weekly attendance
for 1926/27 - 1965/66'

A.17
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10. Box office receipts for 1924/25 - 1965/66

11. Tbp and average ticket prices'1926/27.-, 1965/66.

12. Average run of shows opening during season for
1927/28 - 1961/62.

13. Total Broadway shows and performances playing
during season for 1927/28 - 1963/64.

14. Theaterg and performances per t4eater for 1928/29
1963/64.

15. Average total costsiof major items for plays
opening during .selected seasons.

.A.18
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H. National Committee foT Cultuyal ReourOes
National Report on the Arts
October, 107.5 '

AM

.'1. mSumary

a. Intention/Purpose

This report stated three basic objectiyes.: (1) To diagnose
the present health - or lack of it - of arts ofganizations,
(2) To determine regional differences, if any, and, (3) To
seek facts which may form a basis for national policy of
support for the arts.

b. Model and Findings

1) Hypotheses - The essential underpinning of this study

is the contention that while interest in the arts and
attendance at arts programs have increased dramatically
over the past several years, the costs Of 'these programs
have risen even more dramatically, forcing these or-
ganizations into-an "income gap."

0.

The basic rationale for this hypothesis iS the fact
that, even in,the face of increased interest in the arts,

programs have had to be curtailed or cancelled due to

rapidly .rising costs. The reason stated for this
situation ois that the performing artscare, of necessity,
labor'ihtensive and cannot shift to more capital intensive

production techniques in,the face of higher labor costs.

3) Variables used in the survey include the following:

Total expenditures *for a performing arts institutiOn

for a ,mr
_

.Total perXormances/year

Number of employees

'Number,of non-paid volunteers

. Level of earned income from ticketftsales, sub-
:

, scriptions, etc. °

Income from private contributions.

Income'from investment and corpus endowment income

!City, County, and State'aid
,
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I Federal grants and appropriations

Number of programs considered but not implemented,
number of operating programs, and number of programs
dropped due to lack of funds.

4) All data were obtained from questionnaires from 433
nonrprofit arts and cultural institutions, which were'
differentiated by region of the countryo(North,
South, East, West), type of art form (Visual arts,
performing arts, other), and size (small, medium, large).

5) Statistical techniques were limited to simple tabulations
across the above variables.

6) The evidence shows that, including programs which ivere0 desired but not undertaken', revenue felt.short of costs
J)17 about 14% and this income deficit is growing over time.

c. Conclusions

This study reaches 3 basic conclusions:

1) The growth ok funding,for arts institutions, must'come
mainly from broad-baSed local support.

) 'State aid should amount to no lessithan 10% of the
required funds oftarts organizations within the state.

3) Federal aid should amount to an additional 10% of funds
required throughout the nation.

Critique

a. Omission's

Within the scope described for this study, there were no
significant omissions. The study addressed all. of the
originally stated purposes.

Critical Comments

The attitude of this study tovard the value of performing
,

arts organizations and the demand for their services is
understandably self-serving. The wording consistently used
to describe the shortfall of revenues with respect to costs
followed the same pattern:

A.20.
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a

"In order to meet the financial needs of arts or-
ganizations, (agencies) should TTWIde ... funds
needed by arts organizations."

This equation of the cacept of "need" and the concept of
"demandniqs typical of analysis derived from *a position of
vested interest. From this standpoint, this study failed
to provide,,evidence. that the current number of arts and
cultural programs were inadequate in the face of ndtional
demand.

A.21
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I. National Endowment of the Arts, Opera.
Washington, D.C.

1. Summary

a. Intentions/Purposes:

The compilation and analysis of data of a survey dealing
with "...organizational and employment patterns, programming,
attendance, and levels of income and expenditures for the nation's
largest dance companies." (Preface)

b. Model and Findings:
*-

No model is presented. The findings are limited to a
presentation of the 'results of the survey.

C. Conclusions:

None.

Critique

a. Omissions:

The study did not present a model for the analysis of the 11
collected data.

b. Comments:

The study fulfilled its purpose of compiling data for
varioua-aspects of dance companie,s. It failed to amAlyze the
collected data and limited itself to the reporting aggregates.

i

The failure is.due to the lack of a general model which would llelp
in presenting expectations as well as observations. This unfulfilled
part of the study would have been valuable in dealing with policy
questions.

1*

List of Variables in the 019112eLjIlta

1. General data as to year of establishment, incorporation,
etc.

2. Home performances:.capacity of theater, price of tickets,
... etc.

3. Tour performances: audience composition, fees, ... etc.
4. Residencies:* fees received for services, some cost items.
5. Type of production: new productions, revivals, ... etc.
6. Staff expenses.

7. Dancers: compositron by .s6x, rehearsal time, salaries,
etc.

A.22
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8. School operations: activities related to dancing and
whether they are or are nct for profit.

. 9. Expenditures: salaries, travel expenses.

10. Sources of income: earnqd income, contributions and
endowment income.

A.23
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J. National Endowment for the Arts, alra,
Washington\D.C., June 1971

1. Summary.

a. Intentions/Purposes:

The compilation and analysis of data of a survey dealing
with "...organizational and employment patterns, programming,
attendance, and levels of income and expenditures for the nation's
opera companies." (Preface)

b.- Moc_12.1.and_fia_i_idins: y
11

'No model is presented. The findings are limited to a
presentation of the results of the survey.

11
C. Conclusions:

None

2. Critique

a. Omissions:

The study did not present a model for the analysis of
the collected data.

b. Comments:

The study fulfilled its purpose of compiling data for
various aspects of opera companies. It failed to analyze the collected"
data and limited itself to the reporting of aggregates. The failure
is due to the lack of a general framework which would help in
presenting expectations as well as observations. This unfulfilled
part of the study would have been valuable in dealing with policy
questions.

, List of Variables in tht_1222111_26A1

1. eneral data as to the year of establishment, incorpbration,
'... etc.

2. Home performances: capacity of theater, attendance, price
of admission, ... etc.

3., Tour performances: length of tour, audience composition,
... etc.

4. Staff expenses: artistic, administrative and technical staff.
5.. Performers: full-time, part-time, salaries; ... etc.
6. Expenditures and costs.

7. Income data.
. A'.24
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K. National Research Center of,the Arts, Inc.
Study of State Art A encies: A Summary Report
on ucte or

,3

4).

1. Summarx

A.Intention/Purpose:

The goal of this study was tocovide State arts agencies
with a block of data from which more informed policy
decisions could be made by each individual agency. This .

goal was to be implemented by data collection reflecting
the sources of funding, expenditures, and internal
structure of each arts agency.

Model and Findings:

No specific hypotheses were initially propose . The
sole purpose of the study was data collection rand assessment.

From each State arts agendy, the following van. les were
collected:

Sources of funds

State1..

.. Federal (NBA)

Private and corporate contributions

.. Local government

Funding of Associated Foundations

State

.. Federal

.. Private

Local

Expenditures

Arts and Cultural Organizations (broken down by
media and type)

Other organizations (schools and public broadcasting)

Individuals

Other (agency expenses)
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Secondary Recipients (arts.organizations will often
support other organizations or individuals; in this case
thesedata are unreliable as.these organizations were
not interviewed directly).

t

Distribution of Expenditures by Art Form

.. Music

Theater

Dance

Combination of Arts

.. Visual Arts

. Ftblic Media

Literafure

.. Other Art Forms,

.. Non-art humanities

Type of Activity Assisted (program support, salaries,
touring expenses, etc) _ #

Source of Funding initiation and period of funding

Demographic data on State agency personnel.

Thesedata from fiscal year 1974 werefrom questionnaires
completed by 55 State and Territory Arts Agencies.

Statistical techniqueswere limited to simple tabulations.
As a result, the findings stated in this study were
limited to descriptions of the tabulation results,

C. Conclusions

Conclusions in this study(were limited to entirely subjective
statements regarding'future trends in funding and
expenditure.

2. Critique

a b Omissions and CriticalComments

With respect to the initial statement of purpose, there
were no omissions. However, the usefulness of this study
must be limited by the fact that it is not time series
data. Statements regarding changes in funding level and
distribution in the future cannot be taken too seriously.
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1

c. Related Studies

No related studies on similar 14riab1es of State Funding
are known at this time. NBA dcies publish yearly reports
regarding their funding of ar s and cultural institutions.
These studies may all be used in conjunction.

a
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L. National Research Center of the Arts, Inc., A Study of the
Non-Profit Arts and Cultural Industry of New York,State,
Study No. A0020 Nhrch 1972

1. Summary

a. Intention o Purpose:

The st aim of the study was givenas "...an indus-
try looks at the arts organizations and cultural institu-
tions of New York State. ...(They) are viewed from the
perspective of employers of capital and labor, purchasers
of goods and services and produders of a valuable service
product benefiting many levels of society. " (Preface)

The study divides the state of New York into six
regions:

New York City

New York City suburbs to mid-Hudson

Upper Hudson to St. Lawrence

Southern Tier East to Central

S uthern Tier Central to Finger Lakes

Southern Tier West te West

Aggregates are presented for each of the regions.

Another breakdown is by size of operating budget. The
gyouping is as follows:

$5,000-49,000

$50,000-249,999

$250,000 and over

The breakdown for organizations is as.follows:

Performing Arts

.. Music, theatre, dance, presenters

Visual Arts and Museums

.. Visual arts groups, museums, arts councils
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The areas of analys,es mere:

Income gap

Manpower

Management

Production and services

Costs to the consumer

Future of the industry

The survey was conducted for a sample of 589 organizak
tions from a population of 3000. The fiscal year surveyed
was 1970-71.

b. .1.12421_1.11.LiiatiLIEE:

The following is a summary of the main findings:

An income gal? -exists for 54% of the organizations
surveyed.

Earned income is the major source of'income for
these organizations followed by private donations
and lastly by publiegran s

Artistic personnel received e largest propor-
tion of personnel expenses. A. inistrative per-
sonnel received the second larg t proportion
except for museums where they re eived the largest
proportion.

Most organizations offered reduced rates based
on age or membership. In addition, free admission
was offered by all at one time or another with
some organizations eliminating the admission fee
altogether.

The majority felt that governmental subsi4ies
'should be increased.

c. Conclusions:

No conclusioni were offered.
4

2. Critique

a. Omissions:

The study did not set up a model to explain its find-
ings. It di4 not analyze its findings. It also misied the
opportunity of using cross analysis.

A.29
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b. "Critical Comments:

The study is a survey of non-profit organizations at
a point ih time. It does not present chanlips in the organ-
izations over time.

The qtudy is highly aggregated with the smallest unit
of analysis being one of thesix regions in tha state.

A.30



4.

Poggi, Jack, Zgleater in America: The Im act of iconomic Forces,
1870 - 1967, Cornell University Press, ithaca, New York,

II

1968

,

1. ILIEMAIE

11
a. Intention api. Purpose: ,

The study of the market organization for commercial and
IInoncommercial theater over the period 1870 - 1968.

An analysis of.the economic forces that led to growth

II

and decline of various groups within the theater such as the

touring groups and Broadway.
,

b. Model and Findin s:

None

. Conclusions:

Th-, monopolization of 'commercial theater that was achieved under
the Syndicate and the Shubert brothers was weakened by 1956. Poggi
suggests that "...some measure of open competition in theatrical'
real es!:..ate" emerged from this year on. (p.26)

c.
The theater developed during this period as follows:

centralization of production, "division of labor", "standardization
of product" and "growth of control by big business" (p 26).

The decline of the road is viewed as "...the beginning of a
general and /pparently permanent decline that did not become
evident on Bnadway till the late 1920's;" (p33) The road
productions were faced with a cost increase. This led to pressures .

for a larger percentage of ihe profits, which cut in the local theaters
take., In some cases the result was the closing d wn of one-night,

'stands where costs were higher than revenue in ma y instances.
The squeeze on revenue was due to the emergence. of competition
from the movies, the increased mobility, autos, a a the enter-
tainment role ofradios. ,4

Broadway experienced its boom period ,in the mid-twenties. Prior
to that a constant increase in activity took pla e and a definite
decline oCcurred following 1925-26 season. The boom is given as
a result of:

1) the theater being more entrenched in New York and the majOr cities,

2) increase& urbanization,

3) the postwar prosperity especially in_non-rural areas.

A.31
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, The reasons above also account for the time difference in the
decline of the road and Broadway.

The decline of Broadway is attributed to *he increase in costs,
risk and cetpetition from the movies. The main faCtor seems-tot
be the movies which presented a competitive product at a lower
price. Movies also attracted some of the top talent!in
theater once talkies were introduced. Given the increased cost,
theater could not compete successfully with movies.

The noncommercial theater was one approach to lower costs.
Production costs were small and the theaters were often converted
structure:7 that lacked many of the features found in the commercial
theaters. The turnover was high and financial difficulti'es were
the rule.

A The Off-Broadway movements gained itrength due to.the
limited opportunities in the existing commercial theater, The costs
of production were minimal since actors did not always receive pay.
Prior to 1952 "Everybody did everything" (p. 192) but this' thanged
as actors' pay become equity minimums, directors, designers and
authors received higher percentages,salaries or royalties. Off-
Broadway experienced a declinesimilar to Broadway's. Costs and
risk increased and Poggi suggests that,the low price,of foreign
films might have been the other source of a situeeze that contributed
to the decline. Currently it "...appears to be a miniature Broad-

# IIway, useful to the larger theater as a barometer of changing
trends in drama and as a testing ground for new actors and directors."
(p. 194).

.

/ -

I/
Off Off-Broadway emerged as a revolt against the iew conven-,

tionality of Off-Broadway. It has maintained its freè4omThy keeping
its costs at a minimal level,."Technically, everybody i ad amateur...
(p 199) It, undoubtedly, willsfaci the choices that we e fa,ced by
Off-Broadway of freedom verses growth.

"

The resident,iheater movement has not been success 111. Its c'

accomplishments were considerable in the sixties comp red to !the
previous fifty years. It provides avenues for vario s segments
of society to let thetselves be heard.

i

2. Critique

a. Omissions:

.
The title stated that the impact of economic forces en the

theater will bel'stddied, but the study failed to quantify.. such

an impact.

A.32
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b. Critical Cotments:

The-study limited itself to a descriptive appioach to the
issues. Its analyses were relevant butipould have been more
helpful if some quantification, where possible, of the
relationships Was attempted. This would be beneficial to both
the theater.industry and :the p licymakers.

4,

The study is valuable in un erstanding the theater, its

various-components and the edonomic.forces that led to the

growth and decline of each.

A.33
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Schwartz, R,A.
"Personal Philanthropic Contributions"

-Journal of Political Economy, 11-12/1970, pp, 1264-91

Summary

a. Intention/Purpose

_Schwartz goal was to incorporate philanthropy into
tradiei.onal utility theory an& separate that portion of
philanthropic activity which is truly altruistic from that
which 1..ay.reflect motives of ultimate personal gain%

b. 'Model and Findings

Schwartz assumes that the utility of the contributor (Ua)
is a function not only of his own personal consumption
(Ca), bvt of the consumption of another individual as
well (CD)

.-ua ua(ca,
) and Ub = Uh(Cb)

He meaures donations from a p-b as Dal , and ya and y
b

are incomes before the donation has i,aken place, then
he makes two statements.

2. Dab = ya - Ca = Cb - yb

3. Cb = (ya yb) - Ca

Statement 3 is, in effect, the equation of a budget
'constraint under the assumption that.there exists a
"unitary price for giving," or that'income transfers
are costless. We know that tax rates affect the price
of giving and would result in a non-linear constraint
but he ignores this complication.

From equations 1 and 2, he arrives at the following:

4. de/dDab = dUy dCa i`ca. dDa 4.
dUa// dcb . dCb

dDab
From this equation (assuming a unitary price for giving),
the criterion for continued donation must be considered
to be:

A.34,
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The variables Schwartz used are the folloking:

D is constant dollar donations

P is the ratio of the price of giving relative to
the price of consumption

Y
s
is the constant dollar sample income

Y i1 the constant dollar average level of
national income

is a trend variable

d
1

is a dummy for WWII

d
2

is a dummy for the years before the presence of

the standard deduction.

All of the variables (other than the WWII dummy) were
from various editions of, IRS' Statistics of Income,

Personal Returns.

Schwartz proposed an analytic relationship of the form:

6. D = D(P, Ys, Yo)

Differentiating 6. While holding Yo constant, Schwartz
arrives at:

7. dD = (d D//d0(dP) + (dD //dYs)(dYs)

This can be,adjusted to an equation in natural log form:

8. :,dD/D = (NDP) (dP/P) +(Nnv )(Ws/ Ys)
"4s

From this basis, Schwartz estimated the following
equations:

b b2 b3t bd b d
9. D

1

a aP Ys e e
4

e
5 2

and .

b bb b t .b d b d
2 3 4 See1 6 210.D=aPYYes o

Regression coefficients and price and income elasticities
are calculated from these equations,

A.:35
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40 Regressions were run for three separate income classes.
From these results, donations appear to respond inelast-
ically to price, own income and non,sample income.

Schwartz concludes that donations appear to react
normally to changes in income and price. This being
the case, it would be difficult to judge the effects
of a change in tax rates upon the rate of giving as
price and income effects move in opposite directions.

2. Critique V.

As Schwartz points out; price, own,incomi, and non-
sample-income are all likely to move over time in the
same direction. As a result, it is likely that some
of the estimated coefficients are biased. The con-
sistency of the qualitative results, however, tends
to lend credence to Schwartz's results.

A.36
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Seaman, Bruce, A" "The Pattern, of Performing Arts Financing,"
Urban Economics Workshop, June 2, 1976,

1. Summary

a. Intention or Purpose:

The author studies the private-government contribution
and grants mix for the performing arts. This is based on modeling
the behavior of each of the two groups and,the,factors that in-
fluence its contributions and grants.

b. Model and Findings:

The private groups, acting as utility maximizers, have
to allocate their income among various commodities and services.
They can also affect the behavior of governmental organizations
so that subsidies are provided to the producers in order to lower
prices. The incentive for such behavior by private groups is
dependent on the difference between the private and public 'price
of giving. The private price (Pr) is given as:

Pp = (1-ti)(1-1f) + (bi/BF)mf
. Y

where:

Pi- the private price of contributing by the ithP household

ti. .the marginal tax rate faced by the ith household

m
f'

the percentage of a dollar received by an arts
organization that is'paid by a government above
the metropolitan level

bi/BF' the ith household's share of the federal or state tax

The price of having the local government make the'grant or con-
tribution on behalf of the household is: '

Pi = (1-ti)(1-mf)bi/BLI + (bi/BF)mf

where:

Pi: the price to the ith household of having the local
government make the contribution

bi/Bt: the ith household's share of.the local tax base

A.37
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The-remaining variables were explained above. In
generAl, we can compute the difference for (P and P ) as follows:p g

P - P . (1 - w--)[(1-t)(1-m)1
P g 'L

Since we expect RP -P ) >01. This implies that

there is a net gain to private groups when the governmental agencies 11DL P g

provide the grant. This reads to the formation of a "pressure .

group" to obtain the grants.

The author goes on to discuss the externalities from
having performing arts institutions in a given location. This
leads-to modifications in the behavior of the firms in the area.
Thus, we should expect these firms to contribute on two accounts:

The managers maximize their own utility by some
form of contribution to the performing arts
institutions.

The firm's profit-maximizing behavior might lead
it to contribute to the arts organizations since
it can benefit from the externalities generated by
these organizations.

c. Conclusions:

Seaman concluded that, "In general the results are
mediocre.- (P.38). This referred tobthe relationship between
grants and tontributions from a given source, or the ratio of
such from two given sources, and the following set of,variables:

income distribution measures for the area,

educational attainment measures for the area,

measures of externalities from the performing
arts institutions *in the area, and

grants by the NEA to the institutions.in the area.

2. Comments:

The study begins with the assumption that the price of the
product in the performing arts is less than its average cost.
Therefore, grants and contributions must be forthcoming in order
to produce. Three sources of such aid are given: private, govern-
mental and business. Private groups "lobby" for governmental sub-
sidies to the extent that they can shift the cost of theii own con-
tributions to the rest of the population. The same is true for
business manag rs who also contribute in order to maximite the.

externaliti of having these institutions in the area.

A.38 .
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There is an absence of the role:of managers of governmental

agencies as utility maximizers. In addition, the governmental
agencies might in turn try to modify the behaviot of private and -

business groups and consequently their contributions. This might
suggest a complex of lags which would complicate the analysis.
These lags might be institutionally determined, such as legislative
lags, or due to the operattons of the ecorwmy, such as the exter-
nalities.

A.39
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A. Introduction

APPENDIX B

EIJATION ESTIMATES FOR ALTERNATIVE

SPECIFICATIONS FOR EACH MODEL

The procedure employed in arriving at the "best" equation

specifications (i,e., those appearing in.Section VII of the study)

staried with the development of separate donceptual models for

each of the separate art forms. This model conceptualization

seryed two purposes. The first was to reduce the set of potential

explanatory variables to a manageable number. That is, out of

(the universe of variables available to the researcher, economic

theory and knbwledge concerning the institutional assignments for,

each art form were combined to define that set of variables whiCh'

would encompass those factors likely to influence the behavior

of the art form under consideration.

The second purpose of the modelling effort was to indicate

which variables or measures of phenomena are likely to be alter-

natives. Clearly, the conceptual specifications of Section V

include alternative measures of the same factors. The dhoice.be-

tween these measures is an empirical issue.

Therefore, a series of regressions was conducted for each

behavioral equation in which alternative measures or combinations

of measures were put to the test. Information from ofte regressio....

regarding the reactions of coefficients to the introduction and/or

removal of selected variables or groups of variables vas usrd to

further modify the specification. This process was quite involved

for each equation, and was largely based on statistical issues,

having previously used economic theory to define those variables

or sets of variables eligible for inclusion.

The empirical results presented in this Appendix for each art

form represent key points in this iterative process. They are

ordered for easy presentation and the3.r order does not necessarily

represent the order in which they re generated. Obviously, time

and space do not permit a-full pplanation of the sequential pro-

cess used to arrive at each anjI every equation. Rather, the key

milestones Of-this process, a given by the estimates included

in this Appendix, will provide sufficient information to the inter-

ested reader.
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Finally, it must be emphasized that, in no sense; can the

procedure used be categorized as a random or stochastic process

of attempting every combi,nation of variables for a given equation.

Beside the fact that the project resources would not permit such

a process, the set of'potential explanatory variables was defined

by economic theory and the choice among alternative,measures of a

particular cause was accomplished by using standard,statiptical.

procedures. *

B. Appendix Tables

TABLE B.1: THE VARIABLES USED IN THE DEMAND FUNCTIONS
FOR THE FOR-PROFIT THEATER MODEL '

Variable

PC2

PS

Tr.

Um

Description

The price of admission (total revenue
for the given period/total attendance '

,for the period)

Consumer price index for services less
rent,, 1972 = 100

The consumer price index for reading and
recreation, 1972 ='100

A trend variable, the last two digits
for the year of the data

Unemployment rate for,whites, qfproxy
for the rate of unemployment f64the
typical theater aueience

Per capita disposable'personal income
in 1958 dollars

B.2
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TABLE B.2: ESTIMATED AVERAGE FEBRUARY ATTENDANCE FOR ALL SHOWS For-Profit Theater!"

Equation P PS Um PC2

.

Constant
'

le,

Number of,
servations

-

1 -10.8167 .0734 1.2281 111.1566 .5211 30 Yes

(-1.6292) (1.6469) (-.2989) (2.1846)

2 -173927 .0324
$ 7.8754 167.7845 .3797 18 No

(-2.5807) (1.4577) _(1.9791) . (4.1254)

3 -12.4084 .1063 -2.1404 9.9124 173.7737 .4240 18 No

(-1.4801) (1.3772) (-1.0) (2.2172) (4.2269)
.--

4 -14.0808 .0639 -2.3645 8.9425 1.9632 172.0085 .4329 18 No

(-1.4854) (.5065) (-1.0412) (1.7427) (.4333) (4.0327) .

5 -19.4815 -.0066 . 6.8911 .6634 ,206.6949 .3888 . 18 No

(-2.3144) (-.9723) (1.4748) (.4389) (2.1029)

Me values enclosed in parenthesei arethe t statisticskR
2
is the unadjusted coefficient of milltiple determination;

CO column Lndicates whether or not the Cochrane,Orcutt methpd was used in the estimation.

I

.TABLE B.3: ESTIMATED AVERAGE FEBRUARY AnDiau SIZE PER PERFORMANCE FOR ALL SHOWS -- For-Profit Theaterl/

-
Equation P PS Um Tr PC2 , Constant R

2
Number of

Observations CO

1 -1.0296 .0028 .0381
x

15.8713 .3997 31 No
(-1.6615) (.8066) (.6348) (3.6366)

-1.8954 .0028 .6011 ,=, 21.3752 .4179 18 No
(-3.0880) (1.3893) (1.6587) (5.7707)

,

$
,

-1.6973 .0058 -.0851 .6821 21.6132 °.4258 18 No
(-2.1570) (.7937) (A4233) (1.6254) . (5.6009)

4 -2.0905 -.0042 -.1377 .4540 .4616 21.1982 .4813 18 Ne
(-2.4528J (-.3715) -.6746) (.9841) (1.1330) ,, (5.5276) .

-2.4013 -.0666 .3627 .1607 30.7994 .4780 18 No
-3.2837) (-.8325) (.e936) ' (1.2236) (3.6154)

I
--/The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R2 is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination;
.00 column indicates whether or not the Cochrane-Orcutt method was used in the estimation. 256
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TABLE B.4: ESTIMATED AVERAGE FEBRUARY WEEKLY ATTENDANCE FOR PLAYS -- For-Profit Theateri/

Nibatim P Y PS fr PC2 . Constant

Number of
Observations CO

4.

-9.2774 .0195 -.5016 '133.7408 .1843 31 No

(1.4962) (.6685) (-.9668) (4.1005) , 0

2 -14.1841 -.0116 -1.1716 179.4558 .3339 18 No

(-2.0536) (-.4733) (-.2753) (4.1918)

0
-5.0558 .1575 -4.9901 6.3989

0
206.4631 .6940 17 ' Xes

(-.9545) (3.6133) (-4.1448) (2.2619) (9.6343) .

4 -8.3930 .0846 -5.0319 4.8581 2.8206 205.6878 .7221 17 Yes

(-1.4442) (1.1254) (-4.4446) (1.6020) (1.1311) (10.2191)

-4.0147 .0765 -3.1725 141.5719 .3733 37 No

(-.6532) (2.6931) (-3.2948) (4.9945)

b -8.5183 . .0257 -.2516 -.7042 137.8808 .1870 31 No

(-1.2471) (.701?) (-.2489) (7.2900) (3.8168) ... .

1/The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R2 is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination;

CO column indicates whether or not the Cochrane-Orcutt method was.used in the estimation.

TABLF. 11.5: ESTIMATED AVERAGE FEBRUARY WEEKLY NM:MANCE FOR MUSICALS -- For-PrOlit TheaterY

Umathm P Y PS Um

r-b
Tr PC2

.

Constant R
2

Number of
Observations CO

_

1 -.5542 .0244 .6651 -13.8041 .6529 30 Yes .

(-.1393) (.6880) (1.1051) (-.4161)

2 1.0625 .0378 6.9423 -23.8546 .4693 18 . No

(.2515) (1.7444) (1.8346) (-.6758)

.3 -.2991 -.0173 1.5689 5.2604 -39.2362 .5045 18 No

(-.0670) (-.2827) (.9613) (1.2589) (-1.0102) 255
4 -.2489 -.0247 1.4604 5.0427 .4217 -39.8106 .5050 18 No

(-.0533) (-.2690) (.7470) (1.0589) (,1120) (-.9774)

5 -.9386 .0478 .4342. -26.0986 .6384 30 Yes

(-.2342) (1.1567)
4

(.3197) (-.8048)

6 3.5792 .0946 2.2475 -5.0630 -6.3384 .7216 31 No

(1.0802) (3.3042) (2.5145) (-2.5166) (-.2325)
1

I

eillts04/1pailabesupgre ido t. ist RllgthiMpadjulird
mAt.. ,lans used in the estimation.
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TABLE 4,6:

a

THE VARIAUES USED IN THE MODELS FOR NON-PROFIT ART ORGANIZATIONS EXCLUDING .

MUSEUMS 1/
t_

Variable Description Variable Description

A

AA
ATPR

AU

AWEMAN

BNEA

. BTPR

CAdv

CMPHR

CPr

Cna

Cty

ACty

044

DSF

DSFR

OF

GPn

GNP

Annual total ticketed attendance

Annual change im total ticketed attendance

Ratio of profits after income taxes to stockholders'

eqnity for all manufacturing corporations

Percent seat capacity filled .

Average gross,weekly earnings for manufacturing,

1972=1.00

Annual appropriations by the National Endowment for

the Arts to various prograis and agencies

Ratio of profits before income taxes to stockholders'
'equity for all manufacturing corporations.

Annual total operating expenditures less the costs

of fund raising .

.

Annual fund raising costs and fees

Compensation ner hour in private non-farm.sectors,

1972=1.00. Mbges and salaries of employees plus,
contributions for social insurance and private benefit

plans. Also includes an estimate of wages, salaries,
and supplemental payments 65i the self-employed

Annual total local nangovernment contributions

Violent crime rate for"the U.S. per 100,000 inhabi-

tants, offenses Of murder, forcible rape, robbery,

and'aggravated assault .

Total seats available -- main season and other

Change in total seats available -- main season and

other

A dumpy variable,for the years 1965-66 through

1970-71, the years the Ford Foundation Symphony
Program was in its matching funds stage

Balance of the surplus-deficit fund at the

end of the year

The ratio of the surplus-deficit fund to the

operating budget

Annual federal grants

Annual foundation grants

Gross Natienal'Product in billions of 1972 dollars

aGNP

GR

NC

NCA

NPL

AOG

PDA

,PDGNP

PS

PC1

*PC2

Q
AQ

Sbr

SE

SPI

Tr

Um

X

YD

YDT

,

Annual -change in GNP in billions of 1972 dollars

Annual total local government grants

Aggregated length of season for the sample in weeks

Annual total operating expenditures net of total
unearned income (grants, contributions, and corpus

earnings used for operations).

Annual total operating expenditures net of total

unearned income per ticketed attendee

Number of players in the 17 symphony orchestras

(ASOL)

Change in total governmental and foundations
grants

Average realized price of admission'

Percentage,change in annual total attendance

Percentage change in the gross national product

Consumer price index for reading and recreation,

1972=1.00 -

Consumer price,index far transportation services,

1972=1.00

Consumer price index for services less rent,

1972=1.00

Annual total ticketed performances

Change ky annual total ticketed performances

Annual total oesubscriptions purchased

Stockholders' equity for all manufacturing corpor'
ations in billions of 1972 dollars

Standard & Poor's common stock price indexes,
(500 stocks)(1941-43 = 10)

Average tax rate ratio of the receipts of the

federal, state and local government to the National

Income

A trend variable, the last two digits for the year

of the data

Unemployment rate for whites

Annual seating capacity expansion factor

Per, capita disposable income in 1972 dollars

Total disposable income in billions of 1972 dollars

1
/ All monetary values are in 1972 dollars.
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TABLE 8.7: ESTTNINFED AVERAGE UTILIZATION RATE All Non-profit Art Organizations Excluaing MUseums:!J

Equation
Nez P YD

.

PS . PC1 UR Cty CI* DVT Constant R
2

1 20.5894 -0.0176 -253.7579 252.8815 -15.3863 117.8572 .6608

(2.0838) (-1.2906) (-2.0189) (2.0056) (-2.1029) (4.4778)

2 5.8417 -0.0135 -95.5663 199.8026 -g.7900 -0.1172 88.4835) .9651

(1.(1129) (-2.4869) (-1.5352) (3.9063) (-2.6794) (-4.1750) c (7.0740

-10.6377 -0,0077 31.4862 135.4252 0.00000183 -0.2145 52.5391 .8908

(-2.1898) (-0.9393) (0.6304) (1.8449) (0.9674) (-2.7997) (3.5225)

4 1.1417 0.00372. .

0.000556 -0.0288 60.4559 .3542

(0.3635) (0.3282) (0.2520) (-1.0507) (3.0263)

1/
td

The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statiqics;.R
2

is the unadjusted coefficieftt of multiple determination.

CN
TABLE 8.8: ESTIMATED ANNUAL TOTAL TICKETED ATTENDANCE All Non-profit Art Organizations Excluding MUsoums11

2 6'

Nue t ion
Number P YD PS PC1 Um Cty Crm YDT Constant R

2

1.

2

3

4

5

6

-134099.75
(-0.4807)

-1197602.0
(-1.7640)

-180353.0
(-2.3610)

-923504.9375
(-1.6001)

-907635.1875
(-1.4437)

156520.8
(-0.5711)

-317.5349
(-0.3157)

1507.4731
(0.S510)

-1295.4619
(-0.9989)

3234.6265
(4,1875)

3715.0264
(20724)

427.8560
(0.7164)

16692085.0
(1.0587)

.4018256.0
(0.5116)

2341394.0
(2.0284)

,

1.0942
(3.6793)

.

1119.4104
(5.4866)

1061.3340
(5.5422)

,2261.0239
(0.9285)

-13559.5195
(-1.0773)

-35630.7852
(-2.9580)

-1835.4126
(-0.3052)

-

1482049
(.8353)

2498504.0
(.5316)

3886094.0
(-1,6569)

5492655.0
(2.9779)

4292343.0
(0.9675)

288184
(0.2390)

.9777 .

.8514

1/4

.9882

.8062

.8097

.9729
k 26

11The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2

s the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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TABLE B.9: ESTIMATED TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES NET CT FUND RAISING COSTS -- All Non-profit Art Organizations
Excluding Museums 1/

Equation
Number CMPHR

,

Constant

.

'R2

1 -83567 5.5080 408797184.0 .8037

(-0.4718) (0.6667) (0.4361)

2 12597.254 118432160.0 .48850096.0 .9730

(2.9294) (6.3908) 4-2.2485)

.
. .

- The values enclosed in parentheses aie the t statistics; R2 is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

TABLE B.10: ESTTMATED AVERAGE REALIZED PRICE PER TICKET SOLD All Non-profit Art Organizatioilq Excluding Museums-
,"

Equation
Number

'

DSFR NC

,

NCA NCA
--1

..

,

. nstant

.

1

.,

-2.1083 0.6434 -0.2712 1.2177 .9539

(-0.9444) (5.0949) (-1.2712) (1.6868)
,

2 -1.6531 0.5263 0.8170 .9353

(-0.7079) (5.7487) (1,1870)

0.6840 -0.2389 0.7830 .9437

(5.8248) (-1.1468) (1.4234)

4 -10.0206 -0.8138 1.7167 2.6106 .7987

(-2.0059) (-1.6898) __(2.2289) (1.7962)

5 T.2419 0.00000006 -0.6870 2.2122 .9224

(1.0950) (3.7127) (-1.8241) (2.4700)

,

1/The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2 is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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1/
Ile values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R

2
is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

TABLE B.11: ESTINATED ANNAL FEDERAL GRANTS All Non-profit Art Organizations Excluding Museums-1(

f.quat ion
Number

C EINER GNP CF-1 PDGNP A'
Constant R

2

,

-0.0369 1.2631 -5441338,0 0.5531 -5901925.0 .9249

(-0.2854) (1.7122) (-0.2855) (0.3348) (-0.2853)
,

2 0.1664 -12577184.0 -0.8463 11790026.0 .8516

(2.6824) (-0.5575) (-0.4840) (0.5402)

3 -362.2905 0.1075 7351.4414 -2588175 .8984

(-0.4611) (1.8992) (1.2481) (-0.2948)

4 -151.0 0.1561 2468180 .8667

(-0.1885) (3.6376) (0.3031)

TABLE B.12: ESTIMATED AMAMI GRANTS FROM REGIONAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES-- Ali Non-profit Art Organizations

Excluding museums 1/

26:

Equa t ion
Number

C EINEA-1
.

PDGNP GP-1

,

GNP A
Cons tan t R

2

1 -589.9973 0.0676 -6115825 -0.0485

.

8707524 .9679

(-2.1103) (4.1202) (-1.9325) (-0,2283)
.

' (2.9904)

0.0533 -7771024 0.0419 -0.3587 6794274 .019

(2.9144) .(-1.6778) (0.1353) -1.0589)
_

(1.7098)

-664.3662 0.0926 -0.00564 -1300.58 10385472 .9412

(-1.6762) (3.9032) -0.0164) (-0.8221) (2,2534)

)

4 0.0540 -7508392 -0.3407 6653485 .9416

(3.5352) (-2.0553) -1.2587) (1.9972)
, 2

5 -665.9216 0.0926 -131 . 3 10405546 .9462

(-1.9981) (4.5542) (-1.2 ,2) (2.7043)

- The values enclosed in parentheses are the t4tatistics; is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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TABLE B.13: ESTIMATED ANNUAL PRWATE 03NTRIBUTIONS -- All Non,profit Art Organizations Excluding Museums!"

Equation
Number

CAdv
.

t SE BTPR ATPR SPI CAdv
-1 Constant

1 2.2250 1859637.0 122293.0 -2.1518 -72697744.0 ..9457

(1.0479) (3.2144) (1.0241) (-1.1387) (-4.3512)

2 440284,0 267031.8125 -1.9858 -63375536.0 .9444

(0.3502) (1.7550) (-1.2625) (-5.1703)

,

1

3 7820393.0 630869.8125 ' -1.1317 -85127312.0 .9485 ,

(8.0396) (1.9303) (-0.7687) (-5.1087)

4 2911176.0 1189610.0 -1.1557 -90034496.0 .9544

(8.4644) (2.2011) (-0.8345) (-5.3720)

5 2214449.0 144982.6875 -1.2590 -62418880.0 .9308

(4.6749) (1.2227) (-0.7392) (-4.5705)

6 2.6193 2083163.0 -2.3596 -74487568.0 .9315

(1.2483) (3.8691) (-1.2498) (-4.4612)
,

7 0.5161 2375970.0 -57380768.0 .9025

(0.2014) (7.3639) -- (-4.4530)
.

8 2672299.0 647505.0 -81077232.0 .9424

(9.4420) (2.0569) (-5.3126)

,

2759893.0 1213896.0 -85843296.0 .9480

(9.6910) (2.3085) (-5.5098)

The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2
is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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TABLE B.14: EST'IMATED ANNUAL GRANTS BY FOUNDATIONS -- All Non-profit Art rganizations Excluding Museums1/

I Equalion
Number A

_

DSFR 0
.

DMM ACt DSF Constant
,

-

1 -7278909. 106.9041" 3964650. 11485297. .8844

(-0.7254) (0.1434) (5.3345) (1.2734)

2 4.0724 -21028668. 8374874 1949625. -22017712 .9781

(3.4463) (-3.4463) (3.5933) (2.9898) (-2.0837)

3 4.0737 -17977328 1254780. .6023 -24303248 .9720

(2.9487) (-2.7151) (1.3165) (3.0684
_

(-1.8728)
,

a

4 1029.84 4135485 12476.03 -5531670 .9398

(1.1027) (6.6477) (1.8314) (-0.5449)

-25088976 67437968 4285.87 2497796 . -13959027 .9964

(-9.0964) (9.6428) (9.3308) (12.1932) (-4.3383)

"

H - The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2

is the unadj ed coefficient of multiple determination.
1/

/

TABLE B.15: ESTIMATED CAPACITY EXPANSION FACTOR -- All Non-profit Art Organizations Exchiding
1/

2 L.,z

Equation
Number

Q PDA 0_1 AU
Constant

2
R

1 0.6934 0.9683 I .6964
,

(3.3865) (93.0882)

2 -0.0000019 0.7141 0.9913 .6984

(-0.1625) (2.7312) (6.9798)

3 0.0000045 0.0109 0.0916 .2389

(0.2444) (1.0434) (0.1235

4 0.0119 0.0727/ .2298

(1.3379) (9.167,)

1/ The values endlosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2

is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

4.
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TABLE B.16: ESTIMATED,ANNUAL FUND-RAISING EXPENDITURES -- All Non-profit Art Organizations VxcluclingIliseuisl/

Equation
Number

DSFR eft._ ilt) DEP AOC
I

DSP
-1

v.

Constant ft

1

2

3

9570114
(.6013)

.0227

(.2845)

.01928

(2730)

-17.5706
(-0.4145)

-21.0758
(-.6325)

.05712
(.6301)

.0307
(.8481),

.0259
(1.1356)

'

,

,

917036.8125
(.3617)

1568631
(13.6179)

1042046.1875
(.4634)

.2818

.249e

.2846

The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2
is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

1/

TABLE B.17: ESTIMATED SUBSCRIPTION SALES -- All Non-profit Art Organizations Excluding Museums-,
4.

Equation
Number

P Sbr_i l'r P
2

-
Constant

r

0

R
2

1 728269.6875 0.1531 62269.2617 -7048208.0 .9077

(2.4042) (0.5079) (0.9828)
(-1.8986)

865956.375 0.3739
-3602785.0 .8898

(3.2334) (1.8640)
(-2.9476)

3 1229797.0
-5113771.6 .8260

(5.7646)
G (-4.8341)

.83400.75 75904.375 -6652904.0 .9058

(2.1120) (2.7003)
(-3.0066) '

5 123338.6875 . -2064553.0 .8358

(5.9691)
'(-4.0201)

/1--The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2 is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

1

2 .1.
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1
TABLE B.18: ESTIMATED AVERAGE UTILIZATION RATE -- Non-profit Theateri

__-- -
Equation
Number P VD PS PC1 Um Cty a -. Constant

-

R
2

3

5.5419
(1.2162)

0.4133
(0.2094)

5.5143
(2.2986)

-0.0103
(-0.3259)

-0.0211
(-1.8193)

-227.6960
(-0.8835)

-64.8597
(-0.6565)

202.0727
(0.8515)

337.4751
(3.7536)

-6.7642
(-0.6611)

-8.5339
(-2.3161)

-0.3101
(-4.6242)

-0.0p1
(-1.5845)

144.0029
(1.6209)

55.1116
(1.4824)

82,1189
(5.7715)

.5763

.9638

.5040

1/ The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R2 is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

1
TABLE 8.19: ESTIMATED ANNUAL TOTAL TICKETED ATTENDANCE Non-profit Theateri

Equation
Number P

,1

YD PS PC1 Urn Ct 0 Crm YDT Constant R
2

4
1 -150079.5 750.3801 9717458.0 -10375.5781 -4646603.0 .9212

(-1.8950 (1.0904) (2.2727) (-2.9658) (-3.1144)

2 110576.1875 776.8982 -178809.125 119316.4375 .8580

(1.017) (2.5703) (-2.1133) (0.1501)

3 -42993.3125 921.0f -456087.5625 .7312 '\

(-0.4230) (2.49 3)
(-0.4863)

\
4 -28140.5703

(-0.2236)

-1292215.0
(-0.5656)

5226.7539
(2.1011)

80196.625
(0.1044)

.7450

2i1 1

5 64338.1719 862.6689 4092599 -3935199 .0319 -1194578 .8580

( 0.4551) (0.5918) (0.4149) (-0.5255) (.0408) (-.4925)

.i

6 -82090.375' -97.6211 5230575 I 4037832 .5573 -10603.8711 -3335476
',-1.6056)

.9504 ,

(-0.6442) (-.0837) (0.7297) (0.5922) (.8867) (-1.9292)

7 -56876.422 1833.9124
-3212.5386 -2608683 .8194

(-0.6203) (2.7293) (-1.5627) (-1,6158)

_
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TABLE B.20: ESTIMATED TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES NET OF FUND RAISING COSTS Non-profit Theaterll

Lquation
Number o o

2
CMPHR Constant

6016.960 34004096.0 -40287104.0 .9157
(2.4860) (5.4399) (-3.2014) -

2 -1607.782 1.9532 33337744.0 . 25893712.0 .9173
(,.2295) (0.3126) (4.6895) (0.1220)

12537.118 0 -50323072.0 .4997
(2.0441) . (-1.7928)

,

The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R2 is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

.ed TABLE B.21: ESTIMATED AVERAGE REALIZED PRICE PER TICKET SOLD -- Non-profit Theater
1/

.-

Equation
Number

DSFR NC NCA NCA_
1

P
-1 Constant R2

1 -2.2577 0.7549
,

0.2521 1.0792 .9422
(-0.5888) (4.3466) (1.2457) (-1.1657)

2 -17997 0.9096
0

-0.8422 .9183
(-0.4434) (6.8305) (-0.8730)

.

3 0.7273 0.2414 -0.7324 .9372

(4.6644) (1.:5260) (-1.0997)

4 -1.9257 0.00000032 -.2629 0.7502 .9390
(-0.4914) (4.2071) (-.8755) (0.9369)

1/- 'he values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2
is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

,a,_
2 .1t)
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TABLE B.22: ESTIMATED.ANNUAL FEDERAL GRANTS -- Non-profit Theaterl/

-" I
-t The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R is the unadjusted coefficient of maltiple determination.

Equation
Number

(/ BNEA GNP GP
-1

PDGNP A
Constant

.,

2

1 -622.689 0.0836 -5302.3671 -0.3941 9798327

(-3.4209) (3.4208) (-5.0826) (-2.4903) (5.0269)
/.9787

/

2 129.4822 0.0362 -854.0783 702750.2500 / 0.8259

(0.4467). 2.0245 (-0.4878) . (0.2628
,

3 0.0151 0.8992 -1526814.0 .8237

(1.1591) (1.2042) (-0.8357)

4 0.0384 -0.5416 -3978992 109828 .8365

(2.7337)

,

(-1.0412) (-1.0169) (3.007 )

5 0.0262 -2535053 7935J1.188 .7922

(33482) (-0.6871)

0.0380 -0.3541 1791.75 .7942

(2.6951) (-0.7256) (3.3606)

._I.
TABLE B.23: ESTIMATED ANNUAL GRANTS FROM REGIONAL GOVERMENT AGENCIES -- Non-profit Theaterl/

Equation
Number

Q DNEA
-1

PDGNP GR-1 GNP A
Constant

2
R

1

2

3

601.4162
(1.8630)

448.0229
(2.1946)

566.7468
(1.5424)

327.0073
(1.400438)

-0.005418
(-0.4898)
i

'

0.0281
(3.0571)

0.004419
(0.4368)

0.009516
1,1913)

-4635097.0
(-1.4864)

-1.11967
(-1.3019)

-1.6738
(-2.8627)

-0.82189
(-0 .9544) .

-2583.6145
(-3.2241)

.

.

-2148383.000
(-1.3924)

1427243.000
(0.94117)

-2362636.00

(-1.3476)

-1438039.00
(-1.0655)

.8241

.9316

217i

.6945

0.6379

MI ate ales elt osalir pipathemarelp lagstisimp; Ijpi tionadeptedowfialst clisilltdo desiginagjp.
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TABLE B.24: ESTIMATED ANNUAL PRIVATE CONTRIBUTIONS -- Non-profit Theater!"

tri

Equation
Number

A
.

CAdv t SE BTPR ATPR SP1

.

CAdv_1
Constant

.

ft

. .

1 0.8646 3.5324 896278.625 -55141.2188 -16614493.0 .9250
(0.5522) (0.9689) (1.9295) (-0.9134) (-3.7016)

2 -0.8919 2.9407 612680.6875 124301.25 -20884128.0 .9448

(-0.8439) (0.9867) (4-2337) (1.6011) (-4.1824)

3 -1.0312 2.9323 636229.8125 221914.75 -21571376.0 .9419

(-0.9056) (0.9590) (3.9978) (1.4961) (-3.8899)

4 -0.2943 1.6090 397059.9375 38081.7070 -144-8486.0 .9494

(-0.3227) (0.5589) (3.0482) (1,7801) (-4.1420)
.

1.1559 367868.8125 37458.3594 -14301861.0 .9481

(0.5076) (4.3321) (1.9406) (-4.9749)

-

,
. .

6 2.2351 477433.5625 -15274439.0 .9090

(0.8374) (6.2273) (-4.4641)

,

339705.0 39851.3711 -13184759.0 .9454

(5.6449) (2.2744)
.

(-7.6141)

8 -0.1976 340732..25
.

42352.0430 1.4021 -13205842.0 .9581
(-0.2678) (4.3366) (2.1937) (1.0973) (-7.0451)

9
.

472577.3125
.(78202)

.

99421.0625
(1.4949)

1.0116
(0.7286)

-16777600.0
(-5.2038)

.9359

10 329056.0 41237.4648 1.3380 -13141595.0 .9573
(5.5790) V (2.4240) (1.1813) (-7.8334)

1/
--The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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TABLE B.25: ESTIMATED ANNUAL GRANTS BY FOUNDATIONS -- Non-profit Theaterl/

Equation
Number

1..

A X DSFR 0 DMM ACty DSF Constant
B2

1 0.3436 -9241905.000 2905475.00 1973.2360
-1355741.000 .8345

(0.2385) (-1.1107) (0.3459) (1.774)
(-0.5702)

2 -1.8507 7703293.00 -0.7851 -2202905.00 .7828

(-1.1979) (1.5566) (-2.4513) (-0.8778)

3 2462387 -0.4302 -1296221 .7048

(1.0210) (-3.3910) (-0.5196)

TABLE 13.26: ESTIMATED CAPACITY EXPANSION'

the t statistics; R is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

FACTOR -- Non-profit Theaterl/

Mina 1 1 on
Number.

'a

,.

PDA

...

0

.

-1
AU

1

Constant R2

1 .5386
.9872 .5841

(2.6485)
(52.1279)

2 0.0001085 0.3959
0.3501 .1341

(1.5024) 1.9306)
(0.8251)

3 0.0001079 0.007265 -0.1445 .5822

(2.1123) (1.8543) (-0.3305)

The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2
is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.1

TABLE B.27: ESTIMATED ANNUAL FUND .RAISING EXPENDITURES -- Non-profit Theaterl/

Equa L ion
Number

OSFR CPr-1 460 DSF AOG DSF-1
Constant R

2

,

-428492.625 -0.0714 -15.5919 441632.375 .7761 el

(-.6272) -2.8563) (-1.0814)
(5.3188) 4;t.,

2 -0.0237 0.0597 276588.125 .5901

-0.8771) (2.6819) (6.8935)

3 -0.06337 -9.8199 441580.4375 .6724

(-3.0556) (-0.9059)

Lli...,_1111tA.ANA,

($.5495)
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TABLE 8.28: ESTIMATED SUBSCRIPTION SALES - Non-profit Theaterl/
___----

Equation
Number

e (.br
-1

Tr P
2

Constant ft

1

2

3

36464.2303
(2.1782)

15742.3047
(1.8018)

0.6791
(3.4168)

0.4536
(3.5388)

-12301.3125
(-1.4139

2697.9863
(2.1834)

I

f

.

I

I

t
751574.3125

(1.4866)

38579.1055
(0.9878)

120844.50
(3.7005)

.8656

..8118
.

.4051

1
-- The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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TABLh B.29: ESTIMATED AVERAGE UTILIZATION RATF Opera-
1/

tqucitic4

MD PS Pel tin ety Com

1 4.2683 ..0003 75.4287, -29.7786 -.8970
(3.5771) (-.0432) (1.2513) (-.47061 (-.3921)

3.68(9 -.0042 90.6362 .8068 -1.6692 -.(464

(3.0362) (-.5807) (1.5717) (.0140) (-.748S) (-1.2015)

3 3.2820 -.0030 122.5445 -40.8925 .00000025 -.0385

(2.4709) (-.3577) (2.6218) 0 (2.0238) (.0727) -.9110)

4 4.9814 .01427 -.0114

(3.4081) (4.9840) (-1.9400)

3.7212
(2.2818)

yin Ounstant R
2

I .0395
(3.7901)

5.0873
(.2914)

6.0203
(.3690)

2.0640
(.1178)

1

-3.2717

(-.1626)

.9364

.9630

.9528

.8512

26.2442 .7094

(1.3232)

J

tl
I/The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics, R2 is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

TABLE B.30: ESTIMATED ANNUAL TOTAL TICKETED ATTENDANCE Operal/

,

tiqua t ion

Number P YD PS
N 4

' PC1 thu Cty Q

'

Crm YDT Constant Ii

1

2

) ...,

5

6

_-

30775.8555
(.2412)

84690.5625
(3.6171)

D7662.9375
(2.2606)

168554 3125
(1.67 2)

191685.4375
(1.6847)

206351.875
0.39301f

819.4441
(1.1189)

57.3894
(.3459)

-18.4870
(-.0987)

949.4431
(4.7165)

669.6533
(1.2792)

1021.6677
(3.5204)

9551968
(1.4820)

1836555
(2.3476)

2485175
(2.3595)

,

-9506973
(-1.5627)

-945059.5
(-2.2727)

-788164.25
(-1.7309)

426608.0625
(1.7439)

.8506

(11.1363)

.8625

(10.9371)

-223.1932
(-0.3758)

-898.4873
(-.9424)

1144.5063
(.5853)

\'

-3588571
(-1,9222)

-1636900
(-4.7434)

-184641
(-4.6816)

-3029863

(-1.9391)

.,-2621965

(-1.4595)

-3459578.

- (-1.696842)

.9139

.9959

.9972

.8139

2 .s

.8258

.8190

\ 2

munk.; Ille theivedjtal of tipete
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TABLE B.31: 'ESTIMATED TOTAL.OPERATING EXPENDITURES NET OF FUND RAISINGXOSTS--
1/

)era-

Equation\
Number

2.

3

59 $5,536
(.2561)

.18624.016
(2.3747)

23009.232
(1.9485)

-23.3347
(-.1756)

2569616

(4.0337)

25611632
(4.4037)

Constant

1?-The values enclosed in parentheses Are the t statistics;

-13657494
(-.1373)

3756818
(.5087)-N

34,

16869904
(1.3108)

.8478

.8468

.3517

is the-unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

to. .

['ABLE B.32: ESTEAATED AVEItAGE REALIZED PRICE PER TICKET SOLD-: Operall
tip

Equation
Number

DSFR
k,

*
,

NC ' NCA NCA
-1

P
-1 ' . Constant

1

q

-3'

4

5

. 11.3007
(1.9581)

9.2028

(1.0645)

8.9041
(1.3585)

8.7075
(1.1725)

12.4000
(1'.6460)

.

.

.00000009
(4534)

,

0378
(1.691)

.3287

(1.5585)

.

.

.

-

.0532
(.1487)

.

-,.3190

(-.7934)

.

.0427,
(.1070)

.0214

(.0157)

.0412

(.1025)

0

'

,

.

.

.

c

.

.

r

7.2776
(1.9676)

5.5459
(1.9302)

9.5813
(2.3782)

.

9,0553

(1.5837)

7.0835

(1.4710)

.6034

.5410

, .3196

.3233

.4477

.

.

0

11/ The values enclosedoin parentheses are the t statistics; R
2
is the unadjiAtelcoefficient of miltiple determinatiot.
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A

, TABLE B.33: 'ESTIMATED ANNUAL FEDERAL GRANTS Opera)]

'3

I.

4.

.

Etjuation
NumiJek

. 1

I
.

Q- DNEA GNP GPml
PDGNP ,

. Cnstant

.

''' 2
a R

1220.9821
,(1.2298)

/1121.5925
(1.6715)

0

0.07505
(1.9160)

.0531
(8.6029)

.

.0518
(4.1623)

°

',

1656.56
(0.8742)

.

t

-0.8014
-0.8847)

.:

*4

.

....t

'

:5025
(.80.37)

,

L

,

-

.

. .

. .

0

.

,

. 1.

. -

:

-

.73052536

(-1.4681)

.

-1125997
(-1.9605)

-1150940
(-1.0164)

.

..9585

:9441

... ,

-9312

3.

----

....

4

I

'td TABLE B.34: ESTIMATED ANNUAL GRANTg F16M REGIONAL'ONERNMENT AGENCIES -- Cperall

CD

1

,

/

Equ4tion
Number

Q BNEA-1
PDGNP" GR-1 GNP A

,

-
Constant

2
R

,
,

1 -757.1301 0.0208 3070837 -0.2939 , 1071780 0.6122

(-0.7232) (0.8244) (0.4908) (-0.3632)
(1.2407)

.

,

.
..

,

2 -282.4685 .00883 .06297
. 699168.654 .5811

(-.7825)
.

(13669) . (.1970)
.

(1.8831)

3 -309.8127 .00960
747617.1875 .5770

' (-1.0345) (2.6098)
, (2.9909)

4 -416.9482 .0122' 1029098.6
780472 .

.)

, (-1.0075) (1.6665) (.4235)
. ...(2.7463)

The values enclosed in pareiii ses are the t, statistics; R
2
is the unadjusted coefficient'of multiple dethriination.,
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TABLE B.-35: ESTIMATED 'ANNUAL PRIVATE dilINTRIBUTIdNS Opera!"

II I

Rquation
Number C.Mv . SI! ' IITPR ATRR

..-

. CAdv
-1

.

. Constant'

-..

3

4 .

tr

-7

V.

*9

,

.

,

*

.

°

-.4145
(-.0932)

,.
.

.

21871
(.4816)

.

2.1433
(.4840)

-1.8155
(-3235)

-3.4000

(-.7629)

-1.5610
(-0.4685)

-

3.500
(1.0129)

'

'

.

.

19.6817
(1.7370)

27.0802
(2.0102)

24:8105
(2.4693)

19.0670
(20611)

18.7759
43,0610

.

'

.

-1646616
(-.9234)

256661.187!

(.5866)

.

334703.687'

(.7294)

-24969.375
(-.132113)

91867
(.3047)

227450.812!
(.7891)

108843.687!
(.3781)

121709.937!
.6367)

402451.374
(4.2257)

. .

'276592.5
(.99R3).

.

..

.

.

.

29546.3281
(.1814)

.

:'

.

1

.

.

.

.4
.- A

'.
i

327253.25
(.9778)

, .

.

' -

-216352.5
(-.5700)

,

.

-17175:3984
(-.0651)

. *

I

385427.375'
(1.3022)

4/

, 0

.

1 618155.4375
(1.0590)

...

.

.

.

.

A

.

-25940.9844
(-.3271)

-

.

'-10.1155

(-.200)

12.7217
(.5649)

.

10.9i59
(.4834)

,

.

'

0 ...

"

.

.

0

.

.

{..)

-10164353
-.4998) ,

t

-107664422
(-.5131)

.

-14259190
-.6356)

3605610
! 4072)(

.

14820956
(.7361)

4846485
(.5715),

4712407
(.3246)

0

3012066
(.5543)

-18953184
(-1.3440)

.

.5961
7

.5927

.6058

.

.7654
' A

.

.7812

.7606

.

.7494

.7492

.5602

e

A

.

Tfle values enclose

29

2
in parentheses are the .-t statistics; R is the unadjusted coefficient.of multiPle detenninativa.
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TABLE B.36: ESTIMATED .ANNAL GRANTS BY.FOUNDATIONS

C.

era1/

Utiod lion
' Number A

.

X
.

DSFR Q DM tXty

.

DSF Constant\ ft

I

2

.

.1

.

-2.6387
(-5.259(e)

-2.8235
( 5.5401)

-

. ,

527071.75
(0.59901)

.

-11077073
(-1.9104)

-1106709
(-, 2.0352)

-2471961

(-0.4605)

-3247599
( l'.1444)

5553,5351
(2.2696)

3505.593
(1.900)

7184.05
(7.8118)

7156.386

(8.0744)

,:...

'
,

,

-52.3550
(-0.09877)

.

.

.0513

(.2867)

,

,

/

.

-40044386
(-1.73101) .

..

-1940631.

(-1.23166)

1365457

(1.0599)

1716448L

(1.3187)

.

\0.5954

-

0.658

.9478

.

.9637

Ylhe values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R is the unadjustedcoefficient of multiple determination.

-VO

TABLE B.37: ESTIMATED CAPACITY EXPANSION FACTOR --

293

1/
ra-

2

Equation
' number

0 PU A
.

G
.-1

AU
.

.

Constant II
2

A

.000768
(10.84227)

.000244

1.3006)

-0.8164
(-).9650)

,

. .

.0103
(.2936)

s

0.4130
(0.5291)

-.0668
(-.0225)

0.2381

.0392

2.91
/

2 _t

=The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R is the unadjusted'coefficient of multiple determination.

a
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'TABLE B.38: 'ESTIMATED ANNUAL FUNb RAISING EXPENDITURES-- Operall

,..

Equa t ion
N11111blil:

1

.

2

.

3

DSPR CPr
-1

AO
..

NSF L! iOG DSP-1 COnstant. It
2

-219379
(-0.57686)

,

,

.0.011986

(1.4826)

0.01125
(1.3543)

.

-200.104
(-6.6760)

-196.71
(-6.3228)

.4

-0.0058
(-0.6639)

.0192
(.7539Y

,

-.0415
- (-2.9914)

.

. .

.

.

'.

,

5755.4375
(0.0664)

13371.4531

(0.1505)

129394.75
(7.0750)

0.935e

,

f

0.9372

.7952

uds enclb ed In parentheses are the t statistics; R" is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
.... I

TABLE B.39: EST'IMATED.SUBXRIPTION SALES erall

Equation
Number

_
,

P

--I
27651.5313
(.519p1)

.

.-14399
-(-.2693)

Sbr
-1

.2963
(.7026)

.8480
(3.1801)

Tr

31892.4023
(1.5858)

43579.2617
(3.9675)

P
2
.

/

,

1608.3242
(.6059)

-5846.3984
(-1.7691)

* r.,

.
i

,

i

,

Constant 1

-2323568-?
(-1.3921)

.

205702.3750
(.3735)

-2968661
(-3.1007)

760076.5
42.3611)

.8267

.7395

.8093

.3090

3

4

1/--The values enclosed ift parentheses are the t statistics;

295

is the unadjusted coefficient of Multiple determination."
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%1

0

1

TABLE B.40: ESTIMATED AVERAGE UTILIZATION.RATE -- Symphony Based on the Ford Foundation Data-
/

,.

V.plat
Uutikw

,

ion
P V0

-

PS
'

E1 Um Cty Q , Yin, Donstant Ri

1

/

,

3

4

A

,

, -

7..:3301

(0.6507)

-15.2153
(73.4616)

-6.51-30
(-1.4913)

-14.2125
(-6":6200)

...

-0.000068
(-0.0097)

F

0.008919
(3.2935)

0.0093
, 4.4336)

-44.4747
(0.9685)

a

\

.

108.1960
(2.1647)

,

-5.4012
(-2.1662)

i .

; - , .

.

-0.0071
(-2.9984)

-0.0066
(-5.1633)

-0.1162
.(-2.8210)

40.00537
0.2713

-0,0377.
(-2,34t2)

--

0.0344
(2.3945)

;

60.0307
(2.1559)

118.6815
(64779)

'85.9129
(6.7315)

113.8421
(30.1265)

0.9618

0,9570

0,8745

, 0.9562
$

*
1/The v lues enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R2 is the-unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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Equation
Number Q ,CMPHR

.

Constant
,

.

.

i'

.

14987.408
(3.8400)

69542.912
(0.4774)

.

32863.808
(6:1219)

.

-5.5649.
25(-0.20)

44645792
(5.6690) .

_..-

.

.

.
,

,

-13238224,0
(-1.4904)

-96638752.0
(-0.4049)

-36707120.0
(-2.0011)

.

.

0.9752

0.8443

0.8426
.

3u0
The values:enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R2 is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

IMO Oft IWO JIM -Mt MI ON ern . Olt WI fle Mit VII MS SO et ON

..,

Hquation
Number

DSFR
,,

NC NCA NCA
-1

P
-1 Constant R

2

. .

11.3007 ,
.4378 -,.3190 7.2776 .6034

(1.9581) (1.691M -.7934) ; -
. (1.9676)

0 .

.

.

9.2028 .3287
,

5.5459 .5410

(1.8645) (1.5585) (1.9302)

-3- 8.9041 .0427 '9.5813 .3196

(1.3585) (.1070) (2.3782)

4 8.7075 ' .0532 .0213 9.0553 .3233

(1.1725) (.1487) (.0157)
.

(1.5837) 0

0

5 12.4000 .00000009 0 .0412 c 7.0835 .4477

,

(r.6460) (.q634)
.

(.1025)

. .

(1.4710)

-
.

/ The values enclosed,in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2

is the unadju:Sted.coefficient of multiple determinatiot.
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TABLE B,41: ESTIMATED ANNUAL TOTAL TICKETED ATTENDANC Symphony Based on the Ford Foundation Datal/

Equation ,
Number YD PS PC1

i

Urn i
i

Cty
-

m YDT Constant R2 .

*1

2

3

4

5

6

,

-349630.25
(-0.3900)

1613280.0
(-3.3880)

-877207.4375
(-0.9334)

405815.3125
-0.6602)

1558514.0
-4.9660)

1580626.0
4.4521)

1613091.0

-3.7917)

1263.3718
(2.1273)

1508.4688 -

(2.0850)

1283.5815
(1.9054)

118.9792
(4.4295)

1581,6653
(6.9058)

1637.4567
(4.7218)

1513.1274

(3.7465)

.

-429127.25
(-0,0884)

31685.3125
(0.0082)

1155181.0
(0.2112),

103082.0

(0.0236)

'

-1913015.0
(-0.4523) 0

,

.

,

..

-1893962125
(-1.0869)

-182162.4375
(-2.0575)

.

,

J

0.2107
(0.5695)

,

-49.0013
(-0.2317)

359.0730
(0,1074)

.-)..

,

381.2908
(0.2159)

4

T

,

, -

.

,

4620893.0
(2.0308)

6812644.0
(3.7885)

4

3919296.0

(1.4916)

4770117.0

(5.0121) .4t.

6506604.0 .

(11.9250)

6551193.0000
(10.4837)

6816468.0
(4.3879)

0,9449

0.8982 .

0.9306

0.9444
.

0.8972

0.8983

0.8982

.1/The values enclosedin parentheses are the t statistics; R
2
is the unadjusted coefficient'of multiple determination,

1
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3
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',TABLE B.41.a: ESTIMATED TOTAL TICKETED ATTENDANCE Symphonyi4ased on the Ameiican Symphony Orchestra League

Data Supplied by the Center for Policy Research:11

Equation
NOmber

P ° YR PS RC1 PC2, . Tr. Constant R2
.

,

CO

.

A

1 ' -617276.5 1391.723 3026881.1 -770414.51 -366696.1 33313.9 . -65498032 .9832 Yes

(-3.1294) (2.3354) (.6663) (-.2958) (-470) (.4751) (-.4860)

2 -589313 1527.425 4389454.4 -1132128.4 -655671.44 -143555^ .0830 Yes

(-3.2915) (3,1573) (1.2406) (-.4657) 1-.3232) (-.8256)

-621172.4 1357.77 2527162.9 -913828.19
. 36720.4 -71784192 .9832 Yes

(-3.2659) (2.5197) (.7360) (-.3827) .
(.5668) (-.5744) .

4 -595057.88 1479.54 ' 3727998.4 -1497020
p

-909360.1 .9829 Yes

(-3.4178)
.

(3.2418) -(1.3596) (-.7115) (-1.3254)

.

Y The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics.; R2 is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination;

CO column indicates whether or not the Cochrane-Orcutt method was used in the estimation.

TABLE B.42: ESTIMATED TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES NET OF FUND-RAISING COSTS -- Symphony Based on the Ford

Foundation Datall

Nuatian
Number 'o

-0, e

2
o - inteHR

.

Constant

.

.

.

14987.408

(3.8400)

69542.912
(0.4774)

32863.808

(6:1219)
.

-5.5649-

(-0.2520)

-

44645792
(5.6690)

-

.

.

-

,

,
11

-13238224,0
(-1.49041

-96638752.0
(-0.4049)

-36707120.0
(-2.0011)

0.9752

0.8443

0.8426

,

1/ The valuesenclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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TABLE B.42.a: ESTIMATED TOTAL OPERATING 'EXPENDITURES -- Symphou Based on the American.Symphony Orchestra League

Data SuPplied by tne Center for Policy Resegrchlt

Equation
Nuraker LOS ANDIAN ; NPL

1 90820.81 4754409.6 -60501.65

(30.7932) (3.6568) (-.8323)

91638.75 4107474.5 -6019.02

(22.3133) 14.2,213) (-.4787)

3 101643.25 35_2796.27

(27.6992) (0.1210)

Constant Co

91360128

(.6480)

-17445744

(-.9779)

-27181848
(-6.9991)

.9086

.9985

.9976

No

Yes'

1/ 2
The,values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R is the unadjusted coefficieni of multiple determination;

CO column indicates whether or not the Cochrane-Orcutt method was.used in the estimation.

TABLE B.43: ESTIMAMD AVERAGE REALIZED PRICE PER TICKET SOLD -- Symphony Based on the Ford Foundation Data1/

-

Equation
Number

.

MPH NC NCA NCA
'-'1

P
-1q

.

, .

k

P
Constant

1 -1.0845
(-11.9762)

-1.0815
(-1.0661)

-3.8555
(-2.7683)

0.3341
(3.4829)

0.3576
(5.0859)

0.4011
(6.0201) 1

.

0.0666
(0.4108)

0.4034
(1.7254)

0.0656
(0.4062)

. .

.

.,

-'

140155
(1.8829)

1.0870
(2.3321)

2.0E3
(2.6068)

0.5741
(1:9547)

0.9729

8.9718

0.8907

0.9664 '

-1/ The ValakrIclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R.2 is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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TABLE 43. a:. ESTIMATED PRICE OF ADMISSI(N -- Symphony Based on the American Symphony orchestra League Data

Supplied by the Center for Policy Researchl/

-

Equation
Number

,.
_ , Tr

N
Constant

.

1

3

4

_

.7865

(7.1383)

.8095 ,

(8.3724)

.8022

(7.3757)

.7490
(17.0870)

-.1139
,B-1.0028)

-.09348
v (-.9982)

.00436
(.4197)

-.00528
(-3135)

.

. .

.

. -

.

.

-7.4049
(-.3710)

.9740

(5.8171)

10.9832
(.5552)

.8382
(4.6369)

.9651

.9649

.9649
.

.9646
t

Yes .

'Yes

Yes

' Yes

1 /
2

-J The values enclosed in parentheses are'the t statistics; R. is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple detezmination;

to OC) colunn indicates whether or not the Cochrane-Oroutt method was used in the estimation.

-"1,4

TABLE 13.44: ESTIMATED ANNUAL FEDERAL GRANTS --LSymphony Based 'on the Ford Foundat6ion.Datal

A

e

Nuation
Number

Q LINEA GNP GF-1

.

PEIGNP A

_

.

.

.

. Constant ft

o

, . . 4

421.1389 -0.0183 1.3231 -12213880:0 -875168.7500 0.8117

(0.2835) ' (70.4833) (1.0812) (-1.1696) (-0.1415)

2 -0.0192. -.1.1652) -12640989.0 -0.0202 , 1004201.1875 0.8066

'
(-0.2581) (1.1544) (-1.0377) (-0.0074) . 0. (0.0553)

3 -0:0197 1.1713 -1259439.0° - A. . 369146.3750 0.8066

(-0.5963) (2.3141) (-1.3860) (1.5582)

0.0628 -15067424.0 -2.5714 17866960.0 0.7207

(2.7383) - (-1.2065) (-1.5741) (1.5891) 306

- The values enclosed in parentheses are the t. statistics; R
2

is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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TABLE,B,45: ESTIMATED ANNUAL GRANTS FRR4 REGIONAL GOVERMENT AGENCIES -- SymphonTBased on the Ford

Foundation Datal/

Equation
Number

Q BMA
-1

PDGNP GR-1 . GNP A
Constant ft

1

4

5

259.0288
(0.6662)

292.6770
(0.7592)

499.4123
(1.6075)

,

0.0218
(2.1604)

0.01513
(2.0376)

0.01786
(1.9066)
.

-0.0060
(-5.4949)

-0.006167
(-2.3494)

,

-1124474.0
(-3.7661)

,

*

0.4188
(1.01969)

0.20823
(0.5971)

.

0.8564
(26.7803)

/ 0.8983
(12.5503)

,

'

u

'-1047.0673

(-0.9817)

-478.9477
(-0.5240)

0.9117
(18.997)

1.0128
(10.5393)

.,

I

,

.

,

f

.

,

4...

841813.6875
(0.5882)

-101977.9275
(-0.0966)

-63496.875
(-0.0562)

-5838236.0
(-16--5889)

-6608469.00
(-9.5384) .

0.8798

0.84\11,..,

0.8381

0.9990

0.9937

i

1
/ he values enclosed in parentheses are the f statistics; R2 is the unadjusted coefficient of.riultiple 'determination.
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TABLE B.46: ESTIMATED ANNUAL PRIVATE CuNIKIBUTIONS -. Symphony Based on the Ford Foundation Data1/7

I.:qua 1 ion
uvula ,v5r

2

3

5

7

. 8 -

10

11

12

, 13

14

CAdv t SE
.

IITPR
.

ATPR SPI CAdv-1 Consteint It
2

.

1.5534
(1.2683)

7.3151
(1.2976)

4.2459
(0.6746)

2.4581
(1.3541)

2.6169
(1.8660)

1.6867
(1.2025)

0.4230
(0.2165)

1.4087
(1.1638)

-3.5036
(-3.6850y

-4.2365
(-1.7715)

-2.9296
(-1.2285)

-2.2940
(-2.0089)

-3.4449
(-3.4251)

.5

-1.3663
(-1.4094).

-1.4605
(-1.5919)

-1.4961
(-1.4159)

-2.3603
(-2.4461)

88645.125
(0.1903)

549704.4375
(1.0156)

833457.50
(1.2789)

994599.0
(6.8490)

-85101.0
(-0.1805)

1239035.0
(11.1929)

1265787.a
(11.3151)

1066172.0
(7.2976)

1003793.125
(8.2831)

1167206.0
(2.8315)

1348007.0
(7.3936)

'

1182585.0
(9.8535)

1381525.0
(15.9487)

1402447.0
(16.0350)

11845.875
(2.0077)

150573.938
(2.6731)

7606.6758
(0.1402)

'

J

-394436.375
(-0.8620)

179634.750
(1.4416)

.

144244.125
(0.8417)

175244.3125
(2.0686)

'

,

-237536.1875
(0.2671)

343838,4375
(1.6587)

318295.625-,,
(2.2064) r-

.

7869.1680
(0.1718)

39465.2773
(0.9267)

.

24568.6094
(0.7428)

.

.

,

.4

'

-1.8985
(-3.0814)

1,6531
(-2.6207)

-1.8289
(-3.1499)

-1.5906
(-3.1528)

-1.5947
(-3.2628)

v,,

, I

S

,

.

-29700096.0

(-4.7609)

-40299888.0
(-4.7604)

-37101408.0
(-4.4688)

-35526448.0

(-4.2456)

-22739136.0
(-7.2401)

-32292064.0
(-5.2263)

-33698144.0
(-5.3949)

-25556240.0
(-5.9504)

-36145924.0
(-5.3321)

-39446912.0
(-5.3410)

-38663760.0

(-6.2817)

-18136032.0
(-5.8335)

-37795408.0
(-8.9993)

-38852944.0
(-8.9250)

0.9866

0,9772

0.9735

0.9732

0.9812

0.9677

0.97050

0.9609

-

0.0730

0.9825

0.9851

0.9845v

0.9849

.0.9858 '

31 1

1The values,enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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TABLE B.47: ESTIMATED ANNUAL GRANTS BY FOUNDATIONS -- Symphony Based on the Ford Foundation Data!"

EtitIca iiuri
tinilibur. . A

,

DSFR 01414

-

AELY OSP

,

Constant R
2

-5.0657 -23587568.0 131855472.0 19895.8281 902863.0625 -9226558.0 0.9889

(-1.4544) (-1.7544) (1.7821) (1.7613) (0.4807) (-1.0353)

. If ,

2 -5119905.0 32521904.0 4399.8828, 3225576.0 . . , -9158777.0 0.0071

(-0.9897) (0.9763) (1.0017) (2.9910) (-0.8775)

-937244.50 186.0691 4210052.90

,

734511.00 0.9698

(-0.3251) (0.2291) (11,0703). (0,2051)

.

0.7210 -232081.0 2041008.0 4056645 0 -4075516.00 0.9716

(0.4785) (-0.0801) (0:5121) (7.0894) '
(-0.3712)

'

5 , 25883168 2971.3708 3807020.02 4015.3806 -9295878.00 0.9827
' 0 441.1021) (1.1866) (5.3511) (1.6084) (-1.1232)

.

la 4 174.5273 4451255.0 2263.7780 -145201.9375. 0.9704

., (0.1867) (9.00809) --(1.0505)
k (-0,0439)

:the values enelosed in parenthetegpare the t 'statistics; the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

TABLE B.4g: ESTIMATbD CAPACITY EXPANSION FACTOR -- Sympilony Based on the rord Foundation Data!"

---a--

Nun l ion
tlinalult-

1

2

3

() PIM 0-1
AU C onstant 2 .

0.000136
(0.8590)

0.0001803
(1.0342)

-.3851

-(-.3396)
*...........

..

r

.

-0.00453
(-0.2275)

-01760
(-1.473)

.

,

' .

.

.

(0.8426)
(0.4299)

2.2906

"(2.5291)
.

0.3494
(0.5755)

.3562

.2655

'

.5376

k

The values enclosed in pa theses are ihe t statistics; R
2

is the unadjugted coefficient of multiple determination.
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TABLE B.49: ESTIMATED ANNUAL FUND-RAISING EXPENDITURES -- Sywhony Based on thd FOrd Foundaiion Data1/

Equation
Numb er

OSER CPr
- 1

AQ DSF ,060G

.

DSF-1 .

.

Constant ft

-3121689.00
-0.4829)

-0.1067
(-1:2205)

-0.1064
-1.1166)

-91.7561
(-79.0451)

-86.4703
(-1.1272)

-0.0486
(-0.4332)

-0.0024
(-0.0750)

,

0.0786
(2.2917)

.

%.

.

,

.

.

2985098.0
(1.8892)

2973070.0
(1.7387)

1031827.25 ,
(16.6938)

.5098

.5045
.

.5657

-

I/The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R is the Unadjusted czefficient of multiple determination.

"01 TABLE B.SO: ESTIMATED SUBSCRIPTION SALES -- Symphony Based on the Ford Foundation Data 1/

3

Equa t-i on A.

riundu.ic

1 .

-

3

4

P

.

Ebr
-1 IT

.

.

.

.

.

Ccnuitant R

.

1758094.0
(3.4485)

1201811.0
(4.0213)

o

1537258
(6.4868)

0.5394
(2.1335)

.

0.3084
(1.6078)

.

,

,

-67823.9375
(-1.3107)

.

_

7500.7539
(0.1680)

t

1 ,

209571.50
(2.4920)

222379.5625
(6.7461)

.

,

5

S.

.

5

o

.

.

'

,-4756442.0

-1064146.0
(-0.4764)

-3730592.0
(-3,8230)

(-5.8169)

-2473506.0
(-1.1172)

-2108442.0
(-5.3371)

.9Z58

.9003

-

.8574

(

.8673

.8667

3

-/The values enclosed in parentheses- are the t statistics; R
2
is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple' determilation.
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TABLE B.511 ESTIMATED AVERAGE UTILIZATION RATE -- Balletli

apiation
(lumbar P YD PS PC1 Um Cty Q Czin . Y1Yr Constant

1

..

2

3

4

5.

.

2.2821
(0.,2677)

4.5938
(0.3640)

13.1280

(1.7040)

12.7026
(1.3522)

4.2365
(-.2970)

-4.8824
-1.1572)

S

-0.0760
(-2.2556)

-0.0721
(-1.7095)

-0.0469
(-1.7342)

-0,0462
(-1.4164)

,

-0.0196
(-2.6272)

-60.3959
(-0,1962)

-22.7114
(-0.0586)

145.5676
(0.7871)

140.5867
(0.6299)

270.4243 0
(1.0688)

168.3108
(0.3767)

-67,6303
(-0.6308)

-28.3568
(-0.1463

-15.5759
(-1.8456)

-13.1121
(-1,0214)

4

.

. .

0.000039,

(1.7394)

0.07247
(2.8149)

.

-0.1763
(-2.7784)

7

0.0803
(0.3107)

-0.0644
(-0.2714)

,.

0.1512
(2.4898)

226.1939
(2.4509)

215.4509
(1.8624)

45.9459
(0.7707)

31.3664
(0.3501)

112.3766
(4.3870)

179.2795
(5.0290)

.7577

.7688

.8541

.8600

.6862

.6562

1

1 The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2
is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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TABLE B.52: ESTIMATED ANNUAL TOTAL TICKETED ATTENDANCE -- Ballet1/

Uquation
Niumbor P YE1

.

PS PC1 Um Cty Q Cris WIT Constant
2
R

1 -211616.8125 1650.5549 -2953063.0 8647226.0 -447447.6835
5434131.0 .7547

(-0.6925) (-1.3670) (r0,7677) (.9534 (-1.4789)
(1.6424)-

-340360.4375 - 679.7915 -1564632.0
5581.6836 4976833.0 .6467

(-1.9764) (-0.5581) q-0.2401)
(1.0373) (2.2693)

188325.8125 - 640.9634 1471836.0 -618119.6875 1.2590
-298454.75 .9718

(1.5569). (-1.5088) (0.5066) (-0.3670) (6.4892)
( n.3187)

4 185218.0 - 635.9536 1435450.0 331267.3125 1.2919 - 470.2192 -404943.4375 ..9720

(1.2375) (-1.2233) (0.4036) (-0.1Q73) (3.6375) (-0.1244) (-0.2836)

5 -293710.125 346.3765 -36695.3359 q
1624837.0 .4023

(-0.9762) (0.9961) (-0.2248)
i (0.9137)

6 -16674.3984 1286.7766 -237728.0 6959.7070 4557055.0 .8181

(-0.0806) (-2.2141) (-1,9700) (3.0235) - (3.1124)

7 -250274.37 - 166.827
2501.5051 4734674 .8629*

(-2.5519) t- .9474)
(4.1252)

--

,- -j-ie.8750)

8 -253616.4 - 234.2157)
2413.4049 309.5801

1/4

1940112 .8635

(-2.2592) (- .4310)
(2.5502) ( .1330) (1.1514)

. .

-344401.9375 300.4863
1907637.0 .3963

(-1.8849) ( 1.1636)
(1.6545)

10 -170818.25

,

-3303334.0
9089.3164 -3095.6504 4112121.0 .8088

(-0.6584) (-0.8578)
(1.9056) (-1.3018) (3.5387),

11 -184666.6875 301.3545 2235.9397 4 -310814.625 .8626

(-1.6286) ( 2.0385) . (3.6483) (-.3463)

2

- The values encloed in parentheses are the t statistics; R is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination:

3
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f
TABLE B.S3: ESTIMATED TOTAL OPERATING gXPENDITURES NET CF FUND RAISING COSTS -- Ballet

w

Equation
Number Q

Q12
.

CMPHR
,,

.

Constant-
2

1 42580,032 -34.6237 17580768.0 143583852.0 .9872

(1.7287)
_

(-1.4559) (12.0433) (-2.3192)

2 6912.600 1834240.0 - 5204833.0 ,.9819

(2.4796) (12.2584) (-4.3903)

,

28540.656 . - 1157431.0 .5283

(2.8001) , (-0.2151)

--The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2 is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.1/

'TABLE B.54: ESTIMATED AVERAGE REALIZED PRICE PER TICKET SOLD -- Ballet1/

Equalion
Number

,

D5FR NC NCA NCA.1. P

. .

Constant R .

1

2

,
3

4

4.5073
(1.1656)

.4.7216
(1.3502)

I

13.6501
(4.3977)

..

0.00000049
(5.3678)

0.2725
(2.2809)

,

0.2432

(2.7946)

0.1990
(1.8943)

e

-0.2013
(-0.4076)

-0e2796
(-0.5519)

0.9463
(4.1041)

.o

.

'

.

4.6395
(2.0758)

.

3.7716
(6.0865)

5.4829
(2.5046)

-34473
(-2.1203)

, .6672

:6534

.5542

.9067
k

tJl

1/-.The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.
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ZA.a. - The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

TABLE B. ESTIidATED ANNUAL FEDERAL GRANTS -: Balletlf

Equation
Number

Q BNEA GNP GF-1 PDGNP
,

A
Constant

2
R

1 -800.4873

__---

0.00111 1 1358.974 -0.04896 -527550.750 0.3819

(-0.3488) (0.0542) (0.5084) (-0.0722) (-0.2511)

-544.780 0.00077 1478.24 -024250.06 0.4698

(-0.4050) (0.0526) (0.7254) (-0.5195)

167.1931 0.0104 278183.0625 0.4140

(0.1894) (1.7799) (0.6350)

,

4' 0.0055 759.2073 2,0.1466 -0.0120 -311922.9375 .3445 '

(0.3017) (0.3488) (-0.2326) (-0.0215) (-0.1519)

0.0104 -0.0935 418405.0 .3164

(1.3005) (-0.1929) (2.4365)

0.0048 643.0551 -0.0096 -237151.6875 .3327

1
(0.3071) (0.3474) (-0.0196) 1-0.1334)

-

3 2 1.

TABLE Bo-/. ESTIMATED ANNUAL GRANTS FRGM REGIONAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES -- Ballet1/

,

Equation
Number

BNEA-1 PDGNP - GNP A.
Constant R

2

1

3

-456.3886
(-2.0072)

-0.0045
(-1.9229)

-0.00344
(-1.9648)

-0.0016'
(-0.4456)

I

-1.0308
(-3.5294)

-0.90817
(-4.1210)

1664.031
(4.8568)

1302.562
(5.5922)

624.7060
(-1.6947)

-0.15184
(-2.9475)

-0.14751
(-1.2814)

,

-1267092.0
(-4.3204)

-975616.188
(-4.1504)

365442.5
(-0.8955)

0.9160

0.9495

0.66341......iii.

1/The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; it is the unadjusted coefficient of 'multiple determination.
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TABLE 13.57: ESTIMATED ANNUAL GRANTS BY FOUNDATICNS

7"\

Equation
Number

A CAdv t SE OTPR ATPR SPI CAdv-1
Constant

2
R

'

1

2

.

3

4'

, 5

6

7-

.

8

9

10

=0.3178
(-0.7771)

-0.3444
(-0.7529

0.0522
( 0.1548)

-0.3057,

(-0.6148)

-0.3629

(-0.6803)

t

A
'

-0.2720
%-0.6611)

-1.3086
(-0.4497)

1.4196
(-0.4881)

-1.0393
(-0.3861)

-2.2173

(-1.0587)
,

e

138800.875

(0.6842)

248192.6875
(2.9074)-

1169576.8125

(2.4486)

73593,5625
(3.0137)

377772.0625
(2.1037)

,

367953.3125

(5.6089)

359543.5
(2.1695)

324742.5' ,

(7.3991)

295649.5625
(8.5543)

348332.6875
(10.1904)

10897.4570
(0.6001)

a

-786.8464
(-0.0397)

-636.0571
(-0.0343)

.

.

-8351.3320
(-0.1978)

'

,

.

,

-24099.2188
(-0.2803)

21125.8477
(2.1414)

20358.0742
(2.6613)

.

12

.

20683.7587
(1.9908)

17563.6211
(1.7454)

)

5.3606
(1.4518)

4.4064
(1.2692)

5.1196
(2.1306)

5.1169

(2.3737)

V

-6600126.0
(-2.07515)

-7129500.0
(-2.1510)

-6608634.0
(-3.2185),

-6719600.0
(-3.6211)

-11590802.0
(-5.4046)

-11103549.0
(-4.0852)

-11269642.0
(-5.7901)

-11928739.0
(-8.03?2)

-10751881.0
(-10.8115)

-10875119.0
(-9.0417)

.9709

.9686

.9852

.9851

,9577

.9585

.9637,

.9742

.9684

.

.9556

.

21me vaiues--vcIosed in parentheses are-the t statistics, R
2
is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determir6tion.
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TABLE 13>58: ESTIMATED ANNUAL MANTS BY FOUNDATIONS Ballet1/

Equation
Number A

.

N DSFR 0, DMM ACty DSP
.

Constant

10.4475 -3781861 -2377617 -3163.2 7467589.0 0.8914
(-1.05089) (-4.5830) (-1.9322) (-2.3826) , (5.8487)

.

. 2 -3349043 -2620354 --3934.60 6962447.0 0.8514
(-4.6239) (-2.1404) (-3.5116) (5.8111)

3 -2364822 . -2016.087 5068671.0 0.6812
1

(-3.2257) (-2.2889) (4.7890)

' 4 . -1378758 3068604.0 0.3934
(-1.6656) . (3.7412)

1/
-- The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistids; R2 is the un0justed coefficient of multiple determination.

TABLE B.59: ESTIMATED CAPACITY EXPANSION FACTOR Ballet1/

Equation
Number_

,

.

2

,

Q. PDA 1,, Q-1 ,AU ,

Constant

-0.0009
(-1.2964)

-0.0004
(-1.0434)

.eg .

-o.oebooms
(-.2142)

,

-0.0068
(-0.0402) t

-0.0106
(-1.63-37)

.

,

1.4772
(3.7803)

1.75286
(3.6431)

I 1.7763
.(3.6687)

.3107

,

.4316

.3079

The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics; R
2

the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.is
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WILE. eair. E:STI4TED MHJIL FWD Wawa EXPENDITURES -- Dallet11

Equation
Numbar*

OSPM CPt
-1

bo DSF AOG DSF-1
'

ontCsant

.1

2

I 3

4

-299808.688

(-.7232)

-299808.6
(-.7232)

0 .0376

(1.1804)

0.0379
(1.1370)

-

0.0376
(1.1804)

42.8505
(.5202)

43.8743
(.3216)

,

42.8505
(.3202)

-0.0159
(-.6016)

.

0.0015
(0.0286)

.

-0.0309
(-0.9381)

.

.

d

24/49.305

(.3360)

25710.582
(.3462)

114330.75
(5.2435)

24149:304

(.3360)

.5382

.5211

.3061

.

.5382

1"The values enclosed in parentheses are the t statistics;

TABLES.461% %TIMED SUBSCRIPTICH SALES talletli.

0
is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

Equa tion
Number

. P Sbr 1-
-

n2
Constant

1

. 2

. 3

,

'

-2467.8041
(-0.5083)

2200.3945
(0.2021)

.

.

-0.7205
(-2.2848)

0.8508
(S.0454)

,

.

.

15601.5977

(5.1250)

8844.4844
(9.4944)

-111.2576
(-0.1940) ..'

.

.

i

, .

.

,

.

,

,;

-985746.9375
(-5.0655)

2541.2969
(0.0425)

-558273.0625
(-91245)

,

.9719

.

.8242

.9420

1

1/'
--The values enclosed IR parenthNeses are the t statistics; R

2
is the unadjusted coefficient of multiple determination.

,
N

.
.

3.27
I. 328



TABLE B.62: ME VARIABLES USED IN THE I43DEL FOR KISELUSY

Variable Description

A: annual total attendance

CAdv: annual advertising and promotional expenditures

CP: annual operating, production, costs

CPr: annual private contributions

CPrg: annual educational and other group program costs

CRs: annual costs of research activities

DSP: deficit-surpllis fund

DS#R: tha ratio of the deficit-surplus fund to the operating

budget

G: annual total grants
o,.

M: membership count

MA: annual membership attendance

NCA: net operatAkg cost per attendee

OR: sun 'of program, publications, and services revenue

PA: price of admisSion

PM: membership price, dues

output, in terms of weighted (3-hours) days of opera-

tions, the weight is the ratio of administrative

expenditures to average expenditures by all museums

AS: change in'the stock of exhibit items and facilities,

this variable does not account for deaccessions

TR: annual total earned and unearned income

t: the average (individUal).federal tax rate for the

population of the state where the museum is located

US: ratio of utilized to total stock of exhibit items

Um:- unemployment rate for the state

YD: per capita disposable personal income of the popula-

tion in the state

YE: endowment income

surplus revenue

f

1/-.All monetary values are in current dollars sinca the model uses

cross-sectional data for 1971/72.

B.40 3
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TABLE B.63: ESTIMATED SUM OF PROGRA4S PUBLICATIONS? AND SERVICES REVENUEY

Equa t 1 on
Number

CPrg A M
,

Cons taut R-2 P

1 1.5441
10639.9775 .6446 451.1318

(21.2399)

2 1.2680 .3884
-73842.9934 .7657 403.0665

(19.7786) (11.2067) .

,

3 1.2697 .3907 -1.7810
-70404.8724 .7648 267.6679

.

(19.5999) (10.6918)
.

(-.2025)
.

,

.

--The values enclosed in-pqrentheses are the t'statistics; the critical value for all the equations at the 95 percent con-
fidence level is 1.96; IT.4 is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination; F is the F statistic for the overall
relationship; the number of museums included in the analysis is 247.

"ABLE "B. 64 : ESTIMNED MEMBERSHIP mural/
Equation
Number

TR AS DSF PM Constant A2

1 .00051 - 1677.8262 .1379 65.7540

(8.1089) .

2 .00048 -.00278
1653.1538 .1462 35.6600

- (7.4799) (2.2198) .

-

. .

.00054 -.00324 -.00039 1663.6190 .1559 25.9365

(7.8649) (-2.5762) -2.3799)

4 .00053 -.00322 -.00039 7.6324 1561.6949 -1551 19.5807

(7.3505) (-2.5524) -2.3362) (.7694)

1/The values enclosed in prentheses are the t statistics; the critiCal value for all the equations at the 95 percent con-
.

fidence level is 1.96; R is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination; F is the F statistic for the *ran
relationship; the number of museums included in the analysis is 406.
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TABLE 13.65: ESIIMAUD ANNUAL =AL A

Equation
Number

Q irD. QS PA Um
.,

.

Constant
-2
R V

. .

.

1 1084.1811
204852.6055 .2205 70.0037

(8.3668) .

-.2
1421.0227 120.4178

-288463.7249 .2294 37.3135

(7.6864) (1.9527)
.

. .

1093.6363 117.2989 .7777
-272559.1442 .2331 25:7239

(7.7375) (1.4768) (1.9055)

4 1115.1566 117.2346 .7948 -63607.5644
-247252.7277 .2339 19.6286

(7.8223) (1.9055) (1.5094) ( .1221) .

1122.934 104.2977 .8176 -64090.1985 1564712.7493 -281813.5948 0.2320 15.7437

(7.8380) (1.6069) (1.5473) (-1.1292) (.6325)

,

1/--The values enclosed in pgrentheses are the t statistics; the critical value for all the equations at the 95 percent ma-

to fidence level is 1.96; R4 is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination; F is the F statistic for the overall,
relationship; the number of museums included in the analysis is 245.

rs

TABLE B.66: OESTIMATED PRICE OF AMISSION1/

Equation
Number

NCA DSFR Constant
-2
R F

76.6004

49.0999

1

2

.0997
(8.7521).

.1098
(9.6758)

.0745

(4.1602)

1

.

.

. .

.3305

.3005

.2057

.2478

1/The values enblosed in pArentheses are the t statistics; the critical value
Eidence level is 1.96; 124 is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determina on* F is the F statistic for the overall
relationship; the number of museums included in the analysis is 293.

all the equations at the 95 percent con-
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TABLE B.67: ESTIMATED'ANNUAL FEDERAL GR4TANS AND SUPPORYL

Equ'aXion ,

'limber
CPrg Q ff. DSF Constant

k2
F

.

1 .9744 152955.6456 .3998 54.9592

7.4134)

2 .8348 .8445 .
-171683,9562 .4439 33.3342

(6.1111) (2.7107)
.

3. .8845 2.0532 -2453.0041 -73794.7572 .5643 35,9685

(7.2881) (5.4862) (-4.7772)

4 .9009 2.2862 -2449.2783 .8156 -149312.1293 .6286 35.2660

(8.0336) (6.5147) (-5.1660) (3.8070)

5 .8956 2.3990 -2407.1829 .9610 -.2248 -124185.7868 .6408 29.8940

(8.1183) (6.8508) ,(-5.1569) (4.2875 -1.9013)

1/The values enclosed in arentheses are the t statistics; the criti al value for all the equations at the 95 percent ton-

fidence level is 1.96; R4 is the adjusted coefficient of multipl determinatiori; F is the F statistic for the overall

relationship; the number of museums included.in the analysis is 2.

TABLE B.68: ESTIMATED ANNUAL STATE AND LOCAL GRANTS AND SUPPORT1/

Equation
Number

A Q YD CPrg
.

Constant *if F

1 .4381
' 100395.0404 .4120 188.8154

(13.7410)

.3855 449.4776 . , 84892.899. .4463 109.0055
(11.5441) (4.1852)

3 .3768 425.0754 57.1380 -148247.3113 .4484 73.6301
(11.1196) (3.9161) (1.4258)

,

.3771 281.6644 53.9343 .1606 -137864.933 .4496 55.7286
(11.1393) (1.7830) (1.3446) (1.2482)

1/The values enclosed in arenthOses are the t statistics; the critical value for all tbe equations at the 95 percent con-

fidence level is 1.96; 11.4 is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination; F is the F statistic,for the overall

relationship; the number bf museums included in the analysis is 269.
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TABLE L69: MIMED ANNUAL. PRIVATE CONIRIBUTICHS1/
v

Equation
Ninsibor

Q CPrg CAdv -aS t YD Constant

_

1 1016,2609 60647,1732 .5028 241.6378

(15.5447)
_

7 682.3278 .3101 56421.029 .5345 137.6322

(6.6584) (4.1419)

3 713,5533 .3923 -1.0588 61887.873 .5522 98.8240

(7.0664) (5.0450) (-3.2137)

695.2120 .3905 -1.0732 -.2463 59641.6403 .5524 74.4360

(6.7873) (5.0221 (-3.2555) (-1.0583) ,

5 688.8640 .3901 -1.0665 -.2475 211733.2086 25582.5697 .5510 59.4187

# ((.6684) (5.0087) (-3.2277) (-1.0621) (.5235)

689.1118 .3922 -1.0660 -.2468 312728.1852 -10.6594 54183.3697 .5492 49.3331

(6.6573) (5.0031) (-3.2198) (-1.0564) (.5779) (-.2811)

--

5c1 1/4
- The values enclosed in Nrentheses are the t statistics; the critical value for all the equations at the 95 percent con-

-° fidence level is 1.96; Rh is the adjustgd coefficient of multiple determination; F is the F statistic for the overall

relationship; the number of museums Included in the analysis is 239.

TABLE B.70: ESTIMATED ANNUAL FOUNDATION GRANTS11
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TABLE B.71: ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATING, PRODUCTION, COSTS-1/

-------------------,,---------....
giniat ion
Numbor

Q
.

----C)i

,,

COnstant
k

r
I

-

t
.2

r 4136.6917
(20.6971)

,

'

1-

.
,, 126770.4913

,

.4108

r

428.3702

1/

4

--The values enclosed in pgrentheses are the t statistics; the critical value for, ail the equations at the 95 percent con-

fidence level is 1.96; P-.4 is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination;-F is the F statistic for the overall

,
relationship; the number nd' museums included in the analysis is 614.

TABLE B.72: ESTIMATED ANNUAL EDUCATIONAL AND OTHER GROUP PROGRAMS' COSTS1/

Equation
Ninaber

951,
Constant

. 1 .2656
1451.9521 .4819 256.816

(16,0255)

2. .2618 .0197
-671.5711 .4825 129.1840

(15.4962) (1.1336)

3 .2656 .0191 -3.1545
5211.0242 .4811. 85.9705

414.3450) (1.0977) (:.5020) dis

1/--The vhlues enclosed in arentheses are the t statistics; the critical Arable fo- all the equations ,.;.t the 95 imrceat ci.J.;.-

fidence level is 1.96; R4 is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination; F is the F statistic for the overall

relationship; the number of museums included in the analysis is 276.
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TABLE B.73: Emu= ANNUAL COSTS OF RESIARCH AcrnarrE51/

atioa
hoc

as

.

. Constant
9
R-

...Of

:

1 '

i

.

-.7472
(-1.5356)

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

:

133302.7954 .0045

.

2.3583

1/
The values enclosed in mentheses are the t statistics;' the critical value for all'the equations at the 95 Percent con-
fidence level is 1.96; 11-4 is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination; F is the F statistic for ihe overall
relationship; the number of museums included in the analysis is 302.

;A TABLE B.741 'ESTIMATED,ANNUALADVERTISING AND PROMOTIONAL EXPENDITORES1/

Equation
Number

G DSP M , .

.

. Contants
-2
R

.

V

2

.0357,(13.S676)

.0332
(12.1639)

.0301
(9.9814)

.0084
(3.0496)

.0089
(3.2682)

0

2.3609
(2.3441)

. .

..

.

,

,

,

2385.165

1835.6665

-2J86.9647
.

.3895

.4067

.4159

184.0797

90.3609

69.1168

1/ -values enclosed.in pArentheses are the t statistics; the critical value for all the equations at the 95 pevcent con-
fidence leUel is 1.96; R4 is the adjusad coefficient of multiple determination; P is the F statistic for the overall
relationship;,the number of museums.included in the analysis is 288.
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TABLE 1L75: ESTIMATED CHANGE IN THE,STOCK OF EXHIBIT MIS1/

.

Nuation
Number

Ili CPr US

.

Constant
.?

il- P
-----

1 -.0788
-8211.3824 .1324 79.7205

-8.9286)

.2 -.0710 -.0299
-5477.2380 .1424 43.8505

-7.6711) (-2.6542)

3 -.0712 -.0294 5876.8341 -8392.8319 .1417 29.4042

(-7.6818) (-2.6111) (.7635) .1

1/The, values enclosed in parent4eses are the t sfatistics; the critical value for all the equations at the 95 percent con-

,lidence level is 1.96; RA is the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination; F is the F statistic for the oVerall

relationship; the number of museums included in the analysis is 517.



A. IntroductiOn

APPENDIX C

TREND MODELS ,

The discussion in Section V dealt with econometric models

where economic theory forms the basis for the model by identifying

the factors that determine the behavior of a given economic unit.

An alternative to the econometric modeling is trend modeling. The

fundamental difference between the two is in their methods of

analysis. On the one hand the economist builds a mathematical

model that embodies the key behavioral relationships between causal

factors and the economic units of interest, whereas the trend

model builder searches for mathematical relationships among the

series of observations of the economic unit of interest without

consideration of causal factors. Of course, there is a wide choice

among all of the potential types of trend models. 'However, through

the judicious use of certain assumptions the number of candidate

trend models can,be reduced to a manageable level.

G.E.P. Box and G.M. Jenkins developed a trend model based on

the concept of stationarity. This concept states that the sequence

of .observations of an event is repetitive over time. This repeti- -

tive pattern is obser:e.d in the fluctuations of the observations

about an increasing,.constant, or decreasing trehd sequence.

The implementation cif the Box-Jenkins method involves the

search for the optimal relationship between an observation, and/or

a disturbance term, and previous ohservations a-nd/or.disturbance

terms. This optimality is defined with reference to two processes:

identification and estimation. The identification process in-

volves the determination of the relationships between current and

past values for the observations and disturbances. That is,

identification involves determining the appropriate lag structure

of the relationships as well as the number of observations,neces-

sary to ensure that the sequence will repeat itself (see the auto-

regressive andltoving average discussions, below). The criterion

used in the identification process is the statistical significance

C.1
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of the contribution of these past observations or disturbances to

the current one. The estimation process, on the other hand,,util-

izes the maximization of a "likelihood function" to minimize the

squared differences between the true parameters (i.e., the true

,relationships) and the estimates. That is, to obtain the best or

most efficient estimates of the parameters, one can ask the ques-,

tion, "What values of the parameters are likely to have given rise

to the observations?" In the likelihood function, the observations

are given and the parameters are treated as variables. The likeli-

hood function to be maximized is determined from the autoregression

and moving average information supplied via the earlier identifica-

tion process.

The relationfihip between an observation and previous observa-

tions is termed an autoregressive process (AR), while the relation-

ship between the deviation from the mean and previous disturbance

terms is expressed as a moving average process (MA). Box-Jenkins

models are _constructed to combine both processes, so that the re-
,

suiting model is an autoregressive moving-average one (ARMA). Fur-

ther modifications can be introduced which allow for the use of the

differences (e.g., first differences) among the observation in the

analysis. These models are termed integratedautoregressive.-moving-

average models (ARIMA) and are the models used in this study.

These Box-Jeniins models are useful tools in forecasting, Lan

such forecasting can be misleading at times, because of the N

possibility of structural changes in the phenomenon being investi-

gated which would invalidate the basic assumption of-stationarity.

It should be kept in mind that this problem is not unique to trend

models, but It is intensified due to the absence of exogenous var-

iables. Such variables help to indicate the presence and the

nature of the structural changes for the phenomenon of interast.

Cif course, it is possible to include exogenous variab es in.a trend

model, but then it becomes more of an econometric molel and less

of a trend model.



Given the above cav-at, the.results of Box-Jenkins,Modeling

effort can be used in policy making by both the art organizations

and concerned outside agencies._ These models can be used, for

example, in making forecasts of earned and unearned revenues,

costs, and income gaps of art organizations. Confidence intervals

can be computed for such forecasts which would indicate the level

of reliance one can place in the forecasts. Of course, the longer

range the forecast, the less is the confidence that can be associ-

ated with it.

Before describing the toxlJenkins methodology in detailed

mathematical terms, it is prudent to reference the observations of

Naylor and Seaks who itated that:

"If one is primarily interested in forecasting,
the Box-Jenkins methods may have considerable appeal.
But there is some risk with Box-Jenkins methods. If
they yield poor forecasts, we may be at a complete
loss to explain 'Why?', since they have no underpin-
nings in economic theory.,,Eurthermore, if our goal
is to "explain the behavior of an economic system
and not merely to grind out forecasts, then Box-
Jenkins methods may be totally unacceptable..."

(Naylor, T. and Seaks, T., p. 27,
Box-Jenkins Methods: An Alternative
to Econometric Models")

B. The Basis for a Box-Jenkins Model

A basic concept for the Box-Jenkins method is that of station-

arity. This concept is defined in terms of the joint-distribution

of a given variable. . Given the time series (Z1,Z2,..Zn) where

the (Zi"s) are observations at the equally spaced time intervals

(1,2,...n), the following defines the concept of strict station-

arity:

P(Z1,Z2,..Zm) 7 P(Z111+1,Z111+2,...Zn) ...(1) °

This definition (1) states that the joint-distribution of the

variable (Z) is ilivariant with reference to- the time period de-

fined. An example of the concept of stationarity would be



the fluctuation of the values of a variable'(Z) around a fixed

mean (A). Other examples of more subtle stationarity are the

fluctuations of the first differences of a variable (Z) or its

growth rates around a fixed mean.

Thd6Box-Jenkins method investigates a given time series

and determines the "best" scheme that leads to stationarity for

this time series. The "best" scheme is defined in terms of a

maximum-likelihood function. This function is based on an assump-

tion of noriality for the joint-distribution fuction, and the

determination of the likely joint-distribution function for the

parameters of the model, given a set of observations. In other

words, the concept of "best" is definea in terms of the most

likely set of parameters, for a specifiedAodel, that gave rise

to the time series at hand. The next step is that of model

specification.

The stationarity examples that were given earlier dealt

with the fluctuations of the values of a variable (Z) around a

fixed mean (A). These fluctuations could be the outcome of a

disturbance term (U). Thus, the observed values of Z could

be expressed as:

where

Z = Pt+ u
t

...(2)

A : the fixed mean for.(Z)

ut: the disturbance term

(It will be assumed that the disturbance terms
are.independently and,identically distributed
with zero mean and (a4) variance.)

U.
This relationship (2) can be inverted to express Zt in terms

of its past value and a disturbance term:

ei = zt ut = zt..1

= Zt-1 4. ut ut-1
Zt_l + vt ...(4)

....

3,
C, 4

a

1

1

1

1



where vt: is a disturbance term equal to

(ut - ut_1),E(vt) = 0 Var(vt) = 247121

These two relationships () and (4) form the basis for various

Box-Jenkins models or processes.

C. Moving-Average Processes (MA).

Equation (2) defines a relationship where only the lalst

disturbance term influ,nces the current value of t. Other

models can be constructed where the relationship is based on a

number of past disturbance terms:

where

t
P + Ut +Vru +

1
W

t-1 2
u
t-2

+

fir : are fixed weights

A: a constant

ut: a disturbance term

(5)

Thus, Z. is equal to a fixed mean and the sum of weighted cur-

rent and past disturbances. Equation (5) is conventionally

written in the foklowing form:
,

Z
t P+ 91ut-1 u

t-2
. .

q
u
t

. . . (6)
-q

where = - 91

The rewriting of equation (5) into the form represented by

equation (6) serves two purposes:

Equation (5) might be confused with a general linear
prot.:essL

In the case of a finite lag structure, the subscripts
of the last term indicate the order of the MA-process.
This is often given as MA(q).

D. At_jto_='essiel_':'j.os_s_e_sa1_D_

This model is an extension of Equation (4). Thus, 2 is

infldenced by its past vaXues. The influence of these past

values is modified by a weighting scheme:

C.5
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where

0 Zt-1 °2Zt-2 0 Zp t-p ut

are fixed weights

6: a constant

u a disturbance term
t'

Equation (7) is an autoregressive process of order PIAR(P).

E. Mixed Models

1. Autote ressive-Movin Avera e Process

A mixed model is one that is'both AR and MA; namely.

ARMA. This model combines Equations (6) and (7) as follows:

tt=4Vt-14.'"44Z +u - u - up t-p t 1 t-1 t-ct

wherp 7 Z
t

u

. (8)

This process allows for the influence of both past values.of

Z and u on the current value of Z. Two.sets of parameters

define thi3 process. The first set is that of

while the second is (p,q). The second set is conventionally

stated for the process as ARMA(p,q). The following are examples

of this process:

ARMA (1,0) :

Zt = zlt
-1

+ 6 t ut

This process is equivalent to AR(1).

ARMA (0,1):

Z. = 6 + u Olu
t-1

This process is equivalent to MA(1).

ARMA (1,1):

Z. = 011
t-1

+ 6 + u

This is a mixed model.

C.6.,

(9)

... (11)



2. Inte rated Autore ressive-M vin -Avera e Processes ARIMA

Previous models dealt with/a stationarity for vari-

able (Z) without the application of/any transformations to this

variable. But this is not always Ole case, and it might be

necessary tto use a differencing spheme for the variable (Z) to ob-

tain the stationarity. It Atiglit ?also be the case that stationarity

is present in the growth rate of +the variable. This indicates the

need for a general model that can/deal with the variOus possibi-
/

lities. The derivation of this process is more complex than the

derivation of the MA, AR or ARMAlprocesses. The process is again

de.fined by two sets of parameter's. The first set is again the set'

The second set is (1,d,s,q). These parameters

iill be discussed with reference to tne following general model:

(1-951B-02B2-...-Opg)(1-Bs)dit = (1-00-02142-...-0qBq)ut ...(12)

where Z. = Z. - p if d=o, and Z. = Zt if d>0

Assume for the present that the parameter (s) is excluded

from the specification of the model. Thus, the model is an ARIMA

(p,d,q) process. The opemator (B) is a'backshift opemator. It

provides a method of deriiting the appropriate differencing scheme.

B.is 1(B).ns.l'af follows;

BZ = Z
t t-1

BZt_l = Zt_2

therefore BBZ
t

= BZt-1
= Zt-2

or in general =

Thus, if (p=1,d=1,q=2) the ARIMA (1,1,2) process gives:

(1-4/11)(1-B)1:1't = (1-01B-02B2)ut ...(13)

(1-010)(tt-tt_i ) = (1-00-02B2)ut .(14)

Define Att =
...(15)



Then, by the substitution of (1i ) in equation (14) the process

yields:

.112
t

4.2 u
t l t 1

-0
e - 2ui: t - 2

This example demonstrates th -r'ole of the parameter (d). This

parameter introduces differencing in the processes. This differ-

encing becomes more complex.as d takes on value greatF than

(1). But regardless'of the value for 4 each Z is affected

by an unbroken sequence of its own past values. This s,equence

will be' of length p. Obviously, such an orering, of the rela-

tionship is.not always-representative of true like observations.

Examples of this arsi found in cyclical variations in Z. Thus,

the concept of seasonality and the paramet-er (s) are introduced:\

This parameter (s) operates by deriving the differencing

for (20 and (tt-s)* An example of this cyclical behavior is

given for ARIMA (1,1,4,2) where (13=1 d=1,s=4,q=2):

- 01B)(1 B4)12t . (1 01B 02B2)ut

(1 - B4)1i
t t

; it
-4

wt 4)1wt ut Olut-1 t-2

Finally, a simplification of the notation is introduced

Eor (12) :

[: P S A
1

j]Wi (1 B )
d
L = OjB ut

F. Forecasting ARIMA Proesses

The forecasting in the ARIMA processes is done in a recur-

sive fashion. Thus, given the observations (2t_n,.,..2 t-l'±t) 11

the forecasting of (41,2t2,...) iA done by computing the value

.of (it1) first then the value of (it+7) and so on. This becomes

:lear if a simple ARIMA process is used. Given ARIMA (1,0,0,2)



tbe process yields:

tt
51zt-1

ut 81 u -
t-1 192ut-2

therefore t = + u -.0 -t+1 1 t t+1 1 t
u
t-1

and so on.

The foredasting processes for the differencing processes are

essentially the same. The variance and standard deviation for

the forecasts can be computed. By assuming normality, it is

p?ssible to construct confidence-intervals for the forecasts.

No presentation is made in this discussion of the relationship

between the autocorrelations and the parameters 00.,0., 4). The
3. 3.

interested reader is referred to Charles R. Nelson's book Applied

Time Series Analtlislar_!anagerial Forecasting.
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